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Release Notes
Welcome to CA Workload Automation Agents 11.3. The release information in this topic covers the following areas:

• Release versions and build levels
• Instructions for identifying the version of the agent and plug-ins that are installed

At the time of General Availability (GA), the agent releases and build numbers are as follows: 

CA Workload Automation Agent Release Build
CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, i5/
OS, or HP Integrity NonStop

11.3.07 979

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, i5/
OS, or HP Integrity NonStop

11.3.06 946

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, i5/
OS, or HP Integrity NonStop

11.3.05 (11.3 SP5) 904

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or
i5/OS

11.3 SP4 (Incremental 3) 821

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or
i5/OS

11.3 SP4 (Incremental 2) 795

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or
i5/OS

11.3 SP4 (Incremental 1) 738

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or
i5/OS

11.3 SP4 (11.3.4) 717

CA Workload Automation Agent Plug-in  Release  Build 
CA WA Agent for Application Services 11.3.05 (11.3 SP5) 41
CA WA Agent for Application Services 11.3 SP4 51
CA WA Agent for Application Services 11.3 SP3 34
CA WA Agent for Databases 11.3.06 39
CA WA Agent for Databases 11.3.05 (11.3 SP5) 830
CA WA Agent for Databases 11.3 SP4 717
CA WA Agent for Informatica 11.3.05 64
CA WA Agent for Informatica 11.3 SP4 62
CA WA Agent for Informatica 11.3 SP4 43
CA WA Agent for Micro Focus 11.3 SP4 45
CA WA Agent for Micro Focus 11.3 SP3 638 (Windows)
CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server 11.3 SP3 30
CA WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite 11.3 SP4 24 
CA WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite 11.3 SP3 254
CA WA Agent for PeopleSoft 11.3.05 (11.3 SP5) 29
CA WA Agent for PeopleSoft 11.3 SP4 33
CA WA Agent for Remote Execution 11.3.06 78
CA WA Agent for Remote Execution 11.3.05 (11.3 SP5) 251
CA WA Agent for Remote Execution 11.3 SP4 (Incremental 2) 246
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CA WA Agent for Remote Execution 11.3 SP3 228
CA WA Agent for SAP 11.3 SP4 16
CA WA Agent for Web Services 11.3.06 78
CA WA Agent for Web Services 11.3.05 (11.3 SP5) 41
CA WA Agent for Web Services 11.3 SP4 51
CA WA Agent for Web Services 11.3 SP3 38

Display Release Information

Display the release of the agent that you are running and, optionally, details about added functionality, use one of the
following commands.

•
• To display the release number of the agent you are running, use the following command:

cybAgent -v

The cybAgent -v command displays the version and build level, with a list of enabled plug-ins, as shown in the
following examples.
Windows 

 
Linux
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• To display the release number with details about the release you are running, such as extended functionality installed
with the agent, run the following command: 

• cybAgent -vv

The cybAgent -vv command lists all installed plug-ins, integrations, and advanced integrations. The command also
provides enablement status and build levels, as shown in the following examples.
Windows 
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Linux
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This section contains the following topics:

  

NOTE

 More Information 

 Getting Started 

Release 11.3.07

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

The following topics describe the enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues included in CA Workload Automation
System Agent release 11.3.07. 

Enhancements

Support for PPC64LE

With this version, the agent supports Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.2 and SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 PPC64LE
(PowerPC 64 Little Endian). For more information about the platforms supported by the agent and minimum hardware and
software requirements, see Minimum Recommended Hardware and Software Requirements by Agent Version.
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TACL ABENDONABEND 

(HP Integrity NonStop only) You can now specify TACL runtime options such as ABENDONABEND. For example, when
running a TACL macro as part of a run command job, the macro runs to completion even when an abend occurs. With
older JMO jobs, you could specify the ABENDONABEND TACL option, which prevented the macro from running to
completion.

Also, a new parameter called oscomponent.nonstop.default.tacl.args is available for use in the agentparm.txt file. The
presence of this parameter in the agentparm.txt file ensures that the behavior described above works for all jobs. This
parameter ensures proper TACL behavior, regardless of whether the corresponding attribute was specified in the job
definition. The value of this parameter is a string of valid TACL program runtime parameters that are documented in the
HP NonStop TACL Reference Manual. 

Support for User Login on UNIX and Linux with PAM

Previously the agent used PAM (Pluggable Authentication Module) only to validate user credentials; the service did not
authenticate users or log them in. Now you can configure the agent to use PAM to authenticate users and log them.

With the introduction of the oscomponent.pamlogin.enable and oscomponent.pamlogin.svc parameters, described
below, the agent will authenticate credentials and initialize a user session according the the rules defined in the PAM
configuration files. These configuration files are typically located in /etc/pam.d.

• oscomponent.pamlogin.enable   When set to true, the agent uses PAM to log the user in.
• oscomponent.pamlogin.svc   When set to one of the following options, this parameter specifies the PAM service

to use for user login: su, login, sshd, sudo, or any other PAM service installed on the system that supports password
authentication.
For example, if PAM login is enabled and "oscomponent.pamlogin.svc=su" on Linux, and "pam_limits.so" is specified
for the session module interface in the PAM configuration file for the su service, when the user session is created, it
loads the user-specific ulimit values from the limits.conf file and applies them to the session. 
If the System Agent is run as the root user, typically no password is required for a user to log in as another user
when using the su service. This allows administrators the benefit of using PAM session initialization (such as
"pam_limits.so"), without having to change the job definition to send a password for the user.
If oscomponent.pamlogin.svc is set to login, sshd, or any other PAM service, a password is required. This behavior is
similar to the behavior on Windows, where a password is always required.

NOTE
 For more information about how to configure PAM, see the documentation for PAM on your system.

Fixed Issues

SYSAGT-276 Workload Automation AE Jobs Fail When Trying to Access BLOBs and GLOBs

CA Workload Automation AE (formerly AutoSys) jobs fail when trying to access BLOBs (Binary Large Objects) and
GLOBs (Global Large Objects) from the CA Workload Automation AE application server. This issue occurs when the
global variable file (WAAE.txt) is defined, but the manager-specific variable file (ACE.txt) is not. Although the autoping -S
command succeeds, jobs that try to access BLOBs AND GLOBs fail with the following error:

CAUAJM_E_10009 Unable to load libtx_remote..Error code: 20012

SYSAGT-275 When Agent Security is Enabled, Password Validation Fails on WCC and CA7

If you enable agent security (by setting the parameter security.level to “on” in the agentparm.txt file), user password
validation from WCC or CA7 fails. The failure occurs even when full permissions are granted in the security.txt file.
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SYSAGT-273 Error Detected by the Java Runtime Environment

When you attempt to either upgrade or install a 32-bit version of the agent on certain Solaris hardware, the following
problems occur:

• The installation or upgrade fails. 
• The installation or upgrade succeeds, but the agent fails when starting. The agent issues an error similar to the

following:
“Error has been detected by the Java Runtime Environment” An hs_err file is also generated. 

SYSAGT-271 Extended ASCII Characters Garbled in 11.3.06

After you update the System Agent to 11.3.06, extended ASCII characters may become garbled or corrupted.  Accented
characters or other characters in the Latin-1 supplement character code range (0x80 to 0xFF) can become corrupted
when sent from the manager to an 11.3.06 agent.

A new agent parameter, communication.v2.nativeafmencoding, limits international character support to extended ASCII,
allowing backward compatibility. For more information about how to set this parameter in the agentparm.txt file, see CA
WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters.

SYSAGT-269 Agent Stops After Trying to Submit Job That Has Been Manually Released

(i5/OS only) When a user releases a job that was submitted, before the agent has a chance to submit it. The agent tries to
release it again and stops.

Before the agent releases a job, it now checks to be sure that the job is in held status. If it is not, the agent skips the job,
assuming that it has been manually released. 

SYSAGT-268 Delays Occur When Agent Processes RUN Jobs

(i5/OS only) The system agent can experience long delays (for example, delays longer than 10 minutes) when processing
RUN jobs. The delays typically affect all RUN jobs simultaneously.
The delays are caused when a specific job has produced a very large amount of output and the exit code for the job
(CCEXIT) is of type "*SEVERITY."

Known Issues

External FTP Jobs on Solaris Sometimes Fail

On Solaris 10 and 11, FTP, SFTP, and SCP jobs with the "Run as user" attribute might fail with an error of "Aborted, Signal
9."

The spool file show a message like the following:

ld.so.1: java: fatal: relocation error: file /opt/CA/WA_Agent_11_3_7/
libplugininvoker.so: symbol
 __1cH__rwstdV__null_string_ref_rep4CwnDstdLchar_traits4Cw__n0BJallo
cator4Cw__n0AQ__string_ref_rep4n0D____2t6M_v_: referenced symbol not found.

This issue is fixed in the 11.4.00 release.
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Extended ASCII Characters in Passwords

After updating the System Agent from release 11.3.05 or earlier, passwords with extended ASCII characters (accented
characters or other characters in the Latin-1 supplement character code range) might fail.

To work around this issue, either revert to an older version of the System Agent, or use passwords with no extended
ASCII characters.

Environment Variable Names on Windows Converted to Uppercase

(Windows only) For Workload Automation System Agent releases 11.3.06 and newer, variable names in environment
variables that are sent to the agent are converted to uppercase.

Even though Windows is case-insensitive, problems can occur when other programs or scripts expect the variable name
in environment variables to be lowercase or mixed case.

To work around this issue, you can use one of the following options:

• Use case-insensitive comparisons for environment variable names. 
• Use the 11.3.05 release (or older) of the agent.

(AIX only) Agent May Crash with Core Dump When Using Java 8 on POWER 8 Systems

When running an agent that uses Java 8 on AIX on POWER 8 systems, it is possible for the AIX runtime instrumentation
to cause the agent to crash with a core dump.

The workaround for this issue is to disable runtime instrumentation by setting the following in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.jvm.x.options=-XX:-RuntimeInstrumentation

NOTE

If parameters are already set in the oscomponent.jvm.x.options setting, you must separate the new setting from
the existing one with a semicolon, similar to the following example:

oscomponent.jvm.x.options=existingparameters;-XX:-RuntimeInstrumentation

 For more information about this issue, see the following documents from IBM:

• IV89479: Coredump of Processes with EBB Context After Partition Migration
• IV96941: JAVA 1.8 Process Coredump Due to EBB Ill Inst When TPROF is Run Applies to AIX 7200-01 

i5/OS File Trigger Jobs with IASP Path Do Not Run

(i5/OS System Agent only) FILETRIG jobs do not accept IASP (Independent  Auxiliary Storage Pools) QSYS.LIB as the
file path.

Example

/QAS/QSYS.LIB/.....                       

When this path is used, the agent returns the following message: STATE FAILED Status("Scan Failed")

Some Agent Files Remain After Uninstallation

(UNIX and Linux platform only) When you run the uninstaller to uninstall an agent, the following message is generated:

Uninstall Complete

 ------------------

 Some items could not be removed.
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In some cases, such as with a new installation of an agent that has never been started, the message displays even
though the agent and agent directory are removed. In other cases, such as with an agent that has been run or is running
jobs, some files and directories remain in the agent directory, such as /log, nohup.stderr, and nohup.stdout.

This message is generated by the installation application and currently has no fix. If you see this message, and your agent
installation is not completely removed, manually remove the remaining files. 

ESPmgr Prints Error Indicating that ESPAGENTTOKEN and ESPAGENTHASH Are Not Defined

When run from a command prompt, the ESPmgr utility prints the following messages:

• Error: The ESPAGENTTOKEN environment variable is not set.
• Error: The ESPAGENTHASH environment variable is not set.

This problem was introduced in ESPmgr in the 11.3.06 release of System Agent. These messages falsely indicate an
error when none exists. The messages are generated when the ESPmgr utility is run from a command prompt and not
from a job.  

You can either ignore the messages or avoid them by using the ESPmgr.exe utility from an older version of System Agent
(11.3.05 or earlier). Copy ESPmgr.exe from an earlier version to the System Agent directory and replace the current
version.

ESPmgr Passes Gibberish in LocalUser()

(Windows only) When the version of ESPmgr that comes with 11.3.06 and 11.3.07 releases of System Agent is run from
the command line and not from a job, it can fail due to random, invalid bytes in the LocalUser() parameter, for example,
"LocalUser(Ö…X)" instead of "LocalUser(TOSEUSER)." This issue makes ESPmgr.exe on Windows unusable from the
command line.

To work around this issue, use the ESPmgr.exe utility from an older version of System Agent (11.3.05 or earlier). Copy
ESPmgr.exe from an earlier version to the System Agent directory to replace the current version.

Migrating an R6 or R7 agentparm.txt File to 11.3

The installer for 11.3 SP6 and 11.3 SP7 does not support the migration of an R6 or R7 agentparm.txt file to 11.3. To use
an R6 or R7 agentparm.txt file in 11.3, you must install the 11.3 SP6 or SP7 version of the agent and manually modify the
agentparm.txt file with the necessary changes.

Job Fails Because CA Workload Automation AE Cannot Retrieve Job Log

(i5/OS only) If an i5 job does not produce output, the agent generates an error 4001 because it cannot open the spool file
of an i5 job, because it does not exist. This condition occurs with i5/OS jobs that use this parameter: ccexit=*severity.

There is currently no workaround for this issue.

Entry Remains in Windows Registry When Agent is Uninstalled

(Windows only) When you uninstall the System Agent on the Windows platform, not all related entries in the Windows
registry are removed. A remaining entry causes the agent to appear as installed in the Add/Remove Programs list.
If you attempt to uninstall the agent again through the Add/Remove programs, the following error displays:

An error occurred while trying to uninstall <agent installation>. It may have already been uninstalled. Would

 you like to remove <agent installation> from the Programs and Features list?

To work around this issue and completely remove the agent, take one of the following steps:

 14
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• Repeat the uninstallation through the Add/Remove programs option. The second time you remove the agent from the
list, it is fully removed.

• Before performing the uninstallation, move the uninstall.reg file from the <agent directory> to the following location:
<agent directory>\UninstallData.

Java Does Not Correctly Identify Windows 2016 Operating System When Reporting Agent Status

In Windows 2016, the operating system name and version that the agent sends when reporting its status to the manager
is not correct. Instead of sending “Windows Server 2016 for x86” as the operating system and version, the agent sends
“Windows NT (unknown) for x86.”

This message is used because the current version of Java does not correctly identify Windows 2016. However, it is
expected that this will be corrected in Java 8 Build 152.

Agent Status File Shows Incorrect Status

(UNIX only) The status file for the System Agent shows “Inactive,” even when the agent is running and processing jobs
successfully.

This issue occurs after the cybAgent command with the “-vv” option is used to display the verbose information. The
cybAgent -vv command overwrites the contents of the file (the PID information and start time of agent) with “Inactive.”

To retrieve version information for the agent, use the cybAgent command with the “-v” option. This ensures that the status
file is not reset.

Example:

cybAgent -v

Workload Automation AE Command Jobs That Start with Double Parentheses Might Fail

Jobs that contain a command that begins with two parentheses, for example, “((“ can fail. This issue occurs with 11.3 SP4
Incremental 2 of the Workload Automation agent running Workload Automation AE jobs. When the parentheses are used
to group commands and are not part of the executable or batch file name, the job fails. These same jobs run successfully
with versions of the agent prior to 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2. 

When the job fails, the joblog contains a line at the end similar to the following:

Command to be executed: "C:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe" /c "("("

To retrieve the job log, use the command "autosyslog -j jobname -tA")

To work around this issue, use one of the following methods:

• Install a version of the agent earlier than 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2.
• Change the syntax of the command to begin with "cmd.exe /c" followed by the original command.

UNC Path Containing Parentheses in File Trigger Fails

(Workload Automation DE only) A file trigger that references a UNC file name that contains special characters, such as
parentheses, fails to create the trigger.  For example, the following file name does not work: \\myshare\myfile(1).txt

The job fails with a status of Scan Failed and a detailed status such as,

The <directory> does not exist or not a directory.

To work around this issue, begin the UNC file path with four backslashes instead of two, for example, \\\\myshare
\myfile(1).txt
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Text File Monitor Jobs Do Not Support ISO-2022 File Encodings

Text file monitor jobs do not support files encoded with encodings in the ISO-2022 family, such as ISO-2022-CN,
ISO-2022-JP, and ISO-2022-KR, for example.

File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

(Valid on AIX) A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues
to run indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob()
system call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of
the call does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it
does not exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version
4.51 of the agent.

Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

(Valid on AIX) When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job
log contains the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/

ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024

Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux or AIX

(Valid on z/Linux and AIX)

After you run UNIX jobs and stop the agent, it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.closefds=200

This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

 
Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.
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On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

(Valid on i5/OS) The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM
(Pluggable Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be
addressed in a future release.

Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

(Valid on i5/OS) The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a
threshold defined in agentparm.txt. This feature is not yet supported in the i5/OS Agent.

For information about previous releases of CA Workload Automation Agent and agent plug-ins, see Release Information.
Expand the section for the agent or agent plug-in that you are interested in to find the enhancements, fixed issues, and
known issues for each release.

Process Not Killed Within Interval Specified by SignalsInterval

When a job is canceled with CONTROL CANCEL using a list of signals using the KillSignals keyword (or the
oscomponent.killsignals agentparm.txt parameter) and the interval between signals is specified with SignalsInterval (or the
oscomponent.killsignals.interval parameter), the process may not be killed by the first signal within the interval specified
by SignalsInterval.

When this occurs, the agent attempts to send the next signal in the list. At this point, if the process has terminated, the
agent sends a FAILED status for the CONTROL CANCEL. The status for the job iis “Aborted, signal x.” You can correct it
by increasing the SignalsInterval (or oscomponent.killsignals.interval) to allow a larger interval between signals.

Installing the Agent in a Directory That Starts with the Letter U

(Windows only) You cannot install the agent on Windows in a directory that starts with a lowercase “u” (for example, \utils).
Because the configuration file follows the standard Java properties file format, \u is used to escape Unicode. A directory
name that starts with a lowercase “u” is recognized as an escape sequence. (See section 3.3 of the Java Language
Specification for details.)

The installation fails if “\u” is in any part of the path, for example: 
• c:\utils 
• C:\Program Files\CA\utils 
• C:\apps\utils\CA

To work around this issue, either install the agent in a directory starting with an uppercase “U” (for example, \Utils), or use
a directory name that starts with a letter other than “u.”

"CRLF expected" Error Occurs with FTP and SFTP Jobs

When executing FTP and SFTP jobs, the jobs fails with the error "CRLF expected." This occurs with FTP and SFTP
servers that transmit their login banner using just CR (/r) style linefeeds. The agent can process only banners with CRLF
or just LF for linefeeds.

To work around this issue, change the banner text to use the expected linefeed style (CRLF).
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Release 11.3.06

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

The following topics describe the enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues included in CA Workload Automation
System Agent release 11.3.06. 

Enhancements

Support Multiple Signals with CONTROL CANCEL

(UNIX only) By default, when you cancel a UNIX job, the agent sends a SIGKILL signal to the running process. When the
running process receives a SIGKILL, it cannot respond or clean up, because it exits immediately. 

If a job runs a script that starts another process, such as an SAP report, and the job is canceled, the script is ended but
the process that started is not cleaned up. Although the job appears to be canceled, the process (such as the SAP report)
continues to run to completion.

The agent now ends the process, in addition to marking the job as canceled.

Two new parameters have been added to provide greater control over the way a job process is canceled. Instead of using
SIGKILL to cancel a job, you can now specify a list of signals sent to the job's process and the interval between them by
adding the following parameters to the agentparm.txt file: 

• oscomponent.killsignals
Specifies a list of signals to be sent to the process for a job. If the process does not go away after sending the first
signal in the list, the agent sends the next signal. (If you do not specify a list of signals for this parameter, the agent
defaults to the current behavior of using SIGKILL.)
Example 
oscomponent.killsignals=2,10,9
Default: 9

• oscomponent.killsignals.interval
Specifies the time in seconds after a signal is sent that the agent waits for the process to go away before sending the
next signal. (If you do not specify a value for this parameter, the agent defaults to an interval of 5 seconds.)
Example 
oscomponent.killsignals.interval=7 
Default: 5 

If you do not set this parameter, the current behavior is maintained; the agent sends a SIGKILL by default.

Fixed Issues

SYSAGT-266 AIX: STDOUT or STDERR File Name with # Character Truncated

(AIX only) On AIX, if the file name for the output of a job (such as STDOUT or STDERR) contains a hash sign (#)
character, the file name is sometimes truncated at the hash sign character. This occurs both when the name is specified
explicitly and when it is included in an environment variable.

For example, on AIX, if you specify "test_AY#abc" as the name of the STDOUT file, the file that is created is called
"test_AY." This behavior can impact dependent jobs such as file trigger or file watcher, because the output file name might
not match the job name, and duplicate file names can be created from similar job names.
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SYSAGT-265 Unable to Pass NonStop System Name in Assign Statement

(HP Integrity NonStop Only) When a job definition contains assign parameters and those parameters include assign
statements with file names of the form \sysname.$vol.subvol.filename, the \sysname portion is dropped from the job at
execution time.

The agent is updated to recognize assign statement file names for both local and remote systems.

SYSAGT-264 Authentication Through CHKUSR Fails Intermittently

On Linux or UNIX-based systems, when the PAM (Pluggable Authentication Modules) configuration uses pam_tally2,
login attempts intermittently fail with the message: "State FAILED Cmpc(1)"

The pam_tally2 module uses a counter to track login attempts (both successful and unsuccessful). When the chkusr utility
checks the counter for login attempts to determine whether a user should be granted access, it does not reset the counter.
Because the counter is typically configured to deny access after a specified count level is reached, a valid login attempt
can fail.

The agent now sends a call to pam_setcred to reset the login count for pam_tally2 for successful login attempts.

SYSAGT-263 FTP Job Fails if Run as User and FTP Site Commands Are Specified

An FTP job fails if both Run as user and FTP site commands are specified. The job fails with a State SUBERROR and
Status Invalid AFM: "Missing closing parenthesis"

SYSAGT-262 HP Integrity NonStop Syntax Errors and Output to Spool File Behavior Should be Modified

(HP Integrity NonStop Only) This problem record addresses the following issues:

1. When a TACL script contains a syntax error, the agent reports a completion code of 0. (With the fix, the agent now
reports an error of 1048.)

2. When a TACL script includes multiple commands and one fails due to a syntax error, the rest of the commands
continue to be executed instead of being stopped.

3. When the agent runs a COBOL binary program that writes to the system console, the agent cannot capture the output
in the spool file.

SYSAGT-261 Job Fails on Solaris 10 With State FAILED Cmpc(1) Error

(UNIX only) When CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3 running on Solaris 10 executes a job through CA Workload
Automation AE, the job fails with an error of with "State FAILED Cmpc(1).”
This error occurs when oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL, and the user home directory
does not exist. The spool file contains details, such as:
<wrapper_script_path>: <directory>: does not exist

The agent now checks to see if a user home directory exists. If a user home directory exists, the agent creates the
wrapper script properly. If a user home directory does not exist, the job will run successfully.

SYSAGT-260 "Error save define. Possible cause: too many defines" Error Occurs Before OS Limitation is
Reached

(HP Integrity NonStop only) Agent for HP Integrity NonStop issues an error for too many DEFINE statements, even
though the limit set by the operating system has not been reached.

When running a job, you might see the following error: "Error save define. Possible cause: too many defines"
When this occurs you cannot run the job.

The agent now allows the correct amount of DEFINE statements to be passed to a job.
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Agent Installer Validates Required Parameters in Silent Installer Properties File

The agent installer now validates the required parameters that are documented in the template properties file. The
installer checks to be sure that the parameter dependencies specified in the file work correctly. If a required parameter is
not given, the installer generates the following message:

PARAMETER_NAME variable cannot be unspecified

In the message, PARAMETER_NAME reflects the name of the required parameter in the properties file.

Known Issues

External FTP Jobs on Solaris Sometimes Fail

On Solaris 10 and 11, FTP, SFTP, and SCP jobs with the "Run as user" attribute might fail with an error of "Aborted, Signal
9."

The spool file show a message like the following:

ld.so.1: java: fatal: relocation error: file /opt/CA/
WA_Agent_11_3_7/libplugininvoker.so: symbol
 __1cH__rwstdV__null_string_ref_rep4CwnDstdLchar_traits4Cw__n0BJallo
cator4Cw__n0AQ__string_ref_rep4n0D____2t6M_v_: referenced symbol not found.

This issue is fixed in the 11.4.00 release.

Extended ASCII Characters in Passwords

After updating the System Agent from release 11.3.05 or earlier, passwords with extended ASCII characters (accented
characters or other characters in the Latin-1 supplement character code range) might fail.

To work around this issue, either revert to an older version of the System Agent, or use passwords with no extended
ASCII characters.

Environment Variable Names on Windows Converted to Uppercase

(Windows only) For Workload Automation System Agent releases 11.3.06 and newer, variable names in environment
variables that are sent to the agent are converted to uppercase.

Even though Windows is case-insensitive, problems can occur when other programs or scripts expect the variable name
in environment variables to be lowercase or mixed case.

To work around this issue, you can use one of the following options:

• Use case-insensitive comparisons for environment variable names. 
• Use the 11.3.05 release (or older) of the agent.

ESPmgr Prints Error Indicating that ESPAGENTTOKEN and ESPAGENTHASH Are Not Defined

When run from a command prompt, the ESPmgr utility prints the following messages:

• Error: The ESPAGENTTOKEN environment variable is not set.
• Error: The ESPAGENTHASH environment variable is not set.
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This problem was introduced in ESPmgr in the 11.3.06 release of System Agent. These messages falsely indicate an
error when none exists. The messages are generated when the ESPmgr utility is run from a command prompt and not
from a job.  

You can either ignore the messages or avoid them by using the ESPmgr.exe utility from an older version of System Agent
(11.3.05 or earlier). Copy ESPmgr.exe from an earlier version to the System Agent directory and replace the current
version.

ESPmgr Passes Gibberish in LocalUser()

(Windows only) When the version of ESPmgr that comes with 11.3.06 and 11.3.07 releases of System Agent is run from
the command line and not from a job, it can fail due to random, invalid bytes in the LocalUser() parameter, for example,
"LocalUser(Ö…X)" instead of "LocalUser(TOSEUSER)." This issue makes ESPmgr.exe on Windows unusable from the
command line.

To work around this issue, use the ESPmgr.exe utility from an older version of System Agent (11.3.05 or earlier). Copy
ESPmgr.exe from an earlier version to the System Agent directory to replace the current version.

Migrating an R6 or R7 agentparm.txt File to 11.3

The installer for 11.3 SP6 and 11.3 SP7 does not support the migration of an R6 or R7 agentparm.txt file to 11.3. To use
an R6 or R7 agentparm.txt file in 11.3, you must install the 11.3 SP6 or SP7 version of the agent and manually modify the
agentparm.txt file with the necessary changes.

Java Does Not Correctly Identify Windows 2016 Operating System When Reporting Agent Status

In Windows 2016, the operating system name and version that the agent sends when reporting its status to the manager
is not correct. Instead of sending “Windows Server 2016 for x86” as the operating system and version, the agent sends
“Windows NT (unknown) for x86.”

This message is used because the current version of Java does not correctly identify Windows 2016. However, it is
expected that this will be corrected in Java 8 Build 152.

Extended ASCII Characters Garbled in 11.3.06

After updating the System Agent to 11.3.06, extended ASCII characters may become garbled or corrupted. Accented
characters or other characters in the Latin-1 supplement character code range (0x80 to 0xFF) can become corrupted
when sent from the manager to an 11.3.06 agent. A job might also fail with an "Invalid AFM" error.

Jobs that worked before the agent upgrade may now fail or behave differently.

To work around this problem, revert the agent to a version before 11.3.06.

Agent Status File Shows Incorrect Status

(UNIX only) The status file for the System Agent shows “Inactive,” even when the agent is running and processing jobs
successfully.

This issue occurs after the cybAgent command with the “-vv” option is used to display the verbose information. The
cybAgent -vv command overwrites the contents of the file (the PID information and start time of agent) with “Inactive.”

To retrieve version information for the agent, use the cybAgent command with the “-v” option. This ensures that the status
file is not reset.

Example:

cybAgent -v
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Text File Monitor Jobs Do Not Support ISO-2022 File Encodings

Text file monitor jobs do not support files encoded with encodings in the ISO-2022 family, such as ISO-2022-CN,
ISO-2022-JP, and ISO-2022-KR, for example.

File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

(Valid on AIX) A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues
to run indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob()
system call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of
the call does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it
does not exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version
4.51 of the agent.

Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

(Valid on AIX) When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job
log contains the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/

ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024

Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux or AIX

(Valid on z/Linux and AIX)

After you run UNIX jobs and stop the agent, it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.closefds=200

This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

 
Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.
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On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

(Valid on i5/OS) The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM
(Pluggable Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be
addressed in a future release.

Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

(Valid on i5/OS) The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a
threshold defined in agentparm.txt. This feature is not yet supported in the i5/OS Agent.

For information about previous releases of CA Workload Automation Agent and agent plug-ins, see Release Information.
Expand the section for the agent or agent plug-in that you are interested in to find the enhancements, fixed issues, and
known issues for each release.

Process Not Killed Within Interval Specified by SignalsInterval

When a job is canceled with CONTROL CANCEL using a list of signals using the KillSignals keyword (or the
oscomponent.killsignals agentparm.txt parameter) and the interval between signals is specified with SignalsInterval (or the
oscomponent.killsignals.interval parameter), the process may not be killed by the first signal within the interval specified
by SignalsInterval.

When this occurs, the agent attempts to send the next signal in the list. At this point, if the process has terminated, the
agent sends a FAILED status for the CONTROL CANCEL. The status for the job iis “Aborted, signal x.” You can correct it
by increasing the SignalsInterval (or oscomponent.killsignals.interval) to allow a larger interval between signals.

Installing the Agent in a Directory That Starts with the Letter U

You cannot install the agent on Windows in a directory that starts with a lowercase “u” (for example, \utils). Because the
configuration file follows the standard Java properties file format, \u is used to escape Unicode. A directory name that
starts with a lowercase “u” is recognized as an escape sequence. (See section 3.3 of the Java Language Specification for
details.)

The installation fails if “\u” is in any part of the path, for example:
• c:\utils
• C:\Program Files\CA\utils
• C:\apps\utils\CA

To work around this issue, either install the agent in a directory starting with an uppercase “U” (for example, \Utils), or use
a directory name that starts with a letter other than “u.”

Agent Stops After Trying to Submit Job That Has Been Manually Released

When a user releases a job that was submitted, before the agent has a chance to submit it. The agent tries to release it
again and stops.

Before the agent releases a job, it now checks to be sure that the job is in held status. If it is not, the agent skips the job,
assuming that it has been manually released. 

Delays Occur When Agent Processes RUN Jobs

(i5/OS only) The system agent can experience long delays (for example, delays longer than 10 minutes) when processing
RUN jobs. The delays typically affect all RUN jobs simultaneously.
The delays are caused when a specific job has produced a very large amount of output and the exit code for the job
(CCEXIT) is of type "*SEVERITY."
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Installing

This release installs version 11.3.06 of CA Workload Automation Agent. For installation instructions, see Installing.

NOTE

Getting Started

Release 11.3 SP5

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

The following topics describe the enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues included in the 11.3.05 (11.3 SP5)
release of CA Workload Automation System Agent. (Expand each section to view the information it contains.)

Enhancements

Enhancements

Support Added for HP Integrity NonStop (OSS)

This release (11.3.05) adds support for HP Integrity NonStop (OSS). The previous version of the agent (11.3 SP4)
supported Guardian.

See the following table for a summary of the differences in functionality between the two versions.

Functionality 11.3 SP4 (Guardian) 11.3.05 (OSS)
Command Support   
CONTROL CANCEL (to cancel a running
job)

No Yes

~; Yes No
DEFINE, PARAM, ASSIGN Yes Yes
Spooling   
Write program output to a spool file No Yes
Automatically remove a spool file No Yes
Retrieve the spool file of customer program
output

Yes Yes

Operating Environment   
Supported environment Runs under Guardian Runs under OSS
Supported operating system versions G06, H06, and J06 series J06.15.00 and H06.26.00 and later
Required operating system component All default bundle Needs Java 7
Encryption No Yes
Jobs   
Run Guardian job Yes Yes
Run File trigger job Yes No
Write job status to the Event Management
System (EMS)

Yes Yes
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Support Added for Linux PPC64

This release adds native 64-bit support for the Linux PPC operating systems.

Support Added for 64-Bit Solaris SPARC

This release adds native 64-bit support for the Solaris SPARC operating system.

Fixed Issues

Fixed Issues

The following issues have been fixed in this release.

SYSAGT-255 Allow a User to Reply to a Job from the i5/OS Console

The correct job status is not returned to the AE console for an i5/OS job. A job stays in the wait_reply state in the
Workload Automation AE console, even after it is replied to by the end user from the i5/OS console. Although It resumes
execution in the i5/OS system, the job remains in the wait_reply state.

SYSAGT-147 Jobs Fail with Absolute STDOUT and STDERR File Names

Jobs might fail to run on Windows when either one or both of the STDOUT and STDERR output file names are absolute.
 If the file name specified is absolute, but it does not contain a drive letter, the job fails.

Known Issues

Known Issues

This release contains the following known issues:

Agent for i5/OS

Agent Status File Shows Incorrect Status

(UNIX only) The status file for the System Agent shows “Inactive,” even when the agent is running and processing jobs
successfully.

This issue occurs after the cybAgent command with the “-vv” option is used to display the verbose information. The
cybAgent -vv command overwrites the contents of the file (the PID information and start time of agent) with “Inactive.”

To retrieve version information for the agent, use the cybAgent command with the “-v” option. This ensures that the status
file is not reset.

Example:

cybAgent -v

Java 1.5 and 1.7 Not Supported

When installing 11.3.05 Agent for i5/OS, use Java 1.6, as Java 1.5 and 1.7 are not supported. See i5/OS System
Requirements for more information.

Startup Error with Java 1.5 JRE

On the i5 platform, if JAVA_HOME is set to Java 1.5 JRE, the agent might be installed, but is unusable. Although the
installation completes successfully, when the agent is started, the following error is logged in the nohup.stderr file: "Unable
to locate main driver."
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Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a threshold defined in
agentparm.txt. This feature is not yet supported in the i5/OS Agent.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM (Pluggable
Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be addressed
in a future release.

Delays Occur When Agent Processes RUN Jobs

The system agent can experience long delays (for example, delays longer than 10 minutes) when processing RUN jobs.
The delays typically affect all RUN jobs simultaneously.
The delays are caused when a specific job has produced a very large amount of output and the exit code for the job
(CCEXIT) is of type "*SEVERITY."

To work around this issue, update the agent to not require searching the output for these types of run jobs.

Agent for HP Integrity NonStop

UTF-8 Message Generated When Installing the Agent

During installation, the installer generates the following message: "No encoding detected. Defaults to UTF-8." You can
ignore this notification. The message does not indicate a problem with the installation.

Job Status Messages Delayed with Failed Connection Messages in Transmitter Log

Job status update messages are delayed by 2 minutes. And the transmitter log includes messages about failed
connections, like the following example:

Connection failed to: <ca31.ca.com><12116>. Operation already in progress (errno:4103)

This issue can occur when the agent sends multiple status updates and tries to open multiple sockets
simultaneously. This behavior occurs when multiple connect_nw calls are made on a nowait socket.

To work around this issue, change the retry interval to 2 seconds. Set communication.transmitter.senderrordelay to 2000
in the agentparm.txt file as shown in the following example:

communication.transmitter.senderrordelay=2000

Although the error is logged, the agent retries in 2 seconds (rather than 2 minutes).

STDERR Cannot Be Retrieved

On ESP Edition and CA 7, the agent created the STDERR file the agent, but it is not made available to the scheduling
manager. Therefore, it is not retrieved when you issue the VIEW ERROR command.

Agent Uninstaller Shipped with Prior Versions Does Not Support Windows Server 2012 R2

The version of the uninstaller (InstallAnywhere) shipped with prior versions of the agent does not support Windows Server
2012 R2. If you want to uninstall a version of the agent that was patched to the SP5 release, run the agent uninstaller in
Windows 8 compatibility mode.
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Agent for UNIX

File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

(AIX only) A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues
to run indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob()
system call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of
the call does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it
does not exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version
4.51 of the agent.

Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

(AIX only) When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job log
contains the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/

ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024

 

Unable to Restart the Agent on AIX

After I run UNIX jobs, I stop the agent, but it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

Solution:

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, we recommend that you set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt
file:

oscomponent.closefds=200

This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

 
Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.
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On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

Agent for Linux

Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux

After I run UNIX jobs, I stop the agent, but it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

Solution:

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, we recommend that you set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt
file:

oscomponent.closefds=200

This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

 
Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.

On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

For information about previous releases of CA Workload Automation Agent and agent plug-ins, see Release Information.
Expand the section for the agent or agent plug-in that you are interested in to find the enhancements, fixed issues, and
known issues for each release.

Installing

This release installs version 11.3.05 of CA Workload Automation Agent. For installation instructions, see Install CA
Workload Automation Agent.

 

NOTE

Getting Started

Release 11.3 SP4

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

This section contains release and fix information for release 11.3 SP4 of CA Workload Automation System Agent.

Enhancements

Enhancements

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS contains the following enhancements.

Native 64-Bit Support on z/Linux

The agent now has native 64-bit support on z/Linux. You can install a 64-bit agent on the following Linux platforms:
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• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 and 6 (certified on 6.5)
• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 and 11 (certified on 11)

If you are installing the agent on a 64-bit z/Linux system, you require the following Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
version to be installed on your system:

• JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1, or higher (64-bit)

NOTE

In the silent installer, you are now required to set a new property ZLINUX_ARCH in the installer properties file.
The ZLINUX_ARCH property specifies the architecture of the agent that you are installing: 31-bit or 64-bit.

Support for the CA Workload Automation AE Compatibility Mode in the Installer

You can now configure the agent during the agent installation to behave like the CA Workload Automation AE legacy
Remote Agent. If you enable the CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode during the agent installation, the
installer adds the compatibility settings to the agentparm.txt file. You are no longer required to add the compatibility
settings to the agentparm.txt file manually.

NOTE

In previous releases, we recommended that CA Workload Automation AE users install the agent using the CA
Workload Automation AE installer to preserve the legacy Remote Agent functionality. We now recommend that
you enable the CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode using the agent installer. For more information
about compatibility mode, see the CA Workload Automation Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows Implementation
Guide.

SYSAGT-160 Enhancements to FTP and SFTP Jobs

The following enhancements have been made to FTP and SFTP jobs:

• Support for the ASCII transfer mode in SFTP jobs. In previous releases, SFTP jobs supported only binary transfers.
FTP jobs already support binary and ASCII transfers.

• Support for public-key authentication to the SFTP server. In previous releases, SFTP jobs supported only user
authentication. In an SFTP job, you can specify an FTP user ID (user authentication), a private key file (public-key
authentication), or both (multifactor authentication).

NOTE

These enhancements require updates on the scheduling manager.

Fixed Issues

Fixed Issues

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS contains the following fixed issues.

SYSAGT-173 Inconsistent Agent Versions Reported

When you apply a patch, not all components of the agent are updated. As a result, some components can report a
different version of the agent than cybAgent -v. In this issue, the STAT command on CA Workload Automation CA7 Edition
reported a previous build number after a patch was applied. To address this issue, agent patches now include all required
components so that the highest build number is always reported.
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SYSAGT-170 Windows BAT Files Passes Extraneous Trailing Space

When executing command jobs on Windows, sometimes an extra trailing space is passed to the command when no
arguments are passed. The trailing space can cause problems with some batch file macro substitution. Depending on the
batch files ability to handle the incorrectly expanded macros, the contents of the batch file may not function correctly.

This behavior is only seen when the BAT file is passed zero (0) arguments and
oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.quotes.full=true.

This issue is fixed.

SYSAGT-169 Error Message Vague When Spool Line Too Long

When the scheduling manager requests the spool file, the agent returns an uninformative message if the line length
exceeds a certain limit.

The agent returns the following error to the manager:

<<Aborted. Line is too long>>?

This issue is fixed. The error message now returns the limit and the actual size of the line length.

SYSAGT-168 File Trigger Jobs Show Slow Response When Compared to R7 Agent

When running File Trigger jobs on the 11.3 agent, it may take longer than expected to return results when compared to
the R7 agent. For example, on the 11.3 agent it may take up to 20 seconds to return the results for simple File Trigger jobs
without wildcards. On the R7 agent, the results are returned in a fraction of a second. The issue occurs when the drive
containing the file is relatively slow (network or media) and the directory being searched contains many files.

This issue has been fixed. If there are no wildcards in the path, the 11.3 agent now follows the same behavior as the R7
agent.

SYSAGT-167 Cannot Set Global CCSID for i5/OS Jobs

When running i5/OS jobs, you cannot set a global Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) on the agent. If the CCSID is
not specified in the job definition, the agent always uses the system default CCSID.

On CA Workload Automation AE, you can specify the CCSID in the job definition as follows:

i5_others: CCSID=65535

On CA Workload Automation ESP Edition, you can specify the CCSID in the job definition as follows:

OTHERS CCSID(65535)

To specify a global setting that applies to all i5/OS jobs, configure the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:

• os400.run.job.ccsid
(i5/OS only) Specifies the default Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for i5/OS jobs. IBM publishes
and maintains the CCSIDs. CCSIDs are always integers. In a job definition, you can override the default value by
specifying the CCSID as a parameter that gets passed to the i5/OS SBMJOB command.

NOTE

If you do not specify the CCSID in either this parameter or the job definition, the system default on i5/OS is
used.
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SYSAGT-165 I5/OS Agent Reports Job Failures When Jobs Ran to Success

Occasionally, the i5/OS agent reports job failures when jobs succeeded. In this issue, the agent misinterpreted the
completion code of 4001.

The defaultlog_agent.log file, which is located in the agent installation directory, contains the following error:

Exception reading joblog spool file:

com.ibm.as400.access.ClientAccessDataStream incompatible with

com.ibm.as400.access.NPDataStream

This issue is fixed.

SYSAGT-164 Cannot Monitor Files on i5/OS QDLS File System

When running File Trigger jobs, the agent does not detect changes to files on the i5/OS QDLS file system. The same jobs
work on the R7 agent. This issue has been fixed. The agent now supports file monitoring on the QDLS file system.

SYSAGT-163 i5/OS Program Parameters are Not Quoted by Agent (CA UJMA Migration)

i5/OS jobs that are scheduled through the agent behave differently than CA Universal Job Management Agent (CA UJMA)
for quoted and unquoted parameters. For example, when using a *CHAR variable to pass a numeric value such as a
date, the program requires single quotes. When the job is submitted through CA UJMA, the value is enclosed in single
quotes. When the same job is submitted through the agent, the value is not quoted. As a result, the program rejects the
parameter.

To solve this issue, set the following parameter to true in the agentparm.txt file:

• os400.quote.parameter
(i5/OS only) Sets whether the agent encloses every parameter of the CL program in single quotes. This parameter can
be useful for customers migrating from the CA Universal Job Management Agent (CA UJMA).
– true

Encloses every parameter of the CL program that is passed to the agent in single quotes.
– false

Does not enclose parameters of the CL program in single quotes. The parameters are passed as is.
Default: false

NOTE

When migrating to the agent from CA UJMA, update your CA UJMA job definitions as follows:

• *BLANK is a CA UJMA term, which is not a valid keyword for the agent. Therefore, *BLANK must be
converted into ' ' (two single quotes that are separated by a space).

• *EMPTY is a CA UJMA term, which must be converted into '' (two single quotes that are concatenated
together). If *EMPTY ('') is the last argument, os400.quote.parameter must be set to false.

• If a parameter contains a space, enclose the parameter in single quotes: 'this parameter has a space'.

SYSAGT-159 All File Events May Not Be Reported

File events were reported properly when continuous File Trigger jobs ran without sorting. However, when file events
occurred within the same sweep of the file monitor and sorting was specified, duplicate events were not always reported.

When the filemonplugin.strategy value in agentparm.txt was set to time_asc, time_desc, size_asc, or size_desc, the agent
discarded some duplicate events. However, when filemonplugin.strategy was set to native_order (default), alpha_asc, or
alpha_desc, event triggers worked correctly.

This issue has been fixed.
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SYSAGT-158 Change Directory Error Occurs When Running a Job (UNIX Only)

When a command job is run under a specified user with oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory set to USER, the job fails
with the following error:

4013 Error changing directory

This error occurs because a home directory has not been defined for the user.

To solve this issue, set the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory parameter as follows:

oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL

• oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory
Specifies the default initial working directory for all scripts. Options are as follows:
– SCRIPT

Sets the path to where the script resides.
– USER

Sets the path to the home directory of the owner of the script.
– USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL

Specifies that the script should run even if a home directory for the user is not defined.
– path

Specifies the path to the directory in which the script should run.

NOTE

• On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to USER for backward compatibility with legacy agents.
• If you do not specify a value, the parameter defaults to the path where the running cybAgent resides.
• You can override the initial working directory on a per-job basis by specifying a value for the PWD or HOME

environment variable.

Known Issues

Known Issues

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS contains the following known issues:

Agent Installer Does Not Support Windows Server 2012 R2 

The version of the installer shipped with the agent (InstallAnywhere) does not support Windows Server 2012 R2. To use
the installer on that platform, you must run in Windows 8 compatibility mode.  

File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

Valid on AIX 

A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues to run
indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob() system
call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of the call
does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it does not
exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version 4.51 of the
agent.
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Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

Valid on AIX

When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job log contains
the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/
ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024

Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux or AIX

Valid on z/Linux and AIX

After I run UNIX jobs, I stop the agent, but it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

Solution:

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, we recommend that you set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt
file:

oscomponent.closefds=200
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This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

NOTE
If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.

On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

Valid on i5/OS

The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM (Pluggable
Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be addressed
in a future release.

Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

Valid on i5/OS

The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a threshold defined in
agentparm.txt. This feature is not yet supported in the i5/OS Agent.

Updating Agent Version after Upgrade

The version reflected in the agent after an upgrade does not reflect the version of the upgrade. To update the version to
reflect the latest installation, follow these instructions:

1. Remove the existing service by using the following command:
C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3.2>cybAgent.exe -remove

The following message is displayed:
CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2 removed.

2. Edit the oscomponent.servicename and oscomponent.servicedisplayname parameters in the agentparm.txt file.
Manually update the old version with the version of the latest installation.
Example
If you are upgrading from CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3 SP2 (11.3.2) to 11.3 SP4 (11.3.4), replace 11.3.2 with
11.3.4, as shown in the following example.
Original
#

# Windows Service name

#

oscomponent.servicename=CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2

oscomponent.servicedisplayname=CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2

Edited
#

# Windows Service name

#

oscomponent.servicename=CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.4

oscomponent.servicedisplayname=CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.4

3. Install or create the Windows service again by using the following command:
C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3.2>cybAgent.exe -install auto "C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3.2"

The following message is displayed:
CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.4 installed.
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Updating the Agent version in the Control Panel View

You can also change the number of the version that is displayed in the Control panel, under Programs and Features.
Follow the instructions below for your platform.

WARNING
 Before proceeding with the following task, back up the registry. The task requires that you modify the registry;
however, serious problems can occur if the registry is modified incorrectly. It is essential that you follow these
steps carefully. However, if a change is made in error, you can restore the registry from the backup you created.
For more information about how to back up and restore the registry, see the Microsoft Knowledge Base article
322756  How to back up and restore the registry in Windows

Windows 64-bit

1. Enter the following command:
C:\Users\Administrator\Downloads\New Folder>reg query "hklm\software\wow6432node\microsoft\windows

\currentversion\uninstall\CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2" /V Displayname

2. Edit the registry entry starting with "displayname."
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\software\wow6432node\microsoft\windows\currentversion\uninstall\CA Workload Automation

 Agent 11.3.2

Displayname REG_SZ CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2

NOTE
 Modify the Displayname key only. Do not change the following key, because a change to this key can cause
problems during uninstallation.

"HKLM\SOFTWARE\[ wow6432node ]\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\CA Workload Automation
Agent 11.3.2"  

Windows 32-bit

1. Enter the following command:
C:\Users\Administrator\Downloads\New Folder>reg query "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion

\Uninstall\CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2" /V Displayname

2. Edit the registry entry starting with "displayname."
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.2

Displayname REG_SZ CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.4

NOTE
 Modify the Displayname key only. Do not change the following key, because a change to this key can cause
problems during uninstallation.

"HKLM\SOFTWARE\[ wow6432node ]\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\CA Workload Automation
Agent 11.3.2"  

Upgrading the Agent to 11.3 SP4

To upgrade the agent, see Install a Patch to Upgrade the Agent.
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Release 11.3 SP4 Incremental 3

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

The following topics describe enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues included in release 11.3 SP4 Incremental 3
of CA Workload Automation System Agent. (Expand each section to view the information it contains.)

Enhancements

Enhancements

No enhancements are included in this release.

Fixed Issues

Fixed Issues

The following issues have been fixed in this release.

SYSAGT-252 File UPDATE Trigger Incorrectly Sent when File is Created

File trigger jobs that monitor for UPDATE events might incorrectly send an UPDATE file trigger to the scheduler when a
file is created. If other triggers (for example CREATE) are also defined for that file, then multiple events can be triggered
simultaneously, leading to unpredictable behavior within the scheduler.

The agent now no longer sends an UPDATE trigger event when a file being that is being monitored is created.

SYSAGT-249 Job Log Unavailable When Filewatcher Job Runs

When a CA Workload Automation AE Filewatcher job is running, the agent job logs are not available.

SYSAGT-247 FTP Job with Wildcards Succeeds When No File is Found

When an FTP upload or download specifies a source file name that uses wildcards but does not match any existing
files, the job succeeds even though no files were transferred. As a result, a workflow that depends on job success being
defined by at least one file being transferred can fail.

With the addition of the following parameters, you can specify the type of status returned when no files matching a
wildcard name are found. 

• ftp.upload.wildcard.match.behavior

• ftp.download.wildcard.match.behavior

Set these parameters to "required" to specify that the status of success is returned only when the file name with wildcards
matches at least one file. If no matching files are found, the job fails. The default value for these parameters is "optional."

SYSAGT-246 FTP Upload Job Fails

In FTP Upload jobs, if the local file name (LocalName) contains a parenthesis (either open or closing), the job might fail or
simply never complete. The problem executing the job can relate to one or both of the following reasons:

• The improper treatment of the file name as a regular exception
• Problems attempting to send back the proper failure message
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SYSAGT-245 FTP, SCP, and SFTP support for LocalUser on Windows

On Windows, FTP, SFTP, and SCP job types do not allow an OS user (local user) to be designated as the owner for
downloaded files and created directories. When LocalUser is set, the downloaded files are owned by the user running the
agent, not the local user that is specified.

SYSAGT-243 Support Encryption Greater than 128 Bit for SCP and SFTP Jobs

The agent does not support encryption greater than 128 bits for SCP and SFTP jobs.

When the sshd server is configured to support encryption greater than 128 bits only, the SCP and SFTP jobs fail. If your
security policies require encryption greater than 128 bits, SCP and SFTP jobs cannot run, and the following message is
generated.
cause: java.util.NoSuchElementException: no common elements found.

SYSAGT-242 Some Resources are Not Cleaned up After a Job Runs

After a job runs, some system resources are not cleaned up, which might prevent other programs from running properly.
For example, a spool file might be kept open, causing a subsequent operation to fail.

SYSAGT-241 IP Monitor Job Fails Because Machine Status Change is Not Detected

When multiple IP monitoring jobs are running, a delay might occur before the last job is able to detect change in machine
status as it waits for the previous job to complete. This occurs because IP monitoring jobs are single-threaded. Therefore,
jobs that are scheduled to run when the machine is detected to be offline might not run. When multiple IP monitoring jobs
are running, a target machine might have already shut down and restarted before the last job is able to detect a change.

SYSAGT-190 Incorrect Timestamps in Log Files

When the TZ environment variable is set for a European time zone, the time stamp in logs will be incorrect during the
period where the European DST (Daylight Savings Time) is out of sync with the United States DST.

At the onset of DST in Europe, the time stamp in logs are inaccurate until DST begins in the United States.

Known Issues

Known Issues

This release contains the following known issue:

Agent Status File Shows Incorrect Status

(UNIX only) The status file for the System Agent shows “Inactive,” even when the agent is running and processing jobs
successfully.

This issue occurs after the cybAgent command with the “-vv” option is used to display the verbose information. The
cybAgent -vv command overwrites the contents of the file (the PID information and start time of agent) with “Inactive.”

To retrieve version information for the agent, use the cybAgent command with the “-v” option. This ensures that the status
file is not reset.

Example:

cybAgent -v
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Workload Automation AE Command Jobs That Start with Double Parentheses Might Fail

(Windows only) Jobs that contain a command that begins with two parentheses, for example, “((“ can fail. This issue
occurs with 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2 of the Workload Automation agent running Workload Automation AE jobs.

When the parentheses are used to group commands and are not part of the executable or batch file name, the job fails.
These same jobs run successfully with versions of the agent prior to 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2.

When the job fails, the joblog contains a line at the end similar to the following:
Command to be executed: "C:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe" /c "("("

To retrieve the job log, use the command "autosyslog -j jobname -tA")

To work around this issue, use one of the following methods:

• Install a version of the agent earlier than 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2.

• Change the syntax of the command to begin with "cmd.exe /c" followed by the original command.

Agent Installer Does Not Support Windows Server 2012 R2 

The version of the installer shipped with the agent (InstallAnywhere) does not support Windows Server 2012 R2. To use
the installer on that platform, you must run in Windows 8 compatibility mode.  

File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

(AIX only) A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues
to run indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob()
system call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of
the call does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it
does not exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version
4.51 of the agent.

Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

(AIX only) When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job log
contains the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/

ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024
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Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux or AIX

(z/Linux and AIX only) After you run UNIX jobs and stop the agent, it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log
contains the following exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.closefds=200

This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

 
Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.

On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

(i5/OS only) The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM
(Pluggable Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be
addressed in a future release.

Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

(i5/OS only) The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a
threshold defined in agentparm.txt. This feature is not yet supported in the i5/OS Agent.

Downloading and Installing the 11.3 SP4 Incremental 3 Patch

This Incremental release upgrades the agent to 11.3 SP4, build 821. To apply it, download and install the patch.

Release 11.3 SP4 is a prerequisite for installing 11.3 SP4 Incremental 3Ensure that you have 11.3 SP4 installed
before you install the patch for Incremental 3. If you are not currently at the 11.3 SP4 version, follow the instructions for
installing 11.3 SP4, and then follow the same instructions for downloading and installing Incremental 2.

See Install a Patch to Upgrade the Agent for details.

WARNING

Before installing version 11.3 SP4 Incremental 3 of the Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows and i5/OS, ensure that
existing installations of Agent for Remote Execution are upgraded to the latest version, or they will no longer
work. For details about downloading and installing the latest version of the agent, see Release 11.3.05.00 of
Remote Execution..

Release 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

The following topics describe enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues included in release 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2
of CA Workload Automation System Agent. (Expand each section to view the information it contains.)

Enhancements
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Enhancements

The following enhancements are included in 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2:

NOTE
 Support of this enhancement can vary by scheduling manager. Refer to the documentation for your scheduling
manager to determine whether it is supported.

Support for Delete Operation in SFTP Jobs

The agent now provides the ability to delete files and directories when using Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).
Through this enhancement, you can delete source files after a transfer and, optionally, delete the directory that contained
them for both upload and download file transfers. 

Ability to Display Detailed Release Information 

A new command, cybAgent -vv, gives you the ability to view not only the release number of the agent you are running, but
also details about additional functionality that is installed with the agent. The cybAgent -vv command lists all installed plug-
ins, integrations, and advanced integrations, along with their enablement status and build levels, as shown in the following
example:

Fixed Issues

Fixed Issues

The following issues have been fixed in this release.

SYSAGT-238 ftpusrcfg Script Cannot Contain Embedded Spaces

(UNIX Only) When the ftpusrcfg script is executed from the command line to add or modify an FTP user, it cannot contain
a password that has embedded spaces. If it does, the ftpusrcfg usage is displayed, and the add or modify request is not
processed. 

The agent now correctly processes passwords with embedded spaces.
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SYSAGT-237 Agent for HP Integrity NonStop Logs False Database-Related Error Message in EMS Log

When the Agent for HP Integrity NonStop starts, the following error message is logged in the EMS log:

Work-unit begin failed. tmsDBrc=0804818c.

Tandem Database SQL Execution error: RC = -8025

OPR101.CAOP_F_DBFAIL Message database (re)load failure: rc=0

CAOP_F_DBFAIL Message database (re)load failure: rc=0

This message is a false error message and does not represent a problem with the agent.

As a result of this fix, the agent no longer logs this error upon startup.

SYSAGT-236 CA WA Agent for i5/OS Submission Error

When you try to run a job with CA WA Agent for i5/OS running on v7r2, the job fails. The agent issuees a submission error
with the status of “Source.” This occurs because the third-party library, JTOpen, is not compatible with the OS.

The JTOpen JAR file has been updated, and the agent now runs jobs successfully on the v7r2 OS.

SYSAGT-234 Last Line in Spool Files Retrieved by Scheduling Manager May be Missing

A spool file retrieved by a scheduling manager for an executed job might not include the last line of the file. No error
message is displayed, so the missing line becomes apparent only when the spool file is compared against the spool file
retrieved by the scheduling manager. Job execution is unaffected. This problem affects some spool files larger than 24576
bytes.

The agent now returns the all the lines within the spool file.

SYSAGT-233 Aborted Line is Too Long Message Incorrectly Displayed When Scheduler Attempts to Retrieve
Spool Files

Sometimes when the scheduler attempts to retrieve the spool file for an executed job, the attempt fails with the following
message: "Aborted. Line is too long ...". This message is issued despite the fact that the job executed successfully.

This problem occurs because in the 11.3 SP2 Cumulative 2 release, a carriage return (/r or 0x0D) was no longer treated
as an end of line. Therefore, in some spool files, the agent recognizes a series of shorter lines separated by carriage
returns as one longer line. If the perceived longer line exceeds the agent’s line limit, an incorrect error might be returned.

The agent now treats the carriage return as an end of line and no longer reports an the inappropriate error.

SYSAGT-232 Facility #0,Severity Level 'WARNING', Message #0 NOT FOUND in EMS Log Should be Specific

The agent sometimes logs the following message in the Event Management Subsystem (EMS) log: Facility #0,Severity
Level 'WARNING', Message #0 NOT FOUND. This message means that the logging mechanism cannot find a specific
error. 

The agent now logs a more descriptive message in the EMS log about the error condition.

SYSAGT-231 i5 Agent Fails to Report Correct Job Status When Log CL Program Commands is Set to *Yes

The i5 agent fails to report the correct job status if "Log CL program commands" is set to *YES in the job description.
The agent responds with the message "spool file reading failure. Unable to retrieve *severity return code,” and returns an
incorrect job completion code.

The agent now reports the correct job completion code when Log CL program commands is set to *Yes.
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SYSAGT-230 Owner and Permissions in Agentparm.txt File Automatically Changed by Agent

When the agent automatically updates the agentparm.txt file, the original file is renamed to become a backup file, and a
new version is created with the changes. The new version is created with the ownership and default permissions of the
user that is running the agent process. If the owner of the process and the owner specified in the original agentparm.txt
file are different, the owner specified in the new file is changed to reflect the user running the process.

This means that if the agentparm.txt file requires a specific owner and permissions, this information must be reset every
time the file is updated.

With this release, however, the owner specified in the agentparm.txt file remains the same even after changes are made
by the agent.

SYSAGT-229 Agent for HP Integrity NonStop Removes Plus Sign for Some Jobs

Agent for HP Integrity NonStop removes the plus sign (+) for jobs that use ~; as a command. For example, if a command
is defined as ~; PARAM MYPARAM ABC(+1) ;~

param ~; the agent sets MYPARAM as "ABC( 1)" instead of "ABC(+1)".

The agent will no longer remove a plus sign from a command.

SYSAGT-228 Agent Cannot Pass Value from Data Area to Local Data Area

The agent cannot retrieve a value from a data area (such as SPCPJN/DTAARAFILE) and pass it to a local data area in
another program. 
Although you can define the value that needs to be passed to the local data area, you cannot define the name of the data
area where the value is contained. If you are upgrading from Unicenter Universal Job Management Agent (UUJMA), this
might prevent certain jobs from running.

The agent can now extract the value from a data area and pass it to the local data area of a customer program.

SYSAGT-225 Spool and Job Log File Not Deleted

A cross-platform job (such as one initiated by CA 7 and forwarded through CA Workload Automation AE) does not
remove spool files and job logs for user verification tasks, even though JLErase and SpoolErase are set to true in the
agentparm.txt file. Scheduler files, however, are correctly removed. These spool files and job logs from jobs that executed
successfully accumulate, consuming disk space unnecessarily.

The agent now deletes files created by the user credential verification requests the same way that it deletes files for other
jobs.

SYSAGT-223 Windows Command Fails with Parenthesis in a Command Path

(Windows only) Jobs fail if they use a command path that contains an embedded parenthesis (or other embedded special
character), such as that shown in this example: 
: C:\Temp\MSQL\SHARED_TOOLS(x86)\Binn\eptest.bat

The agent now allows the following special characters, in addition to spaces, to be embedded in command path
names: &()[];,!^% 

SYSAGT-222 Oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory set to SCRIPT Uses Windows Directory

(Windows) If the following two agentparm.txt settings are specified, the initial working directory is set to c:\Windows
\System32 instead of the directory where the script is located:

• oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=script

• oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true
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If the script references any files using a relative path, it will not find them.

If oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=script is set, and the command or script is specified with a fully qualified path
name, that path is set as the initial working directory, regardless of the setting for oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.

SYSAGT-221 Job with Empty Command Fails and .DMP File is Created

(Windows only) When the Command parameter in the AFM (Automated Framework Message) is
empty, for example, Command="", the job does not execute and a .DMP file is created by su.exe.
The .DMP file is created in the Agent installation directory and starts with su_core, for example:
su_core_JOB.TXT_APPL.5_MAIN_52DFC056072DF107AA2C2C87CBB0D219D276463B.dmp.

The agent now processes an empty command and does not dump a core file.

SYSAGT-219 SFTP Transfer is Slower Than SFTP Command Line Interface 

When running a Secure Copy Protocol (SCP) job using SFTP, the transfer completes successfully; however, it takes
longer than if the SCP job were run through the SFTP command line executable. This is because pipeline transfers are
not supported by the third party implementation of JScape that is used.  

The agent now supports pipeline transfers, making the speed comparable to that of the SFTP command line executable.

SYSAGT-218 Jobs That Require User’s Home Directory to be Initial Working Directory Fail

In 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1, when the agentparm.txt file contains the following combination of settings, the setting for
oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER is ignored. Therefore, jobs that depend on the initial working directory being
the user’s home directory might fail.

• oscomponent.noforceprofile=false
• oscomponent.profiles.src.delay=true

This issue occurs because a change in 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1 incorrectly assumed that oscomponent.profiles.src.delay
would be set to "false" when wrapper shell scripts are not created. When oscomponent.noforceprofile is set to "false,"
the agent does not create a wrapper shell, regardless of the setting of oscomponent.profiles.src.delay. Because the initial
working directory for a job is the agent system directory, jobs that expect the user’s home directory to be the initial working
directory might fail.

The agent now honors the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory setting regardless of the setting of
oscomponent.profiles.src.delay.

SYSAGT-216 Tilde character (~) Not Supported in Profile Path

(UNIX only) UNIX jobs with a profile path beginning with the tilde character (~) fail with the following error message:
Status(Unable to source env profile). This issue occurs when a tilde character is used in either the profile path or the
STDIN, STDOUT, and STDERR file names. Because the agent assumes a relative path instead of an absolute path, it
cannot correctly resolve the profile path.

The agent now supports a path that includes the tilde symbol.

SYSAGT-214 Support Needed for Strong Ciphers

SCP and SFTP support only weak ciphers, such as blowfish-cbc, 3des-cbc, and none. If the SFTP or SCP servers are
configured to use stronger ciphers, such as aes128-cbc,aes128-ctr, the SCP and SFTP jobs will fail with the following
reason: <cause: java.security.InvalidKeyException: Illegal key size>

The agent now supports strong ciphers, aes128-cbc and aes128-ctc.
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SYSAGT-211 FTP Upload Job Fails

An FTP or SFTP Upload job with a wildcard (*) character specified in the file name of a file in the root directory fails with
one of the following error messages: 
"String index out of range: -1" or "The system cannot find the file specified."

For the job to run, the file name must include extra file separators. For example, on Windows the file name must be c:\\
\test* instead of the correct c:\test*.

File names without the extra file separators will now work.

Note: If no directory is specified, the agent uses the current working directory (which is typically the agent directory).

SYSAGT-202 Text File Monitor Returns Error Code 128 for Character Outside of Specified Character Set

A Text File Reading and Monitoring (OMTF) job fails with an error code of 128 when it encounters a character in a
monitored file that is not part of the specified character set (the default is “US-ASCII”). Some text files, therefore, cannot
be monitored.

The agent no longer issues an error for characters that are not part of the specified character set.

Known Issues

Known Issues

This release contains the following known issues:

SYSAGT-272 Agent Status File Shows Incorrect Status

(UNIX only) The status file for the System Agent shows “Inactive,” even when the agent is running and processing jobs
successfully.

This issue occurs after the cybAgent command with the “-vv” option is used to display the verbose information. The
cybAgent -vv command overwrites the contents of the file (the PID information and start time of agent) with “Inactive.”

To retrieve version information for the agent, use the cybAgent command with the “-v” option. This ensures that the status
file is not reset.

Example:

cybAgent -v

SYSAGT-252 File UPDATE Trigger Incorrectly Sent when File is Created

File trigger jobs that monitor for UPDATE events may incorrectly send an UPDATE file trigger to the scheduler when a
file is created. If other triggers (for example, CREATE) are also defined for that file, then multiple events can be triggered
simultaneously, leading to unpredictable behavior within the scheduler. 

SYSAGT-249 Job Log Unavailable When Filewatcher Job Runs

When a CA Workload Automation AE Filewatcher job is running, the agent job logs are not available.

SYSAGT-247 FTP Job with Wildcards Succeeds When No File is Found

When an FTP upload or download specifies a source file name that uses wildcards but does not match any existing
files, the job succeeds even though no files were transferred. As a result, a workflow that depends on job success being
defined by at least one file being transferred can fail.

With the addition of the following parameters, you can specify the type of status returned when no files matching a
wildcard name are found. 
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• ftp.upload.wildcard.match.behavior

• ftp.download.wildcard.match.behavior

Set these parameters to "required" to specify that the status of success is returned only when the file name with wildcards
matches at least one file. If no matching files are found, the job fails. The default value for these parameters is "optional."

SYSAGT-246 FTP Upload Job Fails

In FTP Upload jobs, if the local file name (LocalName) contains a parenthesis (either open or closing), the job may fail
or simply never complete. The problem executing the job relates to improper treatment of the file name as a regular
exception and/or problems attempting to send back the proper failure message.

SYSAGT-245 FTP, SCP, and SFTP support for LocalUser on Windows

On Windows, FTP, SFTP, and SCP job types do not allow an OS user (local user) to be designated as the owner for
downloaded files and created directories. When LocalUser is set, the downloaded files are owned by the user running the
agent, not the local user that is specified.

SYSAGT-243 Support Encryption Greater than 128-Bit for SCP and SFTP Jobs

The agent does not support encryption greater than 128-bits for SCP and SFTP jobs.

When the sshd server is configured to support encryption greater than 128-bits only, the SCP and SFTP jobs fail. If your
security policies require encryption greater than 128-bits, SCP and SFTP jobs cannot run, and the following message is
generated.
cause: java.util.NoSuchElementException: no common elements found.

SYSAGT-242 Some Resources are Not Cleaned up After a Job Runs

After a job runs, some system resources are not cleaned up, which may prevent other programs from running properly.
For example, a spool file may be kept open, causing a subsequent operation to fail.

SYSAGT-241 IP Monitor Job Fails Because Machine Status Change is Not Detected

When multiple IP monitoring jobs are running, a delay may occur before the last job is able to detect change in machine
status as it waits for the previous job to complete. This occurs because IP monitoring jobs are single-threaded. Therefore,
jobs that are scheduled to run when the machine is detected to be offline may not run. When multiple IP monitoring jobs
are running, a target machine may have already shut down and restarted before the last job is able to detect a change.

SYSAGT-235 Password Script on UNIX Cannot Contain a Space

On UNIX, when the password script is executed from the command line to encrypt a password that contains a space, the
password is encrypted only up to the space. This means that the password is not properly encrypted.

SYSAGT-190 Incorrect Timestamps in Log Files

When the TZ environment variable is set for a European time zone, the time stamp in logs will be incorrect during the
period where the European DST (Daylight Savings Time) is out of sync with the United States DST.

At the onset of DST in Europe, the time stamp in logs will be inaccurate until DST begins in the United States.

Agent Installer Does Not Support Windows Server 2012 R2 

The version of the installer shipped with the agent (InstallAnywhere) does not support Windows Server 2012 R2. To use
the installer on that platform, you must run in Windows 8 compatibility mode.  
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File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

Valid on AIX 

A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues to run
indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob() system
call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of the call
does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it does not
exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version 4.51 of the
agent.

Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

Valid on AIX

When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job log contains
the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/

ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024

Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux or AIX

Valid on z/Linux and AIX

After I run UNIX jobs, I stop the agent, but it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

Solution:

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, we recommend that you set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt
file:

oscomponent.closefds=200

This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.
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Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.

On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

Valid on i5/OS

The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM (Pluggable
Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be addressed
in a future release.

Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

Valid on i5/OS

The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a threshold defined in
agentparm.txt. This feature is not supported in the i5/OS Agent.

Downloading and Installing the 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2 Patch

This Incremental release upgrades the agent to 11.3 SP4, build 795. To apply it,  download and install the patch by
following the instructions in this topic: Install a Patch to Upgrade the Agent

Release 11.3 SP4 is a prerequisite for installing 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2Ensure that you have 11.3 SP4 installed
before you install the patch for Incremental 2. If you are not currently at the 11.3 SP4 version, follow the instructions for
installing 11.3 SP4, and then follow the same instructions for downloading and installing Incremental 2.

See Install a Patch to Upgrade the Agent for details.

WARNING

Before installing version 11.3 SP4 Incremental 2 of the Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows and i5/OS, ensure that
existing installations of Agent for Remote Execution are upgraded to the latest version, or they will no longer
work. For details about downloading and installing the latest version of the plug-in, see Release 11.3.05.00 for
CA WA Agent for Remote Execution.

Release 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1

Enhancements, Fixed Issues, and Known Issues

The following sections describe enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues included in release 11.3 SP4 Incremental
1 of CA Workload Automation System Agent.

Enhancements

Enhancements

This release contains no enhancements.

Fixed Issues

Fixed Issues

The following Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows and i5/OS issues are fixed in 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1:
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SYSAGT-213 SP4 Patch Installer May Not Install Properly

The SP4 patch installer either fails to install the patch or attempts to install the patch on SP3. Due to an improper check
of the existing product version, service pack, maintenance level and build prior to installation, if the version, service pack,
maintenance level, and build level of the existing installation are the same as that of the SP4 patch, the patch installer will
either fail to install the patch or will erroneously try to upgrade the SP3 version.

This issue is fixed. The patch installer now performs a valid check for installed version, service pack, maintenance level,
and build before installing the patch.

SYSAGT-209 Consistency in Format of Values in Resource Monitor Messages

Resource monitoring messages sent to the scheduling manager do not use the same units of measurement consistently.

Specifically, some values are reported as kilobytes and others as megabytes, as shown in the following examples:

[12/26/2014 02:44:19]      <Type(DISK) Status(BLOCKED)
SEVERITY(SEVEREWARNING) CRITICALEVENT(true) Description(Disk resource
below threshold. Blocking receiver) DiskSpaceCurrent(31050M)
DiskSpaceThreshold(31056M)>

[12/26/2014 03:30:02]      <Disk resource below threshold. Machine
<rhel6x644ora1> communication is active. Status(WARNING)
DiskSpaceCurrent(31795152K) DiskSpaceThreshold(31795200K)>
Reported Rel: 11.3.4    Earliest Affected Rel: 11.3.4   Amended Rel:
DiskSpaceCurrent(31795152K) DiskSpaceThreshold(31795200K)>

This issue is fixed. The messages now use consistent units of measurement to report values.

SYSAGT-208 Increase in Default Resource Monitor Notice Setting

The default setting for the resource monitor “notice” warning (agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.notice) is so
close to the default setting for the “severe” warning (agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe), which is only 1
MB higher, that the notification for "notice" is frequently skipped, with only the "severe" notification being issued.

This issue is fixed. The default value for the notice setting is now 10 MB greater than the default for the severe setting.

SYSAGT-207 Profile Relative to Initial Working Directory Fails Verification

(Linux and UNIX only) A job profile file with a path relative to the initial working directory fails to run and issues a profile file
verification error; however, the same job profile file runs correctly when either a fully qualified path name is used for the
profile file or verification is disabled in the agentparm.txt settings, as shown below:

Agentparm.txt settings:
oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER
oscomponent.profiles.src.verify=false
oscomponent.profiles.src.location.iwd=true 

This issue is fixed. The agent now allows the verification of profile files that contain relative paths based off the initial
working directory.

SYSAGT-205 Jobs Dependent on Glob Files for Standard Input Fail

When running a job from CA Workload Automation AE, if a global binary large object (glob) file is specified as standard
input, a job fails with an error message such as, “Error opening stdin ‘13103glob.g2.’” Glob file names cannot be used for
stdin files.

This issue has been fixed. Glob file names are now accepted. 
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SYSAGT-204 CYBSPAWN.BIN Core Dumps with More Than 128 Arguments

When a command that is used to run a UNIX job contains more than 128 arguments, the cyberspawn process produces a
core dump, and the job fails. This occurs because a command for a UNIX job cannot contain more than 128 arguments.

This issue is fixed. The number of arguments is now dynamically supported to allow for more than 128.

SYSAGT-203 Support for Regular Expressions in File Trigger Jobs

(UNIX and Linux only) If a file name in a File Trigger job is specified with square brackets used regular expression
characters, whether mixed with wildcard characters or not, the characters are not recognized as regular expression
characters, resulting in a file mismatch. Release 7 allowed square brackets to be interpreted as regular expression
characters in addition to the wildcard characters “*” and “?”. 

For example, a file name of *.[tT][xX][tT] will not match a file name of test.txt or text.TXT.

This issue is fixed. A new agentparm.txt setting (filemon.filename.r7regex=true) has been added to support regular
expression characters. When the following two settings are enabled, the agent emulates the Release 7 handling of these
regular expression characters:
filemon.filename.r7regex=true
filemonplugin.scan.splitwildcard.disable=true

SYSAGT-201 Failed FTP Upload Leaves File Locked

(Windows only) On a Windows agent, if the connection between the FTP server and the FTP client is broken during a file
transfer, you receive a message such as, "java.net.SocketException: Connection reset by peer: socket write error," and
the file being transferred remains locked. 

If you immediately try to move or rename the file that was being transferred, you receive the following message: "The
process cannot access the file because it is being used by another process."

This issue is fixed. The agent now closes the file and releases all locks when a socket error exception is thrown. 

SYSAGT-198 FTP and SFTP Jobs Fail When RunExternal is Specified and the Agent is Configured as an FTP
Server

FTP and SFTP jobs that are marked RunExternal can fail if the agent they run on is also configured to act as an FTP
server. The following error is logged to the spool file: "Address already in use: JVM_Bind"

This issue is fixed. FTP and SFTP now correctly execute when RunExternal is specified and the agent is configured to act
as an FTP server.

SYSAGT-197 SFTP Job Fails When RunAsUser is Specified

When RunAsUser is specified to enable SFTP jobs to run as an external (or different) user, the jobs fail to execute. They
either start with an EXEC start state and never finish, or they fail with the message “The system cannot find the path
specified.”

This issue is fixed. The agent now correctly handles SFTP jobs that are being run as another user.

SYSAGT-196 Agent Resource Monitoring Remains Blocked Even After Disk Resource is Freed

When the value for the disk resource severe threshold (agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe) is exceeded,
the agent blocks all incoming requests. It remains in a blocked state (meaning it cannot accept any new requests), even
after the disk space is freed and the severe threshold is no longer exceeded. It is unblocked only when the warning
threshold is cleared.

This issue is fixed. Now the agent is unblocked when the severe disk threshold has been cleared, without relying on the
warning threshold to be cleared.
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SYSAGT-195 Agent Fails to Start with Invalid Threshold Suffix

When an invalid modifier (or other invalid data) is provided for disk monitoring thresholds specified by the following agent
parameters, the agent does not start:

• agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.notice
• agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe
• agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.critical 

A message is written to thenohup.stderr file indicating an “invalid threshold modifier” as the reason.

This issue is fixed. Now when an invalid modifier or threshold data is provided, the default values are used, allowing the
agent to start.

SYSAGT-194 Agent for i5/OS Does Not Allow a Job to Be Put in Hold Status

 (i5/OS systems only) When you specify HOLD(*YES) in other keywords, the agent reports a submission failure. The
agent does not allow you to run a job and leave it in HOLD status.

 This issue is fixed. Now you can put a job in HOLD status; however, after the job is submitted in HOLD status, you must
manually release the job, because the agent will not to try to release it later.

SYSAGT-187 PKCS #11 Library Causes Agent to Become Unresponsive on Solaris

When running on Solaris SPARC servers, the agent becomes unresponsive to requests. Scheduled jobs are unable to be
sent to the agent; jobs that have already been submitted, however, run to completion. Although this behavior has been
observed only on the newer Solaris SPARC hardware (T4 and T5 servers), it might occur on other Solaris hardware.

This issue is fixed. The code now disables the Solaris PKCS #11 library from being used.

SYSAGT-184 Environment Variables in STDOUT or STDERR with C Shell Prevent Creation of Output Files

When you create stdout or stderr files by using a C shell script that references an environment variable, the output files
are not created. For example, if the sourced profile file contains setenv LOGDIR /tmp and the job defines stdout as
${LOGDIR}/job.out, the stdout file is not created. This problem occurs because output files cannot be created when an
environment variable is used in a C shell script.

This issue has been fixed. Environment variables can now be used to create output files with C shell. 

SYSAGT-182 Environment Variable in Profile Path Prevents Job from Running

Jobs designed to have profile files based on user-specific environment variables cannot run. If a profile file contains an
environment variable in the name, such as $HOME/.profile, the job fails, and the agent returns the following error: 

State SUBERROR Failed Cmpc(20015) SetEnd Status("Unable to source env profile") 

This issue is fixed. Profile file paths can now contain embedded environment variables.

SYSAGT-180 Security on Command Paths Not Honored in CA Workload Automation AE Compatibility Mode

In CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode, users that are denied access to individual commands can still run
them. Because the original command is wrapped in a shell script, and security is checked on the wrapper shell, not the
original command, a user with denied access can still run commands.

This issue is fixed. A security check is now performed on the original command before the wrapper shell is created.
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SYSAGT-179 Change to Working Directory in Job Profile Not Retained

On UNIX and Linux, when oscomponent.noforceprofile=true is set in the agentparm.txt file and you change the current
working directory in a job profile, the change is not retained when the job runs. If the job depends on the directory you
specified to locate files or other resources, it may fail.

This issue is fixed. Now when you specify a working directory in a job profile, the job recognizes it as the current working
directory and runs successfully.

SYSAGT-178 No Final Status Returned for Canceled Job After Agent Restart on UNIX, Linux, and i5/OS

While a job is running, if the agent is stopped and restarted and then the job is canceled, the agent returns an
intermediate status saying that the job was canceled; however, no final status is returned. The scheduling manager
continues to show that the job is running. 

This issue is fixed. Now, after the agent is restarted, a canceled job reflects a final status of “Lost control.”

SYSAGT-177 Spool Directory Cannot be Created on a UNC Drive

When you specify the spool directory in a UNC path (for example, "\\server\spool"), the agent creates the directory, such
as "server\spool," beneath the agent installation directory instead of the UNC path.

Because UNC file names are not supported, in a load balancing environment, spool files cannot be retrieved if the request
goes to an agent that did not run the job.

This issue is fixed. UNC file names are now supported.

SYSAGT-176 SFTP Upload with Wildcard Reports Success Even When No Matching Files are Found

If you use wildcards to specify source file names in an SFTP upload, the agent will always return a status of success,
even if no files match the specification and no files are transferred.

This issue is fixed. Now, if no files match the wildcard specification for files to be uploaded, the agent returns an error.

Known Issues

Known Issues

The following issue is known to exist in 11.3 SP4.Incremental 1.

Jobs Fail When InitialWorkingDirectory Parameter is Set to USER

Jobs can fail when the initial working directory reflects the agent system directory instead of the user home directory. The
job cannot run under the following conditions:

• The job depends upon the initial working directory being the user home directory.
• The setting for oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory is set to USER.

 This problem occurs because the setting for oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory is ignored when the following two
agentparm.txt file settings are set:

• oscomponent.noforceprofile=false
• oscomponent.profiles.src.delay=true

This combination of settings is not a normal configuration. When oscomponent.noforceprofile is set to "false," the agent
does not create a wrapper shell, regardless of the setting for oscomponent.profiles.src.delay.

To work around this issue, set oscomponent.profiles.src.delay to false when oscomponent.noforceprofile=false and
oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER.
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Agent Installer Does Not Support Windows Server 2012 R2 

The version of the installer shipped with the agent (InstallAnywhere) does not support Windows Server 2012 R2. To use
the installer on that platform, you must run in Windows 8 compatibility mode.  

File Watcher Requires r + x Permission for Each Directory in a Path

Valid on AIX 

A file watcher job requires read and search (r+x) for every directory in the path; otherwise, the job continues to run
indefinitely even though the file exists. This issue is caused by a limitation in the AIX implementation of the glob() system
call. When one of the directories in a file path has x permission specified, but not r permission, the AIX version of the call
does not work as documented. Instead of returning the file path to the file (if it exists) or returning NOMATCH if it does not
exist, AIX returns the directory of the file only and a code of success. This problem does not exist with version 4.51 of the
agent.

Until a fix is implemented in the AIX code, ensure that file watcher has both read and search (r+x) permission for every
directory in the path. 

Resource Temporarily Unavailable Errors on AIX

Valid on AIX

When running jobs on AIX, some of the jobs fail to complete with submission errors (SUBERROR). The job log contains
the following error message:

CAWA_E_20039 Cannot fork a new process to execute the job:/usr/bin/

ksh, reason:Resource temporarily unavailable.Error code: 11

The error can occur because of a memory issue.

Check the maximum number of user processes on your system using the following command:

lsattr -E -l sys0 -a maxuproc

Sample output:

maxuproc 128 Maximum number of PROCESSES allowed per user True

To resolve the issue, we recommend that you increase the number of user processes to 1024 using the following
command:

chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=1024

Unable to Restart the Agent on z/Linux or AIX

Valid on z/Linux and AIX

After I run UNIX jobs, I stop the agent, but it cannot be restarted. The defaultlog_agent.log contains the following
exception and the stack trace:

main.MainThread.CybTcpipControllerPlugin.initialize[:283] - cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationException: Address already in use

…

Solution:

The issue occurs when the operating system does not release the agent listening port.

To prevent this issue from occurring on z/Linux, we recommend that you set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt
file:

oscomponent.closefds=200
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This parameter causes the agent to close file descriptors, preventing the scripts or binaries of the user from inheriting
them.

 
Note: If this setting does not resolve the issue, increase the value of oscomponent.closefds up to a maximum of 300.

On AIX, oscomponent.closefds is set to 200 by default, but it can be increased to a maximum of 300 if necessary.

chkusr Utility Not Supported on i5/OS

Valid on i5/OS

The chkusr utility that is provided with the agent is not supported on i5/OS because the standard PAM (Pluggable
Authentication Modules) library that chkusr uses is not applicable to the i5/OS environment. This issue will be addressed
in a future release.

Resource Monitoring Not Supported in the i5/OS Agent

Valid on i5/OS

The resource monitoring should send an alert to the scheduler when available disk space reaches a threshold defined in
agentparm.txt. This feature is not yet supported in the i5/OS Agent.

Downloading and Installing the 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1 Patch

This Incremental release upgrades the agent to 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1 (build 738). To apply it, download and install it by
using the patch utility. 

WARNING

Release 11.3 SP4 is a prerequisite for installing 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1.

Ensure that you have 11.3 SP4 installed before you install the patch for Incremental 1. If you are not currently
at the 11.3 SP4 version, first follow the link above for instructions on downloading and installing SP4, and then
follow the same instructions for downloading and installing Incremental 1.

 

System Requirements and Supported Platforms
This topic describes the system requirements for the platforms that are supported by both CA Workload Automation
System Agent (release 11.3.06) and agent plug-ins. To obtain system requirements information for earlier releases of the
agent, see Minimum Recommended Hardware and Software Requirements by Agent Version.

For supported platforms, see CA Workload Automation Agent Platform Support Matrix.

Minimum System Requirements for the Agent

At a minimum, the CA Workload Automation Agent requires the following system resources:

• CPU: 2 cores, 1.5 GHz each

• Memory: 2 GB

• Disk: 250 MB

These are the minimum requirements for the agent. Based on your workload volume and environment, you might require
more disk space. Factors in your environment, such as job load and number of file monitor and object monitor triggers
influence the capacity.
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JRE Requirements

A Java Runtime Environment (JRE) runs the agent. The JRE is supplied with the agent for all platforms except z/Linux.
For z/Linux, install the required JRE version.

i5/OS

CA Workload Automation Agent for i5/OS requires the following environments:

• J2SE 6.0 32-bit (Option 11)

NOTE

To install the agent on i5/OS systems, you must have J2SE 6.0 32-bit installed and the JAVA_HOME
environment variable must be set to JDK 1.6, for example:

 JAVA_HOME= /QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit
 

• PASE (5722SS1 - Portable Application Solutions Environment, option 33)
• TCP/IP (5722-TC1) or TCP/IP (5722-AC1, AC2 or AC3) if you are using the agent to run SSL FTP workload
• Installation of the latest i5/OS CUM distribution
• The required group PTF levels for your i5/OS system

For V5R4, the required minimum group PTF levels are as follows:

Group PTF Level Description
SF99540 9321 CUMULATIVE PTF PACKAGE C9321540
SF99539 118 Group Hiper PTF
SF99291 22 Java Group PTF
SF99315 13 TCP/IP Group PTF

For V6R1, the required minimum group PTF levels are as follows:

Group PTF Level Description
SF99610 10047 CUMULATIVE PTF PACKAGE C0047610
SF99609 57 Group Hiper PTF
SF99562 11 Java Group PTF
SF99354 5 TCP/IP Group PTF

For V7R1, the required minimum group PTF levels are as follows:

Group PTF Level Description
SF99710 11116 CUMULATIVE PTF PACKAGE C1116710
SF99709   46 Group Hiper PTF
SF99572 6 Java Group PTF
SF99367  5 TCP/IP Group PTF

i5/OS Platforms

The agent supports i5 systems that run i5/OS, Version V5R4M0 or higher. The agent runs only when ASCII is used as the
primary language. The agent is not supported under the following conditions:

• A double-byte character set (DBCS) is used as the primary language.
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• A job uses a DBCS locale as an attribute.

• The locale for the user profile is a DBCS.

NOTE
Ensure that IBM PTF SI27705 is installed on V5R4MO systems.

NOTE

Agent for Application Services Support Information

Agent for Databases Support Information

Agent for Informatica Support Information

Agent for Micro Focus Support Information

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server Support Information

Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite Support Information

Agent for PeopleSoft Support Information

Agent for Remote Execution Support Information

Agent for SAP Support Information

Agent for Web Services Support Information

CA Workload Automation System Agent Platform Support Matrix
The platform support matrix in this topic provides information about the platforms that are supported by different versions
of CA Workload Automation System Agent, whether they reside on premise or in the cloud.

For information about products and platforms supported by the agent plug-ins, see "Related Topics."

CA Support Policy

CA provides support for third-party vendor products only when the CA product is supported and the vendor product is
supported by the vendor. If a vendor discontinues support for a product, CA no longer supports it.

You can engage CA Support for CA Workload Automation products that:

• Have not reached an End of Support date or End of Life date. For more information, see CA Workload Automation
Release and Support Lifecycle Dates.

• Run on third party product versions that are currently supported by the original vendor.

TIP

Best Practice: The agent is available in both 32-bit and 64-bit versions for most operating systems and
platforms. You can run a 32-bit agent on a 64-bit operating system, as long as the 32-bit libraries are installed.
The 64-bit version is recommended for installation; however, a 64-bit version can only be installed on a 64-bit
operating system.

NOTE

The native CA WA Agent for Windows 11.3 fully exploits 64-bit technology with optimal performance running on
the 64-bit version of the operating system. Earlier releases of the agent running 32-bit mode, while supported,
have inherent limitations on 64-bit Windows. We recommend, if running the agent on the Windows 64-bit version
of the operating system, that you match the native agent to run in 64-bit mode.
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CA Workload Automation System Agent Supported Platforms

See the following platforms for information about operating systems supported by different versions of the agent.

NOTE

• The information presented in the following matrix is current for the operating systems that are currently
supported by the vendor. Information related to an operating system no longer supported by the vendor is
provided for historical purposes only.

• Unless otherwise specified, the agent supports minor releases and other interim updates of the operating
systems listed in the table. For example, for RHEL 7, you can assume the agent supports the following minor
versions: 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and so on.

Linux

OS/Agent
Architecture

11.3 11.3 SP1 11.3 SP2 11.3 SP3 11.3 SP4 11.3 SP5 11.3 SP6 11.3 SP7

Amazon
Linux

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 7
(x86_64)

Oracle
Enterprise
Linux 7
(x86_64)

CentOS
Linux 7
(x86_64)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 12
(x86_64)

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 7
(ppc64)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 12
(ppc64)

64-bit 22 64-bit 22 64-bit 22

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 7
(ppc64le)

64-bit

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 7
(s390x)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise

32-bit

64-bit
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Server
12 (s390x)

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 6 (i386)

Oracle
Enterprise
Linux 6 (i386)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 11
(i386)

32-bit 4, 8 32-bit 4, 16 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4, 8 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 6
(x86_64)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 11
(x86_64)

32-bit 4 32-bit 4, 16

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 6
(s390)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server
11 (s390)

32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 6
(s390x)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server
11 (s390x)

32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5

64-bit

32-bit 5

64-bit

32-bit 5

64-bit

32-bit 5

64-bit

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 5 (i386)

Oracle
Enterprise
Linux 5 (i386)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 10
(i386)

32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4 32-bit 4

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 5
(x86_64)

32-bit 4 32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit

32-bit 4

64-bit
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Oracle
Enterprise
Linux 5
(x86_64)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 10
(x86_64)

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 5
(s390)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 10
(s390)

32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 5
(s390x)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 10
(s390x)

32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5 32-bit 5

64-bit

32-bit 5

64-bit

32-bit 5

64-bit

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 4 (i386)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 9
(i386)

32-bit 4 32-bit 4

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 4
(s390)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 9
(s390)

32-bit 5 32-bit 5

Ubuntu
Server 16.04
LTS (x86_64)

64-bit 64-bit

Ubuntu
Server 14.10
LTS (x86_64)

64-bit 64-bit

Notes

4. To install a 32-bit Linux agent on a 64-bit operating system, the following libraries must be installed:

• libstdc++33-32bit or compat-libstdc++ 32-bit (depending on availability)
• glibc-2.4 32-bit
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5. To install a 31-bit z/Linux agent on a 64-bit operating system, the following libraries must be installed:

• libstdc++33-31bit or compat-libstdc++ 31-bit (depending on availability)
• glibc-2.4 31-bit

6. CA WA Agent was built and supported natively on Linux x64.

7. The following library is required: glibc-2.4 31-bit

8. See "Solution Document for RI41118" (Agent for SAP plug-in)

9. CA Workload Automation System Agent 11.3 SP1 was built and supported 64-bit natively on Linux x64.

16. For AE (AutoSys) agents see "Solution Document for RI38228." PIB RI38228 is required only when using CA WA AE
r11.3 installer. The stand alone Agent r11.3 installer works fine.

22. CA WA Agent was built and supported natively on Big endian Linux Power8 64 platform.

UNIX

OS/Version 11.3 11.3 SP1 11.3 SP2 11.3 SP3 11.3 SP4 11.3 SP5 11.3 SP6 11.3 SP7
Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
HP-UX 11i v3
(11.31) (PA
RISC 32)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
HP-UX 11i v2
(11.23) (PA
RISC 32)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 20

Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
HP-UX 11i v1
(11.11) (PA
RISC 32)

32-bit 32-bit 19

Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
HP-IA 11i
v3 (11.31)
(Itanium 64)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 64-bit 64-bit 64-bit 64-bit

Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
HP-IA 11i
v2 (11.23)
(Itanium 64)

32-bit 32-bit 64-bit 64-bit 21 64-bit 21 64-bit 21

Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
HP-IA 11i
v1 (11.11)
(Itanium 64)

64-bit 64-bit 64-bit

IBM AIX 7 32-bit 26 32-bit 10, 26 32-bit 18 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 23 32-bit 23
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64-bit 64-bit 64-bit 23 64-bit 23

IBM AIX 6 32-bit 1, 26 32-bit 1, 26 32-bit 10, 26 32-bit 17 32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit
32-bit 23

64-bit 23

32-bit 23

64-bit 23

IBM AIX 5.3 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 10

Oracle
Solaris 11
(X86)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 10

Oracle
Solaris 11
(SPARC 64)

32-bit 11, 12 32-bit 11 32-bit 11 32-bit 11 32-bit 11 32-bit 10

64-bit

32-bit 10

64-bit

32-bit 10

64-bit

Oracle
Solaris 10
(X86)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 10

Oracle
Solaris 10
(SPARC 64)

32-bit 11, 12 32-bit 11 32-bit 11 32-bit 11 32-bit 11 32-bit 10

64-bit

32-bit 10

64-bit

32-bit 10

64-bit

Oracle
Solaris 9
(SPARC 64)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Oracle
Solaris 9
(SPARC 32)

32-bit 32-bit

Oracle
Solaris 8
(SPARC 64)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Oracle
Solaris 8
(SPARC 32)

32-bit

Notes

1. On AIX 6.1, install the latest fix pack from IBM. See http://www-933.ibm.com/support/fixcentral

10. Native 64-bit support. Agent for SAP plug-in is supported with Solaris 64-bit agent version.

11. All plug-ins except for Agent for SAP are supported, due to unavailable SAP Jco 32-bit.

12. Global zone and non-global whole/sparse root zone configurations are supported.

17. Support also verified on AIX 6.1 System WPAR environment pointing to DE R11.3 Engine.

18. Support also verified on AIX 7.1 System WPAR environment pointing to DE R11.3 Engine

19. For best results, increase the number of threads per process on the HP-UX system; otherwise, the following error can
occur when multiple jobs are run simultaneously: java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: unable to create new native thread
To increase the number of threads per process, increase the value of the max_thread_proc parameter on the HP-UX
system. We recommend that you set it to 1024.
On HP-UX PA-RISC 11.11, install the latest Java and JRE patches from HP:

• http://ftp.hp.com/pub/softlib/hpuxjava-patchinfo/g-11.11-6.0-1111.0812.html
• https://h20392.www2.hp.com/portal/swdepot/displayProductInfo.do?productNumber=HPUXJDKJRE60

20. On HP-UX PA-RISC 11.23, install the latest Java patches from HP: http://ftp.hp.com/pub/softlib/hpuxjava-patchinfo/
g-11.23-6.0-1123.1012.html

21. On HP-UX Itanium 11.23, install the latest Java and JRE patches from HP: 
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• http://ftp.hp.com/pub/softlib/hpuxjava-patchinfo/g-11.23-6.0-1123.1012.html
• https://h20392.www2.hp.com/portal/swdepot/displayProductInfo.do?productNumber=HPUXJDKJRE60

23. For AIX 6.1 and AIX 7.1, the OS must be at Technology Level 1, SP2 or later, or you will see the following error:

Error: Port Library failed to initialize: -125
Error: Could not create the Java Virtual Machine.

26. IBM dropped support for Java 6 in September 2017. Any operating system patch applied after that date may cause the
agent to fail to either install or run (or both). See https://developer.ibm.com/javasdk/support/lifecycle/

Windows

OS/Version 11.3 11.3 SP1 11.3 SP2 11.3 SP3 11.3 SP4 11.3 SP5 11.3 SP6 11.3 SP7
Microsoft Windows
Server 2016
Core

32-bit 24

64-bit 24

32-bit 24

64-bit 24

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2016

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2012
R2 (64-bit)

64-bit 64-bit 32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2012
(64-bit)

64-bit 64-bit 64-bit 32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2008
R2 Core (64-
bit)

32-bit 14, 15

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2008
R2 (64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2008
(32-bit)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2008
(64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2003
R2 (32-bit)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Server 2003
R2 (64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit
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Server 2003
(32-bit)
Microsoft
Windows
Server 2003
(64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows 10
Professional
(32-bit)

32-bit

Microsoft
Windows 10
Professional
(64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows 8
Professional
(32-bit)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Microsoft
Windows 8
Professional
(64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows 7
Professional
(32-bit)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Microsoft
Windows 7
Professional
(64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Vista
Enterprise
(32-bit)

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Microsoft
Windows
Vista
Enterprise
(64-bit)

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

32-bit

64-bit

Microsoft
Windows XP
Professional
(32-bit)

32-bit 13 32-bit 13 32-bit 13

64-bit 13

Microsoft
Windows XP
Professional
(64-bit)

32-bit 13

64-bit 13

32-bit 13

64-bit 13

32-bit 13

64-bit 13

Notes

13. Only Windows XP SP2 or higher is supported.

14. CA Workload Automation System Agent 11.3 was built and supported 64-bit natively on Windows x64.

15. See "Solution Document for RO41304."
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24. Windows Server 2016 Core does not include the Interactive Services Detection service that is necessary to show the
output of jobs that run in Session 0. Jobs that are configured to run in Session 0 will not run correctly in this version of
Windows.

IBM iSeries

OS/Version 11.3 11.3 SP1 11.3 SP2 11.3 SP3 11.3 SP4 11.3 SP5 11.3 SP6 11.3 SP7
IBM iSeries
7.2

32-bit 2 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

IBM iSeries
7.1

32-bit 3 32-bit 3 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

Notes

2. CA Workload Automation System Agent 11.3 SP4 INC2 is required.

3. See "Solution Document RI31477" and "Solution Document RO31478."

HP NonStop

OS/Version 11.3 11.3 SP1 11.3 SP2 11.3 SP3 11.3 SP4 11.3 SP5 11.3 SP6 11.3 SP7
HP Integrity
NonStop
J06.18.01

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

HP Integrity
NonStop J06.20.00

32-bit 32-bit 32-bit

HPE Integrity
NonStop
L16.05.00

32-bit 25

HP Guardian
NonStop
G06.x

32-bit 32-bit

HP Guardian
NonStop
H06.x

32-bit 32-bit

HP Guardian
NonStop
J06.x

32-bit 32-bit

Notes

25. Available only on request from CA Support.
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Related Topics

• CA WA Agent for Application Services Support Information
• CA WA Agent for Databases Support Information
• CA WA Agent for Informatica Support Information
• CA WA Agent for Micro Focus Support Information
• CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server Support Information
• CA WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite Support Information
• CA WA Agent for PeopleSoft Support Information
• Remote Platforms Supported by Agent for Remote Execution
• CA WA Agent for SAP Support Information
• CA WA Agent for Web Services Support Information
• CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop Support Information

Minimum Recommended Hardware and Software Requirements by Agent
Version
The following tables list the minimum and recommended hardware and software requirements for the following versions of
CA Workload Automation System Agent: 

11.3.07

Platform Minimum Disk
Space Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space

for Installation

JRE Version
Shipped with Agent Notes

AIX PPC 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 322
AIX PPC 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 322
HP Integrity NonStop
Itanium 64-bit

300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See
"Notes."

The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
update 25.

HP-UX Itanium 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 08
i5/OS ppc 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.7
is required. You must
have IT4J 7.0 32-bit
installed.

Linux ppc64 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See
"Notes."

The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
 SR3 FP30.

Linux ppc64le 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See
"Notes."

The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.8
SR3 FP12.

Linux x86 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 112
Linux x86 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 112
Solaris x86 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 121
Solaris x86 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 121
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Platform Minimum Disk
Space Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space

for Installation

JRE Version
Shipped with Agent Notes

Solaris SPARC 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 112
Windows x86 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 112
Windows x86 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 112
z/Linux s390 31-bit 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
SR8 FP10.

z/Linux s390x 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See
"Notes."

The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
SR7.

11.3.06

Platform Minimum Disk
Space Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space

for Installation

JRE Version
Shipped with Agent Notes

AIX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 310
HP Integrity NonStop 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
update 25.

HP-UX Itanium 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 6
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.7
is required. You must
have IT4J 7.0 32-bit
installed.

Solaris x86 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 80
Solaris 32-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 80
Solaris 64-bit 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 102
Linux 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 102
Windows 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 102
z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
SR6 FP1.
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11.3.05 (11.3 SP5)

Platform Minimum Disk
Space Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space

for Installation

JRE Version
Shipped with Agent Notes

AIX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1
HP Integrity NonStop 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
update 25.

HP-UX PA-RISC 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 22
HP-UX Itanium 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 9
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.6
is required.

Solaris 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51
Linux 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 45
Windows 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.8 update 45
z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
SR6 FP1.

11.3 SP4

Platform Minimum Disk Space
Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space for
Installation

JRE Version Shipped
with Agent

Notes

AIX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1
HP-UX PA-RISC 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 22
HP-UX Itanium 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 9
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.6
is required.

Solaris 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51
Linux 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51

JRE 1.8 update 45 (See
Notes) 

JRE 1.8 shipped with
version 11.3 SP4
Incremental 2.

Windows 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51JRE
1.8 update 45 (See
Notes)

JRE 1.8 shipped with
version 11.3 SP4
Incremental 2.

z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See
"Notes."

The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
SR6 FP1.
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11.3 SP3

Platform Minimum Disk Space
Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space for
Installation

JRE Version Shipped
with Agent

Notes

AIX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1
HP-UX PA-RISC 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 22
HP-UX Itanium 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 9
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.6
is required.

Solaris 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51
Linux 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51
Windows 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.7 update 51
z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.7
SR6 FP1.

11.3 SP2

Platform Minimum Disk Space
Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space for
Installation

JRE Version Shipped
with Agent

Notes

AIX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 SR13 FP2
HP-UX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 19
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.6
is required.

Solaris 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 45
Linux 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 45
Windows 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 45
z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.6
SR8 (31-bit).

11.3 SP1

Platform Minimum Disk Space
Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space for
Installation

JRE Version Shipped
with Agent

Notes

AIX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 10
HP-UX 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 14
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.6
is required.

Solaris 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 31
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Linux 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 31
Windows 300 MB 500 MB JRE 1.6 update 31
z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.6
SR8 (31-bit).

11.3

Platform Minimum Disk Space
Required

Minimum Temporary
Disk Space for
Installation

JRE Version Shipped
with agent

Notes

AIX 160 MB 235 MB Not shipped. See
"Notes."

 The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.6
SR8 (32-bit).

HP-UX 220 MB 330 MB JRE 1.6. update 4
i5/OS 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. Java 1.6
is required.

Solaris 125 MB 200 MB JRE 1.6 update 20
Linux 150 MB 225 MB JRE 1.6 update 20
Windows 100 MB 150 MB JRE 1.6 update 20
z/Linux 300 MB 500 MB Not shipped. See

"Notes."
The JRE is not supplied
with the agent. The agent
was tested with JRE 1.6
SR8 (31-bit).

zLinux_s390 è JRE 1.7 SR8 FP10

NOTE

System Requirements and Supported Platforms

CA WA System Agent Platform Support Matrix

CA WA Agent for Application Services Support Information

CA WA Agent for Databases Support Information

CA WA Agent for Informatica Support Information

CA WA Agent for Micro Focus Support Information

CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server Support Information

CA WA Agent for PeopleSoft Support Information

Remote Platforms Supported by Agent for Remote Execution 

CA WA Agent for SAP Support Information

CA WA Agent for Web Services Support Information
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Getting Started
This documentation is designed for system administrators who are getting started with CA Workload Automation System
Agent. The information is targeted to individuals who are responsible for upgrading, installing, and configuring agents.

You require knowledge of the operating system where the agent is installed and any third-party products or software
technology that the agent uses.

NOTE

• The term Windows refers to any Microsoft Windows operating system supported by the agent.
• The UNIX instructions in this document also apply to Linux systems unless otherwise noted.

This section contains the following topics:

 

 

Workload Automation Agents
Agents are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload automation products. As a core component
of CA Workload Automation schedulers, CA Workload Automation System Agent allows the schedulers to automate,
monitor, and manage workload across a range of platforms. 

Ready to use right out of the box, Workload Automation System Agent is highly configurable to meet the requirements of
virtually any environment. It is also easy to deploy across organizations.

To run workload on a particular system, you install a CA Workload Automation System Agent on that system. If your
workload must run on a UNIX computer, for example, you can install and configure the CA Workload Automation System
Agent for UNIX. The agent can run UNIX scripts, execute UNIX commands, transfer files using FTP, monitor file activity on
the agent computer, and perform many other tasks.

You can extend the functionality of the CA Workload Automation System Agent by installing one or more business-
specific agents (also called "plug-ins") in the agent installation directory. These plug-ins extend integration to enterprise
applications such as SAP, PeopleSoft, and Oracle EBS. For example, if you have a relational database such as Oracle,
you can install CA Workload Automation Agent for Databases to query and monitor the database. Other plug-in agents
are also available.

NOTE
The agent plug-ins are only available for UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating environments.

Example: Workload with Different Types of Jobs

The following workload contains z/OS jobs, a UNIX job, an SAP job, and a Windows job. The jobs run on different
computers, in different locations, and at different times.
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Figure 1: WorkloadExample

Agent Plug-ins

The CA Workload Automation Agent comprises several plug-ins; each plug-in extends the capabilities of the agent. By
default, the agent comes with a few base plug-ins: runner, router, filemon, objmon, and filebrowser. These plug-ins are the
required extensions for basic functionality and are listed in the agentparm.txt file:

plugins.start_internal_1=runner
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plugins.start_internal_2=router

plugins.start_internal_3=filemon

plugins.start_internal_4=objmon

plugins.start_internal_5=filebrowser

As more plug-in or business agents are added to the base installation, the start sequence increases accordingly. New
plug-ins can be added and removed per workload requirements. Each start sequence can have only one plug-in listed.

The agent ignores multiple entries for the same plug-ins. If two or more entries of the same plug-in are defined in the
agentparm.txt file, only the last entry is accepted and initialized, as shown in the following example. The first entry is
ignored, and the last entry is accepted.

…

plugins.start_internal_6=ftp     

plugins.start_internal_7=database

plugins.start_internal_8=ftp     

…

To avoid errors and job execution failures, keep the agentparm.txt file free of multiple entries. And ensure there are no
breaks in numbering sequence. In the following example, the last entry is ignored because it breaks the sequence. In the
example, the last entry should be 6.

…

plugins.start_internal_4=objmon

plugins.start_internal_5=filebrowser

plugins.start_internal_7=ftp     

…                   

Plug-ins are installed through the PluginInstaller utility in the agent directory. A plug-in can only be installed once. The
following example shows the required and optional parameters that are used for the PluginInstaller utility. The example
after that shows the output of the command.

plugininstaller <packed file> <agent directory> [<stdin path> [<force override flag>]] 
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 Example output of database plug-in installation

            ./PluginInstaller /opt/database.pak /opt/CA/WA_AGENT

Please enter the database type

1: Oracle

2: SQL Server

3: DB2

4: Sybase

5: Teradata

6: PostgreSQL

--> 1

Please enter the database host: dbhost.example.com

Please enter the database port: 1521

Please enter the database SID: ORCL

Please enter the default database user ID: dbuser

Please enter the password for the default database user:

Please reenter the password for the default database user:

Do you want to set up the alias? (Y/N): Y

Extracting /opt/CA/WA_AGENT/jars/database.jar ...

Extracting /opt/CA/WA_AGENT/jars/ext/ojdbc5.jar ...

Extracting /opt/CA/WA_AGENT/dbtrigOracle.properties ...

Updating agent configuration file /opt/CA/WA_AGENT/agentparm.txt ...

Agent configuration file has been updated

Installer successful. Agent can now be restarted
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NOTE

Agent Architecture

How a Scheduling Manager and Agents Communicate

Agent Architecture
CA Workload Automation System Agent harnesses the power, performance, and security features that are provided by
Java. Almost all major operating systems integrate these features.

Depending on the operating system, the agent installer is bundled with its own JRE. For details on which systems require
a previously installed JRE, please review Minimum Recommended Hardware and Software Requirements by Agent
Version.

The decentralized design of the agent offers basic functionality at its core with plug-in agents to extend the
functions. Through the ability of Java to load classes dynamically, plug-in agents can be loaded at run time. You can
configure this behavior in the agentparm.txt file. 

The agent only supports ASCII characters for input and output data, such as generated files like stdout or stderr.  Any
non-printable characters in the output data are replaced with a question mark. 
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How a Scheduling Manager and Agents Communicate
Agents receive and respond to commands sent by the scheduling manager and transmit data and messages back to
the scheduling manager. A scheduling manager and agents communicate by sending Automated Framework Messages
(AFMs) to each other. Communication is asynchronous using message queues through TCP/IP ports. For example,
while the scheduling manager is sending a new job request to an agent, that agent can be sending completion status for
another job.

The following table summarizes the relationship between the scheduling manager and agents:

Scheduling Manager Agent
Is aware of the entire network Is aware of the local environment
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Sends commands and parameters to the agents Responds to commands and parameters sent by the scheduling
manager

Receives data from the agents Transmits data to the scheduling manager
Makes decisions Takes direction from the scheduling manager
Schedules jobs Runs jobs on different platforms

Receiver Ports

A scheduling manager and agents each have TCP/IP ports to receive messages. The receiver listens on its designated
port for messages from one or more senders. When the sender has messages to transmit, it connects to the port of the
receiver, sends the messages, and closes the connection.

Receiver port configuration is restricted as follows:

• CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition have only one receiver port. The receiver port
can receive messages from multiple agents.

• CA Workload Automation ESP Edition can have multiple receiver ports (for example, to separate encrypted and
unencrypted message traffic). Each of these ports can receive messages from multiple agents.

• An agent has only one receiver port. This port can receive messages from multiple scheduling managers.

Communication Configuration Example

The following diagram shows some possible communication configurations between two scheduling managers and
agents.

• Scheduling Manager 1 (CA Workload Automation AE) communicates with Agent 1 and Agent 2 and receives
messages from both agents through port 7001. Scheduling Manager 1 sends messages to port 9004 on Agent 1 and
port 9005 on Agent 2.

• Scheduling Manager 2 (CA Workload Automation ESP Edition) communicates with Agent 2 and Agent 3 and receives
messages from Agent 2 through port 7002 and from Agent 3 through port 7003. Scheduling Manager 2 sends
messages to port 9005 on Agent 2 and port 9006 on Agent 3.
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CA WA System Agent for HP Integrity NonStop
CA Workload Automation Agent for HP Integrity NonStop (OSS) is a key integration component of the CA Workload
Automation products. The agent extends the workflow scheduling capabilities of the Workload engines to the HP Integrity
NonStop system.

NOTE
Version 11.3.05 differs from the previous version of Agent for HP Integrity NonStop, which supported Guardian.
For a comparison of functionality between the two agents, see "Enhancements" in the "Enhancements, Fixed
Issues, and Known Issues" topic.

This enterprise scheduling management solution allows for centralized management and control of business critical
processes, including: 

• Job submission
• Support for native TACL ASSIGN, PARAMS, and DEFINE commands
• Job output to the NonStop Spooler
• Event Management Subsystem (EMS) support for job start and end events

Features

The agent provides you with the ability to:
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• Submit an obey file, macro, and executable (binary) job to Guardian 
• Pass arguments to scripts and executables
• Use ASSIGN, PARAM, and DEFINE TACL commands to provide alternative ways to pass parameters to user

programs
• Direct output to a NonStop spooler
• Write job starts and ends to the Event Management System (EMS)
• Support run-time options such as Priority, Process Name, and CPU
• Run the agent from a non-super.super (a non-root) account
• Run a job under another credentials for another user
• Cancel running jobs with the CONTROL CANCEL command
• Allow the scheduler to retrieve spool file output from completed jobs
• Capture child process return codes that are embedded in obey or macro routines

NOTE
Agent for HP Integrity NonStop does not support POSIX-like jobs running in the OSS environment.

NOTE

Authentication Rules for Running Agent for HP Integrity NonStop and Jobs

Use the Agent to Define and Work with Jobs

Authentication Rules for Running Agent for HP Integrity NonStop and Jobs
There are three possible authentication scenarios for running the agent and running jobs. The agent behaves differently
depending on what user account it runs under and what user ID and password combination is supplied.

Scenario 1: The agent is Running under a Root (Super.Super) User Account

• Both the User and Password keywords are present:

• – If the password is CA_NO_PASSWORD (all uppercase), the agent does not validate the password, but instead
impersonates the supplied user and runs the job.

• – If a password other than CA_NO_PASSWORD (in all uppercase) is provided, the agent attempts to validate the
password.
• If the validation fails, the agent reports the job run as a failure due to failed user authentication.
• If the validation succeeds, the agent runs the job on behalf of the supplied user.

• The User keyword is present, but the Password key is either missing or empty:
The agent does not validate the password and runs the job on behalf of the supplied user.

Scenario 2: The agent is Running under a Non-Root (Non-Super.Super) User Account

• Both the User and Password keywords are present:
– The agent validates the user password and, if the validation is successful, runs the job on behalf of the supplied

user.
– The agent validates the user password and, if the validation fails, reports an authentication failure for the job.

• The User keyword is present, but the password is either missing or empty:
The agent fails the job, stating an authentication error.

Scenario 3: No User is Defined

Irrespective of who runs the agent, if the User keyword is missing, the agent runs the job under the user who started the
agent.
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Define and Work with HP Integrity NonStop Jobs
Contents

Define a Job

An HP NonStop job definition consists of the required and optional statements covered in this topic:

Required Statements

You must code the following statements to define a job: 

• AGENT
• COMMAND
• USER

Optional Statements

You can code the following statements if you want in a job definition:

• ARGS
• ASSIGN
• DEFINE
• ENVAR
• PARAMETER

Example: Defining an HP Integrity NonStop Job

This example shows an HP Integrity NonStop job definition.

USER prod.glsys

AGENT PROAGENT                                                 

COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETDEF                            

ENVAR STDOUT=>>$C35.PROD.oabcout1                    

ENVAR STDERR=>>$c35.srkobj.err1                        

ENVAR DEF1="DABC;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$c35.PROD.GETDEF"

Work with a NonStop Job in Workload Automation CA 7 Edition

This process shows you how to work with a NonStop job run by the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Do the following:
– Specify the agent name for the job.
– Specify the user ID that the job runs under.
– Run a command on the agent.

2. Use any of the following procedures that apply:
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– Assign a logical file name to a physical file on a NonStop system.
– Define a logical name for a file-system element on a NonStop system.
– Pass environment variables to a NonStop job.
– Pass a parameter to a NonStop job.
– Pass arguments to a NonStop job.

Specify the Agent Name for the Job

You must specify the name of the CA WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop that will run the HP Integrity NonStop job.

To specify the agent name for an HP Integrity NonStop job, code the AGENT statement in the job definition or in the job
parameters.

NOTE
An agent name specified in the job definition overrides an agent name specified in the job parameters.

Specify the User ID that the Job Runs Under

You must specify the user ID used to run the HP Integrity NonStop job by coding the USER statement in the job definition.
Be aware that the agent behaves differently depending on what user account it is running under and what user ID and
password are provided. Refer to the section that follows for details.

NOTE

Authentication Rules for Running the Agent and Running Jobs

There are three possible authentication scenarios for running the agent and running jobs. The agent behaves
differently depending on what user account it runs under and what user ID and password combination is
supplied.

Scenario 1: The agent is Running under a Root (Super.Super) User Account

• Both the User and Password keywords are present:

• – If the password is CA_NO_PASSWORD (all uppercase), the agent does not validate the password, but
instead impersonates the supplied user and runs the job.

• – If a password other than CA_NO_PASSWORD (in all uppercase) is provided, the agent attempts to
validate the password.
• If the validation fails, the agent reports the job run as a failure due to failed user authentication.
• If the validation succeeds, the agent runs the job on behalf of the supplied user.

• The User keyword is present, but the Password key is either missing or empty:
The agent does not validate the password and runs the job on behalf of the supplied user.

Scenario 2: The agent is Running under a Non-Root (Non-Super.Super) User Account

• Both the User and Password keywords are present:
– The agent validates the user password and, if the validation is successful, runs the job on behalf of the

supplied user.
– The agent validates the user password and, if the validation fails, reports an authentication failure for the

job.
• The User keyword is present, but the password is either missing or empty:

The agent fails the job, stating an authentication error.

Scenario 3: No User is Defined
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Irrespective of who runs the agent, if the User keyword is missing, the agent runs the job under the user who
started the agent.

Run a Command on the Agent

You must specify the file containing the command that you want to run on the CA WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop or
directly specify the TACL command to run.

To run a command on the agent, code the COMMAND statement in the job definition.

Assign a Logical File Name to a Physical File on a NonStop System

Rather than coding a physical file name in a program, you can assign a logical name to the file and code that name
instead. You can also specify the characteristics of the physical file when you assign the logical name.

To assign a logical file name to a physical file on a NonStop system, code the ASSIGN statement in the job definition.

Define a Logical Name for a File-System Element on a NonStop System

Rather than coding a file-system element name, you can assign a logical name to the element and code that name
instead. For instance, you can define the logical name MYFIL1 to represent file $TEST.TST1.FINFOJOB. You can also
specify the characteristics of the file-system element when you assign the logical name.

To define a logical name for a file-system element on a NonStop system, code the DEFINE statement in the job definition.

Pass Environment Variables to a NonStop Job

You can pass environment variables to a batch file, script, command, or program being run on a NonStop system.

To pass environment variables to a job, code the ENVAR statement in the job definition.

Pass a Parameter to a NonStop Job

You can specify a parameter to pass to a batch file, script, command, or program being run on a NonStop system. The
parameter persists only for the current job and it is set in the environment of the command that the agent runs.

To pass a parameter to a NonStop job, code the PARAMETER Statement in the job definition.

Pass Arguments to a NonStop Job

You can pass a string of arguments to a batch file, script, command, or program being run on an HP Integrity NonStop
system.

To pass arguments to a NonStop job, code the ARGS statement in the job definition.

NOTE

Optional Statements

Required Statements

Optional Statements
The following statements are optional:

 

ARGS

The ARGS statement specifies a string of arguments to pass to a batch file, script, command, or program.
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Syntax 

This statement has the following format:

ARGS argument ...

• argument
Specifies the string argument to pass to the batch file, script, command, or program.
Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE
You can pass multiple strings as a single argument by enclosing them in double quotes: “parm1 parm2”

Example: Pass Arguments to CA WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop 

This example passes one argument to CA WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop. The argument "PARM1 PARM2" is
enclosed with double quotation marks because it contains a space.

ARGS "PARM1 PARM2"

ASSIGN

The ASSIGN statement enables you to assign a logical file name to a physical file. Additionally, you can specify the
characteristics of the physical file. The ASSIGN statement eliminates the requirement to hard-code file names in the
program.

Syntax 

This statement has the following format:

ASSIGN "logical-file-name;file-name
       [;file-attribute=value;file-attribute=value...]"

• logical-file-name
Specifies the logical file name that is assigned to a physical file.
Limits: Maximum of 31 characters. The name can contain alphanumeric characters, hyphens ( - ), and circumflexes
( ^ ).

• file-name
Specifies the name of the physical file.
Limits: The physical file name must have three qualifiers that you separate with  periods. Each qualifier cannot be
longer than eight characters.

• file-attribute=value
Specifies an attribute of the physical file. The attributes are as follows:
– PEXT

Specifies the size of the primary file extent that is allocated to the file.
Limits: An integer in the range from 1 through 65535
Example: PEXT=1024

– SEXT
Specifies the size of the secondary file extent that is allocated to the file.
Limits: An integer in the range from 1 through 65535
Example: SEXT=512

– EXL
Specifies the exclusion mode for the logical-unit, which determines the circumstances under which other processes
can access the file.
Limits: Value can be EXCLUSIVE, SHARED, or PROTECTED
Example: EXL=EXCLUSIVE

– ACC
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Specifies the access mode for the logical-file-name, which specifies the file operations that can be performed.
Limits: Value can be I-O, INPUT, or OUTPUT
Example: ACC=I-O

– CODE
Specifies the file code to assign to the logical-file-name.
Limits: Maximum is 22222
Example: CODE=101

– REC
Specifies the record size.
Limits: An integer in the range from 1 through 65535
Example: REC=300

– BLOCK
Specifies the size of data blocks that the logical unit uses.
Limits: Any integer in the range from 1 through 65535.
Example: BLOCK=4096

NOTE

• The text string within the double quotes of the ASSIGN statement cannot be longer than 1024 characters.
• You can specify up to 63 ASSIGN statements in one job.
• The ASSIGN statement is case-sensitive and it can contain the delimiters comma, semicolon, and space.

Example: ASSIGN Statement 

In this example, the ASSIGN statement assigns logical name $VOL.SUBVOL.FILE1 to physical file
$VOL1.SUBVOL1.FILE2.

AGENT PROAGENT
USER prod.glsys
COMMAND $C35.PROD.OABC
ENVAR STDOUT=$C35.PROD.cafout1
ENVAR STDERR=$c35.PROD.caferr1
ASSIGN "$VOL.SUBVOL.FILE1;$VOL1.SUBVOL1.FILE2"
PARAMETER NAME(ABC) VALUE(100)
DEFINE "MYFIL1;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$DATA2.PROD.FINFOJOB"

DEFINE

The DEFINE statement lets you define a logical name for a file-system element such as a tape drive, spooler subsystem,
and a volume.subvolume location.

Syntax 

This statement has the following format:

DEFINE "element-name;CLASS=class;class-attribute;class-attribute..."

The CLASS=class and class-attribute operands have the following format:

{CLASS=MAP;FILE=file-name}

{CLASS=SEARCH

   [;RELSUBVOLn=subvolume-name]

   [;SUBVOLn=subvolume-name]}

{CLASS=SORT

   [;BLOCK=size]

   [;CPU=cpu-number]|[;CPUS=ALL|cpu-number,cpu-number...]
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   [;MODE=AUTOMATIC|MINSPACE|MINTIME]

   [;NOTCPUS=cpu-number,cpu-number...]

   [;PRI=priority]

   [;PROGRAM=file-name]

   [;SCRATCH=file-name]

   [;SEGMENT=size]

   [;SUBSORTS=define-name,define-name...]

   [;SWAP=file-name]}

{CLASS=TAPE

   [;BLOCKLEN=length]

   [;DENSITY=800|1600|6250]

   [;RETENTION=days]

   [;SYSTEM=\node-name]

   [;TAPEMODE=STARTSTOP|STREAM]

   [;USE=IN|OUT|EXTEND|OPENFLAG]

   [;VERSION=version]

   [;VOLUME=vol-id|SCRATCH]

   [;DEVICE=device-name,device-name...]

   [;REELS=volume]

   [;EBCDIC=IN|OUT|ON|OFF]

   [;EXPIRATION=date]

   [;FILEID=file-name]

   [;FILESECT=vol1,vol2...]

   [;FILESEQ=file1,file2...]

   [;GEN=gen-num]

   [;LABELS=ANSI|IBM|OMITTED|BYPASS|BACKUP|IBMBACKUP]

   [;MOUNTMSG="message-text"]

   [;OWNER=owner-id]

   [;RECFORM=F|U]

   [;RECLEN=record-length]}

• element-name
Specifies the name of the file-system element.
Limits: No less than two characters and no more than 24 characters. Case-sensitive. The name must start with a letter
or equal sign. After which, you can use the following characters: alphanumeric, hyphen, underscores, semicolons, and
circumflex (up caret).

• class
Specifies the subtype of definition being created. The classes are as follows:
– MAP

Specifies a correlation between a logical device and an actual file.
– SEARCH

Specifies a search list of subvolumes for a program. The SEARCH class functions similarly to the TACL
#PMSEARCHLIST built-in variable.

– SORT
Specifies parameters for FastSort processes and parallel SORTPROG processes.

– TAPE
Used for accessing labeled tapes.

• class-attribute
Specifies an attribute that is associated with a particular value of the class operand.

NOTE
The attributes are described in the SET DEFINE command, which is included in the HP NonStop TACL
Reference Manual, available from HP.
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Limits: You can use the following characters in the value of a class attribute: alphanumeric, hyphen, underscores, and
circumflex (up caret). 

NOTE

• The text string in double quotes in the DEFINE statement cannot be longer than 1024 characters.
• The DEFINE statement is case-sensitive and it can contain the delimiters comma, semicolon, and space.
• The combined length of all DEFINE statement text strings in a job cannot exceed 4096 characters minus

the number of entities coded. For example, if 64 DEFINE statements are coded, the maximum length for all
DEFINE data is 4096 - 64.

Example: Use the DEFINE Statement 

In this example, the DEFINE statement defines logical name MYFIL1, which is used in place of the file name
$DATA2.TCSDEMO.FINFOJOB.

AGENT PROAGENT
USER prod.glsys
COMMAND $C35.TCSOBJ.OABC
ENVAR STDOUT=$C35.TCSOBJ.cafout1
ENVAR STDERR=$c35.srkobj.caferr1
ASSIGN "$VOL.SUBVOL.FILE1;$VOL1.SUBVOL1.FILE2"
PARAMETER ABC(100)
DEFINE "MYFIL1;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$DATA2.TCSDEMO.FINFOJOB"

ENVAR

The ENVAR statement passes environment variables to a batch file, script, command, or program.

Syntax 

This statement has the following format:

ENVAR
 STDOUT=spoolfilepath | STDERR=spoolfilepath

• STDOUT= spoolfilepath
Specifies the full path of an alternative standard output stream. If you do not specify the STDOUT operand, by default
the standard output stream goes to the spool file.
For HP Integrity NonStop, STDOUT specifies the job output file location. New output overwrites existing output unless
you add the >> prefix before the file name. The >> prefix causes the adding of new output to the current output file. In
the following example, any output that the job generates is added to the end of the $TEST.Test1.Output1 file.
ENVAR STDOUT=>>$TEST.Test1.Output1

• STDERR= spoolfilepath
Specifies the full path of an alternative standard error output stream. If you do not specify the STDERR operand, by
default the standard error output stream goes to the spool file.
For HP Integrity NonStop, STDERR specifies the job error file location. New errors overwrite existing errors unless you
add the >>prefix before the file name. The >> prefix causes the adding of new errors to the current error file. In the
following example, any errors that the job generates are added to the end of the $TEST.Test1.Error1 file.
ENVAR STDERR=>>$TEST.Test1.Error1

STDERR is only available for compiled binary commands. TACL scripts do not support STDERR streams.
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NOTE

• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• You can specify multiple environment variables using multiple ENVAR statements. There is no limit to the

number of ENVAR statements that you can use.

Example: Set HP Integrity NonStop Environment Variables 

In this example, the ENVAR statements do the following:

• Set the full path of an alternative standard output stream to "$C35.PROD.oabcout1" in append mode.
• Set the full path of an alternative standard error output stream to "$c35.PROD.err1" in append mode.

USER prod.glsys                                   

AGENT    PROAGENT                                                                

COMMAND  $C35.PROD.GETDEF                            

ENVAR STDOUT=>>$C35.PROD.oabcout1                    

ENVAR STDERR=>>$c35.PROD.err1       

PARAMETER

The PARAMETER statement enables you to specify a parameter to pass to an HP Integrity NonStop job. The parameter
persists only for the current job an. The parameter is set in the environment of the command that the agent runs.

Syntax 

This statement has the following format:

PARAMETER NAME(name) VALUE(value)

• name
Specifies the parameter name.
Limits: Maximum of 31 characters. Case-sensitive. You can use the following characters: alphanumeric, hyphen, and
caret.

NOTE
Although the name field is case-sensitive, the value of the name when comparing parameters names is not
case-sensitive. If duplicate names are detected, the last one encountered is passed to the job. For example,
PARAMETER NAME(abc) VALUE(not used) is coded followed by PARAMETER NAME(ABC) VALUE(used),
the executing program receives ABC=used.

• value
Specifies the parameter value.
Limits: Maximum of 255 characters. Case-sensitive. You can use the following delimiters: comma, semicolon, and
space. Enclose the full text string in single quotes when delimiters are in use.

NOTE
The combined length of all the PARAMETER statements in a job cannot exceed 511 characters minus the
number of entities coded. For example, if 64 PARAMETER statements are coded, the maximum length for all
PARAMETER data is 511 - 64.

Example: PARAMETER Statement 

In this example, the PARAMETER statements set parameter ABC to ‘100’ and parameter XYZ to ‘200’.

AGENT PROAGENT

USER prod.glsys

COMMAND $C35.TCSOBJ.OABC

ENVAR STDOUT=$C35.TCSOBJ.cafout1

ENVAR STDERR=$c35.srkobj.caferr1
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ASSIGN "$VOL.SUBVOL.FILE1;$VOL1.SUBVOL1.FILE2"

PARAMETER NAME(ABC) VALUE(100)

PARAMETER NAME(XYZ) VALUE(200)

DEFINE "MYFIL1;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$DATA2.TCSDEMO.FINFOJOB"

Required Statements
The following statements are required:

Agent

The AGENT statement identifies the distributed platform where the job runs under the control of the agent.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

AGENT agent_name

• agent_name
Specifies a valid agent name as defined in the agent definition.
Limits: Up to 16 characters; the first character must be a letter. The remaining characters can be any combination of
alphanumeric characters, including the underscore character. The name cannot contain spaces or special characters.

Command

The COMMAND statement specifies the command that you want to run on an HP Integrity NonStop system.

Syntax

This statement has the following formats:

COMMAND ["]command-file[/run-option[,run-option...]/]["]

• command-file
Specifies a file containing the command to run. The file name follows the TACL file naming convention.
Limits: Case-sensitive

• run-option
Specifies one of the following options for the command:
– CPU cpu-number

Specifies the processor to run the command on.
Limits: Integer from 0 to 15

– LIB $library
Specifies a user library file to search for external references from the command. This library is searched before a
system library. Specify the system volume, subvolume, and file name.

– NAME $process-name
Defines a process name for the command execution. If you do not define a process name, TACL generates one.
Limits: One to five characters (not including $). The first character must be alphabetic and the rest must be
alphanumeric.

– PRI priority
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Defines the execution priority for the command. Commands with higher values execute first.
Limits: Integer from 1 to 199

– TERM [\node-name.]$terminal-name
Specifies the name of the home terminal on the HP Integrity NonStop system.

NOTE

• The length of the entire COMMAND statement value is limited to 256 characters.
• If you specify run-option, enclose the entire COMMAND statement value in double quotes, for example:

COMMAND "$C35.PROD.GETDEF/CPU 5, PRI 110, NAME $job1/"

Example: Run a Command on an HP Integrity NonStop System

In this example, the COMMAND statement runs program file $C35.PROD.GETAPD. The volume disk name is $C35, the
subvolume is PROD, and the file name is GETAPD.

USER prod.glsys                          

AGENT PROAGENT                            

COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETAPD

User

The USER statement specifies the user ID the agent job runs under.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

USER group.user_ID|oss_alias

• group
Specifies the group that the user ID is in.
Limits: Maximum of 8 characters, case-sensitive; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

• user_ID
Specifies the user ID to use when running the job.
Limits for HP Integrity NonStop jobs: Maximum of 8 characters, case-sensitive; cannot contain delimiters (such as
spaces).

• oss_alias
Specifies the alias assigned to the corresponding Guardian user ID.

NOTE
Each user ID requires a corresponding password. The password is encrypted and stored separately from
the user ID. For more information about defining passwords and other security requirements, refer to your
scheduling manager's documentation.

Example: Specify a User ID in an HP Integrity NonStop Job
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This example runs a command on an HP Integrity NonStop system under user ID "glsys", which is part of the "prod"
group:

AGENT PROAGENT                            

COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETDEF

USER prod.glsys

 

CA WA System Agent for i5/OS
CA Workload Automation System Agent for i5/OS runs on the i5/OS operating system, which enables the scheduling
manager to submit and run workload on the i5/OS platform. You can run workload from the following file systems:

• Root file system
• Open systems file system (QOpenSys)
• Library file system (QSYS)

You can schedule most UNIX workload, such as UNIX scripts, in the PASE environment on the i5/OS operating system.

By using the agent, you can automate and manage your i5/OS environment from one central point of control. For
example, you can use the agent as follows:

• Process jobs on an i5/OS platform with predecessor or successor jobs running on a z/OS mainframe or on other
platforms

• Run workload across one or more i5/OS systems that are connected to a central scheduling manager site
• Pass information between the scheduling manager and the agent
• Monitor the disk, CPU, and files on the system
• Respond to jobs in a message wait (MSGW) state on the i5 system
• Retrieve the spool file for a job

You can also use the agent to automate FTP transfers using FTP jobs. An FTP job can use an existing FTP server or the
agent as an FTP server. The FTP job always acts as an FTP client. You can set up the agent to run as an FTP client, FTP
server, or both. You can define SCP and SFTP jobs to transfer binary files securely between an agent computer and a
remote computer. You can upload or download data from a remote server. The data is encrypted during the transfer.

Job Types Supported by CA WA System Agent for i5/OS

You can define an i5/OS job that lets you run a program or can issue a command on an i5/OS system. You can run i5/OS
jobs in the following file systems:

• Root file system
• Open systems file system (QOpenSys)
• Library file system (QSYS)

Within an i5/OS job definition, the environment option lets you set the following details:

• Library name, library list, or current library for running a program
• Job specifications to define the i5/OS job name and other options
• Ending exit value of the program, such as a severity code
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NOTE

Install Agent for i5/OS 

CA WA System Agent for UNIX or Linux
CA Workload Automation System Agent for UNIX or the CA WA System Agent for Linux lets a user perform the following
tasks:

• Run UNIX scripts and execute UNIX commands.
• Monitor file activity and release jobs that are based on that activity.
• Transfer files using FTP.
• Monitor the agent computer for CPU usage, disk space, IP address, process execution, and text files.
• Retrieve or set the value of an SNMP variable.
• Subscribe for SNMP trap information or publish.

Job Types Supported by CA WA System Agent for UNIX or CA WA System Agent for Linux

Use the agent to define and run the following types of jobs:

• CPU Monitoring
Monitors CPU usage.

• Disk Monitoring
Monitors disk space.

• File Trigger
Monitors file activity and act based on that activity.

• FTP
Transfers files using FTP.

• IP Monitoring
Monitors an IP address.

• Process Monitoring
Monitors process execution.

• Secure Copy Protocol
Securely transfers binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP).

• Secure File Transfer Protocol
Securely transfers binary files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

• SNMP Subscribe
Subscribes for SNMP trap information.

• SNMP Trap Send
Sends SNMP trap information.

• SNMP Value Get
Retrieves the value of an SNMP variable.

• SNMP Value Set
Sets the value of an SNMP variable.

• Text File Reading and Monitoring
Searches a text file for a string.

• UNIX
Runs UNIX scripts or execute commands.

• Wake on LAN (WOL)
Wakes up a computer remotely.
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CA WA System Agent for Windows
CA Workload Automation System Agent for Windows lets a user perform the following tasks:

• Run Windows command files.
• Monitor file activity and release jobs that are based on that activity.
• Transfer files using FTP.
• Monitor the agent computer for CPU usage, disk space, IP address, process execution, and text files.
• Monitor the Windows agent computer for Windows event logs and the status of Windows services.
• Retrieve or set the value of an SNMP variable.
• Subscribe for SNMP trap information or publish.

Job Types Supported by CA WA System Agent for Windows

The CA WA System Agent for Windows lets you define and run the following types of jobs:

• CPU Monitoring
Lets you monitor CPU usage.

• Disk Monitoring
Lets you monitor disk space.

• File Trigger
Lets you monitor file activity and act based on that activity.

• FTP
Lets you transfer files using FTP.

• IP Monitoring
Lets you monitor an IP address.

• Process Monitoring
Lets you monitor process execution.

• Secure Copy Protocol
Lets you securely transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP).

• Secure File Transfer Protocol
Lets you securely transfer binary files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

• SNMP Subscribe
Lets you subscribe for SNMP trap information.

• SNMP Trap Send
Lets you send SNMP trap information.

• SNMP Value Get
Lets you retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.

• SNMP Value Set
Lets you set the value of an SNMP variable.

• Text File Reading and Monitoring
Lets you search a text file for a string.

• Wake on LAN (WOL)
Lets you wake up a computer remotely.

• Windows
Lets you run Windows command files.

• Windows Event Log Monitoring
Lets you monitor a Windows event log.

• Windows Service Monitoring
Lets you monitor the status of Windows services.
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Download the Agent and Agent Plug-Ins
You can download the Workload Automation System Agent and associated agent plug-ins from the Broadcom Support
website. Use one of the following procedures, based on the Workload Automation scheduler you use.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation/Workload Automation DE Users

1. Log into https://support.broadcom.com/enterprise-software/download-center.
2. In the Search You Product field search for workload automation.
3. Select WORKLOAD AUTOMATION DE from the list of shown products.
4. Select CA Workload Automation Agent DE MULTI-PLATFORM along with the release and service pack you want

from the RELEASE and SERVICEPACK drop-down menus.
5. Click either CART or DOWNLOAD and complete the selected procedure.

AutoSys Workload Automation Users/Workload Automation AE

1. Log into https://support.broadcom.com/enterprise-software/download-center.
2. In the Search You Product field search for workload automation.
3. Select WORKLOAD AUTOMATION AE from the list of shown products.
4. Select CA Workload Automation Agent AE MULTI-PLATFORM along with the release and service pack you want

from the RELEASE and SERVICEPACK drop-down menus.
5. Click either CART or DOWNLOAD and complete the selected procedure.

Workload Automation CA 7 Edition Users

1. Log into https://support.broadcom.com/mainframe-software/download-center.
2. In the Search You Product field search for workload automation.
3. Select WORKLOAD AUTOMATION CA7 EDITION from the list of shown products.
4. Select CA Workload Automation Agent CA7 Edition MVS along with the release and service pack you want from

the RELEASE and SERVICEPACK drop-down menus.
5. Click either CART or DOWNLOAD and complete the selected procedure.

Workload Automation ESP Edition Users

1. Log into https://support.broadcom.com/mainframe-software/download-center.
2. In the Search You Product field search for workload automation.
3. Select WORKLOAD AUTOMATION ESP EDITION from the list of shown products.
4. Select CA Workload Automation Agent ESP Edition MVS along with the release and service pack you want from

the RELEASE and SERVICEPACK drop-down menus.
5. Click either CART or DOWNLOAD and complete the selected procedure.
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Installing
This section contains information about installing the agent.  

Install CA Workload Automation System Agent
You can install CA Workload Automation System Agent by using either an interactive program or a command-based silent
installer:

If you are installing multiple agents, the silent installer lets you automate the installation process. After you install the
agent, you can configure it to change your settings or to implement more features. You also set up security features after
the agent is installed.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Review the installation considerations for information that might help you tailor the installation to your environment.
–  Configure the Agent to Behave Like a Legacy Agent   
–  Install Multiple Agents on a Single Computer  
–  Install the Agent as a Service on UNIX or Linux 

2.  Review the system requirements.
3.  Collect information about the scheduling manager.
4.  Review the agent installation program options.
5. (z/Linux systems only)

–  Install the JRE.
–  Set the PATH environment variable.

6. (i5/OS systems only)
–  Create an i5/OS user profile for the agent.
–  Install the JRE.
–  Set the JAVA_HOME environment variable.

7. Install the agent using one of these methods:
– Using an interactive program 
–  Using a silent installer 

8. (i5/OS systems only)
–  Start the subsystem and the agent.
– (Optional) Change the password for the agent user profile. See Post-installation Tasks for CA WA Agent for i5OS 

NOTE

• The version of InstallAnywhere shipped with the agent does not support Windows Server 2012 R2. To use
the installer on that platform, run in Windows 8 compatibility mode. 

• After you install the agent, configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent. For more information,
see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• Text entry fields support only characters that belong to the default character set for the locale on the
Windows machine. The installation fails if you enter characters that are not part of the default character set
for the chosen locale. For example, you cannot enter Japanese characters in either the installation directory
name or the service name on a machine that uses an English locale. Also, note that by default some UNIX
systems use UTF8 encoding, which allows non-native characters to be used and accepted for installation.
However, although the characters are recognized and accepted during installation, they will prevent the agent
from running.
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Collect Information About the Scheduling Manager

NOTE
 This topic does not apply to CA Workload Automation AE installations.

During the agent installation, you are prompted for information about your scheduling manager. Speak to your
administrator and collect the following information:

•  Scheduling Manager Name
The Scheduling Manager Name corresponds to the Scheduling Manager ID that is required during installation.

•  IP address
The IP address corresponds to the Scheduling Manager Address that is required during installation.

•  Port number
The Port number corresponds to the Scheduling Manager Port that is required during installation.

Agent Installation Options

The interactive agent installation program prompts you for the following information:

•  Agent Architecture
(z/Linux only) Specifies the architecture of the agent that you are installing. The valid values are as follows:
– 31-bit
– 64-bit
 Default: 31-bit

NOTE

 The bitness of the JRE must match this value.
•  Java Virtual Machine

(z/Linux only) Specifies the full path to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) executable. The installer builds the list of JVMs
that are found in the PATH environment variable. Only supported JVMs that match the bitness that you selected in the
previous prompt are listed. You can select a JVM from the list or can specify the absolute path to a JVM not found in
PATH.

NOTE

 If you specify another JVM, the JVM must be a supported version and must match the bitness that you
selected in the previous prompt. Add the JVM to the PATH environment variable.

•  Installation Path
Specifies the path to the location where you want to install the agent program files. The specified location must be
empty.
Default:
– For Linux:

/CA/WA_Agent_R11_3

– For UNIX:
/CA/WA_Agent_R11_3

– For Windows:
C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3

– For i5/OS:
~/CA/ CA_WA_Agent_R11_3

•  ~
Specifies the user home directory that is installing the agent.

– For HP Integrity NonStop
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/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0

•  Agent Installation Profile
Indicates whether to configure the agent to behave similar to the CA Workload Automation AE legacy Remote Agent
(auto_remote).
–  Standard

Configures the agent for a standard installation. Choose this option unless you use CA Workload Automation AE
and want to preserve the legacy Remote Agent functionality.

–  CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode
Configures the agent to behave similar to the CA Workload Automation AE legacy Remote Agent.

NOTE

 This option is not supported on i5/OS and z/Linux systems.
Default: Standard

•  Library
(i5/OS only) Defines the name of the i5/OS library that contains the objects that the agent requires.
 Default: CAWAGNT113

NOTE

• The library can exist, but the library must be empty.
• This library cannot be the same library that is used for another agent that is installed on the same i5/OS

system
•  AgentParm File Conversion

Indicates whether the installation program preserves settings for a Release 7 agent by converting the existing
agentparm.txt file.
–  Yes

Preserves the parameter settings from the previous release of the agent.
–  No

Does not preserve the parameter settings from the previous release of the agent.
Default: No

•  Path to agentparm.txt file
Specifies the path to an existing agentparm.txt file for a Release 7 agent. When you specify this path, the installation
program converts the agentparm.txt file in this directory to an r11.3 version.
Default:
– For UNIX:

/Cybermation/ESP System Agent

– For Windows:
C:\Program Files\Cybermation\ESP_System_Agent

– For i5/OS:
/home/Cybermation/ESP_System_Agent_R7

NOTE
 Include agentparm.txt in the path.

•  Agent Name
Defines the agent name. You need the agent name when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the
agent.
Default: AGENT
Limits: Up to 16 alphanumeric characters and the special characters @, $, and underscore (_); the first character
must be a letter.
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NOTE

• Because the scheduling manager uses agent names as file names, use standard file-naming conventions
for your operating system.

• For CA Workload Automation DE, the agent name must be in uppercase.
•  Input Port

Specifies the main port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling manager. You
need this port when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

NOTE
 On UNIX, ports 1 - 1023 are reserved ports that require root access.

•  Number of Managers
Specifies the number of scheduling managers you want to configure to work with the agent.
Default: 1

•  Manager n ID
Specifies the name of the scheduling manager instance that the agent works with, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured.
Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER
Example: MYSERVER

NOTE
 You can configure the agent to work with multiple scheduling managers by adding more scheduling manager
definitions in the agentparm.txt file.

•  Manager n Address
Specifies the address of the scheduling manager that the agent works with, where n is an integer that corresponds to
the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the IP address in the connection details for the
scheduling manager. You can specify a list of addresses for the scheduling manager.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

NOTE

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address for the scheduling manager. However, your
agent computer must always be able to resolve the DNS name. If there is a DNS outage and your agent
computer cannot resolve DNS names, the agent cannot communicate with the scheduling manager.

• If the scheduling manager address never changes, enter the DNS name for the scheduling manager in
the hosts file for your agent computer. This entry ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS
disruptions.

•  Manager n Port
Specifies the port that the scheduling manager listens on for communication from agents, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the port number in the connection
details for the scheduling manager.
Default: 7507
Limits: 1024-65534

•  Cipher Algorithm
Specifies the type of cipher algorithm the agent uses to encrypt and decrypt messages that are sent to the scheduling
manager. The agent supports the following types:
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– AES -- Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that U.S.
Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).

– BLOWFISH -- A license-free encryption algorithm that uses an encryption key of 32 to 64 even-numbered
characters.

– DES -- Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.
– DESEDE -- Triple Data Encryption Algorithm that applies the DES algorithm three times to each data block.
 Default: DES

NOTE
 CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

•  Encryption Key
Defines the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with the scheduling manager. The encryption key must be
prefixed with 0x and followed by the number of characters that are required for the chosen cipher algorithm:
– AES -- 32-character hexadecimal character encryption key.
– Blowfish -- 32 to 64 even-numbered character hexadecimal encryption key.
– DES -- 16-character hexadecimal encryption key.
– DESEDE -- 48-character hexadecimal encryption key

NOTE

• CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• If you omit the 0x prefix, the keygen utility interprets the inputted value as a 16-character passphrase
and not as a hexadecimal number. If you enter fewer than 16 characters, the keygen utility appends the
passphrase with spaces for the missing number of characters. Internally, the keygen utility encodes the
16-character passphrase into a 32-character hexadecimal character AES encryption key.

The installation program provides a default encryption key that is based on the cipher algorithm you select Please
change it for security. 

• Local Security Option
Specifies whether local security on the agent is enabled or disabled. Local security on the agent controls which
scheduling manager user IDs can perform certain actions, for example, which user IDs can issue CONTROL
messages to the agent. If you enable local security, define security rules in a security.txt file.
Default: disabled

• Management Connector Option
Enables the following management connectors:
–  SNMP Connector

Lets you use an SNMP Manager to monitor and control the agent. You can connect the agent to any SNMP
Manager that supports SNMP v1, v2, and v3. This option requires the SNMP Manager address and User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) port.
Default: disabled

–  JMX Connector
Lets you use a JMX console to monitor and control the agent. You can use any JMX console that implements
JSR-160. This option requires the input port number for the JMX console.
Default: disabled

• Remote SNMP Manager Trap Listener Host
Specifies the SNMP trap receiver host name.
Default: localhost

NOTE
 This value applies to the SNMP management connector option.

•  SNMP Agent Port
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Specifies the SNMP GET/SET listening port.
Default: 161
Limits: 1-65535

NOTE
 This value applies to the SNMP management connector option.

• JMX Communication Port
Specifies the input port number for the JMX console.
Default: 1099
Limits: 1-65534

NOTE
 This value applies to the JMX management connector option.

• Enable FTP Plug-in
Enables the FTP plug-in on the agent, which lets you configure FTP client and FTP server options.
Default: disabled (unselected)

•  FTP Client Information
Specifies whether the agent can act as an FTP client using Regular or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption for FTP
transfers.
Default: Regular Client Transfer

•  FTP Server Information
Specifies whether the agent can act as an FTP server using regular or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption for FTP
transfers.
Default: Disable FTP Server

•  FTP Server Port
Specifies the port number for the agent to act as an FTP server.
Default: 21
Limits: 1-65534

•  FTP User ID
Specifies the FTP user ID required to access the FTP server.

•  FTP Password
Specifies the password corresponding to the FTP user ID.
Limits: case-sensitive

•  Verify FTP Password
Confirms the FTP password.

•  Enable SNMP Job Type
Specifies whether the agent enables SNMP jobs.
Default: disabled (unselected)

•  SNMP Trap Listener Port
Specifies the agent port listening for trap information.
Default: 162
Limits: 1-65535

•  Use SSA Socket
Enables a connection to CA Workload Automation AE using the CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA).
Default: disabled (unselected)

•  SSA Socket Path
Specifies the path to the *.so file (UNIX) or *.dll file (Windows) for communication with CA Workload Automation AE
using the CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA).
Default:
– For UNIX:

/opt/CA/SharedComponents/Csam/SockAdapter/lib

– For Windows:
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C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\Csam\SockAdapter\bin

NOTE
 For UNIX systems, also specify the CA Workload Automation shared directory.

•  CA Workload Automation Shared Directory
Specifies the path to the shared components directory for CA Workload Automation AE.
Default: /opt/CA/SharedComponents

NOTE
 This path is required for UNIX systems.

•  Windows Service Name
Specifies the name of the Windows service for the agent. You can control the agent on Windows as a service.
Default: CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3

•  Windows Service Option
Sets how the agent, which is installed as a Windows Service, starts whenever the agent computer is restarted:
– Automatic
– Manual
Default: Manual

User Account Considerations for UNIX Installations

We recommend that you use the root account to install and start the agent on UNIX. Using the root account lets you run
jobs under different user accounts.

If you start the agent with an account other than root, you cannot run jobs under different user accounts. The agent cannot
switch users. If you plan to run the agent under a specific user account instead of root, consider the following notes:

• Verify that the user account has the permissions to access the required directories and run the commands and scripts
on the agent computer.

• You can run the agent under the user account when the agent is installed under root. However, you can only run jobs
that belong to the user account. We recommend that you install the agent using the specific user account to avoid
permission problems.

Install the JRE on z/Linux

If you are installing the agent on z/Linux systems, you require the following Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version to
be installed on your system:

• JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1, or higher (31-bit or 64-bit, depending on the architecture of the agent that you are installing)

Set the PATH Environment Variable on z/Linux

When you have the required JRE installed on your z/Linux system, set the PATH environment variable as follows:

export PATH=java_binary_location:$PATH

•   java_binary_location 
Specifies the full path to the Java binary located in the JRE directory.
Example: export PATH=/usr/java7/jre/bin:$PATH

Create an i5/OS User Profile for the Agent

Before you install the agent, create an i5/OS user profile that runs the agent. This user profile must have the following
authorities:

•  *ALLOBJ
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Allows access to monitored objects, job queues, job definitions, and user profiles for job submission.
•  *JOBCTL

Allows the agent to control jobs, including set priorities, cancel jobs, and respond to messages.
•  *SPLCTL

Allows the agent to access the spool files for the jobs.

NOTE

• Instead of granting *ALLOBJ to the user profile, you can grant specific authorities that allow access to
required objects. The user profile must be enabled and have a password.

• You can use the same user profile for multiple agents that are installed on the same i5/OS system

Install the JRE on i5/OS

To install the agent on i5/OS systems, you must have J2SE 6.0 32-bit installed (Option 11), for example:

java -version                                                                  

java version "1.6.0"                                                            

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build pap3260sr13ifix-20130303_02(SR13+IV374   19))                          

                                                 

IBM J9 VM (build 2.4, JRE 1.6.0 IBM J9 2.4 OS/400 ppc-32 jvmap3260sr13-201302

07_01 (JIT enabled, AOT enabled)                                               

J9VM - 20130114_134867                                                         

JIT  - r9_20130108_31100                                                        

GC   - 20121212_AA)                                                            

JCL  - 20130303_02

Set the JAVA_HOME Environment Variable on i5/OS

If you are installing the agent on an i5/OS system and the JAVA_HOME environment variable is not set to JDK 1.6, set
JAVA_HOME as shown in the following example (which uses the Bourne shell):

JAVA_HOME=/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit

export JAVA_HOME

 

Installation Considerations
The installation considerations presented here might be useful to you depending upon the requirements of your
environment. 

Upgrade on Windows

If you plan to upgrade the agent on the Windows platform, before starting the upgrade, ensure that:

• The agent is stopped.
• All Windows jobs that employ the User parameter in the job definition are finished. A running su.exe process causes

the upgrade to fail.

Configure the Agent to Behave Like a Legacy Agent

CA Workload Automation System Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows replaces the Remote Agent that was provided
with Unicenter AutoSys JM r4.5 and r11. The CA Workload Automation AE documentation refers to the Remote Agent
(auto_remote) as the legacy agent.
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By default, the agent behaves differently than the legacy agent for sourcing job profiles and global profiles, deleting spool
files and job logs, and so on. To configure the agent to behave like the legacy agent, we recommend that you enable
the CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode during the agent installation. Although not recommended, you
can manually add or edit the parameters in the agentparm.txt file.

CA Workload Automation AE provides its own agent UNIX installation scripts (agent_setup.sh or wa_setup.sh) and
Windows installation file (setup.exe).The UNIX scripts and Windows file install and configure the agent specifically for
communication with CA Workload Automation AE. For agent installation instructions, refer to the CA Workload Automation
AE UNIX Implementation Guide or CA Workload Automation AE Windows Implementation Guide.

This guide covers the agent installation procedures using the agent setup.bin and setup.exe files. If you use the agent
setup.bin and setup.exe files to install the agent to work with CA Workload Automation AE, note the following limitations of
the compatibility mode:

• The agent installation does not set the oscomponent.environment.variable parameter in the agentparm.txt file or create
the WAAE.txt file in the $AUTOROOT/SystemAgent/agent_name/profiles directory. The WAAE.txt file defines the
environment settings for jobs that are started on behalf of all managers for all instances of CA Workload Automation
AE.

• The agent installation does not set the oscomponent.environment.variable_manager_instance_name_SCH parameter
in the agentparm.txt file or create the instance_name.txt file in the $AUTOROOT/SystemAgent/agent_name/profiles
directory. The instance_name.txt file contains a set of environment variables for each CA Workload Automation
AE instance. This file includes the path to the auto.profile file, which is one of the several objects that source the
environment for a job.

• The agent installation does not support the passphrase format for encryption. Only the hexadecimal format is
supported.

Native and UNIX i5/OS jobs

To run both native and UNIX jobs on the same i5/OS computer, install two i5/OS agents on that computer.

On the agent that runs native i5/OS jobs, set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.targetenvironment=I5

On the agent that runs UNIX jobs, set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.targetenvironment=UNX

NOTE
For more information about UNIX workload that can run in the PASE environment, see the IBM i5/OS
documentation.

Install Multiple Agents on a Single Computer

You can install multiple agents on a single computer for the following scenarios:

• Distribute the load of the jobs across multiple agents. For example, you can run different jobs for different business
applications on the same computer. To run this workload, you can install an agent for one business application and a
separate agent for the other business application.

• Test maintenance that is applied to an agent before applying maintenance to the production agent.

WARNING
If a computer with multiple agents is not available, all workload that is scheduled on that computer is impacted.
To avoid a single point of failure, we recommend that you install agents across multiple computers.
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Install the Agent as a Service on UNIX or Linux

The agent installer does not automatically install the agent as a startup service on either Linux or Unix. However, it
creates the service startup script in the agent installation directory. This script is called cybagent-AGENTNAME.init
(where AGENTNAME is the name given to the agent during installation).

You can copy this script file to the directory used for startup service scripts, and then install it. The installation procedure
varies by operating system. For example, on some versions of Linux, the commands are similar to the following:

cp <agent_install_dir>/cybagent-AGENT.init /etc/init.d

mv cybagent-AGENT.init waae_agent-AGENT

chmod 755 waae_agent-AGENT

chkconfig waae_agent-AGENT 35

 

Install the Agent Using an Interactive Program
Contents

Install the Agent on UNIX Using an Interactive Program

You can install CA Workload Automation System Agent agent by using an interactive program that lets you change and
review your settings before starting the installation process. The installation program installs a packaged Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) for the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root.
2. Copy the setup file from the product DVD or download a zip file from the CA Support Online website, found at http://

ca.com/support.
3. Copy or FTP the setup file to the target system and directory.
4. Obtain execute permission for the setup file using the following command:

chmod +x setup.bin

5. (Optional) Set the IATEMPDIR environment variable to override the system temp directory:
IATEMPDIR=/opt/CAWA/temp_dir

export IATEMPDIR

– temp_dir
Specifies the path to a temporary directory the agent installation program uses during the installation process.

6. Start the installation using the following command:
./setup.bin -i console

7. Press Enter.
You are prompted to accept the license agreement.

8. Press Enter to display the license agreement or enter 2 to accept the license agreement without displaying it.

NOTE
Before you skip the license agreement, review the license agreement (license.txt) included with the
installation package.
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If you chose to display the license agreement, enter y at the end of the license agreement to accept it.
9. Continue with the installation by entering the required information.

NOTE

• For z/Linux systems, you must have the required JRE installed and the PATH environment variable set to
complete the installation.

• To comply with U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2, select AES when you are prompted for
the cipher algorithm.

10. Review your selections. To return to a previous option, type back.
11. Press Enter to exit the installation program.

The agent is installed and the settings are stored in the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation
directory.

NOTE

• If you are installing the agent on a Linux computer that is SELinux enabled, a warning message appears.
Change the default security context for IDL.

• If you have problems with the agent installation, you can display debugging information for
troubleshooting purposes.

Install the Agent on Windows Using an Interactive Program

You can install the agent using an interactive wizard that lets you change and review your settings before starting the
installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the setup file from the product DVD or download a zip file from the CA Support Online website, found at http://
ca.com/support.

2. Copy or FTP the setup file to the target system and directory.
3. Stop the currently installed agent if it is running.
4. Double-click setup.exe.

The agent installation program opens.
5. Accept the license agreement and click Next.

The Product Icons and Shortcuts dialog opens.
6. Continue with the installation by entering the required information.

NOTE
To comply with U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2, select AES when you are prompted for
the cipher algorithm.

The Review Settings dialog appears as the last dialog before the installation process begins.
7. Review the settings and use the Back button to change the values you entered.
8. Select Install to begin the installation.

The Monitor Progress dialog opens to show you the installation progress. The Installation Complete dialog opens
when the installation process is finished.

9. Select Finish.
The agent is installed and the settings are stored in the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation
directory.

NOTE
If you have problems with the agent installation, you can display debugging information for troubleshooting
purposes.
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Install the Agent on i5/OS by Using an Interactive Program

You can install the agent using an interactive program that lets you change and review your settings before starting the
installation process. The installation program installs a packaged Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for the agent.

NOTE

You can also use a silent installation program which lets you automate the installation. When you have multiple
agents to install, a silent installation is useful.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the setup file from the product DVD or download a zip file from the CA Support Online website, found at http://
ca.com/support.

2. Log on to the i5/OS system using the i5/OS user profile you created for the agent.
3. FTP the setup file in binary mode to a directory in the root file system.
4. Open a PASE terminal session.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can install the agent using SSH. When installing the agent using SSH, verify that the
OpenSSH server (SSHD) is started using STRTCPSVR SERVER(*SSHD). For more information about
starting the OpenSSH server on V6R1 machines and above, search the IBM documentation.

5. Change to the directory where the setup file was uploaded.
6. Enter the following command:

export JAVA_HOME=/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit

The default JRE is set to Java 6.0.
7. Start the installation using the following command:

java  -jar setup.jar

NOTE

If you are using a 5250 emulator to install the agent and want to configure the agent FTP server, use the -
DTerminal.CanMask=false option. The 5250 emulator does not allow the masking of the password that is
required when configuring the FTP server. In this case, type the following command to start the installation:

java  - DTerminal.CanMask=false  -jar setup.jar

You are prompted to accept the license agreement.
8. Press Enter to display the license agreement or enter 2 to accept the license agreement without displaying it.

NOTE
Before you skip the license agreement, review the license agreement (license.txt) included with the
installation package.

If you chose to display the license agreement, enter y at the end of the license agreement to accept it.
9. Continue with the installation by entering the required information.

NOTE

To comply with U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2, select AES when you are prompted for
the cipher algorithm.

10. Review your selections. To return to a previous option, type back.
11. Press Enter to exit the installation program.

The agent is installed and the settings are stored in the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation
directory.
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Install the Agent on HP Integrity Nonstop by Using an Interactive Program

You install the agent through an interactive program, which guides you through the installation process. During the
process, you can review and modify your settings before actual installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a valid user. 

NOTE
You can use any valid user ID in your system to install and start the agent. It is not necessary to use a root
account (super.super). However, if you do install the agent from a root account, the agent must be run from
that account.

2. Download and unpack the compressed file from the CA Support website at https:// s upport.ca.com. Follow the
instructions for unpacking the files before proceeding with the installation.

3. Either copy or FTP the setup file to the target system and directory.
You can transfer the file anywhere in the OSS file system. However, the user ID that installs and runs the system agent
must have access to the directory structure where the agent resides. The file must be transferred as a binary file.

NOTE
For NonStop OSS systems, you must have the required JRE installed and the PATH environment variable
set to complete the installation.

4. Start the installation by using the following command:
java -jar ./setup.jar

NOTE
The installer displays a series of messages as it checks for disk space. These messages are for internal use,
so you can ignore them.

5. Press Enter. You are presented with the Introduction panel. 
6. Press Enter. You are prompted to accept the end-user license agreement (EULA).
7. Either press Enter to display the license agreement, or enter 2 to accept the license agreement without displaying it.

NOTE
If you do not display the license agreement, ensure that you read it. Review the text file (license.txt) included
with the installation package.

If you display the license agreement, enter y at the end of the license agreement to accept it.
8. Continue with the installation by responding to each prompt and entering the required information.
9. Review your selections. To return to a previous option, type back.
10. Press Enter to finish the installation.

The agent is installed. The settings are stored in the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation directory.

 

Install the Agent Using a Silent Installer
Use a silent installer to automate the installation of multiple agents. By configuring a properties file for each agent, you can
run a silent installer for multiple agents instead of installing each agent one by one by using an interactive program.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the installer properties file.
2. Run the silent installer:
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– On UNIX
– On Windows
– On i5/OS
– On HP Integrity NonStop

3. Review the generated log file.

Configure the Installer Properties File

You configure the installer properties file as the first step in performing a silent installation for one or more agents. We
recommend that you keep a copy of this file to use as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the installer properties file:
– On UNIX: unix_installer.properties
– On Windows: win_installer.properties
– On i5/OS: unix_installer.properties
– On HP Integrity NonStop: nonstop_installer.properties
The installer properties file is included with the product. You can obtain it from either the product DVD or from the
product image, which is available from the CA Support website. Go to http://ca.com/support, and click Downloads.

2. Edit the properties for the agent. To uncomment a property line, remove the # sign.
3. Save the file.

The properties are set in the installer properties file. See the following example for a UNIX host installer properties file;
note the comments in the example, which point out important aspects of the settings that are sometimes overlooked.

Example: UNIX Host Installer Properties File

INSTALLER_UI=SILENT

ACCEPT_EULA=ACCEPT

#Make sure ACCEPT_EULA is set to ACCEPT

USER_INSTALL_DIR=/opt/CA/WA_Agent

AGENTPARM_CONVERT_2=No

AGENT_INFO_1=AGENT

AGENT_INFO_2=7520

NUM_MANAGER_1=1

MANAGER_1_INFO_1=AE

MANAGER_1_INFO_2=de.example.com

MANAGER_1_INFO_3=7507

#Add more managers

#MANAGER_2_INFO_1=DSERIES_QA

#MANAGER_2_INFO_2=qa.example.com

#MANAGER_2_INFO_3=7507

STRONG_ENCRYPTION_CIPHER=AES

STRONG_ENCRYPTION_KEYGEN=0x62B9FAD75C91526D4D5BEC1A87CA34

STRONG_ENCRYPTION_FILE=$USER_INSTALL_DIR$$/$cryptkey.txt

#Define ENCRYPTION FILE when defining any encryption algorithm

LOCAL_SECURITY=off

SNMP_MGMT_CONN=0

JMX_PLUGIN=0

FTP_PLUGIN=1

FTP_NO_SERVER=true

SNMP_PLUGIN=0

CA_SOCKET=0
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NUM_MANAGER_VARS_2=0

NUM_USER_VARS_2=0

LOOKUPCMD=true

JOBLOG=false

#Add more settings as raw data to agentparm.txt

RAW_DATA=/opt/CA/additional_parameters.txt

You might decide not to define a scheduling manager in the properties file, because the scheduling manager can register
itself once the agent is running. To allow agent to start without a manager, add this setting:

communication.nomanagers.abort.disable=true

The silent installer allows entry for any additional settings that are not included by default. Use the RAW_DATA parameter
to add instance-specific parameters and settings.

Example of a RAW_DATA file

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=10D

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=24H

communication.nomanagers.abort.disable=true

The contents of the file that are read as raw data are added to the end of the agentparm.txt file. Because the installer does
not validate any of the parameters or settings from the file, it is important to review all the settings before adding them as
part of a raw data file.

Silent Installer Properties

The installer properties file contains the following properties for the agent:

• ACCEPT_EULA
Indicates whether to accept or reject the license agreement.
– ACCEPT

Accepts the license agreement.
– REJECT

Rejects the license agreement. The installation is aborted.
Default: REJECT

NOTE
The license agreement is not shown during the silent installation. Before you run the silent installer, review
the license agreement (license.txt) included with the installation package. Then set ACCEPT_EULA to
ACCEPT in the installer properties file.

• AUTOSYS_MODE
Indicates whether to configure the agent to behave similar to the CA Workload Automation AE legacy Remote Agent
(auto_remote).
– true

Configures the agent to behave similar to the CA Workload Automation AE legacy Remote Agent.

NOTE

This option is not supported on i5/OS and z/Linux systems.
– false

Configures the agent for a standard installation. Choose this option unless you use CA Workload Automation AE
and want to preserve the legacy Remote Agent functionality.

Default: false
 

•  USER_INSTALL_DIR
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Specifies the path to the location where you want to install the agent program files. The specified location must be
empty.

NOTE
For Windows, use two backward slashes to separate directories in the path.

• USER_INSTALL_LIBRARY
(i5/OS only) Specifies the library on the system to store the native i5/OS objects. The specified library must be empty.

• ZLINUX_ARCH
(z/Linux only) Specifies the architecture of the agent that you are installing. Valid values are as follows:
– 31-bit
– 64-bit

NOTE

The bitness of the JRE must match the ZLINUX_ARCH value.
• JVM_DOT

(z/Linux only) Specifies the full path to the JRE directory.
• JVM_PATH

(z/Linux only) Specifies the full path to the Java binary located in the JRE directory.
• AGENT_INFO_1

Defines the agent name. You need the agent name when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the
agent.
Default: AGENT
Limits: Up to 16 alphanumeric characters and the special characters @, $, and underscore (_); the first character
must be a letter.

NOTE

• Because the scheduling manager uses agent names as file names, use standard file-naming conventions
for your operating system.

• For CA Workload Automation DE, the agent name must be in uppercase.
• AGENT_INFO_2

Specifies the main port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling manager. You
need this port when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

• NUM_MANAGER_N=N
Specifies the number of scheduling managers (N) the agent works with.
Default: NUM_MANAGER_1=1

• MANAGER_n_INFO_1
Specifies the name of the scheduling manager instance that the agent works with, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured.
Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER
Example: MYSERVER

• MANAGER_n_INFO_2
Specifies the address of the scheduling manager that the agent works with, where n is an integer that corresponds to
the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the IP address in the connection details for the
scheduling manager. You can specify a list of addresses for the scheduling manager.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)
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NOTE

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address for the scheduling manager. However, your
agent computer must always be able to resolve the DNS name. If there is a DNS outage and your agent
computer cannot resolve DNS names, the agent cannot communicate with the scheduling manager.

• If the scheduling manager address never changes, enter the DNS name for the scheduling manager in
the hosts file for your agent computer. This entry ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS
disruptions.

• MANAGER_n_INFO_3
Specifies the port that the scheduling manager listens on for communication from agents, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the port number in the connection
details for the scheduling manager.
Default: 7507
Limits: 1024-65534

• STRONG_ENCRYPTION_CIPHER
Specifies the type of cipher algorithm the agent uses to encrypt and decrypt messages that are sent to the scheduling
manager. The agent supports the following types:
– AES -- Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that U.S.

Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).
– BLOWFISH -- A license-free encryption algorithm that uses an encryption key of 32 to 64 even-numbered

characters.
– DES -- Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.
– DESEDE -- Triple Data Encryption Algorithm that applies the DES algorithm three times to each data block.
Default: DES

NOTE
CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• STRONG_ENCRYPTION_KEYGEN
Defines the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with the scheduling manager. The encryption key must be
prefixed with 0x and followed by the number of characters that are required for the chosen cipher algorithm:
– AES -- 32-character hexadecimal character encryption key.
– Blowfish -- 32 to 64 even-numbered character hexadecimal encryption key.
– DES -- 16-character hexadecimal encryption key.
– DESEDE -- 48-character hexadecimal encryption key

NOTE

• CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• If you omit the 0x prefix, the keygen utility interprets the inputted value as a 16-character passphrase
and not as a hexadecimal number. If you enter fewer than 16 characters, the keygen utility appends the
passphrase with spaces for the missing number of characters. Internally, the keygen utility encodes the
16-character passphrase into a 32-character hexadecimal character AES encryption key.

• STRONG_ENCRYPTION_FILE
Specifies the path to the text file that stores the encryption key for the agent.

• LOCAL_SECURITY
Specifies whether local security on the agent is enabled or disabled. Local security on the agent controls which
scheduling manager user IDs can perform certain actions, for example, which user IDs can issue CONTROL
messages to the agent. If you enable local security, define security rules in a security.txt file.

• on
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Enables local security.
• off

Disables local security.

Default: off

The following properties apply if you want to connect the agent to an SNMP manager.

• SNMP_MGMT_CONN
Enables an SNMP connector that lets you use an SNMP Manager to monitor and control the agent. The agent
supports SNMP v1, v2, and v3. This option requires the SNMP Manager address and UDP port.
– 0

Disables the SNMP connector
– 1

Enables the SNMP connector
• MGMT_SNMP_HOST

Identifies the SNMP Manager IP address or DNS name. Your SNMP administrator can provide the host name.
Default: localhost
Example: 172.24.36.107

• MGMT_CONN_AGENT_PORT
Specifies the SNMP GET/SET listening port.
Default: 161
Limits: 1-65535

• JMX_PLUGIN
Enables a JMX connector that lets you use a JMX console to monitor and control the agent. You can use any JMX
console that implements JSR-160.
– 0

Disables the JMX connector
– 1

Enables the JMX connector
• JMX_CONNECTOR_PORT

Specifies the port where the JMX connector listens.
Default: 1099
Limits: 1-65534

The following FTP properties apply if you want to configure the agent to run FTP workload.

• FTP_PLUGIN
Enables the FTP plug-in on the agent, which lets you configure FTP client and FTP server options.
– 0

Disables the FTP plug-in
– 1

Enables the FTP plug-in
Default: 0 (disabled)

• FTP_SSL_CLIENT_ENABLED
Specifies whether the agent can act as an FTP client using Regular or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption for FTP
transfers.
– true

Enables SSL encryption.
– false

Enables regular encryption.
Default: false

• FTP_NO_SERVER
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Sets whether the agent can act as an FTP server.
– true

Disables FTP server.
– false

Enables FTP server.
Default: false

• FTP_SSL_SVR_ENABLED
Specifies whether the agent can act as an FTP server using regular or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption for FTP
transfers.
– true

Enables SSL encryption.
– false

Enables regular encryption.
Default: false

• FTP_SVR_PORT
Specifies the port number for the agent to act as an FTP server.
Default: 21
Limits: 1-65534

• FTP_USER_ID
Specifies the FTP user ID required to access the FTP server.

• FTP_PASSWORD
Specifies the password corresponding to the FTP user ID.
Limits: case-sensitive

• FTP_PASSWORD_V
Confirms the FTP password.

The following SNMP properties apply if you want to configure the agent as an SNMP Manager.

• SNMP_PLUGIN
Enables the agent to act as an SNMP Manager to emit and listen for SNMP traps. This option lets users define and run
SNMP job types. The agent supports SNMP v1, v2, and v3.
– 0

Disables the SNMP plug-in.
– 1

Enables the SNMP plug-in.
Default: 0 (disabled)

• SNMP_P_TRAP_PORT
Specifies the agent port listening for trap information.
Default: 162
Limits: 1-65535

• CA_SOCKET
Enables a connection to CA Workload Automation AE using the CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA).
– 0

Disables the CA Secure Socket Adapter.
– 1

Enables the CA Secure Socket Adapter.
Default: 0 (disabled)

• SSA_COMPONENT_PATH
Specifies the path to the *.so file (UNIX) or *.dll file (Windows) for communication with CA Workload Automation AE
using the CA Secure Socket Adapter.
Default:
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– For UNIX:
/opt/CA/SharedComponents/Csam/SockAdapter/lib

– For Windows:
C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\Csam\SockAdapter\bin

NOTE
For UNIX systems, also specify the EWA_SHARED_DIR property.

• EWA_SHARED_DIR
Specifies the path to the shared components directory for CA Workload Automation AE.
Default: /opt/CA/SharedComponents

NOTE
This property is required for UNIX systems.

• NUM_MANAGER_VARS_2
Specifies the number of manager environment variables for the scheduling manager.
Limits: 0-3

• MANAGER_VARS_n_INFO_1
Specifies the name of the specific scheduling manager the environment variables apply to, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured.
Example: MANAGER1_VAR

• MANAGER_VARS_n_INFO_2
Specifies the path to the file that stores the environment variables, where n is an integer that corresponds to the
scheduling manager being configured.
Examples: C:\\MANAGER_1\\FILE1.TXT, ~/MANAGER_1_FILE.TXT

• NUM_USER_VARS_2
Specifies the number of user environment variables for the scheduling manager.
Limits: 0-3

• USER_VARS_n_INFO_1
Specifies the name of the user the environment variables apply to, where n is an integer that corresponds to the
scheduling manager being configured.
Example: USER1

• USER_VARS_n_INFO_2
Specifies the path to the file that defines user-specific variables.
Examples: C:\\USER1\\FILE1.TXT, ~/USER_1_FILE.TXT

• LOOKUPCMD
Determines how to specify the script or command name (UNIX) or command file (Windows) to run in a job definition.
– true

Indicates that the script, command name, or command file can be specified without the full path in a job definition.
On UNIX, the agent looks up the path to the script or command name for the specified user ID. On Windows, the
agent looks up the path to the command file in the following directories, in the order listed:
• agent installation directory
• WINDOWS\system32 directory on 32-bit versions of Windows (or WINDOWS\SysWow64 directory on 64-bit

versions of Windows)
• WINDOWS\system directory
• WINDOWS directory
• system path
• user path

– false
Indicates that the full path to the script, command name, or command file must be specified in the job definition.

Default: true
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NOTE

• On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.
• If set to true, verify that the agent on UNIX is running under the root account.
• The agent does not resolve environment variables that are specified in the command file path for

Windows jobs.
• JOBLOG

Sets whether the agent creates a job log for each job that runs.
– true

Enables job logs.
– false

Disables job logs.
Default: true

NOTE

On i5/OS, these job logs are different than the job logs the i5/OS system creates.
• WIN_SERVICE_n

Specifies the name of the Windows service for the agent, where n is an integer that corresponds to the scheduling
manager being configured. You can control the agent on Windows as a service.
Default: CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3

• RAW_DATA
Specifies the path to and name of a text file that contains more agent parameters. In the text file, list each parameter
on a separate line. During a silent installation, these parameters are inserted at the end of the agentparm.txt file
without any validation or modification. 
Example: /usr/home/joe/additional_agentparm.txt 

Silent Installer Example

The following example shows the property settings for installing an agent using the silent installer.

Example: Configuring the Installer Properties File

The installer properties file in this example installs an agent that is named AGENT2 on a UNIX system in the
agent_solaris_aes directory. The agent uses port 34520 for communication with the scheduling manager named
manager1 that has an IP address ::FFFF:192.168.00.00 and uses port 8507. Local security for AGENT2 is enabled.
The agent uses the AES cipher algorithm. The FILE1.txt file contains the environment variables that the agent and
scheduling manager use. More spool-related parameters are appended at the end of the agentparm.txt file as listed in the
additional_agentparm.txt file.

NOTE
The license agreement is not shown during the silent installation. To accept the license agreement, set
ACCEPT_EULA to ACCEPT. By default, the installation is aborted. A copy of the license agreement is included
at the end of the installer properties file.

ACCEPT_EULA=ACCEPT

USER_INSTALL_DIR=/u1/build/CA/agent_solaris_aes

AGENT_INFO_1=AGENT2

AGENT_INFO_2=34520

NUM_MANAGER_1=1

MANAGER_1_INFO_1=manager1

MANAGER_1_INFO_2=::FFFF:192.168.00.00

MANAGER_1_INFO_3=8507

STRONG_ENCRYPTION_CIPHER=AES

STRONG_ENCRYPTION_KEYGEN=0x01020304050607080102030405060708
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LOCAL_SECURITY=on

NUM_MANAGER_VARS_2=1

MANAGER_VARS_1_INFO_1=MANAGER1_VAR

MANAGER_VARS_1_INFO_2=C:\\MANAGER_1\\FILE1.TXT

NUM_USER_VARS_2=1

USER_VARS_1_INFO_1=USER1

USER_VARS_1_INFO_2=C:\\USER1\\FILE1.TXT

JOBLOG=true

RAW_DATA=/usr/home/joe/additional_agentparm.txt

The additional_agentparm.txt file that is specified in the RAW_DATA property contains the following parameters:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=50000

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=20000

Run the Silent Installer on UNIX

You can run the silent installer to perform the agent installation.

To run the silent installer on UNIX, type the following command at the command prompt:

./setup.bin -f path/unix_installer.properties

• path
Specifies the full path to the installer properties file.

After the installation completes, the prompt returns. The installation command can be a part of a script and can run as a
cron job.

Run the Silent Installer on Windows

You can run the silent installer to perform the agent installation.

To run the silent installer on Windows, type the following command at the command prompt:

setup.exe -f "path\win_installer.properties"

• path
Specifies the full path to the installer properties file.

After the installation completes, the prompt returns. The installation command can be a part of a script and can run as a
cron job.

Run the Silent Installer on i5/OS

You can run the silent installer to perform the agent installation.

To run the silent installer on i5/OS, type the following command at the command prompt:

java -jar Setup.jar -f response_file

• response_file
Specifies the full path to the file where the installation responses are written.

After the installation completes, the prompt returns. The installation command can be a part of a script and can run as a
cron job.
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Run the Silent Installer on HP Integrity NonStop

You install the agent in silent mode by using a response file. A response file, nonstop_installer.properties, is provided
with the installation media. Edit this file to enter all the required installation options the same way you would through the
interactive mode. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a valid user.
2. Download and unpack the compressed file from the CA Support Online website at https://support.ca.com. Follow the

instructions for unpacking the files before proceeding with the installation.
3. Copy (or FTP) the setup file and response file to the target system and directory.
4. Start the silent installation by entering the following command: 

java -jar setup.jar –f ./nonstop_installer.properties

NOTE

• When transferring the nonstop_installer.properties file between hosts, ensure that the end-of-line (EOL)
characters are correct. Windows and UNIX use different EOL characters.

• When the agent installer begins the installation process, it displays a series of Java-related installer
messages. These messages are for informational purposes only. You can ignore them.

Review the Log File

The agent installation program creates a log file, which you can review for installation errors. The log file is located in the
agent installation directory. The following information provides the names of the log files for each platform. 

UNIX, Windows, and i5/OS
CA_Workload_Automation_Agent_R11.3_InstallLog.log

HP Integrity NonStop
CA_WA_Agent_11.3.05.00_Install_08_17_2016_16_17_47.log

NOTE
When an installation is terminated prematurely, the installation log file is written to the default installation
directory.

 

Agent for HP Integrity NonStop Prerequisites and Installation Options
NOTE

Release 11.3.05 (and later) is not an upgrade to previous releases of CA Workload Automation Agent for HP
Integrity NonStop. If you are using release 11.3 SP1 or 11.3 SP4, install release 11.3.05, or later releases,
separately. For more information about installation requirements, see Supported Platforms.

You can install the agent by using either an interactive program or a command-based silent installer. If you
are installing multiple agents, the silent installer lets you automate the installation process. After you install the
agent, you can configure it to change your settings or to implement more features. You also set up security
features after the agent is installed.

You can install and run the System Agent by using a non-super.super (non-root) user ID. See Authentication
Rules for Running the Agent and Running Jobs for more information.
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Ensure that you are familiar with both OSS and Guardian environments on a NonStop server. You must also be
comfortable using both UNIX and TACL commands.

For information about how to install and configure the prerequisite resources (described previously in "System
Requirements"), refer to the corresponding HP documentation.

Prerequisite System Requirements

To run the installer and the System Agent, ensure that the following system requirements are met:

• One of the following operating systems:
– J06.18.01 

You can install the agent on versions J06.15.00 - J06.17.00, but you must install SPR T1269H04-AAS and reboot
the system.

– H06.29.00 
You can install the agent on versions H06.26.00 - H06.28.00, but you must install SPR T1269H04-AAS and reboot
the system.

– L16.05.00
• NonStop Server for Java version 7 or greater. Both the JAVA_HOME and the PATH environment variables must be set

according to installation instructions provided by HP.
• Open System Services (OSS)
• (Optional) OSS Core Utilities (Coreutils package)
• C/C++ RTL (included with OSS)
• NonStop TCP/IP

 

NOTE
During installation, the installer generates the following message: "No encoding detected. Defaults to UTF-8."
You can ignore this notification. The message does not indicate a problem with the installation.

To install the agent, follow these steps:

1. Ensure the system requirements are met.
2. Collect information about the scheduling manager. See Install CA Workload Automation Agent.
3. Review the agent installation program options.
4. Install the agent using one of these methods:

– An?interactive program
– A silent installer

5. Review the log file.

NOTE
After you install the agent, configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent. For more information, see
the documentation for your scheduling manager.

Agent Installation Options

The interactive agent installation program prompts you for the following information: 

• Java Virtual MachineSpecifies the full path to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) executable. The installer builds the list
of JVMs that are found in the PATH environment variable. Select a JVM from the list.

• Installation PathSpecifies the path to the location where you want to install the agent program files. The specified
location must be empty.
Default:  /opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0

• Agent Name
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Defines the agent name. You need the agent name when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the
agent.
Default: AGENT
Limits: Up to 16 alphanumeric characters and the special characters @, $, and underscore (_); the first character
must be a letter.

• Input Port
Specifies the main port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling manager. You
need this port when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

NOTE
On Agent for HP Integrity NonStop, do not use ports 1 - 1023. They are reserved ports that require root
access.

• Number of Managers
Specifies the number of scheduling managers you want to configure to work with the agent.
Default: 1

• Manager n ID
Specifies the name of the scheduling manager instance that the agent works with. The letter n represents an integer
that corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured.
Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER

NOTE
You can configure the agent to work with multiple scheduling managers. To work with multiple scheduling
managers, add scheduling manager definitions in the agentparm.txt file.

• Manager n Address
Specifies the address of the scheduling manager that the agent works with, where n is an integer that corresponds to
the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the IP address in the connection details for the
scheduling manager. You can specify a list of addresses for the scheduling manager.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

NOTE

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address for the scheduling manager. However, your
agent computer must always be able to resolve the DNS name. If a DNS outage occurs and your agent
computer cannot resolve DNS names, the agent cannot communicate with the scheduling manager.

• If the scheduling manager address never changes, enter its DNS name in the hosts file for your agent
computer. This entry ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS disruptions.

• Manager n Port
Specifies the port that the scheduling manager listens on for communication from agents, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the port number in the connection
details for the scheduling manager.
Default: 7507
Limits: 1024-65534

• Cipher Algorithm
Specifies the type of cipher algorithm the agent uses to encrypt and decrypt messages that it sends to the scheduling
manager. The agent supports AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), which uses a 32-character encryption key. AES
is the algorithm that U.S. Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2
compliance).

NOTE
CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• Encryption Key
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Defines the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with the scheduling manager. Prefix the encryption key with
0x, followed by the 32 characters for the AES algorithm.

NOTE

• CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• If you omit the 0x prefix, the keygen utility interprets the specified value as a 16-character passphrase. It
does not recognize it as a hexadecimal number. If you enter fewer than 16 characters, the keygen utility
appends the passphrase with spaces for the missing number of characters. Internally, the keygen utility
encodes the 16-character passphrase into a 32-character hexadecimal AES encryption key.

The installation program provides the following default encryption keys, which are based on the cipher algorithm you
select:
AES -- 0x32A26EA95ACC64B1B19DAF713D60DC10

NOTE
These keys were generated at random and have no set pattern.

• Local Security Option
Specifies whether local security on the agent is enabled or disabled. Local security on the agent controls which
scheduling manager user IDs can perform certain actions. For example, it determines whether a user ID can issue
CONTROL messages to the agent. If you enable local security, define security rules in a security.txt file.
Default: disabled

 

Post-installation Tasks for CA WA Agent for i5/OS
Contents

Agent Objects

This section lists the objects that the installation program adds. The agent requires these objects, which are located in the
agent library.

The following objects can be modified as required:

• CYBESPJOBD *JOBD -- The job description that the agent process uses
• CYBESPJOBS *JOBD -- The default job description that is used for the i5/OS jobs that the agent submits
• CYBESPCLS *CLS -- The default class object that the agent uses when jobs are submitted
• CAWAGNT113 *SBSD -- The default subsystem that the agent and its jobs run under

The following objects are internal to the agent. Do not modify these objects.

• CYBCMD *PGM
• CYBESPRUN *PGM
• CYBAGENT *CMD
• ESPMGR *CMD
• CYBESPMSGF *MSGF
• CYBESPHOME *DTAARA
• CYBESPHOLD *JOBQ
• CYBESPJOBS *JOBQ
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Start the Subsystem and the Agent

To complete the agent installation, start the subsystem that runs the agent jobs and then start the agent.

NOTE
If you installed multiple agents, start each subsystem and agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you are logged on to the i5/OS system using a user profile that has authority to the agent library/objects.
2. Enter the following command:

CHGCURLIB library_name

– library_name
Specifies the name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

The current library is changed to the library where the agent objects are located.
3. Enter the following command:

STRSBS subsystem_name

– subsystem_name
Specifies the name of the subsystem that runs the agent jobs.
Default: The name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

The subsystem that runs the agent jobs starts.
4. Enter the following command:

CYBAGENT

The agent starts running.

Change the Password for the Agent User Profile

For better security, we strongly recommend that you change the password for the agent user profile after the agent
installation completes. The profile must remain enabled for the agent to function.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the i5/OS system using a user profile that has SECOFR authorities.
2. Change the password for the agent user profile using the appropriate procedure for your system.

 

Install a Patch to Upgrade the Agent
If you are using CA Workload Automation System Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS 11.3 or higher, you can
upgrade to the latest version by using a patch. To apply the latest patch, use the patch installer utility. The patch installer
updates the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) supplied with the agent and provides the same fixes and features as the full
installer.

NOTE

• Patch upgrade from Release 7 to 11.3.06 is not supported.
• You can use these same instructions to apply any patch released after 11.3.06.

You can find the latest CA Workload Automation Agent solutions and patches on CA Support Online.

Upgrade the agent using the appropriate procedure for your operating system:
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Upgrade the Agent to 11.3.06 on UNIX, Linux, or HP Integrity NonStop

If you are using CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or HP Integrity NonStop 11.3 or higher, you can upgrade to the latest
version of 11.3.06 by using a patch. On AIX systems, remove the cached dynamic libraries from memory as root before
you upgrade the agent.

WARNING
The patch utility does not verify that the bitness of the patch matches the bitness of the installed agent. For
example, if you apply a 64-bit patch to a 32-bit or 31-bit agent, it corrupts the installation.

NOTE

To upgrade the agent on z/Linux, you must have JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1 (31-bit or 64-bit) or higher installed and must
set the JRE_HOME environment variable.

Follow these steps:

1. (z/Linux only) Verify that JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1 (31-bit or 64-bit) or higher is installed on the agent computer.
2. (z/Linux only) Set the JRE_HOME environment variable to the JRE 1.7 installed directory.
3. Stop the agent:

agent_install_path/cybAgent -s

– agent_install_path
Specifies the agent installation directory.

4. (AIX only) Run the following command as root to remove the cached dynamic libraries from memory:
slibclean

5. Download and unpack the supplied tar.Z file into a temporary location, such as /cybagent/tmp:
cd /cybagent/tmp

uncompress < patch.tar.Z | tar xvf -

– patch
Specifies the name of the patch file.

The temporary location contains the necessary files for installing the patch.
6. Change the permission of installPatch.sh to 755:

chmod 755 installPatch.sh

7. Apply the patch using the following command: 
installPatch.sh [-licenseAccepted] agent_install_path patch_file patch_id 

– -licenseAccepted
(Optional) Accepts the license agreement. The license agreement is not shown.

NOTE
Before applying the patch with the -licenseAccepted option, review the license agreement (license.txt)
included with the patch files.

– patch_file
Specifies the archive file that contains the patching files. The file has a TAR extension on UNIX.

– patch_id
Specifies the ID of the patch that is being applied. The ID is usually the name of the file that is downloaded from CA
Support Online.

Example: /cybAgent/tmp/installPatch.sh /opt/CA/CAWA_Agent patch_solaris_x86.tar RO55420
8. Start the agent:

agent_install_path/cybAgent -a
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Upgrade the Agent to 11.3.06 on Windows

If you are using CA WA Agent for Windows 11.3 or higher, you can upgrade to the latest version of 11.3.06 using a patch.

WARNING

The patch utility does not verify that the bitness of the patch matches the bitness of the installed agent. For
example, if you apply a 64-bit patch to a 32-bit agent, it corrupts the installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent:

agent_install_path\cybAgent -s

agent_install_path Specifies the agent installation directory.

NOTE
after stopping the agent, ensure that all jobs have stopped running. Either wait for jobs to complete or stop
them using the Task Manager. If the su.exe process is running (there will be one instance of this process
for each running job), the patch will not be able to replace the executable file in the agent directory, and the
upgrade will fail.

2. Download and unpack the supplied .zip file into a temporary location, such as C:\temp\patch. The temporary folder
contains the files necessary for installing the patch.

3. Apply the patch by using the following command: 
installPatch.bat [-licenseAccepted] agent_install_path 

patch_file patch_id  

– -licenseAccepted (Optional) Accepts the license agreement. The license agreement is not shown.

NOTE
 Before applying the patch with the -licenseAccepted option, review the license agreement (license.txt)
included with the patch files.

– patch_file Specifies the archive file that contains the patching files. The file has a ZIP extension on Windows.
– patch_id Specifies the ID of the patch that is being applied. The ID is usually the name of the file that is

downloaded from CA Support Online.
Example: 
installPatch.bat "C:\Program Files\CA\CAWA Agent" patch_windows64.zip RO55422

4. Start the agent: agent_install_path\cybAgent -a

Upgrade the Agent to 11.3.06 on i5/OS

If you are using CA WA Agent for i5/OS 11.3 or higher, you can upgrade to the latest version of 11.3.06 using a patch.

NOTE

To upgrade the agent on i5/OS, you must have J2SE 6.0 32-bit installed (Option 11) and must set the
JAVA_HOME environment variable to JDK 1.6.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that JRE 1.6 is installed on the agent computer, for example:
java -version                                                                 

java version "1.6.0"                                                      

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build pap3260sr13ifix-20130303_02(SR13+IV374   19))

IBM J9 VM (build 2.4, JRE 1.6.0 IBM J9 2.4 OS/400 ppc-32 jvmap3260sr13-201302

07_01 (JIT enabled, AOT enabled)

J9VM - 20130114_134867                                       

JIT  - r9_20130108_31100                                                
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GC   - 20121212_AA)                                               

JCL  - 20130303_02

2. Set the JAVA_HOME environment variable to JDK 1.6, for example:
JAVA_HOME=/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit

3. Open a PASE terminal session.
4. Change to the agent installation directory and stop the agent:

./cybAgent -s

5. Download and unpack the supplied tar.Z file into a temporary location, such as /cybagent/tmp:
cd /cybagent/tmp

uncompress < patch.tar.Z | tar xvf -

– patch
Specifies the name of the patch file.

The temporary location contains the necessary files for installing the patch.
6. Change the permission of installPatch.sh to 755:

chmod 755 installPatch.sh

7. Apply the patch using the following command:
installPatch.sh [-licenseAccepted] agent_install_path patch_file patch_id

– -licenseAccepted
(Optional) Accepts the license agreement. The license agreement is not shown.

NOTE
Before applying the patch with the -licenseAccepted option, review the license agreement (license.txt)
included with the patch files.

– agent_install_path
Specifies the agent installation directory.

– patch_file
Specifies the archive file that contains the patching files. The file has a TAR extension on i5/OS.

– patch_id
Specifies the ID of the patch that is being applied. The ID is usually the name of the file that is downloaded from CA
Support Online.

Example: /cybAgent/tmp/installPatch.sh /opt/CA/CAWA_Agent patch_i5.tar RO61254
8. Change to the agent installation directory and start the agent:

./cybAgent -a

 

Migrate an ESP System Agent to r11.3
You can use the 11.3 agent installation program to migrate a Release 7 ESP System Agent to 11.3. Migrating an existing
agent to the new release lets you preserve your agent settings. The installation program installs new binaries and
converts the existing agentparm.txt file and other artifacts to 11.3.

For a list of the changes made to the agent starting with 11.3, see Migrating an ESP System Agent to 11.3: Changes to
Existing Features. 

NOTE

• This functionality does not work in the 11.3 SP6 and 11.3 SP7 installers.
• The 11.3 agent installation program does not support a full upgrade. After migration, you can configure the

11.3 agent to enable new features such as enhanced encryption and remove the Release 7 agent.

You can migrate an existing R7 agent using the interactive program or command-based silent installer:
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Convert an Existing agentparm.txt File Using an Interactive Program

You can convert your Release 7 agentparm.txt file to 11.3 to preserve your existing settings. You can use the interactive
installation program to do the conversion.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the interactive installation program:
– On UNIX
– On Windows
– On i5/OS

2. Accept the license agreement and enter the required information until you are prompted for the AgentParm File
Conversion.

3. Select Yes.
4. Continue to the next prompt.
5. Enter the path to your existing agentparm.txt file.
6. Complete the installation.

The agentparm.txt file is converted to 11.3.

Convert an Existing agentparm.txt File Using the Silent Installer

You can convert your Release 7 agentparm.txt file to 11.3 to preserve your existing settings. You can use the silent
installer to do the conversion.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the 11.3 installer properties file to your agent computer.
– On UNIX:

unix_installer.properties

– On Windows:
win_installer.properties

– On i5/OS:
unix_installer.properties

The installer properties file is available on the product DVD or CA Support Online website, found at http://ca.com/
support.

2. Open the installer properties file you copied.
3. Disable the following property by adding a comment (#) character:

#AGENTPARM_CONVERT_2 =No

4. Enable the following property by removing the comment (#) character:
AGENTPARM_CONVERT_1 =Yes

Enabling this property preserves the agentparm.txt settings of your existing agent.
5. Enable and edit the following property to specify the path to the agentparm.txt file for your existing agent:

#OLD_AGENT_PARM=C:\\Program Files\\Cybermation\\ESP System Agent R7\\agentparm.txt 

6. Verify that all other properties are disabled by adding the comment (#) character to each property that is
uncommented.

7. Save the installer properties file.
8. Run the silent installer:

– On UNIX
– On Windows
– On i5/OS

9. Review the generated log file.
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Migrate an ESP System Agent to 11.3: Changes to Existing Features
The following information will help you migrate an ESP System Agent to release 11.3. The changes described here are
cumulative and include those made to release 11.3 and subsequent releases through 11.3 SP4 Incremental 1:

Native 64-Bit Support on z/Linux

The agent now has native 64-bit support on z/Linux. You can install a 64-bit agent on the following Linux platforms:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 and 6 (certified on 6.5)
• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 and 11 (certified on 11)

If you are installing the agent on a 64-bit z/Linux system, the following Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version must be
installed on your system: JRE 1.7 SR6 FP1, or higher (64-bit)

NOTE
In the silent installer, you are now required to set a new property ZLINUX_ARCH in the installer properties file.
The ZLINUX_ARCH property specifies the architecture of the agent that you are installing: 31-bit or 64-bit.

Support for Regular Expressions in File Trigger Jobs

(UNIX and Linux only) If a file name in a File Trigger job is specified with square brackets used regular expression
characters, whether mixed with wildcard characters or not, the characters are not recognized as regular expression
characters, resulting in a file mismatch. Release 7 allowed square brackets to be interpreted as regular expression
characters in addition to the wildcard characters “*” and “?”. 

For example, a file name of *.[tT][xX][tT] will not match a file name of test.txt or text.TXT.

This issue is fixed. A new agentparm.txt setting (filemon.filename.r7regex=true) has been added to support regular
expression characters. When the following two settings are enabled, the agent emulates the Release 7 handling of these
regular expression characters:
filemon.filename.r7regex=true
filemonplugin.scan.splitwildcard.disable=true

NOTE
After installing the patch, you must manually add these settings in the agentparm.txt file to use this functionality.

Support for the CA Workload Automation AE Compatibility Mode in the Installer

You can now configure the agent during the agent installation to behave like the CA Workload Automation AE legacy
Remote Agent. If you enable the CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode during the agent installation, the
installer adds the compatibility settings to the agentparm.txt file. You are no longer required to add the compatibility
settings to the agentparm.txt file manually.

NOTE
In previous releases, we recommended that CA Workload Automation AE users install the agent using the CA
Workload Automation AE installer to preserve the legacy Remote Agent functionality. We now recommend that
you enable the CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode using the agent installer. For more information
about the CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode, see the CA Workload Automation Agent for UNIX,
Linux, or Windows Implementation Guide.

Enhancements to FTP and SFTP Jobs

The following enhancements have been made to FTP and SFTP jobs, per Problem Record SYSAGT-160:
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• Support for the ASCII transfer mode in SFTP jobs. In previous releases, SFTP jobs supported only binary transfers.
FTP jobs already support binary and ASCII transfers.

• Ability to specify the user that the job runs as (Run as user). This enhancement lets FTP and SFTP jobs access
network resources that the agent user does not have access to. For example, you can use the Run as user to access
scripts and files using a UNC path.

• Support for public-key authentication to the SFTP server. In previous releases, SFTP jobs supported only user
authentication. In an SFTP job, you can specify an FTP user ID (user authentication), a private key file (public-key
authentication), or both (multifactor authentication).

NOTE
These enhancements require updates on the scheduling manager. 

Alerting the Scheduling Manager When Disk Space Thresholds are Breached

As documented in Problem Record SYSAGT-153, if resource monitoring is enabled (agent.resourcemon.enable=true), the
agent monitors the amount of available disk space on the agent computer. The agent issues warnings when the following
thresholds are breached:

• Notice—The agent logs a warning notice when the disk space reaches this level, but the agent continues to run.
• Severe—The agent logs a severe warning and stops accepting new job requests.
• Critical—The agent logs a critical warning and shuts down.

Currently, these warnings appear in the agent logs and can also be sent as SNMP traps. In this release, you can now
configure the agent to send a message to the scheduling manager when these thresholds have been breached.

To alert the scheduling manager when disk space thresholds are breached, set the following parameter to true in the
agentparm.txt file:

communication.managerhealthmon_n

Indicates whether to alert the scheduling manager that a disk threshold has been breached, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This parameter is applicable if resource monitoring is enabled
(agent.resourcemon.enable=true).

true

Sends a message to the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached. A message is also sent when
the notice or severe thresholds are resolved. If the critical threshold is breached, the agent sends an emergency shutdown
message to indicate the reason for the shutdown.

NOTE
If the disk situation prevents a proper shutdown, the delivery of the emergency shutdown message is not
guaranteed.

false

Does not send a message to the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached.

Default: false

NOTE
When implemented on the scheduling manager, the scheduling manager can dynamically set this parameter to
true.

Support for Converting Java Serialized Objects to Text

As documented in Problem Record SYSAGT-146, a payload producing job is a job that produces binary output that is
persisted as a serialized Java object. By default, the serialized Java object is stored on the agent computer in the spool
directory, using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name. You can use the output from a payload producing
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job as an input value to another job, called a payload consuming job. For example, you can set the value of an MBean
attribute in a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job to the serialized Java object returned by another job.

NOTE
For more information about payload producing and payload consuming jobs, see the documentation for your
scheduling manager.

In this release, you can now retrieve the contents of Java serialized objects in text format. From the agent, the text format
of the Java object can be inspected manually or by an automated test procedure.

To convert the contents of Java serialized objects to text format, set the following parameter to true in the agentparm.txt
file:

plugins.object.storage.persistasplaintext

Specifies whether to persist the Java serialized object of a payload producing job in text format in addition to the binary
output.

true

Persists the Java serialized object of a payload producing job in text format. The agent converts the Java object to text
and outputs it to a text file in the same location as the binary file. The output file of the plain text version has the same
name as the binary file, except with a .txt extension.

 

NOTE

• This global setting applies to all payload producing jobs. Depending on the number of payload producing
jobs, this setting can cause an excess number of files to be created. Alternatively, when supported on the
scheduling manager, you can enable this setting at the job-level for specific jobs.

• SNMP jobs return an array as the Java object. If the array contains only one element, the agent removes the
extraneous Java array from the element before converting it to text format. If the array contains more than
one element, the agent outputs the entire array in text format. Most SNMP jobs return only one item in the
array.

false

Does not persist the Java serialized object of a payload producing job in text format.

Default: false

NOTE
Currently, you cannot retrieve the text or binary format of Java serialized objects from the scheduling manager.
This functionality will be supported in a future release of the scheduling manager.

Searching the Job Log on i5/OS for a Customized Completion Code

As documented in Problem Record SYSAGT-145, the agent now supports the ability to search the job log (QPJOBLOG)
generated by i5/OS for a customized completion code. When implemented on the scheduling manager, you can specify a
text string or regular expression to locate the completion code in the job log.

Note: This feature which will be implemented in a future release of the scheduling manager.

Support for Windows Server 2012 R2

The agent now supports Windows Server 2012 R2.
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Changes to Acceptance of License Agreements

To improve the usability of the installer, the following changes have been made to make it easier to accept the license
agreement:

• In the GUI-based product installer on Windows, you can now accept the license agreement without scrolling to the end
of the license agreement.

• In the console-based product installer, you can accept the license agreement without displaying the full license
agreement.

• In the silent installer, you are now required to set a new property ACCEPT_EULA to ACCEPT in the installer properties
file. The license agreement is included at the end of the installer properties file.

• In the patch upgrade installer, you can use a new flag -licenseAccepted to bypass the license agreement.

NOTE
The license agreement (license.txt) in included with the installation package and patch files. Review the license
agreement before accepting the license agreement during the installation.

Support for New Platforms

The agent supports the following new platforms:

• HP-UX PA-RISC 11i v1 (11.11)
• HP-UX Itanium 11i v2 (11.23)
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows 8

Native 64-Bit Support on AIX

The agent now has native 64-bit support on AIX. You can install a 64-bit agent on AIX 5.3, 6.1, or 7.1.

Configuring the Sort Order that Files are Processed in During File Monitoring

When monitoring files using a File Trigger job, the agent processes the files that match the monitoring criteria in
ascending alphabetical order. The agent does not preserve the order that the files are created or modified in.

In this release, you can now specify the following new agent parameter to configure the sort order that files are processed
in:

• filemonplugin.strategy
Specifies the sort order that the agent uses to process the files that match the file monitoring criteria. You can specify
the following values for the sort order:

• native_order
Sorts the files in the native order.
Note: The native order depends on how the files are stored in the directory and how the JRE retrieves them. To
preserve the order that the files are created or modified in, we recommend that you use time_asc.

• alpha_asc
Sorts the files in ascending alphabetical order.

• alpha_desc
Sorts the files in descending alphabetical order.

• time_asc
Sorts the files by creation/modification time, with the oldest file processed first (first in, first out).

• time_desc
Sorts the files by creation/modification time, with the newest file processed first (last in, first out).

• size_asc
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Sorts the files by size, with the smallest file processed first.
• size_desc

Sorts the files by size, with the largest file processed first.
Dfault: alpha_asc

NOTE
If you specify an invalid value for the sort order, the default value (alpha_asc) is used. Cannot Redirect Standard
Output or Error to a Different Directory Using Relative Paths (Windows only)

Encrypted Passwords Stored in Text Files

The agent's home directory and its subdirectories can contain text files with encrypted passwords. We recommend that
you secure and restrict access to these directories and their contents.

Native 64-Bit Support on Linux

The agent now has native 64-bit support on Linux. You can install a 64-bit agent on the following Linux platforms:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4, 5 and 6
• SUSE Linux 10 and 11

Migration of Additional Release 7 Parameters

The following parameters were migrated from Release 7: 

• communication.timeout
• objmon.scaninterval
• core.health.monitor.enable
• core.health.monitor.interval
• filemonplugin.sleepperiod
• ftp.passive
• ftp.client.separator
• ftp.client.updatemsg
• ftp.data.compression
• log.archive
• log.level
• log.maxsize
• objmon.cpu.scalefactor
• runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable
• runnerplugin.spool.expire
• runnerplugin.spool.sleep
• persistence.coldstart

NOTE

The following oscomponent parameters are not migrated from Release 7:
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• oscomponent.javapath
• oscomponent.startjvm
• oscomponent.attachjvm
• oscomponent.classpath
• oscomponent.libjvmpath
• oscomponent.servicename
• oscomponent.servicedisplayname
• oscomponent.dumpenvironment
• oscomponent.jvm
• oscomponent.jvm.x.options
• oscomponent.not.authenticate.su

As a result, you can migrate from a 32-bit Release 7 agent to a 64-bit 11.3 SP4 agent on the same operating system.

On i5/OS, the oscomponent.loginshell parameter is always set to true, regardless of the setting in the Release 7
agentparm.txt file.

The log.allow.method parameter does not apply to the 11.3 agent and is not migrated.

For more information about these parameters or migration, see the Implementation Guide.

Separate Installer Properties Files on UNIX and Windows

Separate installer properties files are now provided on UNIX and Windows. On UNIX, the name of the file is
unix_installer.properties. On Windows, the name of the file is win_installer.properties.

Insertion of Additional Agent Parameters During a Silent Installation

When installing the agent using a silent installer, you can now specify additional agent parameters in a text file. The
parameters are inserted at the end of the agentparm.txt file without any validation or modification.

To insert agent parameters at the end of the agentparm.txt file, include the following property in the installer properties file:

RAW_DATA

Specifies the path to and name of a text file that contains additional agent parameters. In the text file, list each parameter
on a separate line. During a silent installation, these parameters are inserted at the end of the agentparm.txt file without
any validation or modification. Service Pack and Maintenance Level Information Added to Version Output

Example: Insert Parameters to Configure the Agent to Clear Spool Files Automatically

In this example, the installer properties file contains the following property:

RAW_DATA=/usr/home/joe/additional_agentparm.txt

The additional_agentparm.txt file contains the following agent parameters to configure the agent to clear spool files
automatically:

• runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true
• runnerplugin.spool.expire=50000
• runnerplugin.spool.sleep=20000

During a silent installation, these parameters are added at the end of the agentparm.txt file.

NOTE
For more information about installing the agent using a silent installer, see the Implementation Guide.
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Service Pack and Maintenance Level Information Added to Version Output

When you issue the cybAgent -v command, it now displays the service pack and maintenance level. You can use this
information to determine the patch that is applied to the agent.

Default Encryption Keys

In the previous release, the installation program did not provide default encryption keys. In this release, the installation
program provides the following default encryption keys that are based on the cipher algorithm you choose:

DES—0xC468284E7BF6FB41

DESEDE—0xB6F98D9B6419D51A41FEEEE847E27DC01F2B1ABE058142E3

AES—0x32A26EA95ACC64B1B19DAF713D60DC10

BLOWFISH—0xC832DD138ECCDC8A70F88E3120C6AA2F0148D725B19B3DF670B23E8514D6EC6B

NOTE
These keys were generated at random and have no set pattern.

Removal of Windows Short Cuts

The Windows short cuts have been removed to resolve an issue with short cuts being overwritten in a multiple agent
installation.

NOTE

• To start or stop the agent, use the Windows Service Control Manager.
• To install the agent service manually, use cybagent -install at the command prompt.
• To remove the agent service, use cybagent -remove at the command prompt.
• To uninstall the agent, use Add/Remove Programs (Uninstall a program), similar to other Windows

applications.

Uninstall Mode

In the previous release, if you install the agent using the silent installer, the uninstall is performed in silent mode without
user notification. In this release, this behavior has changed. If you uninstall the agent, by default GUI mode is now used
on Windows and console mode is now used on UNIX.

MD5 Sum Information Added to Patch Install Log

The patch installer log (patch_install.txt) now includes the MD5 sum of each file that is installed. This information is
also stored in the MD5SUM.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory. You can use this information to
determine which files have changed since the previous patch was applied.

Enhanced Job Cancellation on UNIX

By default, when you cancel a UNIX job, the agent sends the kill signal to the script's process group ID. As a result, the
kill signal is delivered individually to all processes that are members of the group. Any process that is not a member of the
group does not get terminated.

To ensure that all processes associated with a UNIX job are terminated, set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt
file:

oscomponent.terminate.subtree=true

Instead of killing the process group, the agent will assemble the process subtree and manually kill each process.
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NOTE
If oscomponent.terminate.subtree is set to true, the agent sends the SIGKILL signal to cause the
process to terminate immediately. The agent does not provide the option to send the SIGTERM signal,
so the receiving process cannot perform any clean-up upon receiving the signal. The default behavior
(oscomponent.terminate.subtree=false) does provide 

Change to Log Timestamp Format

The timestamp format in the agent logs has been changed from:
EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss.SSS zzz yyyy
to
MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss.SSS zZ

NOTE
 This change does not apply to the runner_os_component.log log.

CybFTPSecurityUtility Change to ftpusrcfg

The CybFTPSecurityUtility utility that you use to create FTP users has changed its name in this release to ftpusrcfg. The
utility is located in the agent installation directory.

Change to Default Shell for Running UNIX Scripts

The agent uses the Bourne shell as its default to run UNIX scripts. You can change the default shell using the
oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agentparm.txt file. In previous releases, the agent used the Korn shell as the
default.

Force the Default Shell for UNIX Jobs

The shell the agent uses to run a UNIX script is determined first by the SHELL statement in the job definition, then by the
first line of the script, then by the value set in the oscomponent.defaultshell parameter, and last by the user default shell
defined in the user profile. The new oscomponent.defaultshell.force parameter forces the agent to use the default shell to
run UNIX scripts and to source the user's profile.

Change to Agent Status File

In this release, the agent records its status in the status file. The status.os file no longer exists.

Save Encrypted ESPlmi Password

ESPlmi now accepts an encrypted password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x. You can use the password utility,
provided with the agent, to encrypt the password.

NOTE
 This enhancement only applies to CA Workload Automation ESP Edition.

Change in File Trigger Job Behavior

A File Trigger job that monitors for DELETE, CREATE, or NOTEXIST (Non existing) file activity does not complete when
the file directory specified in the job definition is missing. If the specified directory does not exist or is deleted during
monitoring, the job fails and the agent sets the status to "Scan Failed".
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Replace a 11.3.x 32-bit Agent with an 11.3.x 64-bit Agent
To replace an 11.3.x release of a 32-bit agent with an 11.3.x release of a 64-bit agent, use the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the 64-bit agent on the machine where the 32-bit agent is installed.
2. Copy the values of the following parameter from the agentparm.txt file in the 64-bit directory (if it exists):

oscomponent.libjvmpath
3. Copy the agentparm.txt file from the 32-bit agent directory to the 64-bit agent directory.
4. Edit the agentparm.txt file in the 64-bit agent directory to replace all occurrences of the 32-bit agent directory path with

the 64-bit Agent directory path.
Example:
If the 32-bit agent was installed in /opt/CA/WA_Agent, and the 64-bit agent was installed in /opt/CA/WA_Agent64,
replace all occurrences of /opt/CA/WA_Agent with /opt/CA/WA_Agent64.

5. Stop the 32-bit agent.
6. Start the 64-bit agent, and run some test jobs to make sure it is working and has replaced the 32-bit agent.
7. Uninstall the 32-bit agent.

Uninstall CA Workload Automation Agent
Uninstall an agent when you no longer need it.

Follow these steps:

1. Uninstall the agent by following the instructions for your platform:
– UNIX

• Through the Uninstaller
• Uninstall Silently

– Windows
• Through a program
• Uninstall Silently ?

– i5/OS
– HP Integrity Nonstop

2. Remove the agent from the scheduling manager.
For detailed instructions to remove the agent from the scheduling manager, see the documentation for your scheduling
manager.

Uninstall the Agent on UNIX

NOTE
If you installed the agent from either CA Workload Automation AE or CA Workload Automation DE installation
media, follow the instructions provided by the scheduler. See CA Workload Automation AE & WCC
documentation or CA Workload Automation DE documentation.

You can uninstall the agent after you have upgraded it from a previous release, or when you want to remove the agent
from your system, by using one of the following methods:

Uninstall Through the Uninstaller

1. Verify that all workload is complete.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open a command prompt.
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4. Run the uninstallation program by entering the following command:
“<agentdir>/UninstallData/Uninstall WA Agent”

agentdir  
Specifies the directory where the agent is installed.
You will be asked to confirm that you want to uninstall the agent, and then the uninstallation will proceed.

Uninstall Silently

1. Verify that all workload is complete.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open a command prompt.
4. Run the following command (the spaces in the command are required):

“<agentdir>/UninstallData/Uninstall WA Agent” -i silent

agentdir  
Specifies the directory where the agent is installed.

Uninstall the Agent on Windows

You can uninstall the agent on the Windows platform either through an uninstallation program or silently (by using a script
file). Both methods are described below. 

Uninstall Through a Program

You can uninstall the agent both after you have upgraded it from a previous release and when you want to remove the
agent from your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that all workload is complete.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Launch the uninstall program using Add/Remove Programs (Uninstall a program), similar to other Windows

applications.
The Uninstall CA Workload Automation Agent R11.3 dialog opens.

4. Select Uninstall.
The product files are deleted and the agent is uninstalled.

5. Select Done to close the dialog.

Uninstall Silently

You can uninstall the agent after you have upgraded it from a previous release, or when you want to remove the agent
from your system. To uninstall the agent silently, run the uninstall executable from the command prompt.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that all workload is complete.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open a command prompt.
4. Run the following command:

“<agentdir>\UninstallData\Uninstall WA Agent.exe” -i silent

– agent_install_dir
Specifies the path to the directory where the agent is installed.
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NOTE
The agent installation directory and any files that were created after the initial installation (such as agent logs)
are not removed.

Uninstall the Agent on i5/OS

You can uninstall the agent after you have upgraded it from a previous release, or when you want to remove the agent
from your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that all workload is complete.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Verify that the current library is not the library that contains the agent objects and the current path is not the path to the

agent installation directory.
4. Enter the following command from the i5/OS command line:

ENDSBS library_name

– library_name
Specifies the name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

The library stops.
5. Open a PASE terminal session.
6. Enter the following command from the PASE command line:

rm -rf agent_install_dir

– agent_install_dir
Specifies the directory that contains the agent program files.

The directory is deleted.
7. Enter the following command from the i5/OS command line:

CLRLIB library_name

The library contents are deleted.
8. Enter the following command:

DLTLIB library_name

The library is deleted, and the agent is uninstalled.

Uninstall the Agent on HP Integrity Nonstop

When you install the agent, an uninstallation program is also installed. The program is located in the UninstallData folder
within the agent installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent by using the following command:
./cybagent –s

2. Change directories to the UninstallData folder.
3. Start the uninstallation by issuing the following command: 

java -jar ./uninstaller.jar
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NOTE
After the agent is uninstalled, some files might remain. The uninstaller does not remove data files and files that
are created as a result of running the agent.

 

Uninstall a Patch
If you used the patch installer to update the agent, you can manually uninstall the most recent patch update. After you
uninstall the patch, the agent reverts to the previous version.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent:
– On UNIX:

<agent_install_dir>/cybAgent -s

– On Windows:

<agent_install_dir>/cybAgent.exe -s

• agent_install_dir
Specifies the path to the directory where the agent is installed.

2. Make a copy of the agent directory:
– On UNIX:

cp  -r <agent_install_dir> <agent_install_dir>.backup

– On Windows:

xcopy <agent_install_dir> <agent_install_dir>.backup /s

3. Identify the last installed patch in the following directory:
– On UNIX:

cd <agent_install_dir>/patches

– On Windows:

cd <agent_install_dir>/patches

4. Copy the contents of the last installed patch to the agent installation directory:
– On UNIX:

cp -r <agent_install_dir>/patches/<patch_id>/backup/* <agent_install_dir>

– On Windows:
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xcopy <agent_install_dir>/patches/<patch_id>backup\* <agent_install_dir> /s

– patch_id
Specifies the last installed patch file.

5. (Optional) If the JVM has been updated, restore it by by following the instructions for either UNIX or Windows:
– On UNIX:

cd <agent_install_dir>

tar -zxvf jre.patched.tar.gz

rm Jre.patched.tar.gz

– On Windows:
Use a program like WinZip, 7-Zip, or winRAR to unzip the jre.patched.zip file (<agent_install_dir>\jre.patched.zip)
into the <agent_install_dir>\jre directory. Preserve the path information.
Then delete the jre.patched.zip file. 
For example, when using WinZip, right-click the zip file name, [jre.patched.zip]. Select Extract, then use the file
explorer window to navigate to and select the <agent_install_dir>\jre directory. Extract all files to this directory. 

6. Delete the last installed patch from the patches directory:
– On UNIX:

rm  -r <agent_install_dir>/patches/<patch_id>

– On Windows, remove patch_id from the agent_install_dir/patches directory.
The patch is uninstalled successfully. You can now restart the agent.
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Configuring.
This section contains the following topics about configuring CA Workload Automation System Agent:

  

 

Control the Agent
Learn how to start and stop the agent, as well as check its status.

Open a PASE Terminal Session on i5/OS
Some configuration scripts and utilities must be run in the Portable Application Solutions Environment (PASE) on the i5/
OS operating system. You can issue commands in PASE to control the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the i5/OS system.
2. Enter the following command from the i5/OS command line:

call qp2term

A PASE terminal session opens.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can use an x-terminal session to access PASE. Do not use Qshell to operate the agent.

 

Start the Subsystem that Runs the Agent on i5/OS
Before starting the agent on i5/OS, start the subsystem that runs the agent from the command line or from PASE:

Start the Subsystem from the i5/OS Command Line

To start the subsystem that runs the agent from the i5/OS command line, enter the following command:

STRSBS SBSD(library_name/subsystem_name)

• library_name
Specifies the name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

• subsystem_name
Specifies the name of the subsystem that runs the agent jobs.
Default: The name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

NOTE
If you make a change that requires you to restart the agent after the subsystem has started, you do not need to
restart the subsystem unless it has stopped.

Start the Subsystem from PASE

You can start the subsystem that runs the agent from PASE.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a PASE terminal session.
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2. Start the subsystem that runs the agent using the following command:

system "strsbs library_name/subsystem_name"

– library_name
Specifies the name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

– subsystem_name
Specifies the name of the subsystem that runs the agent jobs.
Default: The name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

 

Start the Agent
Depending on your operating system, you can start the agent multiple ways:

Start (and Stop) the Agent on UNIX

You issue a command to run a script that starts the agent.

WARNING
Use the root account to install and start the agent on UNIX. Starting the agent as root enables you to run jobs
under different user accounts. If you start the agent with an account other than root, the agent cannot switch
users. You cannot run jobs under different user accounts when the agent is not running under root. If you plan to
use an account other than root to start the agent, verify that the agent is installed using the same user account
to avoid permission problems. Also verify that the account has the permissions to run the commands and scripts
that run on the agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the cybAgent process and related Java processes from the previous run of the agent were shut down
correctly.

2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Start the agent using the following command (to stop the agent, use the cybAgent -s command.):

cybAgent -a

The agent also comes with an init script to automate the agent startup during system reboots. The init script may be
placed in the system /etc/init.d directory. Some UNIX operating systems may require changes to be made to the script.
The init script is placed in the agent install directory.

cybagent-R11-3-<agent name>.init

Usage: cybagent-R11-3-AGENT.init {start|stop|restart|status|monitor}

The agent is installed as a service on Microsoft Windows. Although the service name is set during the installation, you can
change it as needed per your requirements. You can easily control the agent startup from the Windows Services Console.
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Start the Agent on Windows Using the Command Prompt

By default, the startup type for the agent service is manual. You can start the agent service manually using the command
prompt. 

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
Start the agent using one of the following commands:

net start service_name

– service_name
Specifies the value that the oscomponent.servicedisplayname parameter in the agentparm.txt file defines.

Start the Agent as a Windows Service

By default, the startup type for the agent service is manual. 

NOTE
No special permissions are required for the Windows agent, version 11.3 and later. Because the agent is set up
by default to log on as "local system," always use the local system account to start the agent service. 

You can start the agent service manually using the Windows Control Panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Control Panel.
2. Double-click Administrative Tools.
3. Double-click Services.
4. Right-click the agent service and click Start.
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Set the Agent on Windows to Start Automatically

By default, the startup type for the agent service is manual; the agent does not start on system startup. You can start the
agent manually using the Control Panel or command prompt. You can set the Service Startup Type as Automatic to start
the service at system startup.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Control Panel.
2. Double-click Administrative Tools.
3. Double-click Services.
4. Right-click the agent service and select Properties.
5. Select Automatic from the Startup type drop-down list on the dialog.
6. Select OK.

The agent is set to start automatically the next time it starts up.

Run the Agent in Windows Console Mode

You can run the agent in console mode using the cybAgent command with the -debug extension. The agent runs as a
normal console application. Running the agent in console mode is useful when diagnosing a problem. In this mode, the
agent runs in the foreground. Because some applications cannot run correctly while the agent runs as a service, try to run
these applications using console mode. To keep the agent running, do not close the DOS window that you used to start it.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:

cybAgent -debug

The agent runs in the foreground.

NOTE
You can run multiple agents in console mode.

Start the Agent from the i5/OS Command Line

To start the agent from the i5/OS command line, enter the following command:

library_name/CYBAGENT

• library_name
Specifies the name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

NOTE
You can add this item to your system IPL Start-Up program. For more information about changing the IPL Start-
Up program, see the IBM documentation.

Start the Agent from PASE

You can start the agent from PASE.

NOTE
Before you start the agent, ensure the cybAgent process and related Java processes from the previous run of
the agent were shut down correctly.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Start the agent using the following command:

./cybAgent

Start the Agent on HP Integrity NonStop

To start the agent, you issue a command to run a script that starts the agent.

 
Important! You may install and run the System Agent by using a non-super.super (non-root) user ID. See Authentication
Rules for Running the Agent and Running Jobs for more information.

Follow these steps:

1. Log onto the OSS environment of the machine where the agent runs.
2. Verify that the cybAgent process and related Java processes from the previous run of the agent were shut down

correctly.
3. Change to the agent installation directory.
4. Start the agent by using the following command:

./cybAgent &

 

Stop the Agent
Depending on your operating system, you can stop the agent multiple ways.

Stop the Agent on UNIX

You issue a command to run a script that stops the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent using the following command:

./cybAgent -s

Stop the Agent on Windows Using the Command Prompt

You can stop the agent service manually using the command prompt.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent using one of the following commands:

cybAgent -s

net stop service_name

– service_name
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Specifies the value that the oscomponent.servicedisplayname parameter in the agentparm.txt file defines.

Stop the Agent as a Windows Service

You can stop the agent service manually using the Windows Control Panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Control Panel.
2. Double-click Administrative Tools.
3. Double-click Services.
4. Right-click the agent service and click Stop.

Stop the Agent Running in Windows Console Mode

You can stop an agent that is using console mode to run in the foreground.

To stop the agent on Windows in console mode, press Ctrl+C.

Stop the Agent from the i5/OS Command Line

To stop the agent from the i5/OS command line, enter the following command:

library_name/CYBAGENT OPTION(SHUTDOWN)

• library_name
Specifies the name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

Stop the Agent from PASE

You can stop the agent from PASE.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent using the following command:

./cybAgent -s

Stop the Agent on HP Integrity NonStop

Follow these steps:

1. Log onto the OSS environment of the machine where the agent runs.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent by using the following command:

./cybAgent -s

Verify the Status of the Agent
If you have problems running workload using the agent, verify that the agent is still running. The status file shows whether
the agent is running or a controlled shutdown has occurred. The agent process status can verify whether the agent is
down, which is helpful when a controlled shutdown did not occur and the status file does not show the correct status.
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You can verify the status in the following ways:

View the Status File on UNIX or Windows

The status file describes the status of the agent core. To verify that the agent is running or a controlled shutdown has
occurred, view the status file.

The file is located in the agent installation directory and is updated when the agent starts and stops. The following
example shows the status file after the agent starts:

C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3>more status

CA Workload Automation Agent for Microsoft Windows R11.3, Build 717

Started at: Wed Jan 11 13:10:58 2015

OS component - 12096

When agent is shut down, the status file will show:

C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3>more status

Inactive

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Do one of following actions depending on your system:

– On UNIX, enter the cat status command.
– On Windows, open the status file using a text editor.

View the Status File on i5/OS 

From the i5/OS Command Line

The status file describes the status of the agent core. To verify that the agent is running or a controlled shutdown has
occurred, verify the status in the status file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command from the i5/OS command line:

WRKLNK 'install_path'

– install_path
Specifies the path to the agent installation directory.

A list of files in the specified directory appears.
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2. Enter the display option next to the status file name.
The contents of the status file appear.

Example: Verify the Status in the Status File

The following response shows that the agent is running. The number - 1507 in this example is the process ID (PID) for the
agent process.

CA Workload Automation Agent for OS/400 PowerPC R11.3, Build 20091215

Started at: 

OS component - 1507

The following response indicates that the agent is not running.

Inactive

The agent was shut down in a controlled manner as shown in the default_Agent.log.

CybAgentDriver - CybAgentDriver terminated

From PASE

The status file describes the status of the agent core. To verify that the agent is running or a controlled shutdown has
occurred, verify the status in the status file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:

cat status

The contents of the status file appear.

Example: Check the status file

The following response shows that the agent is running. The number - 1507 in this example is the process ID (PID) for the
agent process.

CA Workload Automation Agent for OS/400 PowerPC R11.3, Build 20091215

Started at: 

OS component - 1507

The following response indicates that the agent is not running.

Inactive

The agent was shut down in a controlled manner as shown in the default_Agent.log.

CybAgentDriver - CybAgentDriver terminated

Check the Agent Process Status on UNIX

If the agent is down and a controlled shutdown did not occur, verify the status of the agent process.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter one of the following commands:
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– To verify the status of a single agent, enter the # ps -ef | grep PID command.
– To verify the status of multiple agents or an agent with an unknown PID, enter # ps -ef | grep cybAgent.
– To verify the status of a separate Java process before a new start, enter # ps -ef | grep Java.

Example: Check the Process Status of a Single Agent on UNIX

Suppose that you want to verify the process status of an agent that has the PID number 13214.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter the following command:

# ps -ef | grep 13214

Check the Agent Status on Windows

If the agent is down and a controlled shutdown did not occur, verify the status of the agent on Windows using the Control
Panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Control Panel.
2. Double-click Administrative Tools.
3. Double-click Services.
4. Locate the agent service name and verify the status in the Status column.

Check the Agent Process Status from the i5/OS Command Line

If the agent is down and a controlled shutdown did not occur, you can display the agent process to verify the status.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command from the i5/OS command line:
WRKACTJOB SBS(subsystem_name)

– subsystem_name
Specifies the name of the subsystem that runs the agent jobs.
Default: The name of the library that contains the required agent objects.

A list of jobs running in the agent subsystem is displayed.
2. Enter the display option next to cybAgent.bin.

The status of the agent appears.

Check the Agent Process Status from PASE

If the agent is down and a controlled shutdown did not occur, you can display the agent process to verify the status.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:

# ps -ef | grep PID

– PID
Specifies the process ID (PID) of the agent.

The status of the specified process appears.

Example: Check the Process Status Using a PID
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Suppose that the agent has a PID of 13214. Display the process status using the following command:

# ps -ef | grep 13214

A sample response is as follows

cybuser 13214 12216  0  Apr 16 ?    0:00  ./cybAgent

Example: Check the Process Status of Multiple Agents or an Agent with an Unknown PID

Suppose that you want to display the process status of an agent with the name cybAgent. Enter the following command:

# ps -ef | grep cybAgent

The statuses of all processes that contain cybAgent in the name appear.

Verify Status of Agent for HP Integrity NonStop 

To check the status of the agent, you can do one of the following: 

• View the Status File – This file indicates whether the agent is running or a controlled shutdown has occurred.
• Check the Agent Process Status – When the agent is down, you can check the status of the agent process. This is

useful when a controlled shutdown did not occur and the status file does not show the correct status.

View the Status File

The status file describes the status of the agent core. You can view it to verify that either the agent is running or a
controlled shutdown has occurred. The file is located in the agent installation directory and is updated when the agent
starts and stops.

The following examples show the status file after the agent starts and stops.

Example: Status File After Agent Starts

/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0: cat status 

CA Workload Automation Agent for NONSTOP_KERNEL IA64N R12.0, Build 20150428

Started at: Thu Apr 30 12:50:20 2015

OS component – 1929380249

 

Example: Status File After Agent Stops

When the agent is shut down, the status file will show: 

/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0: cat status

Inactive

Check the Agent Process Status

To check the status of the process, follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter one of the following commands:

– To verify the status of a single agent, enter the following command: 
# ps -ef | grep PID

– To verify the status of multiple agents, enter the following command: 
# ps -ef | grep cybAgent
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Example: Check the Process Status of a Single Agent 

This example shows how to verify the process status of an agent with the PID number 1929380249.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter the following command:

# ps -ef | grep 1929380249

Run Agent for HP Integrity NonStop as a Named Process

You can run the agent as a named process. To do this, add the –name=/G/<process-name> parameter to the run
command located in the cybAgent startup script or command file, as shown in the following example. In the example, the
agent runs under a process named $AGNT.

run -name=/G/AGNT -term=/G/ZHOME ./cybAgent.bin "$@"

Also, instead of hard coding the name in the cybAgent startup script, you can modify the script to accept the process
name and use that value in the –name= parameter.

 
Note: Process names must conform to standard Guardian process name conventions.

Stop the agent when it runs as a named process

When the agent is running as a named process, you cannot stop it by using the ./cybAgent –s command. Instead, to stop
the agent when it is running as a named process, use the kill –SIGINT <process-id> command, replacing <process-id>
with the process ID specified in the status file, as shown in the following example.

$ someuser@somehost> cat status

CA Workload Automation Agent for NONSTOP_KERNEL IA64N R12.0, Build 20150716

Started at: Wed Sep 16 10:00:05 2015

OS component - 989856392

/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0

$ someuser@somehost> kill -SIGINT 989856392

 

 

 

Initial Environment and Permissions for the Agent
When the agent starts, it inherits the environment and permissions (and on Linux and UNIX the ulimit values), from the
user that started the agent. On Linux and UNIX, the user that started the agent is usually the root user. On Windows, the
user that started the agent is usually the Local System user.

Jobs that are run from the agent also inherit the environment and permissions inherited by the agent, unless the
environment values are overridden.

A few ways that the initial environment values can be overridden include:
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• (On UNIX and Linux) Changes, such as edits, to the cybAgent script.
• The addition of a variable in the “name=value” format in a file, with a commensurate change to the agentparm.txt

setting oscomponent.environment.variable to point to the file, for example: oscomponent.environment.variable=<file>.
These variables are set once at agent startup and they are then inherited by jobs.

• Settings in the job (such as, environment variables or job profiles) that override the variable.

 

Managing the NonStop Agent from Guardian
The following commands can be used to start, stop and find the status of the agent using the osh TACL command.

To start the agent:
> osh -p /opt/CA/WA_Agent/cybAgent -a 

To check the status file:
> osh -c "cat /opt/CA/WA_Agent/status"

To check the status of the agent process:
> osh -c "ps -aef | grep cybAgent" 

To stop the agent:
> osh -p /opt/CA/WA_Agent/cybAgent -s

Configure the Agent
Refer to the following topics for information about how to configure the agent.

 

Configure Agent Parameters
To configure agent parameters, edit the agentparm.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory. When you
install the agent, the installation program adds frequently configured agent parameters to the file. Other agent parameters
exist, which you must manually add to the agentparm.txt file to configure the agent. For any configuration changes to
take effect, always stop and restart the agent. For some agent parameters, such as the agent name and communication
parameters, also configure the parameters on the scheduling manager.

NOTE
Take care when editing the agentparm.txt file. The file must not contain errors, or the agent might not start.

Configure agent parameters on CA Workload Automation System Agent by using the procedure that follows.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
(HP Integrity Nonstop only) Log on to the OSS environment from the computer running NonStop. The way you log in to
the OSS environment depends on the method you are using to access the computer:

1. – If you are using Telnet, log in as follows:
a. Type oss for the Enter Choice prompt under Available Services.
b. Type your user ID.
c. Enter your password.
d. Press Enter.

– If you are using SSH (for example, Putty), you can be sent to OSS directly.
a. Change to the agent installation directory.
b. Stop the agent using one of the following commands:
• On UNIX:
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./cybAgent -s

• On Windows:
cybAgent -s

• On i5/OS:
./cybAgent -s

• On HP Integrity Nontop:

./cybAgent –s

2. Open the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation directory.
3. Make the required changes to the agent parameters.
4. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
5. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.

a. Start the agent using one of the following commands
– On UNIX:

./cybAgent -a

• – On Windows:

cybAgent -a

• – On i5/OS:

./cybAgent

• –  On HP Integrity Nonstop:

./cybAgent &

Agent Parameter Changes on the Scheduling Manager 

Changes to agent parameters in the agentparm.txt file can be made either manually, by you, or automatically by the
agent. When you change an agent parameter in the agentparm.txt file that is also defined on the scheduling manager,
such as the agent name, the agent might make the corresponding update in the scheduling manager, as shown in the
following example: 

Example from receiver.log

01/13/2015 04:35:02.531 IST+0530 5 TCP/IP Controller Plugin.Receiver pool thread

 <Regular:1>.CybReceiverSession.accept[:269] - Message accepted: 20150113 04350251-0530 NEW_AGENT DSERIES_7500

 1421103.902501/DSERIES_7500.1/MAIN Control Mgraddr Address(de.example.com) Port(7507) User(DSERIES_7500)

 Persistent(TRUE)…..

The agent can also update the agentparm.txt file in response to information provided by the scheduling manager. Updates
from the scheduling manager are reflected at the bottom of the agentparm.txt file, as shown in the following example.

Example updates to the agentparm.txt file

#

# Added by Manager

#

communication.manageraddress_2=de.example.com

communication.managerid_2=DSERIES_7500

communication.managerport_2=7507

communication.socket_2=plain
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NOTE
For detailed instructions about how to configure agent parameters on the scheduling manager, see the
documentation for your scheduling manager.

 

Configure Communication with a Scheduling Manager
You can change your scheduling manager connection information or can add a connection to a different scheduling
manager. If you use the agent with two scheduling managers that require different socket types for communication,
specify a main and auxiliary socket for the agent.

To configure communication with a scheduling manager, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• communication.inputport
Specifies the main port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling manager. You
need this port when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

• communication.inputport.aux
Specifies the optional auxiliary port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling
manager.

• communication.managerid_n
Specifies the name of the scheduling manager instance that the agent works with, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured.
Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER
Example: MYSERVER

• communication.manageraddress_n
Specifies the address of the scheduling manager that the agent works with, where n is an integer that corresponds to
the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the IP address in the connection details for the
scheduling manager. You can specify a list of addresses for the scheduling manager.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

NOTE

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address for the scheduling manager. However, your
agent computer must always be able to resolve the DNS name. If there is a DNS outage and your agent
computer cannot resolve DNS names, the agent cannot communicate with the scheduling manager.

• If the scheduling manager address never changes, enter the DNS name for the scheduling manager in
the hosts file for your agent computer. This entry ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS
disruptions.

• communication.managerport_n
Specifies the port that the scheduling manager listens on for communication from agents, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the port number in the connection
details for the scheduling manager.
Default: 7507
Limits: 1024-65534

• communication.managerhealthmon_n
Indicates whether to alert the scheduling manager that a disk threshold has been breached, where n is an integer
that corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This parameter is applicable if resource monitoring is
enabled (agent.resourcemon.enable=true).
– true
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Sends a message to the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached. A message is also
sent when the notice or severe thresholds are resolved. If the critical threshold is breached, the agent sends an
emergency shutdown message to indicate the reason for the shutdown.

NOTE
If the disk situation prevents a proper shutdown, the delivery of the emergency shutdown message is not
guaranteed.

– false
Does not send a message to the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached.

Default: false

NOTE
When implemented on the scheduling manager, the scheduling manager can dynamically set this parameter
to true.

• communication.monitorobject_n
Specifies the monitor object for the scheduling manager that is used in agent alive ping.

• communication.socket_n
Defines the socket type the agent and scheduling manager use for communication, where n is an integer starting at
one that corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. The following socket types are available:
– plain
– dylan
Default: plain

NOTE
CA Workload Automation DE does not require this parameter.

• communication.receiver.socket.main
Specifies the type of socket the agent uses for its main port. The value of this parameter must be different from the
communication.receiver.socket.aux parameter. You can specify the following socket types:
– plain
– dylan
Default: plain

NOTE
CA Workload Automation DE does not require this parameter.

• communication.receiver.socket.aux
Specifies the type of socket the agent uses for its auxiliary port. The value of this parameter must be different from the
communication.receiver.socket.main parameter. You can specify the following socket types:
– plain
– dylan

NOTE
CA Workload Automation DE does not require this parameter.

NOTE
You can configure the agent to work with multiple scheduling managers by adding more definitions in the
agentparm.txt file.

Example: Configure the Agent to Communicate with a Scheduling Manager

In this example, the following configuration parameters are set in the agentparm.txt file for a scheduling manager running
under the instance “ACE” at address 130.200.146.134. The scheduling manager listens for incoming messages from the
agent on port 49155:

communication.inputport=7520

communication.managerid_1=ACE
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communication.manageraddress_1=130.200.146.134

communication.managerport_1=49155

communication.monitorobject_1=CAEWA_AGENT/AGENTMON1.0/MAIN

communication.receiver.socket.main=plain

communication.socket_1=plain

Configure the Agent for Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPV6) Communication

If your scheduling manager uses Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPV6), configure the agent for this protocol also.

To configure the agent for IPV6 communication, configure the following parameters on the agent:

java.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true

java.net.preferIPv4Stack=false

 

Configure SSA Communication with CA Workload Automation AE
CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA) lets CA Workload Automation AE and the agent use a single multiplexed
communication port to ease firewall administration. You can configure SSA communication with CA Workload Automation
AE.

NOTE

• This procedure only applies to agent installations that communicate with CA Workload Automation AE and
that support SSA.

• By default the agent uses plain socket ports for communication. Although you can change to SSA
communication, we do not recommend it.

• SSA is only supported with 32-bit agents.

Follow these steps:

1. Install CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA):
– Install SSA on UNIX.
– Install SSA on Windows.

2. Configure the agent to communicate using SSA ports.
3. Define the agent SSA port on CA Workload Automation AE.
4. Test communication between CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation System Agent.

For more information about testing communication, see the CA Workload Automation AE UNIX Implementation Guide
or CA Workload Automation AE Windows Implementation Guide.

Install CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA) on UNIX

CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA) is a CA common component that is provided with CA Workload Automation AE. SSA
lets you enable port multiplexing, which restricts communication to a single physical port.

NOTE
For more information about SSA, see the CA Workload Automation AE UNIX Implementation Guide.

You can launch the installation program using X-terminal or using console mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the $DISPLAY environment variable to use X-terminal or unset it to use console mode.
2. Mount the CA Common Components media.
3. Run the following command:
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./ccc_setup.sh

NOTE
The setup script performs various system checks, which can take a few minutes.

After the system checks are complete, the CA Common Components panel appears with Next selected.
4. Press Enter.

The License Agreement panel appears.
5. Accept the license agreement.

NOTE
In console mode, press the Tab key to select the scroll bar. Press the plus key (+) to scroll through the page
and read the license text. If you agree with the license agreement, select I Agree.

The Component Selection panel appears.
6. Select CA Secure Socket Adapter.

NOTE
In console mode, press the down-arrow key (or Tab key) to move the cursor through the list of components.
Select or clear an item using the spacebar.

7. Select Next.
The Installation Path panel appears.

8. Enter the path to the directory where you want to install SSA, and select Next.
The Review Settings panel appears.

9. Review the information and, if it is correct, select Next.
The installation process begins and the progress is displayed. When the installation completes, you are prompted to
exit the installation.

10. Select Finish.
11. Log out and then log back in to reset the environment.

The CA Secure Socket Adapter is installed.

Install CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA) on Windows

CA Secure Socket Adapter (SSA) is a CA common component that is provided with CA Workload Automation AE. SSA
lets you enable port multiplexing, which restricts communication to a single physical port.

NOTE
For more information about SSA, see the CA Workload Automation AE Windows Implementation Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Insert the CA Common Components media into the DVD drive of the computer where you want to install the agent.
The CA Common Components Product Explorer dialog opens.

2. Expand CA Common Components for Windows, select Common Components, and click Install.
The Introduction panel appears.

3. Select Next.
The License Agreement appears.

4. Accept the license agreement, and click Next.
The Choose Install Set panel appears.

5. Select Custom, and click Next.
By default, the CA Secure Socket Adapter, CA Embedded Entitlements Manager, and Common Communications
Interface components are selected to be installed.

6. Unselect the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and Common Communications Interface components, and click
Next.
The Get CA Common Components Install Directory panel appears.
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7. Enter the path to the directory where you want to install SSA, and select Next.
The Review Settings panel appears.

8. Review the information and, if it is correct, click Install.
The CA Secure Socket Adapter is installed.

Configure the Agent to Communicate Using an SSA-Enabled Port

By default, the agent is configured to use plain socket ports for communication. To enable SSA communication
between the agent and CA Workload Automation AE, you configure the agent to use Dylan socket ports. You use the
csamconfigedit utility, which is installed with SSA, to specify the SSA port number and enable port multiplexing.

WARNING
The input communication port that is defined for the agent (communication.inputport) must match the port in the
machine definition for the agent configured on CA Workload Automation AE.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command:
csampmux stop

The csampmuxf process stops.
2. Enter the following commands:

cd $CSAM_SOCKADAPTER/bin

csamconfigedit Port=value EnableSSL=False EnablePmux=True

– value
Specifies the SSA port number of the agent. This port must not be in use by another application.

3. Change to the agent installation directory.
4. Stop the agent.
5. Open the agentparm.txt file.
6. Edit the following parameter:

communication.inputport=port

– port
Specifies the SSA port number that is configured using the csamconfigedit command.

7. Change the socket type using the following parameter:
communication.receiver.socket.main=dylan

8. Edit the oscomponent.classpath parameter, as follows:
– On UNIX:

oscomponent.classpath=jars/*.jar:jars/ext/*:common_components_install_path/Csam/SockAdapter/lib/

casocket.jar

– On Windows:
oscomponent.classpath=jars/*.jar;jars/ext/*;common_components_install_path/Csam/SockAdapter/bin/

casocket.jar

• common_components_install_path
Specifies the path to the directory where the CA common components are installed.
UNIX Default: /opt/CA/SharedComponents
Windows Default: C:\Program Files\CA\SC

NOTE
Specify the location of CA Secure Socket Adapter by appending the location of the casocket.jar file to the
classpath.
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9. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
10. Start the agent.

The agent is configured to communicate using an SSA-enabled port.

Define the Agent SSA Port on CA Workload Automation AE

To communicate with the agent using an SSA-enabled port, change the port that is defined in the machine definition for
the agent on CA Workload Automation AE.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify one of the following subcommands in a JIL script or at the jil command line:
– If you are creating an agent machine definition:

insert_machine: machine_name

– If you are updating an existing agent machine definition:
update_machine: machine_name

• machine_name
Specifies the name of the agent that is defined on CA Workload Automation AE.

2. Specify the following attribute:
port: port_number

– port_number
Specifies the port that CA Workload Automation AE uses to listen for traffic. If you configured SSA on the agent,
this value is the agent port number that is configured using the csamconfigedit command. This value must match
the communication.input port parameter in the agentparm.txt file for the agent.

The SSA port is defined in the machine definition for the agent on CA Workload Automation AE.

NOTE
For more information about JIL subcommands and attributes, see the CA Workload Automation AE
Reference Guide.

 

Define a Default User ID
To run a job under a user ID, you usually specify the user ID in the job definition. You can also define a default user ID in
the agentparm.txt file so that all jobs on the agent computer run under the default user ID. If another user ID is specified in
the job definition, the agent ignores the default user value and the job runs under the user ID specified in the job definition.

NOTE

Unlike user IDs you specify in job definitions, you do not need to define the default user ID on on the scheduling
manager. However, if the same user ID is used in a job definition, define the user ID on the scheduling manager.

To define a default user ID, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• oscomponent.default.user
Specifies the default operating system user name.

NOTE
The user that is specified in a job definition overrides this value.

• oscomponent.default.password
Specifies the password for the default user ID.

NOTE
This parameter is only required for Windows systems.
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Define Environment Variables
You can define environment variables on the agent that jobs submitted by the agent can access. You can define the
following types of environment variables:

• Agent-wide variables that are available for every job from every scheduling manager on behalf of every user.
• Manager-specific variables that are available for every job from a specific scheduling manager on behalf of every user.

These variables override agent-wide variables.
• User-specific variables that are available for every job from a specific user. These variables override agent-wide

variables and manager-specific variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Define environment variables in a file.
2. Specify the path to the environment variables.

Define Environment Variables in a File

You define each environment variable on a single line in a text file as a variable=value pair. Create a different file for each
type of environment variable. For example, you can create a file that is named agent_vars.txt to store all your agent-
wide environment variables. You can then create a file that is named mgr_stress_vars.txt to store all your manager-wide
environment variables.

NOTE

• If the agent is running as root, the agent reads a user-specific variables file using the root authority. The
agent does not verify the permissions of the file for the user that is specified in a job definition. This rule also
applies to manager-specific variables files.

• On Windows, the total environment variable file size must not exceed 16 KB.

Example: Defining Environment Variables

A text file contains the following two manager-specific environment variables that are required for CA Workload
Automation AE.

AUTOSYS=C:\Program Files\CA\CA Workload Automation AE\autosys

AUTOROOT=C:\Program Files\CA\CA Workload Automation AE

Use the $EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable for UNIX Workload

For agents running on UNIX, you can specify the $EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable to specify the path to a
file or script that defines global variables.

NOTE

To use the $EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable, run the agent as root and set the following
parameters in the agentparm.txt file:

• oscomponent.loginshell=true
• oscomponent.lookupcommand=true

Example: Using the $EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable

In this example, the $EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable is included in a file that defines environment variables.
$EWAGLOBALPROFILE specifies the path to the var_ewa_global.txt UNIX script.

EWAGLOBALPROFILE=/u1/envar/var_ewa_global.txt 
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Specify the Path to the Environment Variables

After you have defined your agent-wide, manager-specific, or user-specific environment variables in separate text files,
configure the agent to specify the location of the files.

To specify the path to the text files, configure the following agent parameters on the agent:

• oscomponent.environment.variable
Specifies the path to the file that defines agent-wide variables.
Example: C:\MyVars\agent_vars.txt

• oscomponent.environment.variable_manager_manager_id
Specifies the path to the file that defines manager-specific variables.
– manager_id

Specifies the name of the specific scheduling manager the environment variables apply to.
Example: C:\MyVars\mgr_stress_vars.txt

• oscomponent.environment.variable_user_user_id
Specifies the path to the file that defines user-specific variables.
– user_id

Specifies the name of the user the environment variables apply to.
Example: C:\MyVars\usr_abc.txt

NOTE
If you omit the path, the agent uses the profiles/filename subdirectory of the agent installation directory as the
default path.

 

Specify Job Classes and Number of Initiators
The initiator.class parameter sets the maximum number of active jobs of a particular class that the agent allows. By
default, the agent allows up to 1000 jobs of the default class at a given time. You can further control jobs the agent allows
by setting up more initiator classes and indicating which job types they control. For example, you can have a UNIX class
that only allows 100 active UNIX jobs simultaneously.

To specify job classes and number of initiators, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• initiators.class_n=jobclass , number_of_initiators
Describes job classes and the number of initiators that can process jobs that are assigned a particular job class. Use a
new line for each initiators.class_n parameter, where n is an integer starting at the value 1. By controlling the type and
number of initiators, you can have greater control over the initiation of jobs and manually balance the loads on system
resources.
The parameter initiators.afmjobclassmap_n relates to this parameter. However, the value of n does not have to match
in both parameters.
For UNIX workload, depending on the number of initiators you assign, you may need to increase the number of
threads that can be run per process on your operating system.
Examples:
initiators.class_1=Default,1000
initiators.class_2=POJO,100

• initiators.afmjobclassmap_n=verb,subverb,jobclass
Maps verb and subverb combinations of a job request to a job class. When the agent sees an AFM containing a
defined pair of verb and subverb, it assigns the specified job class to that job.
The defined pair must be a valid verb and subverb combination. Write a separate instance of this parameter for each
pair. For some job types, you can also specify a job class in a job definition.

NOTE
To find out which verbs and subverbs you can use, see the agent receiver log.
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Example: Limit the Number of Web Services Jobs the Agent Initiates

Suppose that you want to limit the number of Web Service jobs the agent initiates to 100. In this example, the job class is
defined as WS. The following agent receiver log contains the verb and subverb: WEBSERVICE and RUNRPC.

AM STRESS HELLO4.TXT/OA.1/MAIN WEBSERVICE RUNRPC TargetNS(http://tempuri.org/) Operation(HelloWorld)

 WSDLURL(http://138.42.98.127:3247/WebSite3/Service.asmx?WSDL) ServiceName(Service) PortName(ServiceSoap)

NOTE
The verb and subverb in the agent receiver log follow the job ID, HELLO4.TXT/OA.1/MAIN.

To set the job class and number of initiators, you configure the following parameters to the values shown.

initiator.class_1=Default,1000

initiator.class_2=WS,100

initiators.afmjobclassmap_1=WEBSERVICE,RUNRPC,WS

Example: Limit the Number of i5/OS Jobs the Agent Initiates

Suppose that you want to limit the number of i5/OS jobs the agent initiates to 100. In this example, the job class is defined
as i5. The following agent receiver log contains the verb and subverb: RUN and '.' (dot).

OS400AGNT CENTRAL_MANAGER TEST/ I5OS_NATIVE.2/MAIN RUN . Data(CCExit=*SEVERITY) Command(CHGCURLIB)

 Parameters('QGPL')

NOTE
The verb and subverb in the agent receiver log follow the job ID, I5OS_NATIVE.2/MAIN.

To set the job class and number of initiators, you configure the following parameters to the values shown.

initiator.class_1=Default,1000

initiator.class_2=i5,100

initiators.afmjobclass_1=RUN,'.',i5

 

Configure the Agent to Monitor Available Disk Space
By default, the agent does not perform resource monitoring. You can, however, configure the agent to monitor the amount
of available disk space and send notifications to warn you when the space is too low. The agent has three disk space
warning thresholds:

• Notice -- The agent logs a warning notice when the disk space reaches this level, but the agent continues to run.
• Severe -- The agent logs a severe warning and stops accepting new job requests.
• Critical -- The agent logs a critical warning and shuts down.

The agent logs the notice, severe, and critical warning messages in the runner_os_component.log and nohup.stderr logs.

Icon

Best Practice: Configure the agent to send SNMP traps or alert the scheduling manager when disk thresholds are
breached. 
Here are the suggested settings you can add to the agentparm.txt file to monitor local disk space (note that the values are
higher than the default values to provide more advanced notice when disk space becomes low):

agent.resourcemon.enable=true 

agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.notice=50M

agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe=40M

agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.critical=20M
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The previous settings will send a notice if the agent file system has only 50 MB of free space left. At 40 MB jobs will not be
accepted, and at or below 20 MB of disk space, the agent will shut down. 
If the agent file system falls below the specified threshold, a message like the following is generated in the logs:

Wed Jan 19 20:21:48 2015: Info: Disk resource monitor thresholds are: notice=52428800, severe=41943040,

 critical=20971520

Wed Jan 19 20:21:48 2015: Warning: Disk resource threshold of 52428800 breached, current disk space is

 50331648. Sending notice

To configure the agent to monitor available disk space, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• agent.resourcemon.enable
Indicates whether to monitor disk space usage and report errors when thresholds are breached.
– true

Enables resource monitoring. You can configure the amount of available disk space that the agent monitors at each
threshold and can send notifications when the space is too low.

– false
Disables resource monitoring.

Default: false
Icon
Notes:

• To send SNMP traps when the disk thresholds are breached, configure the agent to connect with an SNMP
manager.

• To alert the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached, also set
communication.managerhealthmon_n to true.

• agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.notice
Specifies the amount of disk space that is required before the agent logs a warning notice. The agent continues to run
and accept new job requests. This parameter is applicable if agent.resourcemon.enable is set to true. This parameter
uses the following syntax:

 

size[B|K|M|G]

 

– size
Specifies the amount of disk space in bytes (B), kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), or gigabytes(G).

Default: 30M

• agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe
Specifies the amount of disk space that is required before the agent logs a severe warning and stops accepting
new job requests. This parameter is applicable if agent.resourcemon.enable is set to true. This parameter uses the
following syntax:

 

size[B|K|M|G]

 

– size
Specifies the amount of disk space in bytes (B), kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), or gigabytes (G).

Default: 20M
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Icon
Note: The agent resumes accepting new job requests when the available disk space is greater than the size specified
by this parameter.

• agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.critical
Specifies the amount of disk space that is required before the agent logs a critical warning and shuts down. This
parameter is applicable if agent.resourcemon.enable is set to true. This parameter uses the following syntax:

 

size[B|K|M|G]

 

– size
Specifies the amount of disk space in bytes (B), kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), or gigabytes (G).

Default: 10M

 

Set Up Wake On LAN
You can save energy by using the Wake on LAN (WOL) feature to automate the startup of your computers. Setting up
WOL lets you define and schedule WOL jobs to send a signal to a server to turn it on. When the server is no longer
needed, you can schedule a different job to power it down.

Wake on LAN (WOL) is a hardware and software solution that lets you wake up a computer remotely. The solution
requires an ACPI-compliant computer and a special software program that sends a signal to the network card of the
computer to wake it up. The agent provides the AMD magic packet to broadcast the signal to a computer that has been
soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state). You can configure the agent for how many times it broadcasts the signal and
the amount of time it waits between broadcasts.

To set up Wake on LAN (WOL), follow these steps:

1. Collect the MAC address.
2. Configure the WOL properties on the agent.
3. Define a WOL job.

Collect the MAC Address

You require the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the computer you want to receive the Wake on LAN (WOL)
signal. The MAC address is burned into the Ethernet card (NIC) of the main logic board.

Configure WOL Properties on the Agent

To run Wake on LAN (WOL) jobs, define specific parameters to enable communication. You can set up how often the
agent sends the magic packet to the WOL-enabled computer.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file.
5. Set the following parameter:

plugin.start_internal_N=management 
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6. Define the following parameters:
– management.wol.nudges

Specifies the number of times the agent broadcasts the magic packet.
Default: 10

– management.wol.nudges.sleep
Specifies the amount of time, in milliseconds, between broadcasts of the magic packet.
Default: 1000 (ms)

– management.wol.ports
Specifies the port that the magic packet is sent to.
Default: 6

7. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
8. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
9. Start the agent.

The agent is configured for WOL jobs.

Define a WOL Job

To define a WOL job, you require the following information:

• The broadcast address where the packet must be broadcasted
• The target computer MAC address. Represented in a '-' or ':' separated list of six octets (bytes) in hexadecimal format.
• The optional IP address to which the agent attempts the connection to verify that the target host is up.
• The optional list of ports to which the agent attempts the connection to verify that the target host is up.

Defaults: 21, 22, 23, 80, 111, 135, 139, 445
• The optional WOL password. The password must be 4 or 6 '.', '-', or ':' separated octets (bytes) in hexadecimal format.

For detailed instructions to define a WOL job, see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

 

Enable Operating System Reporting in the Agent Status
You can enable operating system errors corresponding to the script or binary exit codes that are sent from the agent to the
scheduling manager.

To enable operating system reporting in the agent status, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• oscomponent.lookuposerror
Enables operating system errors to pass from the agent to the scheduling manager.
– true

Enables the operating system errors.
– false

Disables the operating system errors.
Default: false

 

Configure the Agent for Windows Interactive Jobs
You can configure the agent that is installed on a Windows computer to submit jobs in interactive mode instead of in batch
mode. Interactive mode lets users view and interact with jobs that invoke Windows Terminal Services or user interface
processes, for example, Notepad.
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NOTE

The job definition requires that the Interactive setting be set to true. Also not all scheduling managers support
Windows Interactive jobs. To determine whether this enhancement is supported, consult the release notes for
your scheduling manager.
Set the following parameter in the agentparm.txt file:oscomponent.interactive=true

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open the agentparm.txt file.
4. Set the following parameter:

oscomponent.interactive=true

NOTE
By default, the agent runs interactive jobs using Terminal Services. To run interactive jobs using Terminal
Services, the user that is specified to run the job must be logged in to the agent computer, either using
Remote Desktop or locally. Also, the user must be logged in to the agent computer exactly once. If these
conditions are not met during job submission, the job fails with a submission error. To overcome these
limitations, run interactive jobs in Session 0 by setting the following parameter:

oscomponent.interactive.sessionzero=true 
5. (Optional) Define the following parameters to run interactive jobs in Session 0:

– oscomponent.interactive.sessionzero
Sets whether the agent runs the interactive job in Session 0.
• true

Runs all interactive jobs using Session 0. The user is not required to log in to the agent computer before the job
runs. A greater amount of resources is available to run the job.

• false
Runs all interactive jobs using Terminal Services.

Default: false
– oscomponent.su.newconsole

(Optional) Sets whether to force the agent to create a console when running a Windows job.
• true

Creates a console when running a Windows job.
• false

Does not create a console when running a Windows job.
Default: false

– oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.redir.inline
(Optional) Sets whether the agent forces inline redirection. In some cases, such as Windows Server 2008 R2, inline
redirection is required for the console to be displayed in Session 0.
• true

Forces inline redirection using cmd.exe /c command args stdin_file >stdout_file >stderr_file.
• false

Does not force inline redirection.
Default: false

NOTE
This parameter requires oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true and affects FTP verbose mode. If regular
redirection is used, the commandftp - s:command_file will not output raw FTP commands with completion
codes as per FTP protocol.

– oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.redir.ifstdon
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(Optional) Sets whether to prevent the agent from redirecting STDOUT/STDERR if none are specified in the job
definition.
• true

Prevents the agent from redirecting STDOUT/STDERR if none are specified in the job definition. If the output of
the command requires user input, such as pause, it is displayed in the cmd.exe console window.

• false
Does not prevent the agent from redirecting STDOUT/STDERR if none are specified in the job definition.

Default: false

NOTE
This parameter requires oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true and the Windows job has to be interactive.

NOTE
If you are not logged in when the job is submitted, you might need to restart the "Interactive Services
Detection" service to receive the prompt.

6. (Optional) Define the following parameters:
– oscomponent.shell

Specifies the executable file name for an alternative Windows shell.
Default: explorer.exe

– oscomponent.interactive.session.ignoreinactive
Sets whether the agent reuses an inactive terminal session.
• true

Reuses an inactive terminal session.
• false

Ignores an inactive terminal session. If the session is disconnected remotely, the interactive job fails.
Default: false

7. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
8. Start the agent.

The agent is configured for Windows interactive jobs.

NOTE
 The agent only supports ASCII characters for input and output data, such as generated files like stdout or
stderr.  Any non-printable characters in the output data are replaced with a question mark.

 

Windows Interactive Jobs
In Windows versions XP/2003 and earlier versions, both services and applications shared the same session, so it was
possible for Windows services to run interactive applications in the same session. Basically, you can run your applications
in the same session you logged into, named Session 0. You can also run applications in other sessions using terminal
services, named Remote Desktop.
Window Station/Desktop represents the environment where Windows applications (both GUI and console) run. They
provide the resources and environment (such as fixed heaps) necessary for the applications to run. The resources that
are provided by each Window are limited, and they are different between interactive and non-interactive.

Non-interactive Session 

The non-interactive does not receive the user input from peripherals, such as mouse and keyboard, and is not visible to
the user. It is possible to programmatically create multiple non-interactive Window Station/Desktop pairs as required.
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Interactive

The interactive Window Station/Desktop is the one that a user either logs in to or connects to by using the Remote
Desktop. The interactive Window Station/Desktop can receive the user input through the mouse or keyboard, and it
is visible to the user. To run jobs interactively, if you are not already logged into the session, the application must be
granted access. If you are logged into the session, all necessary permissions were provided at when you logged in, so the
application automatically has access. 

Non-Interactive Jobs

If you have a large number of batch jobs, it may be advantageous to run them in a non-interactive mode, because it is not
necessary to see input from the keyboard or mouse. The limited amount of resources that are provided by the Window
station/Desktop is also a consideration. Also, providing access for the application can prove problematic.

Interactive Jobs

Sometimes, either user interaction is required, or the application (Microsoft Excel for example) requires more resources
than non-interactive Window Station/Desktop can provide. In that case, run the job interactively through one of the
following ways:
• Using Terminal Services
• In Session 0

Terminal Services
Starting with Windows Vista/Windows 2008, Microsoft insists that using Session 0 should be avoided at all costs, and in
fact services are now run in Session 0, and applications are in session 1 and above. To run the job using the Terminal
Session, the agent needs to enumerate the actively logged into session, determine whether there is only one session
opened for that user, and then use that session to display the application.
This method is the default way to run interactive jobs. It requires that the following conditions are met during the job
submission:

• The user to be interactively logged on in to the box, either using remote desktop or locally

• The user is logged on in to that box exactly once.

If both of these requirements are not met, the job fails with submission error.

Configure the Agent for Windows User Access Control
You can configure an agent that is installed on a Windows computer to submit jobs in the highest privileges (elevated)
mode. Elevated mode lets users bypass User Access Control (UAC). UAC improves the security of Microsoft Windows by
limiting application software to standard user privileges until an administrator authorizes an elevation.

To configure the agent for Windows User Access Control, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• oscomponent.logon.elevated
Indicates whether the agent submits jobs in elevated mode on Windows.
– true

Submits the job in elevated mode on Windows.
– false

Does not submit the job in elevated mode on Windows.
Default: false
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Configuring the Agent to Run as a Windows Service
You usually run the agent on Windows as a background application by running it as a Windows service. However, you can
run the agent in console mode to diagnose a problem. Running the agent as a Windows service lets you access remote
resources by running a job under a user ID. To run jobs under different user IDs, configure the agent to run as a Windows
service under the local system account. Although not recommended, you can configure the agent to run as a Windows
service under the local user account if you only run jobs under one user ID.

To configure the agent to run as a Windows service, follow these steps:

1. Register the agent as a Windows service.
2. Configure the agent service to run under the local system account option.

The local system account is the default set when the agent is registered as a Windows service.

Register the Agent as a Windows Service

The agent must be registered as a Windows service before it can be started as a service. The agent installation program
automatically registers the agent as a Windows service.

NOTE
You need the authority of an administrator or a server operator to start or stop services.

If you install more than one agent, register each agent as a service. Specify unique service and service display names in
the agentparm.txt file for each agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the command prompt, and change to the agent installation directory.
2. Issue the following command:

cybAgent -install

Deregister the Agent as a Windows Service

When you deregister the agent as a service, it is stopped and then removed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the command prompt, and change to the agent installation directory.
2. Issue the following command:

cybAgent -remove

Configure the Agent Service to Run Under the Local System Account

When you register the agent as a Windows service, the service is configured to run under the local system account by
default. If you must reconfigure the agent service to run under the local system account, follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent.
2. Open the Windows Control Panel.
3. Double-click Administrative Tools.
4. Double-click Services.
5. Right-click the agent service and click Stop.
6. Right-click the agent service and select Properties.
7. On the Properties dialog, select the Log On tab.
8. Select Local System account.
9. Select OK.

When running Windows programs as a service, you are restricted to how you can access data on remote computers.
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Under a system account, note the following limitations:

• No user is running the process and, therefore, the service has limited access to network resources, such as shared
directories and pipes.

• Services use null session support to interact with the desktop and can connect to resources using a null session.

When a program is started using the system account, it logs in with null credentials. If it tries to access a remote resource
using a null session, it fails. To avoid this problem, specify the user ID under which resources are accessed in your job
definition. Using this approach, you do not have to modify the Registry.

You can also have the system administrator change Registry values, however, we do not recommend this practice. Using
the Registry Editor can cause serious problems, which can require the reinstallation of the Windows operating system. If
you change the Registry values, do one of the following options:

• Set the value of the RestrictNullSessAccess parameter to FALSE (the default value is TRUE).
• Specify the lists of share names and pipe names that the system account accesses, using the NullSessionShares and

NullSessionPipes parameters respectively. These names must be specified on the computers where the resources
exist. By default, the only share names the agent service can access are those names that are listed with the
NullSessionShares parameter.

NOTE

Running the Agent Service As a User Other Than the Local System Account

If you are running the agent service as a user other than the local system account, note the following information
about user profiles. A roaming user's profiles may not be accessible in either of the following situations:

• The agent is not running as a domain user. 
• The agent is running as a user that cannot access to the network file share that hosts profiles. Access

is required because the agent has to first load the profile and then impersonate (or become) the user as
specified in the job.

NOTE
Verify that you are complying with the terms of the agent license agreement before accessing network resources
with the agent. In most situations, you are permitted to access data on remote computers. Scripts or executable
files that the agent runs, however, must use the CPU and memory of the computer where the agent resides.

Configure the Agent Service to Run Under the Local User

Although not recommended, you can also run the agent from a local user account. When you start the service under the
option "This account," it runs using the security context of the specified user account. If the user account and password
are valid, the service process has access to network resources.

NOTE
When the agent service is configured to run under a local user account, you cannot easily run jobs using
different user IDs, and certain programs cannot run. When you access a remote computer using the agent on
Windows, the user ID defined in either the job statement or in the option "This account" is a domain user. If the
local and remote servers are standalone servers, you must have the same user IDs and passwords that are
defined on both servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent.
2. Open the Windows Control Panel.
3. Double-click Administrative Tools.
4. Double-click Services.
5. Right-click the agent service and click Stop.
6. Right-click the agent service and select Properties.
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7. On the Properties dialog, select the Log On tab.
8. Select "This account."

Local System is the default entry in the first field.
9. Type the password in the Password field.
10. Retype the password in the Confirm password field.
11. Select OK.

 

Use PAM to Validate User Credentials
PAM (Pluggable Authentication Modules) is used for security to verify whether a service should be used. A service is a
program that provides a function that requires authentication. Examples of services are login, sshd, pam, and sudo. After
you set the Pam parameters to validate user credentials, you can test the settings to be sure that they work as intended
by using the chkusr utility.

Set Credentials Validation 

To set the PAM parameters validate user credentials on UNIX and Linux systems, configure the following parameters on
the agent:

• oscomponent.auth.pam.svc
Specifies the default PAM service the agent uses to validate credentials. The list of available PAM services for your
system is located in the /etc/pam.conf or /etc/pam.d/ file.
Default: login

• oscomponent.auth.pam.lib
(Optional) Specifies the path to the PAM shared library.

NOTE

For best results, specify the full path to the library file.

Test Credentials Validation Settings

You can use the chkusr utility, which is provided with the agent, to test the user credentials settings on your system by
using different PAM services. For example, you can test a PAM service on your system to see whether it can be used to
validate a user's credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter the following command at the command prompt:

$ ./chkusr user password [pam_service]

– user
Specifies the user to validate. 

– password
Specifies the encrypted password that corresponds to the user.

NOTE
Encrypt the password by using the password utility.

– pam_service
(Optional) Specifies the PAM service that validates the user credentials.The chkusr utility displays a validation
message.
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Example: Test Credentials Validation Settings

The following command tests the sshd PAM service for the osuser:

$ ./chkusr osuser FD5AD34EC7A8F07C0B2BE8 sshd

 

Force the Default Shell for UNIX Jobs
The shell the agent uses to run a UNIX script is determined by the following settings in the order listed:

• The shell that is specified in the job definition.
• The first line of the script the job runs.
• The oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agentparm.txt file for the agent.
• The user default shell that is defined in the user profile.

You can force the agent to use the default shell that is specified in the oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open the agentparm.txt file.
4. Set the following parameter:

oscomponent.defaultshell.force=true

5. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
6. Start the agent.

The agent uses the default shell to run UNIX scripts and to source the user profile.

 

Change the Default Permissions of the Files Created by the Agent
The following files that the agent creates on UNIX have excessive world writeable privileges, which can conflict with
auditing policies:

• Temporary working shell scripts (CA Workload Automation AE only)
• Standard output and standard error files
• Job logs
• Spool files

To customize the permissions of these files, we highly recommend that you add both of the following parameters to the
agentparm.txt file:

• oscomponent.defaultfile.permission
Specifies the standard UNIX file permission in octal notation starting with 0. The four-digit octal code specifies the
default file access permissions for the following files that the agent creates:
– Temporary working shell scripts (CA Workload Automation AE only)
– Standard output and standard error files
– Job logs
– Spool files
Example: 0600 (grants read and write permissions to the owner, but prevents anybody else from accessing the file)
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NOTE

• If oscomponent.defaultfile.permission is not specified, all files the agent creates will have the same
permissions as before 11.3 SP1 cumulative 4.

• Temporary working shell scripts are granted execute permissions by the agent regardless of this
parameter.

• This parameter does not change the access permission of the spool directory (that is, drwxrwxrwt).
• oscomponent.umask

Provides support for the umask command, which turns off (disables) specific permissions that the
oscomponent.defaultfile.permission parameter allows. The three-digit octal code sets the file mode creation mask
(umask) for the following files that the agent creates:
– Temporary working shell scripts (CA Workload Automation AE only)
– Standard output and standard error files
– Job logs
– Spool files
Example: 066 (assuming the default file access permission is 666, this value turns off read and write permissions for
the group and others)

NOTE

• If oscomponent.umask is not specified, the default umask of the user that started the agent is used for job
logs, spool files, and wrapping scripts.

• For standard output and error files, the default umask of the user that runs the job is used with an
exception on AIX and HP-UX. On AIX and HP-UX, the default umask is only used if the umask is set in
the user profile.

NOTE

• The oscomponent.defaultfile.permission parameter defines the baseline for file permissions. The umask
value further restricts which permissions are allowed to determine the final file permission. The umask value
can be set in the oscomponent.umask parameter, the user profile, the job profile, and other sources.

• For job logs, spool files, and wrapping scripts, the agent determines the final file permission using the
oscomponent.defaultfile.permission and oscomponent.umask parameters.

• For standard output and error files, the agent determines the final file permission using the
oscomponent.defaultfile.permission parameter and the umask value that takes precedence. For example,
if you set the umask value in the user profile and job profile, the umask value in the job profile takes
precedence. If the umask value is set to 022 in the user profile and 021 in the job profile, the final umask
value is 021.

• If you redirect the output of the command in an argument, these parameters do not apply and the
file permission depends on the operating system. For example, if you specify the command as "/usr/
bin/echo" and the argument as "TEST >> /tmp/TEST.OUTPUT.COMMAND", the file permission of
TEST.OUTPUT.COMMAND is unspecified.

• On CA Workload Automation AE, if you get a 4030 completion code, it means that the agent could not read
or write to the temporary wrapper script the agent creates. To resolve the error, verify that the combination of
oscomponent.defaultfile.permission and oscomponent.umask parameters give the owner at least read and
write permission.

 

Example: Customize the Permissions of the Agent Working Files on CA Workload Automation ESP Edition

In this example, the following agent parameters are set:

oscomponent.umask=113
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oscomponent.defaultfile.permission=0664

When the agent creates the following files, the permissions are set as indicated in parentheses:

• Job logs (-rw-rw-r--)
• Spool files (-rw-rw-r--)

If no user is specified in the job, the permission of the standard output and error files is -rw-rw-r--. If a user is specified in
the job with a default umask of 022, the permission of the standard output and error files is -rw-r--r--.

Example: Customize the Permissions of the Agent Working Files on CA Workload Automation AE

In this example, the following agent parameters are set:

oscomponent.umask=066

oscomponent.defaultfile.permission=0600

oscomponent.noforceprofile=true

oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true

oscomponent.profiles.src.delay=true

oscomponent.profiles.global.override=true

The job profile has a umask value of 111.

When the agent creates the following files, the permissions are set as indicated in parentheses:

• Temporary working shell scripts (-rwx--x--x)
• Standard output and standard error files (-rw-------)
• Job logs (-rw-------)
• Spool files (-rw-------)

 

Configure the Agent for Monitoring File Activity
Depending on the type of file activity the agent monitors, you can configure the following parameters to skip the first scan
of a monitored file:

• filemon.firstscan.skip
Sets whether the agent skips the first scan of a monitored file. Applies to File Trigger jobs for CREATE, UPDATE,
SHRINK, or EXPAND file activity. Also applies to File Watcher jobs when monitoring the existence of a file (not the
size).
– true

Skips the first scan of the monitored file.

NOTE
File Watcher Notes:

• If the file exists in a stable condition when the job runs, the job does not complete immediately after the
first scan. The agent waits for the file to be stable for the complete duration of the watch_interval and
then completes.

• The agent uses the watch_interval as the polling interval for all subsequent scans.
– false

Uses the first and subsequent scans for the file system activity monitoring.

NOTE
File Watcher Notes:
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• If the file exists in a stable condition when the job runs, the job completes immediately after the first
scan.

• If the agent does not find the file in the first scan, it uses the watch_interval as the polling interval for all
subsequent scans.

Default: false

NOTE
On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

• filemon.update.firstscan.skip
Sets whether the agent skips the first scan of a monitored file for UPDATE activity with no change. Applies to only File
Trigger jobs.
– true

Skips the first scan on update of the monitored file.
– false

Uses the first and subsequent scans for the file system activity monitoring.
Default: false

NOTE
Set this parameter to true to emulate R7 agent behavior.

 

Configure the Sort Order that Files are Processed in During File Monitoring
When monitoring files using a File Trigger job, the agent processes the files that match the monitoring criteria in
ascending alphabetical order. The agent does not preserve the order that the files are created or modified in.

To configure the sort order that files are processed in, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• filemonplugin.strategy
Specifies the sort order that the agent uses to process the files that match the file monitoring criteria. You can specify
the following values for the sort order:
– native_order

Sorts the files in the native order.

NOTE
The native order depends on how the files are stored in the directory and how the JRE retrieves them. To
preserve the order that the files are created or modified in, we recommend that you use time_asc.

– alpha_asc
Sorts the files in ascending alphabetical order.

– alpha_desc
Sorts the files in descending alphabetical order.

– time_asc
Sorts the files by creation/modification time, with the oldest file processed first (first in, first out).

– time_desc
Sorts the files by creation/modification time, with the newest file processed first (last in, first out).

– size_asc
Sorts the files by size, with the smallest file processed first.

– size_desc
Sorts the files by size, with the largest file processed first.

Default: alpha_asc

NOTE
If you specify an invalid value for the sort order, the default value (alpha_asc) is used.
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Configure the Agent to Run File Triggers as Separate Processes
You can configure the agent to run file triggers as separate processes, which let the agent act as follows:

• Scan files using a specified user ID on a UNIX or Linux system. As a result, the agent can scan NFS file systems that
the local root user does not have access to.

• Resolve file names to be scanned on both UNIX and Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file.
5. Set following parameter:

filemonplugin.runexternal=true

The agent starts as an external process, limited to Create, and communicates using Named Pipes (Windows) or SysV
IPC (UNIX/Linux) queues.

WARNING

When the filemonplugin.runexternal parameter is set to true, the user name in an i5/OS job definition must
be eight characters or less instead of ten characters. If the user name exceeds eight characters, you may
receive an error (“User does not exist in the system”) even though the user does exist. This user name
restriction is an i5/OS system limitation.

6. Set a default user for submitting jobs using the following parameter:
– oscomponent.default.user

Specifies the default operating system user name.

NOTE
The user that is specified in a job definition overrides this value.

7. (Windows only) Specify the following parameter:
– oscomponent.default.password

Specifies the corresponding Windows password for the default user.
8. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
9. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
10. Start the agent.

The agent submits each file trigger as a separate process.

 

Configure the Agent to Behave Like a Legacy Remote Agent
NOTE
These procedures apply to CA Workload Automation AE only.

CA Workload Automation System Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows replaces the Remote Agent that was provided
with Unicenter AutoSys JM r4.5 and r11. The CA Workload Automation AE documentation refers to the Remote Agent
(auto_remote) as the legacy agent.

By default, the agent behaves differently than the legacy agent for sourcing job profiles and global profiles, deleting spool
files and job logs, and so on. To configure the agent to behave like the legacy agent, we recommend that you enable the
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CA Workload Automation AE compatibility mode during the agent installation. If you did not enable the compatibility mode
during installation, you can manually add or edit the parameters in the agentparm.txt file using these procedures.

Configure the Agent to Behave Like Legacy Remote Agent on UNIX

You can configure the agent the behave like the legacy agent on UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent using the following command:

./cybAgent -s

3. Open the agentparm.txt file, and edit or add the following parameters, as follows:
oscomponent.environment.variable=agent_install_dir/profiles/

WAAE.txtoscomponent.environment.variable_manager_instance_name_SCH=agent_install_dir/profiles/

instance_name.txtagent.spool.success.autocleanup=true

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=7d

agent.resourcemon.enable=true

filemon.firstscan.skip=true

oscomponent.joblog=true

oscomponent.joblog.success.autocleanup=true

oscomponent.noexitcode=256

oscomponent.auth.pam.svc=sshd

oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true

oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL

oscomponent.lookupcommand=true

oscomponent.noforceprofile=true

oscomponent.profiles.src.verify=true  

oscomponent.profiles.src.delay=true

oscomponent.profiles.src.order.global.first=true

– agent_install_dir
Specifies the path to the directory where the agent is installed.

– instance_name
Specifies the name of the CA Workload Automation AE instance.

4. Save the agentparm.txt file.
5. Start the agent using the following command:

./cybAgent -a

NOTE

• The oscomponent.environment.variable parameter is set to the location of the WAAE.txt file. The WAAE.txt
file defines the environment settings for jobs that are started on behalf of all managers for all instances of CA
Workload Automation AE. For more information about the WAAE.txt file and the environment variables, see
the CA Workload Automation AE  Administration Guide or the User Guide.

• The oscomponent.environment.variable_manager_instance_name_SCH parameter is set to the location of
the instance_name.txt file. The instance_name.txt file includes the path to the auto.profile file, which is one of
the several objects that source the environment for a job. For more information about the auto.profile file and
how the environment for a job is sourced, see the CA Workload Automation AE  Administration Guide or the
User Guide.

• To run CA Workload Automation AE utilities as jobs, ensure that a CA Workload Automation AE client is
installed on the computer where the agent is installed. If you have installed the agent on a computer where
no other agents were installed previously, copy the WAAE.txt and instance_name.txt files from the computer
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where an agent is installed to the agent_install_dir/profiles directory. Then configure the parameters in the
agentparm.txt file.

• When you set the following parameters, the agent executes a temporary shell script without sourcing the user
profile:
oscomponent.noforceprofile=true

oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true

• When you set the following parameter, the agent drops the sourcing of the profiles into the temporary shell
script:
oscomponent.profiles.src.delay=true

• When you set the following parameter, the agent sources the UNIX global profile first before execution:
oscomponent.profiles.src.order.global.first=true

• When you set the following parameter, the agent verifies the existence of a job profile before execution:
oscomponent.profiles.src.verify=true

 If the job profile does not exist, the job terminates and returns an error.

Configure the Agent to Behave Like Legacy Remote Agent on Windows

You can configure the agent the behave like the legacy agent on Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the CA Workload Automation Agent (MYAGENT) service from the Windows Service Control Manager.

– MYAGENT
Specifies the name of the agent.

3. Open the agentparm.txt file, and edit or add the following parameters, as follows:
oscomponent.environment.variable=agent_install_dir\Profiles

\WAAE.txtoscomponent.environment.variable_manager_instance_name_SCH=agent_install_dir\Profiles

\instance_name.txt

agent.spool.success.autocleanup=true

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=7d

agent.resourcemon.enable=true

filemon.firstscan.skip=true

oscomponent.joblog=true

oscomponent.joblog.success.autocleanup=true

oscomponent.noexitcode=256

oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true

oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.quotes.full=true 

oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL

oscomponent.lookupcommand=true

– agent_install_dir
Specifies the path to the directory where the agent is installed.

– instance_name
Specifies the name of the CA Workload Automation AE instance.

4. Save the agentparm.txt file.
5. Start the CA Workload Automation Agent (MYAGENT) service from the Windows Service Control Manager.

NOTE

• The oscomponent.environment.variable parameter is set to the location of the WAAE.txt file. The WAAE.txt
file defines the environment settings for jobs that are started on behalf of all managers for all instances of CA
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Workload Automation AE. For more information about the WAAE.txt file and the environment variables, see
the CA Workload Automation AE Administration Guide or the User Guide.

• The oscomponent.environment.variable_manager_instance_name_SCH parameter is set to the location
of the instance_name.txt file. The instance_name.txt file contains a set of environment variables for each
CA Workload Automation AE instance. For more information about the environment variables and how the
environment for a job is sourced, see the CA Workload Automation AE  User Guide.

• To run CA Workload Automation AE utilities as jobs, ensure that a CA Workload Automation AE client is
installed on the computer where the agent is installed. If you have installed the agent on a computer where
no other agents were installed previously, copy the WAAE.txt and instance_name.txt files from the computer
where an agent is installed to the agent_install_dir/Profiles directory. Then configure the parameters in the
agentparm.txt file.

 

Configure the Agent as an SNMP Manager
You can configure the SNMP agent plug-in to act as an SNMP manager to emit and listen for SNMP traps. The SNMP
agent plug-in is packaged with the agent and supports SNMP V1, V2, and V3. Once configured, users can define and run
SNMP job types.

To configure the agent as an SNMP manager, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• snmp.response.translate
Sets whether the agent translates Object Identifiers (OIDs).
– true

Enables translation.
– false

Disables translation.
Default: false

• snmp.response.translate.full
Sets whether the agent translates the Object Identifiers (OIDs) from the numeric format to the string format.
– true

Enables full-name translation.
– false

Disables full-name translation.
Default: false

• snmp.request.timeout
Defines the time-out, in milliseconds (ms), when the agent requests SNMP trap information.
Default: 2000 (ms)

• snmp.request.retries
Defines the maximum number of times the agent requests SNMP trap information. Zero indicates one attempt.
Default: 0

Configure SNMP Management Parameters

You can configure the following SNMP management parameters.

• management.connector_n=snmp
Enables the System Agent as SNMP Agent to set/get the SNMP messages, where n is an integer starting from 1.

• management.snmp.agent.trapsink.host=<host_name>
Specifies the IP address of the agent for sending the trap information.

• management.snmp.agent.trapsink.port=<port>
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Specifies the port of the agent for sending the trap information.
• management.snmp.agent.trapsink.community=<community>

Specifies the community of the agent for sending the trap information.
• management.snmp.agent.port=161

Specifies the agent port listening for trap information.

• Default: 161
• Limits: 1-65535

• management.snmp.agent.version=3
Specifies the SNMP version of the SNMP manager you want the agent to connect with.

• 1 -- SNMP v1
• 2 -- SNMP v2
• 3 -- SNMP v3
• Default: 2

• management.snmp.agent.user=<user_id>
Specifies the user authorized to communicate with the SNMP v3 agent.

• management.snmp.agent.user.auth.protocol=<MD5 |SHA>
Specifies the user authentication protocol for the SNMP v3 user. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3. Options are
as follows.
MD5: Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that
U.S. Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).
SHA:  Specifies the Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.

• management.snmp.agent.user.auth.password=<encrypted password>
Specifies the encrypted authentication password of the SNMP v3 user. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

• management.snmp.agent.user.priv.protocol=<AES|DES>
Specifies the user privacy protocol for the SNMP v3 user. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3. Options are as
follows.
AES: Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that
U.S. Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).
DES: Specifies the Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.

• management.snmp.agent.user.priv.password=<encrypted password>
Specifies the encrypted privacy password for the SNMP v3 user. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

Configure the SNMP Trap Listener for SNMP Subscribe Jobs

To configure the SNMP trap listener, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• snmp.trap.listener.version
Specifies the SNMP version of the SNMP manager you want the agent to connect with.
– 1 -- SNMP v1
– 2 -- SNMP v2
– 3 -- SNMP v3
Default: 2

• snmp.trap.listener.host
Specifies the IP address of the agent listening for trap information.

• snmp.trap.listener.port
Specifies the agent port listening for trap information.
Default: 162
Limits: 1-65535

• snmp.trap.listener.community
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Specifies the v1 or v2 SNMP trap community. The SNMP trap listener ignores traps that do not match this community
type.
Default: public

• snmp.trap.listener.v3.auth.password_n
Specifies the encrypted authentication password for the SNMP v3 user, where n is an integer starting from 1. All
parameters ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

• snmp.trap.listener.v3.auth.protocol_n
Specifies the authentication protocol of the SNMP trap listener, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters
ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.
– MD5 -- Message Digest 5 Algorithm
– SHA -- Secure Hash Algorithm

• snmp.trap.listener.v3.engine_n
Specifies the agent engine ID that sends trap information, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters ending
with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.
Default: AGENT_ENGINE

• snmp.trap.listener.v3.priv.password_n
Specifies the encrypted privacy password for the SNMP v3 user, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters
ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

• snmp.trap.listener.v3.priv.protocol_n
Specifies the privacy protocol for the SNMP v3 user, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters ending with
the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3. Options are as follows.
– AES

Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that U.S.
Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).

– DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.

• snmp.trap.listener.v3.user_n
Specifies the user authorized to communicate with the SNMP v3 agent, where n is an integer starting from 1. All
parameters ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

Filter Interpretation for SNMP Subscribe Jobs

An SNMP Subscribe job uses regular expressions to filter SNMP trap information. The agent checks the job filter against
an OID(Value) string that is composed of SNMP VarBinds. The SNMP trap sender dictates the order of the SNMP
VarBinds. For SNMP version 1 only, the agent inserts a trap timestamp as the first VarBind.

By default, the agent does not attempt translation of the Object Identifiers (OIDs) from a numeric format to a string format.
You can change the translation by setting the following parameters to true:

• snmp.response.translate
• snmp.response.translate.full

The agent attempts the translation before checking an SNMP Subscribe job filter against the OIDs. If the translation fails,
the agent uses the OIDs in numeric format.

The agent logs the information that is sent in the SNMP VarBinds in the plugin_log_snmp.log and is prefixed with
"Matching string for WOB ID".

Configure Agent Aliases for Clustered Environments
You can configure the agent to run in a clustered environment. To do this, each node in the cluster must have a physical
agent installed, and the agents must be configured with a common alias to set up failover.
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If a node fails or is down for maintenance, cluster management software migrates application packages from the inactive
node to an active node in the cluster. The agent aliases let the agent accept and respond to automated framework
messages (AFMs) for migrated packages. The packages are necessary to continue workload processing when the node
where the workload was running experiences failover. 

The scheduling manager administrator configures each application package as an alias agent in the server. This
configuration lets the scheduling manager redirect AFMs to the appropriate node where the package is running. If the
agent on the node the package was migrated to is aware of the package through the alias, when failover occurs, the agent
can respond to AFMs for the migrated package.

TIP

Best Practice: Configure the scheduling manager with an alias agent and with physical agents. All the physical
agents should be added to the manager. The scheduler can send any updates, for example, IP address,
directly to the agent node. It also allows jobs to be submitted directly to the node if the cluster is either down or
undergoing maintenance.

The common communication.alias_n parameter in the agentparm.txt file enables each agent to respond to
AFMs for all alias agents in the cluster. The communication_alias_n name must be the same across all the
agents. Some scheduling managers may also require the names to have the same case. It is recommended that
you use the same case in all agentparms.txt files and job definitions.

The following example shows how to configure the agentparm.txt file for each node in a clustered environment:

Parameter Node A Node B Node C

agentname AGENT1 AGENT2 AGENT3

communication.alias_1 CLUSTER1 CLUSTER1 CLUSTER1
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persistence.coldstart FALSE FALSE FALSE

spooldir export/dir/spool export/dir/spool export/dir/spool

Although the agent responds to AFMs for one of its aliases, it does not respond to the scheduling manager as the agent
on whose behalf the agent responded. In all communications with the scheduling manager, the agent correctly identifies
itself using the agentname parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

You can use the agent aliases in clustered environments, such as HACMP/6000 for IBM AIX, MC/ServiceGuard on HP-
UX and Linux, and VERITAS Cluster Service on Windows.

To configure agent aliases for clustered environments, follow these steps:

1. Enable aliasing on the agent.
2. Enable the agent aliasing on the scheduling manager.

Enable Aliasing on the Agent

Agent aliasing is part of the process you can use to set up failover for the agent.

To enable aliasing on the agent, follow these steps:

1. Install the agent on a partition that is mounted locally on each node of the cluster.
2. Verify that each agent has its own copy of the agentparm.txt file, log directory, and log files. These files must reside on

a locally mounted partition.
3. Configure the spooldir parameter in the agentparm.txt file, so that the agents of the cluster share a common spool

directory.

NOTE
When failover occurs and a workload object restarts on another node, a common spool directory ensures
that the agent can retrieve the spool file and can continue updating it as required.

4. Configure the communication.alias_n parameter on the agent of each node to enable each agent to respond to AFMs
for all alias agents in the cluster.

Example: Configure Agent Aliases for a Clustered Environment

The following example shows how to configure the agentparm.txt file in a two-node clustered environment with two
application packages.

Parameter Node A Node B
Agentname AGENTA AGENTB
Communication.alias_1 PKG1 PKG1
Communication.alias_2 PKG2 PKG2
Persistence.coldstart FALSE FALSE
Spooldir shareddisk/dir/spool shareddisk/dir/spool

Enable the Agent Aliasing on the Scheduling Manager

Once you set up aliasing on the agent, enable the agent aliasing on the scheduling manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure each application package as an alias agent in addition to configuring each agent on the scheduling
manager.

2. Select Keep alive only for the physical agent, not for the alias agents you configured for application packages.
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NOTE
 The Keep alive feature is dependent on the manager. In CA Workload Automation DE, it is referred to as
"Heartbeat Frequency." This feature allows the scheduler to open a connection (a special ping) to the agent at
certain intervals to determine whether it is available or not.

Considerations for Alias-Enabled Agents in Clustered Environments

When working with alias-enabled agents in clustered environments, consider the following notes:

• If you shut down the agent in an alias-enabled clustered environment for maintenance, the agent resumes monitoring
as usual when you restart it.

• In job definitions, schedulers must refer to aliased agents, not physical agents.
• To avoid error messages when you restart an alias-enabled agent in a clustered environment, always use a cold start.

 

Set Up an Alias for the Agent Plug-in
During the agent plug-in installation, you are prompted to create a default alias, which you can change after installation. If
you enable an alias on the agent plug-in, also configure the alias on the scheduling manager.

To set up an alias for the agent plug-in, follow these steps:

1. Create an alias for the agent plug-in.
2. Configure the alias on the scheduling manager.

Create an Alias for the Agent Plug-in

An alias lets you create a unique agent name for an agent plug-in. Each agent plug-in has a default alias, which you can
enable or change.

To create an alias for the agent, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• communication.alias_n
Defines the alias name for the agent. The n suffix increments sequentially for each alias agent.

NOTE
To enable an alias on the agent, verify that the comment character (#) is removed from the parameter line.

Configure an Alias on the Scheduling Manager

When you create an alias for an agent plug-in, also configure the alias on the scheduling manager. Define the alias on
the scheduling manager with the same address, port number, and encryption key as the agent where the agent plug-in is
installed.

NOTE
For detailed instructions to configure an alias on the scheduling manager, see the documentation for your
scheduling manager.

 

Mutual (Two Way) Authentication over SSL
Mutual authentication over SSL is a type of authentication where both server-side and the client-side authentication are
enabled. This is typically called mutual or two-way authentication. In order to use mutual authentication the following are
necessary:

1. Client certificate (Signed or Self-Signed)
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2. Server certificate (Signed or Self-Signed)
3. Server application which is configured for mutual authentication
4. Configure the agent

NOTE
This documentation assumes that the server application is already configured for mutual authentication.

For more infomation, refer to the following topics.

 

Generating and Using a Self-Signed Certificate
You can generate and use a self-signed certificate. However, self-signed certificates cannot be revoked if they become
compromised and do not provide an acceptable security level. You can use self-signed certificates for testing and
non-commercial environments, such as labs. For security reasons, do not use self-signed certificates in a production
environment.

The following scenario walks you through the process of generating and using a self-signed certificate.

To generate and use a self-signed certificate, follow these steps:

1. Generate a Private Key and Self-Signed Certificate
2. Export the Client Certificate
3. Import the Server Certificate
4. Import the Client Certificate into the Server Keystore

Generate a Private Key and Self-Signed Certificate

You can create a private key and self-signed certificate from the command line and add them to the keystore.

Follow these steps:

Run the following command in a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a shell window (on UNIX) to generate a
new key:

keytool -genkey -alias client -keyalg RSA -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit -keypass changeit -keysize 1024 -
dname "cn=SERVER_NAME" -validity 14600

In the preceding command:

* Replace PRINCIPAL with the user’s principal.

* The keysize argument lets you specify the key size. Typical values are 1024 or 2048.

* The validity argument lets you specify the certificate validity period in days.

A new key and certificate are created and added to the keystore.

Export the Client Certificate

You must export the client certificate which will be imported into the server keystore. This allows the server to properly
authenticate the client request.

To export the client certificate, run the following command in either a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a shell
window (on UNIX):

keytool -export -rfc -alias client -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit -file client.cer
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Import the Server Certificate

For the client to validate the serer, the server’s certificate must be imported into the client keystore.

To import the server certificate, run the following command in either a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a shell
window (on UNIX):

keytool -import -alias server -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit -file server.cer -noprompt

Import the Client Certificate into the Server Keystore

You must import the client certificate exported from the prior step into the server’s keystore. For details about how to
import the client certificate, consult your server’s documentation.

 

Requesting and Using a Certificate from a Trusted Certificate Authority
You can request and use a certificate from a trusted certificate authority. Certificates issued by trusted certificate
authorities, if compromised, can be revoked, providing better security than self-signed certificates. For production
environments, this option is strongly recommended.

NOTE
Obtaining a certificate from a trusted certificate authority can take hours or days.

This scenario walks you through the process of requesting and using a certificate from a trusted certificate authority.

To request and use a certificate from a trusted certificate authority, follow these steps:

1. Generate a Private Key and Self-Signed Certificate.
2. Generate a Certificate Signing Request.
3. Download the Certificate Chain.
4. Import the Signed Client Certificates to the Client Keystore.
5. Import the Signed Client Certificate into the Server Keystore.

Generate a Private Key and Self-Signed Certificate

You can create a private key and self-signed certificate from the CA Workload Automation AE command line and add
them to the keystore.

To create and add a new certificate to the keystore, run the following command in either a command prompt window (on
Windows) or in a shell window (on UNIX) to generate a new key:

keytool -genkey -alias client -keyalg RSA -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit -keypass changeit -

keysize 1024 -dname "cn=SERVER_NAME" -validity 14600

In the command, note that:

• PRINCIPAL is replaced with the user’s principal. 
• The keysize argument lets you specify the key size. Typical values are 1024 or 2048.
• The validity argument lets you specify the certificate validity period in days.

When you run this command, a new key and certificate are created and added to the keystore.

Generate a Certificate Signing Request

To use a certificate issued by a trusted certificate authority, you must request that the authority issue a certificate to you.
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To request a certificate, follow these steps:

1. Generate a certificate request file (certreq.csr) by runing the following commands. Run them from either a CA
Workload Automation AE command prompt window (on Windows) or a CA Workload Automation AE sourced shell
window (on UNIX).
# keytool -certreq -alias clilent -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit -file certreq.csr

2. Request a certificate in PEM format from a certificate authority. Contact the certificate authority you chose for specific
instructions.

Download the Certificate Chain

To validate the certificate issued to you by a trusted certificate authority, download the public certificate of the authority
and import it into your keystore. This process is referred to as downloading the certificate chain. You first download the
certificate of the authority that issued your personal certificate and any certificates that this authority has been issued by
higher level certificate authorities. 

To download the certificate chain, go to the website of the trusted certificate authority you chose and follow the instructions
for downloading the certificates in the certificate chain.

You now have the public certificate chain of your certificate authority.

Import the Signed Client Certificates to the Client Keystore

When you have received your private certificate, downloaded the certificate chain of your certificate authority and
converted or cleaned all certificates, insert the certificates into your keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following commands in a command prompt window (on Windows) or in shell window (on UNIX) to insert the
certificate of the top-level issuing authority into your keystore:
# keytool -importcert -alias RootCA -file RootCA.cer -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit

2. (Optional) Run the following commands in a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a sourced shell window (on
UNIX) to insert an additional lower-level issuer certificate into your keystore:
# keytool -importcert -alias SubCA -file SubCA.cer -keystore client.keystore -storepass changeit

3. Repeat Step 2 for each lower-level issuer certificate you have downloaded.
4. Run the following commands in a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a shell window (on UNIX) to insert

your private certificate into your keystore:
keytool -importcert -trustcacerts -file certificate.cer –alias client -keystore client.keystore -storepass

 changeit

The certificates are inserted into the keystore.

Import the Signed Client Certificate into the Server Keystore

You must import the client certificate exported from the prior step into the server’s keystore. Consult your server’s
documentation for instructions about importing the client certificate.

Modifying the Agent Truststore

To establish an SSL connection, you must import the server certificate into the agent truststore so that the agent will trust
the server.

To import the server certificate, run the following command in either a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a shell
window (on UNIX):

keytool -import -alias server -keystore cacerts -storepass changeit -file server.cer -noprompt
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NOTE
The agent truststore defaults to cacerts which is located in the agent install directory.

Configuring the Agent

To configure the agent for mutual authentication, you must define the client keystore and truststore. Refer to the previous
sections to properly configure the keystore and agent truststore. The agent can be configured using four agentparm.txt file
parameters, depending on the type of job. For more information about these parameters, see Plug-in Specific Parameters
for Agent for Web Services and Plug-in Specific Parameters for Agent for Application Services.

RPC Web Service Job

• javax.net.ssl.trustStore
• javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword.encr
• javax.net.ssl.keyStore
• javax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword.encr

Document Literal Web Service and Application services Job

• https.client.ssl.truststore
• https.client.ssl.keystore.password
• https.client.ssl.keystore
• https.client.ssl.keystore.password

NOTE

All parameters which are passwords must be encrypted using the agent password utility.

Automatically Import Certificates and Verify a Client Keystore

Automatically Import Certificates

In some cases, the agent overrides a specified keystore with the agent keystore. To avoid this, you can force the agent to
automatically insert a certificate by setting one of the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file. The parameter you
choose is based on whether you are using HTTPS or FTP to connect or to run jobs.

• https.client.ssl.accept_new_ca=
When set to true, the agent imports SSL certificates to the default keystore when using HTTPS to connect or run jobs.

• ftp.client.ssl.accept_new= 
When set to true, the agent imports SSL certificates to the default keystore when using FTP to connect or run jobs.
The FTP parameter is for FTP jobs using SSL aka FTPS or FTP-SSL. Note that FTPS is not the same as SFTP.
SFTP is based on the SSH (Secure Shell) protocol which is best known for its use in providing secure access to shell
accounts on remote servers. 

After you run the job, set the parameter to false to enable certificate validation. If you leave it set to true, certificates are
not validated, because the agent automatically adds them to the agent keystore.

Verify a Client Keystore

To verify that a keystore exists, follow these instructions:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter the following command:

keytool -list -v -keystore cacerts
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Use PAM to Authenticate and Log In Users
Configure the agent to use PAM to authenticate users and log them by setting parameters in the agentparm.txt file. When
you set the required parameters, the agent authenticates user credentials and initializes a user session according to the
rules defined in the PAM configuration files.

To configure the agent to authenticate and log users in, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the PAM configuration files. These configuration files are typically located in /etc/pam.d.
For more information about how to configure PAM, see the documentation for PAM on your system.

2. Enable the agent to use PAM to log users in by setting the following parameter to true in the agentparm.txt
file: oscomponent.pamlogin.enable=true

3. Specify the PAM service the agent will use for user login by setting the oscomponent.pamlogin.svc to su, login, sshd,
sudo, or any other PAM service installed on the system that supports password authentication.
Example:
oscomponent.pamlogin.svc=su
If PAM login is enabled and "oscomponent.pamlogin.svc=su" on Linux, and "pam_limits.so" is specified for the session
module interface in the PAM configuration file for the su service, when the user session is created, it loads the user-
specific ulimit values from the limits.conf file and applies them to the session.If the System Agent is run as the root
user, typically no password is required for a user to log in as another user when using the su service. This allows
administrators the benefit of using PAM session initialization (such as "pam_limits.so"), without having to change the
job definition to send a password for the user.
If oscomponent.pamlogin.svc is set to login, sshd, or any other service where a password is required. This behavior is
similar to the behavior on Windows, where a password is always required.

Maintain Spool and Log Files
This section contains the following topics:

 

Spool File Maintenance
This topic describes how the agent uses spool files. It also explains how to maintain them for better performance.

Spool Files

The output for workload is stored in spool files that the agent software generates. Depending on the type of workload the
agent runs, the spool files are stored in and accessed from different locations.

The spool files are limited in size by the available space on the file system where they reside. To maintain storage space,
it is important to clear spool files regularly. The agent does not clear them by default. You can configure the agent to clear
spool files automatically.

Spool files are kept under the spool directory that is specified in the agentparm.txt file. By default this directory is in the
installation directory:spooldir=C:/Program Files/CA/WA Agent/spool

You can change the spool directory location. Remote fileshare, such as NFS and Windows fileshare, is also supported.
The remote share must be accessible and have read and write permissions for the user that starts the agent: 
spooldir=/mnt/remote/user/export/spool

NOTE
Linux and UNIX agents are usually started as root. The NFS exports might not allow a root user to have read
and write access.

The frequency for clearing the spool files varies, depending on your installation.
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TIP

Best Practice: 
Enable spool directory cleanup on daily basis by using the following settings. The first setting enables automatic
cleanup. The second setting allows the agent to retain a spool for up to 10 days. The last setting tells the agent
to clean the spool once every 24 hours.

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=10D 

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=24H

Configure the Agent to Clear Spool Files Automatically

You can configure the agent to clear the workload spool files automatically by modifying the agentparm.txt file. You can
also set parameters to specify a file expiration time and sleep time.

NOTE

• The agent logs the spool-file cleanup activity in the runner_spool_cleaner.log file. This file is located in the log
directory of the agent.

• (Agent for HP Integrity Nonstop) The agent does not clean up output to the NonStop spooler.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation directory.
5. Set the following parameter:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

6. (Optional) Specify the following parameters:
– runnerplugin.spool.expire

Specifies the file expiration time. The agent deletes spool files that are older than this value.
When spool files are removed automatically, all files and empty directories under the spool directory that are older
than the time specified in runnerplugin.spool.expire are deleted, regardless of their source or the state of the job
that generated them. To ensure that files for running jobs are not deleted, the value in runnerplugin.spool.expire
should always be larger than the time it takes for the longest-running job to complete.
This parameter uses the following syntax:

n[D|H|M|S]

• n
Specifies the time period.

• D
Specifies the time period unit as days (the default)

• H
Specifies the time period unit as hours.

• M
Specifies the time period unit as minutes.

• S
Specifies the time period unit as seconds.

Default: 10D (10 days)
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NOTE
You cannot specify combinations of time periods. For example, 12D3H is not valid.

– runnerplugin.spool.sleep
Specifies the sleep interval. At every interval, the agent checks for spool files that meet the expiration time and
deletes them.
Default: 1D (one day)

7. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
8. (i5/OS systems only)? Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
9. Start the agent.

The agent is configured to clear spool files automatically.

Example: Delete Spool Files Older Than 10 Days

Suppose that you want to configure the agent to review the spool files every 36 hours and delete spool files that are older
than 10 days.

Add the indicated values to the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=10D

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=36H

The agent deletes spool files that are older than 10 days.

Example: Check Spool Files When the Sleep Interval Is Greater Than the File Expiration Time

Suppose that you want to configure the agent to review the spool files every 50 minutes and delete spool files that are
older than 50 minutes as specified by runnerplugin.spool.expire.

Add the indicated values to the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=50M

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=2H

The agent ignores the two-hour sleep interval set by runnerplugin.spool.sleep.

Configure the Agent to Automatically Delete Spool Files of Completed Jobs

You can configure the agent to delete a spool file automatically when the job completes successfully.

To configure the agent to delete spool files automatically, add the following parameter to the agentparm.txt file and restart
the agent:

agent.spool.success.autocleanup=true

Clear Windows Spool Files Using the Clearspool Command

On Windows, you can clear agent spool files that are older than a specific number of days using the clearspool command.
When you issue the command, you can also view debugging messages as the command runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the ESPAGENTDIR environment variable with the path to agent installation directory.
The agent installation directory must contain a valid agentparm.txt file.

2. Enter the following command at the Windows command prompt:

clearspool n [debug]
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– n
Specifies the maximum number of days a spool file is maintained. The clearspool command removes all files older
than n days.

– debug
(Optional) Displays messages to the command prompt as the clearspool command runs.

Example: Clearing spool files older than five days

The following command deletes all files older than five days.

clearspool 5

Example: Displaying the debugging messages

The following command deletes all files older than 10 days and displays debugging messages to the command prompt as
it runs.

clearspool 10 debug

Clear UNIX Spool Files Using Scripts

You can clear UNIX spool files periodically using the clearspool and deldirifempty (delete directory if empty) scripts.

1. Create the clearspool and deldirifempty scripts.
2. Schedule the clearspool script using CA WA server or run it manually.

The clearspool script deletes files that meet certain modification time criteria. If the spool files are cleared, the
clearspool script calls deldirifempty. The deldirifempty script deletes empty directories within the spool directory.
If you run clearspool from a Telnet session, ensure that you switch to the directory containing the spool files.
If you used the defaults when installing the agent, the spool directory is called spool.
The clearspool script assumes that the spool directory is called spool in the current directory. If not, supply the full
directory path name in the environment variable SPOOL.

Example: Create the clearspool and deldirifempty Scripts

This example uses sample scripts. You can have other file maintenance procedures.

1. Create the following script for clearspool:
#! /bin/ksh

  if [[ -z $SPOOL ]] 

    then

      SPOOL=./spool

  fi

find $SPOOL -type f -mtime +n -exec rm {} \;

find $SPOOL -depth -type d -exec /bin/ksh /script_path/deldirifempty {} \;

– mtime n
Specifies the age of the files to be deleted.
• +n -- deletes files last modified more than n days.
• n -- deletes files last modified exactly n days ago.
• -n -- deletes files last modified less than n days ago.

NOTE
Put this script in the same directory as the cybAgent binary. Otherwise, specify the full path for SPOOL. You
cannot specify a symbolic-linked directory for the SPOOL path.

2. Create the following script for deldirifempty:
#!/bin/ksh

Dir=$(ls -A $1)
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 if [[ -z $Dir ]] 

  then

   echo  "deleting directory $1"

   rmdir $1

  else

   echo "$1 is not empty"

 fi

Example: Deleting Files Modified Yesterday or Earlier

In the following example, mtime is specified as +1 to delete files that were last modified at least one day ago. The
clearspool script then calls the deldirifempty script, which deletes any empty spool subdirectories.

#!/bin/ksh

  if [[ -z $SPOOL ]] 

    then

     SPOOL=/AgentDirectory/spool

  fi

find $SPOOL  - type f  - mtime +1  - exec rm {} \;

find $SPOOL  - depth  - type d -exec /bin/ksh  /script_path/

deldirifempty {} \;

NOTE
$SPOOL cannot be symbolic-linked directories.

Spool Files for Workload on i5/OS

For i5/OS workload, the spool files are native objects on the i5/OS system. Spool files can be created while a job executes
and a spool file is created from the job log after the job completes. Unlike spool files for UNIX workload, i5/OS job spool
files are not stored in a spool directory.

For best results, use your routine maintenance procedures to clear spool files on the i5/OS system.

You can schedule workload using the scheduling manager and the agent to automate the clearing of the spool files.

For UNIX workload on the i5/OS system, the agent creates the spool files and stores them in a spool directory. By default,
these spool files do not clear automatically. We recommend that you clear these spool files periodically. If the file system
where a spool file resides reaches its maximum size, the agent cannot continue to run.

 

Maintain Spool Files in Agent for HP Integrity NonStop

Spool Files

The output for workload is stored in spool files that the agent generates. Depending on the type of workload the agent
runs, the spool files are stored in and accessed from different locations. 

NOTE
This topic describes the spool file that the agent generates. This file is different from the "default" spool file
that is stored in the Guardian file system. The spool file that is stored in the Guardian file system contains
the output of the customer program that is written to the terminal. The default spool file is formatted as
$<volume>.<sub volume>, for example, $myvol.mysubv.myfile. If a user is specified in the job definition, the
spool file is stored in the volume for that user. If the job description does not specify a user, the spool file is
stored in the default Guardian volume for the user who started the agent. 

The agent does not automatically clean this file.
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The spool file that the agent creates, named the "workload" spool file in this documentation, is stored in OSS. This file
contains only a header and STDOUT statement that denotes the location where the user program output is stored. The
following example shows a sample workload spool file:

----------------------------------------------------------------
Output of messages for workload object WIN.EXIT/LL_W_EC.1/MAIN
Start date Wed Dec 02 13:41:47 2015
----------------------------------------------------------------
STDOUT = $myvol.mysubv.myfile

The workload spool files are limited in size by the available space on the file system where they reside. Spool files are
kept under the spool directory that is specified in the agentparm.txt file. By default, the spool directory is in the installation
directory: spooldir=/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0/spool. 

To maintain storage space, clear spool files regularly. The agent does not clear them by default. You can configure the
agent to clear spool files automatically.  

To configure the agent to clear spool files automatically, see "Configure the Agent to Clear UNIX Spool Files
Automatically" in Spool File Maintenance.

Retrieve Spool File Command

The agent supports the ability for the scheduling manager to retrieve the spool file output from a completed job through
the Retrieve Spool File command. If supported by your scheduling manager, when you issue the Retrieve Spool File
command, the agent sends a response to the scheduling manager with the output from the spool file of the finished job. 

NOTE

 Certain permissions can prevent the output of a job from being retrieved. If the user specified in the job has
owner-only permissions, the agent must be run under the root (super.super) user account for the Retrieve Spool
File and View Output commands to work.

 

Log File Maintenance
The agent keeps a set of logs that you must clear periodically to maintain disk space availability. The log files contain
records of all messages between the agent and the scheduling manager, and internal messages. These files are located
in the log directory by default and are updated continually while the agent is running. The types and number of logs that
are generated depend on the log.level parameter set in the agentparm.txt file.

You can configure agent log file properties that control the log file size, the types and number of log files that are
generated, and how the agent archives the log files. Depending on your scheduling manager, you can also clear log files
manually.

Change the Default Log File Location

The log files by default are sent to the Log directory under the Agent installation directory. In some situations, however,
it might be more beneficial to store the log files in a different location. For example, if you have space constraints and
your log files consume a large amount of space, you might want to redirect the log files to a different location where more
space is available. 

You can specify a new location for the log files by setting the log.folder parameter. This parameter provides the name and
location of a folder where the log files are to be stored. You can specify the location through either a full path name or
relative path name. If you specify a relative path only, the agent creates the folder in the agent installation directory.
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Log Settings

The log settings specify the amount of detail to include in the log files created by the agent and plug-ins. By default, the
log level is set to 5. Some of the logs that are created at this log level include:

• agent_mgr_commsnd.log

• agent_properties.log

• cybcontrollerpluginmanager.log

• defaultlog_agent.log

• initiatormanager.log

• management_hub.log

• messagedistributoroutgoing.log

• receiver.log

• rmipluginmanager.log

• runner_os_component.log

• simple_health_monitor.log

• transmitter.log

• transmitter_queue_spool_<manger_instance>_7500.log

TIP

Best Practice: The following settings are recommended for production environments.

log.level=5 

log.archive=1 

log.maxsize=1M

The agent allows maximum size and archival of logs. The log.maxsize parameter tells agent to create a new log
once the size has been reached. The log size of 1 MB is usually adequate. If additional information is needed,
the size may be increased to 2 MB.
After the new log is created, the old log is renamed either by a time stamp or as <log>. archive.log. The
log.archive=1 renames logs with archive.log.

Configure the Agent to Clear Log Files Automatically

The agent has a housekeeping function that automatically removes all existing files with the extension .log that reach a
certain size. You can configure the agent to clear the log files automatically by modifying the agentparm.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation directory.
5. Specify the maximum log size using the following parameter.

– log.maxsize=maximum_size[B|K|M|G]
Specifies the maximum log size. When the log file exceeds the specified size, the agent archives it and starts a
new log file. If the log.archive parameter is set to 3, the agent ignores this parameter. The agent does not create an
archive file, but it does append all logs. You can specify the following optional modifiers:
• B
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Specifies the size in bytes.
• K

Specifies the size in kilobytes.
• M

Specifies the size in megabytes.
• G

Specifies the size in gigabytes.
Limits: Up to 2 GB
Default: 1M

NOTE

  The default (no modifier) size is in bytes.
6. Specify the log archiving options using the following parameter:

– log.archive
Defines the log archiving options. Options are as follows:
• 0

Appends the current date and time to the log file.
• 1

Renames to logfile.archive and starts a new file.
• 2

Removes the current file.
• 3

Appends new log entries to the current logs.
Default: 0

7. Specify the types of logs and number of logs to generate using the following parameter:
– log.level

Specifies the type and number of logs the agent generates. This parameter is important for troubleshooting.
Options are as follows:
• 0, 1, or 2

Creates logs for any errors including the receiver and transmitter logs. Level 2 is adequate for production, unless
problems arise requiring more details for troubleshooting.

• 3
Adds queues. If this value is specified, the agent ignores the log.maxsize parameter.

• 4 or 5
Adds debugging information. Use log level 5 for setup and initial testing.

• 6-8
Adds tracing information to diagnose a problem. These levels are not intended for continuous use.

Default: 5
8. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
9. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
10. Start the agent.

The agent is configured to clear log files automatically.

NOTE
In some combinations of log.level and log.archive settings, a new file is generated
(runner_plugin_transmitter_queue.log).

Enable or Disable Job Logs

By default, the agent creates a job log for every script or binary request that runs on the system it manages. The job log
contains environment and other diagnostic information that you can use to debug failed jobs.
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NOTE

On i5/OS, these job logs are different than the job logs the i5/OS system creates.

To enable or disable job logs, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• oscomponent.joblog
Sets whether the agent creates a job log for each job that runs.
– true

Enables job logs.
– false

Disables job logs.
Default: true

NOTE
The agent stores the job logs in the spool file directory, which you must clear periodically depending on the
volume of your workload. You can also configure the agent to delete job logs automatically when jobs complete
successfully.

Configure the Agent to Automatically Delete Job Logs

You can configure the agent to delete a job log automatically when the job completes successfully.

To configure the agent to delete job logs automatically, add the following parameter to the agentparm.txt file and restart
the agent:

oscomponent.joblog.success.autocleanup=true

 

Maintain Spool and Log Files in Agent for HP Integrity NonStop
Contents

Spool Files

The output for workload is stored in spool files generated by the agent. Depending on the type of workload the agent runs,
the spool files are stored in and accessed from different locations. 

NOTE
This topic describes the spool file generated by the agent. This file should not be confused with the "default"
spool file that is stored in the Guardian file system, which contains the output of the customer program
that is written to the terminal. The default spool file is formatted as $<volume>.<sub volume>, for example,
$myvol.mysubv.myfile. If a user is specified in the job definition, the spool file is stored in that user's volume. If
no user is specified in the job description, the spool file is stored in the default Guardian volume for the user who
started the agent. 

This file is not automatically cleaned by the agent.

The spool file created by the agent, called the "workload" spool file in this documentation, is stored in OSS. This file
contains only a header and STDOUT statement that denotes the location where the user program output is stored. The
following example shows what this spool file looks like:

----------------------------------------------------------------
Output of messages for workload object WIN.EXIT/LL_W_EC.1/MAIN
Start date Wed Dec 02 13:41:47 2015
----------------------------------------------------------------
STDOUT = $myvol.mysubv.myfile
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The workload spool files are limited in size by the available space on the file system where they reside. Spool files
are kept under the spool directory that is specified in the agentparm.txt file, which by default is in the installation
directory: spooldir=/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0/spool. 

To maintain storage space, it is important to clear spool files regularly, because the agent does not clear them by default.
You can configure the agent to clear spool files automatically.  

Configure the Agent to Clear Spool Files Automatically

You can configure the agent to clear the workload spool files automatically by modifying the agentparm.txt file. You can
also set parameters to specify a file expiration time and sleep time. The frequency for clearing the spool files varies,
depending on your installation.

NOTE

• The agent logs the spool-file cleanup activity in the runner_spool_cleaner.log file, located in the log directory
of the agent.

• The agent does not clean up output to the NonStop spooler.

To configure the agent to clear the workload spool file, follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open the agentparm.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory.
4. Set the following parameter:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

5. (Optional) Specify the following parameters:
– runnerplugin.spool.expire

Specifies the file expiration time. The agent deletes spool files that are older than this value. When spool files are
removed automatically, all files and empty directories under the spool directory that are older than the time specified
in runnerplugin.spool.expire are deleted, regardless of their source or the state of the job that generated them.
To make sure that files for running jobs are not deleted, ensure that the value in runnerplugin.spool.expire is larger
than the time it takes for the longest-running job to complete.
This parameter uses the following syntax:

n[D|H|M|S]

• n
Specifies the time period.

• D
Specifies the time period unit as days. This is the default.

• H
Specifies the time period unit as hours.

• M
Specifies the time period unit as minutes.

• S
Specifies the time period unit as seconds.

Default: 10D (10 days)

NOTE
You cannot specify combinations of time periods. For example, 12D3H is not valid.

– runnerplugin.spool.sleep
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Specifies the sleep interval. At every interval, the agent checks for spool files that meet the expiration time and
deletes them.
Default: 1D (1 day)

6. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
7. Start the agent.

Example: Delete Spool Files Older Than 10 Days

Suppose that you want to configure the agent to review the spool files every 36 hours and delete spool files that are older
than 10 days.

Add the indicated values to the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=10D

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=36H

The agent deletes spool files that are older than 10 days.

Example: Check Spool Files When the Sleep Interval is Greater Than the File Expiration Time

Suppose that you want to configure the agent to review the spool files every 50 minutes and delete spool files that are
older than 50 minutes as specified by runnerplugin.spool.expire.

Add the indicated values to the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file:

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=50M

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=2H

The agent ignores the two hour sleep interval set by runnerplugin.spool.sleep.

TIP

Best Practice: 
Enable spool directory cleanup on a daily basis by using the following settings. The first setting enables
automatic cleanup. The second setting allows the agent to retain a spool for up to 10 days. The last setting tells
the agent to clean the spool once every 24 hours.

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true

runnerplugin.spool.expire=10D 

runnerplugin.spool.sleep=24H

Log Files

The agent keeps a set of logs that you must clear periodically to maintain disk space availability. The log files contain
records of all messages between the agent and the scheduling manager, and internal messages. These files are located
in the log directory by default and are updated continually while the agent is running. The types and number of logs that
are generated depend on the log.level parameter set in the agentparm.txt file.

You can configure agent log file properties that control the log file size, the types and number of log files that are
generated, and the way the agent archives the log files. Depending on your scheduling manager, you can also clear log
files manually.

Log Settings

The log settings specify the amount of detail to include in the log files created by the agent and plug-ins. By default, the
log level is set to 5. Some of the logs that are created at this log level include:

• agent_mgr_commsnd.log
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• agent_properties.log

• cybcontrollerpluginmanager.log

• defaultlog_agent.log

• initiatormanager.log

• management_hub.log

• messagedistributoroutgoing.log

• receiver.log

• rmipluginmanager.log

• runner_os_component.log

• simple_health_monitor.log

• transmitter.log

• transmitter_queue_spool_<manger_instance>_7500.log

TIP

Best Practice: The following settings are recommended for production environments.

log.level=5 

log.archive=1 

log.maxsize=1M

The agent allows maximum size and archival of logs. The log.maxsize parameter tells agent to create a new log
once the size has been reached. The log size of 1 MB is usually adequate. If additional information is needed,
the size may be increased to 2 MB.
After the new log is created, the old log is renamed either by a time stamp or as <log>. archive.log. The
log.archive=1 renames logs with archive.log.

Configure the Agent to Clear Log Files Automatically

The agent has a housekeeping function that automatically removes all existing files with the extension .log that reach a
certain size. You can configure the agent to clear the log files automatically by modifying the agentparm.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open the agentparm.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory.
4. Specify the maximum log size using the following parameter.

– log.maxsize=maximum_size[B|K|M|G]
Specifies the maximum log size. When the log file exceeds the specified size, the agent archives it and starts a
new log file. If the log.archive parameter is set to 3, the agent ignores this parameter. The agent does not create an
archive file, but it does append all logs. You can specify the following optional modifiers:
• B

Specifies the size in bytes.
• K

Specifies the size in kilobytes.
• M

Specifies the size in megabytes.
• G
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Specifies the size in gigabytes.
Limits: Up to 2 GB
Default: 1M

NOTE
The default (no modifier) size is in bytes.

5. Specify the log archiving options using the following parameter:
– log.archive

Defines the log archiving options. Options are as follows:
• 0

Appends the current date and time to the log file.
• 1

Renames to logfile.archive and starts a new file.
• 2

Removes the current file.
• 3

Appends new log entries to the current logs.
Default: 0

6. Specify the types of logs and number of logs to generate using the following parameter:
– log.level

Specifies the type and number of logs the agent generates. This parameter is important for troubleshooting.
Options are as follows:
• 0, 1, or 2

Creates logs for any errors including the receiver and transmitter logs. Level 2 is adequate for production, unless
problems arise requiring more details for troubleshooting.

• 3
Adds queues. If this value is specified, the agent ignores the log.maxsize parameter.

• 4 or 5
Adds debugging information. Use log level 5 for setup and initial testing.

• 6-8
Adds tracing information to diagnose a problem. These levels are not intended for continuous use.

Default: 5
7. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
8. Start the agent.
9. The agent is configured to clear log files automatically.

NOTE
In some combinations of log.level and log.archive settings, a new file is generated
(runner_plugin_transmitter_queue.log).

Enable and Disable Job Logs

By default, the agent creates a job log for every script or binary request that runs on the system it manages. The job log
contains environment and other diagnostic information that you can use to debug failed jobs.

To enable or disable job logs, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• oscomponent.joblog
Sets whether the agent creates a job log for each job that runs.
– true

Enables job logs.
– false

Disables job logs.
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Default: true

NOTE
The agent stores the job logs in the spool file directory, which you must clear periodically depending on the
volume of your workload. You can also configure the agent to delete job logs automatically when jobs complete
successfully.

 

 

NOTE

Use the Agent to Define and Work with Jobs

Set Up Security
This section contains the following topics:

 

Types of Security
At a minimum, security is set between the agent and the scheduling manager using an encryption key. The agent
requires encrypted communication with the scheduling manager. The encryption key is set when you install the agent and
configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.

Four kinds of security algorithms are available:

• DES - 56-bit DES
• BLOWFISH - strong encryption using Blowfish
• AES - strong encryption using AES
• DESEDE - strong encryption using Triple DES

NOTE

HP Integrity Nonstop

Although several kinds of security algorithms are available, the agent only supports AES.

You can set up local security on the agent to control which scheduling manager user IDs can issue control
commands and can send messages to an agent.

The encryption is set during the installation of the agent. You can change the encryption to meet scheduler or security
requirements.

NOTE
CA Workload Automation AE can only use AES encryption:

./keygen 0x12345678901234567890ABCDEFABCDEF AES

You can also set up local security on the agent to control the following access:

• Which scheduling manager user IDs can submit jobs under a specific agent user ID, from a specific directory
• Which FTP user IDs can issue FTP-related commands to files in directories
• Which scheduling manager user IDs can issue control commands and can send messages to an agent

Example: Security between the agent and the scheduling manager
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Figure 2: Encryption Flow
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The scheduling manager verifies the access privileges of the user it has even before sending workload to the agent. The
scheduling manager also verifies security when receiving messages from the agent. The agent also performs its own
security verification when it receives instructions from the scheduling manager.

TIP

Best Practice:
Disable the root user from executing commands with elevated privileges on a UNIX and Linux host. The
following settings in the security.txt file prevent /bin/rm command jobs from being submitted as root user.

c a * * *

f d * * +

x d * root /bin/rm

x a * * +

Add any commands that might be necessary to improve the security. You can make only one entry per line. For
more universal permissions and security settings, adjust scheduler permissions to allow or deny tasks.

 

Set Up Security between the Agent and the Scheduling Manager
Encryption is a mandatory security feature that safeguards communication between the agent and the scheduling
manager. Your scheduling manager administrator must complete configuration tasks so that the agent and the scheduling
manager can communicate with message encryption.

To set up security between the agent and the scheduling manager, follow these steps:

1. Set up security permissions on the scheduling manager.
2. Set the encryption on the agent.
3. Set the encryption key on the scheduling manager.
4. Restart the agent.
5. Test the security by running a test job.

For detailed instructions to run a test job, see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

Security Permissions on the Scheduling Manager

Your scheduling manager administrator must set up the following security permissions on the scheduling manager to
control agent access:

• Permission to run work on the agent
• Permission to run a job on the agent under a user ID
• Permission for the agent to issue control commands

NOTE
For more information about security permissions, see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

Set the Encryption on the Agent Using the Keygen Utility

You can install the agent with one of four types of encryption: AES, Blowfish, DES, or DESEDE. The encryption key is
specified during the agent installation, but you can change it any time using this procedure.

The keygen utility that is provided with the agent lets you encrypt a key. By default, the encryption key is stored in the
cryptkey.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory. You can replace the encryption key in this file or can
specify a different file to store it.
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NOTE
Make a note of the encryption key, and set the same value on the scheduling manager.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command at the command prompt:

keygen 0xkey cipher destination

– key
Defines the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with the scheduling manager. The encryption key must
be prefixed with 0x and followed by the number of characters that are required for the chosen cipher algorithm:
• AES -- 32- or 64-character hexadecimal encryption key.

Note: AES 256-bit encryption requires a 64-character hexadecimal key.
• Blowfish -- 32 to 64 even-numbered character hexadecimal encryption key
• DES -- 16-character hexadecimal encryption key
• DESEDE -- 48-character hexadecimal encryption key
Limits: 16-64 alphanumeric characters (any digits and letters A-F only)

NOTE

• CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption.
To determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling
manager.

• If you omit the 0x prefix, the keygen utility interprets the inputted value as a 16-character passphrase
and not as a hexadecimal number. If you enter fewer than 16 characters, the keygen utility appends
the passphrase with spaces for the missing number of characters. The keygen utility internally
encodes the 16-character passphrase into a 32-character hexadecimal character AES encryption key.

– cipher
Specifies the type of cipher algorithm the agent uses to encrypt and decrypt messages that are sent to the
scheduling manager. The agent supports the following types:
• AES -- Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32- or 64-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that

U.S. Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).
• BLOWFISH -- A license-free encryption algorithm that uses an encryption key of 32 to 64 even-numbered

characters.
• DES -- Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.
• DESEDE -- Triple Data Encryption Algorithm that applies the DES algorithm three times to each data block.
Default: DES

NOTE
CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

– destination
(Optional) Specifies the name of a text file that stores the encryption key.
Default: cryptkey.txt

NOTE
If you specify a new text file, update the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

The keygen utility encrypts the key.

Example: Encrypt a Key
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This example encrypts the key 0x1020304050607080 for 16-character (DES) encryption:

keygen 0x1020304050607080 DES 

Set the Encryption Key on the Scheduling Manager

The scheduling manager and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate. The encryption key for the
agent is stored in a text file. The security.cyrptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file sets the path to the text file. After
you set the encryption key on the agent, set the same key on the scheduling manager. If the keys are different, the agent
and scheduling manager cannot communicate. An AGENTDOWN state occurs when you try to run workload.

NOTE
For detailed instructions to set the encryption key on the scheduling manager, see the documentation for your
scheduling manager.

Restart the Agent

After you have set up encryption on the agent, restart the agent to complete the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Ensure that you are in the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent using one of the following commands:

– On UNIX:
./cybAgent -s

– On Windows:
cybAgent -s

– On i5/OS:

./cybAgent -s

4. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
5. Start the agent using one of the following commands:

– On UNIX:
./cybAgent &

– On Windows:
cybAgent -a

– On i5/OS:

./cybAgent

 

Set up Security between Agent for HP Integrity NonStop and Scheduling Manager
Encryption is a mandatory security feature that safeguards communication between the agent and the scheduling
manager. Your scheduling manager administrator must complete configuration tasks so that the agent and the scheduling
manager can communicate with message encryption.

To set up security between the agent and the scheduling manager, follow these steps:

1. Set up security permissions on the scheduling manager.
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2. Set the encryption on the agent.
3. Set the encryption key on the scheduling manager.
4. Restart the agent.
5. Test the security by running a test job.

For detailed instructions about running a test job, see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

Security Permissions on the Scheduling Manager

Your scheduling manager administrator must set up the following security permissions on the scheduling manager to
control agent access:

• Permission to run work on the agent
• Permission to run a job on the agent under a user ID
• Permission for the agent to issue control commands

NOTE
For more information about security permissions, see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

Set the Encryption on the Agent Using the Keygen Utility

You can install the agent with either AES or DES encryption. The encryption key is specified during the agent installation,
but you can change it any time using this procedure.

The keygen utility that is provided with the agent lets you encrypt a key. By default, the encryption key is stored in the
cryptkey.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory. You can either replace the encryption key in this file
or you can specify a different file to store it.

NOTE

• AES 256-bit level of encryption is supported on CA 7 only.
• Make a note of the encryption key, and set the same value on the scheduling manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Enter the following command at the command prompt:

keygen 0xkey cipher destination

– key
Defines the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with the scheduling manager. The encryption key must
be prefixed with 0x and followed by the number of characters that are required for the chosen cipher algorithm:
• AES -- 32-character or 64-character hexadecimal encryption key

Note: AES 256-bit encryption requires a 64-character hexadecimal key
• DES -- 16-character hexadecimal encryption key
Limits: 16-64 alphanumeric characters (any digits and letters A-F only)

NOTE

• CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption.
AES 256-bit encryption is supported by CA 7 only. To determine which encryption types are supported,
consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

• If you omit the 0x prefix, the keygen utility interprets the inputted value as a 16-character passphrase
and not as a hexadecimal number. If you enter fewer than 16 characters, the keygen utility appends
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the passphrase with spaces for the missing number of characters. The keygen utility internally
encodes the 16-character passphrase into a 32-character hexadecimal character AES encryption key.

– cipher
Specifies the type of cipher algorithm the agent uses to encrypt and decrypt messages that are sent to the
scheduling manager. The agent supports the following types:
• AES -- Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character or 64-character encryption key. AES is the

algorithm that U.S. Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2
compliance).

• DES -- Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.
Default: AES

NOTE
CA Workload Automation AE and CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition support only AES encryption. To
determine which encryption types are supported, consult the documentation for your scheduling manager.

– destination
(Optional) Specifies the name of a text file that stores the encryption key.
Default: cryptkey.txt

NOTE
If you specify a new text file, update the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

The keygen utility encrypts the key.

Example: Encrypt a Key

This example encrypts the key 0x12345678901234567890ABCDEFABCDEF for AES encryption:

./keygen 0x12345678901234567890ABCDEFABCDEF AES 

NOTE

Generating an Encryption Key on Linux Platforms

During setup, when you generate an encryption key using the KEYGEN command, as shown in the following
example, you may experience a delay.

keygen 0x01234567890123456789012345678901 AES

Typically, encryption keys take only a few seconds to generate. However, on Linux Intel based platforms, it can
take up to several minutes (or even longer on a virtual machine). The resulting key is valid, and the delay does
not affect performance.

The delay is due to the way the encryption key is generated. The operating system relies on hardware entropy
for randomness. Therefore, if the level of activity with the hardware is low, the encryption key takes longer to
generate.

The Linux Kernel, starting with the 2.6.32 version, is at the heart of the issue. In earlier versions of the
kernel, the major source of entropy was provided by network activity. Starting with kernel 2.6.32 the source of
entropy changed. Network I/O was removed from the random number code because of possible security risks
(documented in RFC 4086).

The only other major source of entropy remaining is disk I/O, but this source depends on the disk controller
driver. For VMWare there are various types of disk controllers that can be used. Although the PVSCSI controller
offers better performance than the LSI controller, the PVSCSI controller provides less entropy. Therefore,
applications using /dev/random run slower.

How does this impact encryption? Secure encryption relies on a good source for the generation of truly random
numbers.
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Determining Low Entropy

To determine if entropy is low on your server, run the following command:

cat /proc/sys/kernel/random/entropy_avail

If the value in the response is lower than 2000, the entropy is too low, and performance slows.

Generating Entropy

Suggestions for generating entropy include:

• Generate large amounts of disk I/O from an activity like a disk stress test

• Use PRNG tools such as rng-tools

• Link /dev/random to /dev/urandom

• Use an entropy broker

• Implement a hardware random number generator (This method works with physical machines only, not virtual
machines.)

Keep in mind that the strength of encryption varies with the methods described.

Set the Encryption Key on the Scheduling Manager

The scheduling manager and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate. The encryption key for the
agent is stored in a text file. The security.cyrptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file sets the path to the text file. After
you set the encryption key on the agent, set the same key on the scheduling manager. If the keys are different, the agent
and scheduling manager cannot communicate. An AGENTDOWN state occurs when you try to run workload.

NOTE
For detailed instructions to set the encryption key on the scheduling manager, see the documentation for your
scheduling manager.

Restart the Agent

After you have set up encryption on the agent, restart the agent to complete the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you are in the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent by using the following command:

./cybAgent -s

3. Start the agent by using the following command:
./cybAgent &

 

 

Configure the Agent for No Encryption
You can configure the agent for no encryption.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
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4. Open the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation directory.
5. Set the security.cryptkey parameter to no value, as follows:

security.cryptkey=

(HP Integrity NonStop) Comment out the security.cryptkey parameter, as follows:
#security.cryptkey=/opt/CA/WA_Agent_R12_0_0/cryptkey.txt

6. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
7. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
8. Start the agent.

The encryption is disabled on the agent.

 

Configure the Agent for Encryption Standard FIPS 140-2
The U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2 requires a FIPS-certified library and FIPS-certified cipher
algorithm. To comply with the standard, the agent provides an RSA BSAFE Crypto-J library and an advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) cipher algorithm.

During the installation, if you did not select the AES cipher algorithm, you can configure the agent to comply with
encryption standard FIPS 140-2.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open the agentparm.txt file.
4. Specify the encryption key using the following parameter:

– security.cryptkey
Defines the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with the scheduling manager. The encryption key must
be prefixed with 0x and followed by the number of characters that are required for the chosen cipher algorithm:
• AES -- 32-character encryption key
• DESEDE -- 48-hexadecimal encryption key

NOTE
Encrypt the encryption key using the keygen utility.

5. Set the following parameter:
security.jce.fips=true

The agent uses the FIPS-certified library and cipher algorithm.

NOTE
Setting this parameter can affect workload that uses SSL, for example, FTP jobs where the servers do not
use the same cipher suites.

6. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
7. Start the agent.

 

Enable 256-bit Encryption
The agent supports 256-bit encryption for messages that are sent between the agent and supported scheduling
managers. The type of encryption supported is either AES or Blowfish, depending on the scheduling manager. The
following list shows the scheduling managers that support each encryption type:

• AES 256-Bit
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– CA Workload Automation CA 7

NOTE
CA 7 requires IBM z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) on the mainframe. For
more information, see "CA IAS System Requirements" in the CA Workload Automation CA 7 Edition
documentation.

– CA Workload Automation DE
– CA Workload Automation ESP Edition (For 11.4 Patch RO72049 is required)

• Blowfish 256-Bit
– CA Workload Automation DE
– CA Workload Automation ESP Edition

By default, the Java Cryptography Extensions (JCE) permits the use of 128-bit keys with the strong Jurisdiction Policy
Files. Thus, the agent permits the coding of 32-characters keys when it is installed. To enable the use of the 256-bit keys,
the JCE requires the Unlimited Jurisdiction Policy Files. Download these files from the appropriate vendor as a post-
installation step of the agent. The version of the JCE files should match the version of JDK used by the agent. Because
of US Export Compliance considerations in using the Unlimited Jurisdiction Policy Files, consult your legal department for
more information.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files:
– Windows, Linux (x86 and x64), Solaris (SPARC and x86): Oracle
– AIX, z/Linux, i5/OS: IBM
– HP-UX: Referred to Oracle

2. Extract the local_policy.jar and US_export_policy.jar files from the downloaded archive (zip) file.
3. Copy the local_policy.jar and US_export_policy.jar files to the following location, overwriting the existing policy files:

– On UNIX:
installDir/jre/lib/security

– On Windows:
installDir\jre\lib\security

4. Use the keygen utility to enter the 64-character hexadecimal key to use in the AES encryption algorithm.
The following example shows how to set up the key for AES and save it to the default location:
Keygen 0x000102030405060708090A0B0C0D0E0F101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F AES

5. Restart the agent.

Setting Up Local Security on the Agent
The agent has its own security verification that it performs when it receives instructions from the scheduling manager.
Security rules on the agent define the local security verification. Local security on the agent controls which scheduling
manager user IDs can perform the following actions:

• Submit jobs to run under a specific agent user ID.
• Issue CONTROL messages to the agent.
• Perform FTP transfers under a specific agent user ID.  

NOTE
Agent security rules do not override permissions set at the operating system level.

To set up local security on the agent, follow these steps:

1. Enable local security.
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2. Configure the security.txt file.
3. Refresh the security.txt file.

When the agent starts, it verifies local security and takes the following actions:

• If local security is enabled, the agent then looks for the security.txt file.
– If the security.txt file does not exist, default security rules apply.
– If the security.txt file exists, the agent uses the rules that are defined in the file. The agent does not use the default

security rules. If a request does not have a match in the security file, the agent denies the request.
• If local security is disabled, the agent does not verify security.

Enable Local Security

For the agent to perform its own security checks, local security must be enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file that is located in the agent installation directory.
5. Define the following parameter:

security.level=on

6. Save and close the file.
7. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
8. Start the agent.

Local security is enabled on the agent.

Configure the security.txt File

The security.txt file contains the rules that allow or deny the scheduling manager user IDs the authority to issue control
commands to the agent.

NOTE
If the security.txt file does not exist, default security rules apply.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the security.txt file, or create one if it does not exist.

NOTE
The security.txt file must reside in the agent installation directory.

5. Define security file rules in the security.txt file.
6. Save and close the file.
7. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
8. Start the agent.

Security rules are set for the agent.

Example: Security File Rule

The following line in the security.txt file allows all users to issue all control commands to the agent.

c a * CONTROL *
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Security File Rules

The security file contains the following three types of rules:

x a | d manager_userID agent_userID path

Defines a rule that allows or denies the scheduling manager user IDs from submitting jobs that run under a specific user
ID, from a specific directory. These rules begin with the letter x.

• x
Identifies a rule controlling execution of scripts and commands.

• a | d
Specifies whether access is allowed or denied.
– a

Indicates that permission is allowed.
– d

Indicates that permission is denied.
• manager_userID

Defines the scheduling manager name or the scheduling manager user ID this rule applies to. User IDs are case-
sensitive.

• agent_userID
Defines the user ID on the agent computer under which the job runs. User IDs are case-sensitive.

• path
Defines the path that the scheduling manager is allowed to submit jobs from, using the user ID identified
by agent_userID. Paths are case-sensitive.

NOTE

HP Integrity Nonstop: The previous information is applicable to OSS only.

NOTE

On CA Workload Automation AE, jobs are always submitted to run under the user that is specified in the owner
attribute. If local security is enabled on the agent, the agent verifies the permissions of the job owner only. The
agent does not verify the CA Workload Automation AE user who submits the job. For CA Workload Automation
AE, you can define the security rule as follows:

x a | d job_owner agent_userID path

• job_owner
Defines the user that is specified in the owner attribute.

f a | d FTP_userID operation path

Defines a rule that allows or denies FTP user IDs from issuing FTP-related commands to files in specified directories or
members of i5/OS file objects. These rules begin with the letter f.

• f
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Identifies FTP commands.
• a | d

Specifies whether access is allowed or denied.
– a

Indicates that permission is allowed.
– d

Indicates that permission is denied.
• FTP_userID

Defines the FTP user ID this rule applies to. User IDs are case-sensitive.
• operation

Specifies the FTP command. The following commands are valid:
– list

Changes directory and list files (CD, LIST, NLST).
– read

Retrieves the file (RETR).
– write

Stores the file or makes a directory (STOR, STOU, RNFR, RNTO, MKD).
– delete

Deletes the file or directory (DELE, RMD).
These commands apply to the agent as FTP server. For FTP jobs, only read and write commands apply.

• path
Specifies the path that the scheduling manager is allowed to submit jobs from, using the user ID identified
by FTP_userID. Paths are case-sensitive.

NOTE

The previous information is not applicable to Agent for HP Integrity NonStop.

c a | d manager_userID CONTROL command

Defines a rule that allows or denies scheduling manager user IDs the authority to issue control commands to the agent.
These rules begin with the letter c.

• c
Identifies a rule controlling operational commands to an agent.

• a | d
Specifies whether access is allowed or denied.
– a

Indicates that permission is allowed.
– d

Indicates that permission is denied.
• manager_userID

Defines the scheduling manager name or the scheduling manager user ID this rule applies to. User IDs are case-
sensitive.

• command
Specifies the control command. The valid commands are shutdown, refresh, flush, quiesce, restart, userverify, and
clrfiles. You can also specify an asterisk (*) for all commands.
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NOTE

On CA Workload Automation AE, you can use this rule to allow or deny the authority to issue the autoping
command or to add the scheduling manager instance to the agent. For CA Workload Automation AE, you can
define the security rule as follows:

c a | d instance_* * *

• instance
Specifies the CA Workload Automation AE instance.

NOTE

• Specify at least one rule of each type (x, f, and c) in the security.txt file.
• If security.txt does not exist, default security rules apply.
• Agent security rules do not override permissions set at the operating system level.
• To specify an f rule that restricts access to a directory itself (not the contents in the directory), the directory

path must end with a forward slash.

Examples: Scheduling Manager (x) Security File Rules

The following rule allows any scheduling manager user to submit jobs that use any files from any directory or i5/OS object.
The user can submit the jobs under any user ID on the agent computer.

x a * * +

The following rule denies any scheduling manager user from submitting jobs under gem, or any user IDs that begin with
gem, from all directories.

x d * gem* +

The following rule denies any scheduling manager user from submitting jobs that use any i5/OS object or files from any
directory under the QSECOFR profile on the agent computer.

x d * QSECOFR +

The following rule allows any scheduling manager user to submit jobs as root that is named employee, or begin with
employee, from the /prod/ directory.

x a * root /prod/employee+

The following rule allows any scheduling manager user to submit jobs that use any object in any library on the system.
The user can submit the jobs under any user profile that starts with the characters ADMIN on the agent computer.

x a * ADMIN /QSYS.LIB/+

The following rule allows any scheduling manager user to submit jobs that use any object whose name starts with F in
the USER library. The user can submit the jobs under any user profile that starts with the characters USR on the agent
computer. However, members of file objects whose names start with F are excluded.

x a * USR* /QSYS.LIB/USER.LIB/F*

The following rule allows any scheduling manager user to submit jobs that use any object whose name starts with F in
the USER library. The user can submit the jobs under any user profile that starts with the characters JO on the agent
computer. Members of file objects whose names start with F are included.

x a * JO* /QSYS.LIB/USER.LIB/F*
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The following rule denies any scheduling manager user from submitting jobs that use /QSYS.LIB/MLIB.LIB/DEPT.FILE/
PAYROLL.MBR on the agent computer.

x d * * /QSYS.LIB/MLIB.LIB/DEPT.FILE/PAYROLL.MBR

Examples: FTP (f) Security File Rules

The following rule denies all users from using any FTP operations in any directory. To allow specific FTP access, the FTP
rules that follow override this general rule.

f d * *  +

The following rule allows all users to list the files in /pub/ftp and its subdirectories:

f a * list /pub/ftp/+

The following rule allows all users to store files, rename files, and make directories in /pub/ftp/upload and its
subdirectories:

f a * write /pub/ftp/upload/+

The following rule allows all users to read files from /pub/ftp/download and its subdirectories:

f a * read /pub/ftp/download/+

Examples: Command (c) Security File Rules

The following rule allows all users to issue control commands to the agent:

c a * * *

The following rule allows the autoping command to be issued to the agent from the ACE instance:

c a ACE_* * *

Format for Defining an i5/OS Object in an Execution Rule

To define an i5/OS object in an execution rule, use the path file format only. No other naming convention is supported in
the security rules. The path naming format has the form:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.type

• libraryname
Defines the name of the library that contains the object. The value can be as follows:
– A specific library name
– %LIBL% -- Lets the agent validate the permission against a library list that the i5/OS system resolves when the

library is not specified in the CLPNAME, COMMAND, AS400FILE, or AS400LIB statements.
Limits: Up to 10 characters

• objectname
Defines the object name.
Limits: Up to 10 characters

• type
Defines the object type.
Limits: CMD, PGM, or FILE
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NOTE

For *FILE objects, you can specify the member name as follows:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

• membername
Defines the member name for the file object.
Limits: Up to 10 characters

Additional Formats for Security File Rules

When defining security rules in the security.txt file, you can also use the following formats:

• Wildcards
The scheduling manager name, user IDs, object names, paths, verbs, and subverbs can contain a single wildcard
character at the end of the value only.
The following wildcards are valid:
– Asterisk (*) -- Represents zero or more characters matches in the current directory only.
– Plus sign (+) -- Represents zero or more characters matches in the current directory and all subdirectories. For a

FILE object, + applies to the members within it.
• Start point and spacing

Every security rule starts in column 1. Separate items on a line by one or more blanks or tab characters, and end with
a new-line character.

• Comment lines
The file can contain comment lines. An asterisk (*) or a number sign (#) in column 1 identifies comment lines.

Security Rule Interpretation

For a rule to match, three components of a rule have to match. If two or more rules match, the closest match overrides the
others, as follows.

Interpretation Explanation
A specific rule overrides a generic rule. A generic rule is a rule that
contains wildcards.

/u1/jsmith overrides /u1/jsmith*
CYBDL01 overrides *CYB

If both rules are generic, the more specific one overrides the other. /u1/jsmith/scripts/* overrides /u1/jsmith*
/u1/jsmith/scripts/a* overrides /u1/jsmith/scripts*

If there is still ambiguity after these rules have been applied, a
deny rule overrides an allow rule.

c d USR* * *overrides c a USR* * *

Default Security Rules

When the agent starts, it looks to see whether local security is turned on. If local security is turned on (security.level is set
to on in the agentparm.txt file), the agent then looks for the security file.

After installation, the security.txt file contains the following security rules:

c a * * *

f d * * +

x d * * +
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NOTE

Agent for HP Integrity Nonstop: The second and third lines in the security.txt file are ignored.

The following default security rules apply when the security file does not exist and agent security is turned on in the
agentparm.txt file (security.level=on):

x a * * +

x d * root +

c a * * *

f a * * +

NOTE
For CA WA Agent for Windows, substitute administrator for root.

Refresh an Agent Security File

For any changes to take effect, refresh the agent security file.

To refresh an agent security file, enter the following command from the command prompt:

cybAgent -r

 

List of Required Permissions to Run a Job on Windows
In order to run jobs on the Workload Automation Agent installed on Windows, the defined owner of the job will need to
have the following Windows rights/permissions:

• Act As A Part Of The Operating System
• Access This Computer From The Network
• Logon As A Service
• Increases Quota or Adjust memory quotas for a process
• Logon As A Batch Job
• Log On Locally
• Replace A Process Level Token

Encrypt a Password Using the Password Utility
When you change a password, encrypt it before entering it in the agentparm.txt file. To encrypt a password, use the
Password utility that is provided with the agent.

The agent handles FTP user IDs and passwords separately.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory, and enter the following command at the command prompt:

– On UNIX:
password

– On Windows:
password.bat

– On i5/OS
password

– On HP Integrity NonStop
./password
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3. Enter your password at the password prompt.
The utility responds with your encrypted password as in the following example:
**** PASSWORD ENCRYPTION ****

Enter your password: Lisa

Encrypted password: 1FF8897FCDDF8A62

4. Make note of the encrypted password as you will need to enter it in the agentparm.txt file.
5. Exit the utility.

 

Configuring Encryption for Use with SSH Communications
You can specify the encryption used by the agent when it communicates with applications that use SSH, for example,
SCP, SFTP, and remote execution. To do this, set the encryption types in the agentparm.txt file. If you want to use strong
encryption algorithms beyond those allowed by the import regulations, you must modify the Java run time as well. 

Specifying Encryption in the agentparm.txt File

To specify encryption, modify the agentpartm.txt file to designate the encryption types you want to use. To see a list of
ciphers and MACs supported by the agent, see CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters. 

Follow these steps. 

1. Open the agentparm.txt file from within the directory where the agent is installed.
2. Configure either ciphers or MACs:

– Ciphers
Use the following key: 
security.ssh.ciphers=<list of ciphers to use>For example, to support only aes128-cbc and aes128-ctr,
use:security.ssh.ciphers=aes128-cbc,aes128-ctr

– MACs
Use the following key: 
security.ssh.macs=<list of MACs to use>For example, to support only hmac-sha1, use:
security.ssh.macs=hmac-sha1 

3. Restart the agent.

NOTE

• If a key in the agentparm.txt file is not defined, the agent uses the default keys identified in the list of
supported ciphers and MACs. See security.ssh.ciphers and security.ssh.macs in CA WA Agent for UNIX,
Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters.

• Commas must separate the ciphers (or MACs) in the list, for example:
aes128-ctr,aes192-ctrhmac-md5,hmac-sha1 

• The first item in the list is the preferred cipher (or MAC).

Modifying the Java Run Time for Strong Encryption

Although you can specify the encryption the agent uses, Java is restricted from using strong encryption algorithms beyond
those allowed by the import regulations. Therefore, if you want to use stronger encryption algorithms (encryption stronger
than 128-bit), you must apply Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files.

To apply the JCE Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files, follow these steps:

1. Obtain the JCE Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files from one of the following Java providers: 
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– Oracle Java  (Download from Oracle) 
– IBM Java (Download from IBM)
– HP Java (Download from Oracle  according to HP. See the HP-UX Programmer's Guide for Java 2.)

2. Replace the following policy files with the Jurisdiction Policy Files you just obtained. The files are located in the
following path: agent installation directory/jre/lib/security, 
– local_policy.jar
– US_export_policy.jar

3. Restart the agent.

NOTE
When you upgrade or re-install the agent, you must also re-apply the JCE policy files, because they are
overwritten by the JRE that comes with the agent.

Set Up and Run FTP Workload
This section contains the following topics:

 

FTP Client and FTP Server
Using your agent, you can automate FTP transfers with FTP jobs. An FTP job can use an existing FTP server or the agent
as an FTP server. The FTP job always acts as an FTP client.

You can automate the following transfers using an FTP job:

• Download an ASCII, binary, or EBCDIC file from a remote FTP server to your agent computer
• Upload an ASCII, binary file, or EBCDIC from your agent computer to a remote FTP server

NOTE

For the QSYS file system on i5/OS systems, you can only transfer Save files or members of other FILE objects.
For more information about FTP restrictions on i5/OS systems, see the IBM FTP documentation.

You can set up the agent to run as an FTP client, FTP server, or both.

The following diagram shows the relationships between the agent running as an FTP client, a scheduling manager, and an
FTP server.
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Figure 3: FTPClient

The following diagram shows the relationships between the agent running as an FTP server, a scheduling manager, and
another agent running as an FTP client.
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Figure 4: FTPServer

For a silent installation, add the following settings for the FTP client in the installer properties file:

FTP_PLUGIN=1

FTP_NO_SERVER=true

To allow the agent to act as FTP server and client, use the following settings:

FTP_PLUGIN=1

FTP_NO_SERVER=false

If FTP server is enabled, the default server listening port is 21. The port must be available for the agent to bind the FTP
service. If another process or FTP server is occupying the same port, the agent will not start. 

TIP
Best Practice: During installation, enable FTP client on all agents to allow for the easy deployment of FTP jobs
without the need to reconfigure the agent later.

 

Set Up the Agent as an FTP Client
When you set up the agent as an FTP client, it can log in to remote FTP servers, download files from those servers, and
upload files to those servers.

NOTE
When the agent runs as an FTP client only, other FTP clients (such as other agents) cannot log in to the agent
to FTP files. To allow other FTP clients to log in and transfer files, set up the agent to run as an FTP server.
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To set up the agent as an FTP client, follow these steps:

1. Configure the agent as an FTP client.
2. Define FTP rules for local security on the agent.

This step only applies if local security is enabled on the agent.
3. Define the FTP user on the scheduling manager.

NOTE
You can also set up the agent to use Secure (SSL) FTP.

Configure the Agent as an FTP Client

You can configure the agent as an FTP client after installation using the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file.
5. Add the plugins.start_internal_n parameter for the FTP plug-in. The n suffix must increase sequentially for each agent

plug-in.
Example: plugins.start_internal_5=ftp

6. Define the following parameter if you are using Internet Protocol version 6 (IPV6):
ftp.passive=true

7. (Optional) Define the following parameters:
– ftp.ascii.ccsid

Defines the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for ASCII file transfers. If the file being transferred exists
on the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file.
Default: 819

– ftp.client.updatemsg
Specifies how often in milliseconds status information for a running FTP job is updated.
Default: 30000 (30 seconds)

– ftp.data.compression
Specifies whether to compress data for all FTP jobs on this agent for transfer. The value ranges from zero (0) for no
compression to nine (9) for the best compression. If the compression level is also specified in the job definition, the
ftp.data.compression value is ignored. The data is compressed using the level that is specified in the job definition.
To use FTP data compression, the agent must run both FTP client and FTP server.
Default: 0 (no compression)

– ftp.download.owner
Specifies a default user ID on the computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the access
permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer. When the file is downloaded, the file is created with this
user as the file owner.

NOTE

• This parameter only applies to agents installed on UNIX systems.
• A password for the local user ID is not required on the scheduling manager.

– ftp.ebcdic.ccsid
Defines the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for EBCDIC file transfers. If the file being transferred
exists on the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file.
Default: 37

– ftp.passive
Specifies whether the agent FTP client uses a passive mode connection, as follows:
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• true
Indicates that the agent uses a passive mode connection.

• false
Indicates that the agent uses an active mode connection.

Default: false

NOTE
We recommend that you set the value to true under any of the following conditions:

• The agent uses IPV4 and the FTP server uses IPV6 for communication.
• The FTP server resides beyond the firewall.
• The FTP server opens a listening port for the data channel.

8. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
9. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
10. Start the agent.

The agent is configured as an FTP client.

Configure the Agent FTP Client to Use Secure Copy Protocol (SCP)

You can configure the agent to act as an FTP client that uses the secure copy protocol (SCP) to transfer binary files.

To configure the agent for secure copy file transfers, configure the following parameters on the agent:

• ftp.client.updatemsg
Specifies how often in milliseconds status information for a running FTP job is updated.
Default: 30000 (30 seconds)

• ftp.download.owner
Specifies a default user ID on the computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the access
permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer. When the file is downloaded, the file is created with this user
as the file owner.

NOTE

• This parameter only applies to agents installed on UNIX systems.
• A password for the local user ID is not required on the scheduling manager.

• ftp.scp.sshd.timeout
Controls the timeout, in milliseconds (ms), for SCPv2.
Default: 30000 (ms)

• ftp.scp.debug.enable
Sets whether debugging of the secure copy protocol (SCP) sessions is enabled. The output is stored in the
ftp_scp_debug.log.
– true

Enables debugging.
– false

Disables debugging.
Default: false

Define FTP Rules for Local Security on the Agent

By default, the agent security file denies all users from issuing FTP-related commands on the agent computer. To allow
users to issue FTP-related commands while local security is enabled, define FTP rules in the security.txt file.

NOTE
If the security.level parameter is set to on in the agentparm.txt file, local security is enabled on the agent.
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You can create a rule in the security.txt file to set a root directory for the FTP server so that FTP users can only access
directories that are within this root directory.

Example: Restrict FTP Access to Files in a Specified Directory

In this example, FTP users that log in to the FTP server do not have access to the files in the /local/pub directory and its
subdirectories:

f a * * +

f d * * /local/pub/+

Example: Allow FTP Access to Only One Directory

In this example, FTP users that log in to the FTP server have access to the /local/pub directory and its subdirectories but
do not have access to any other directories:

f d * * +

f a * * /local/pub

f a * * /local/pub/*

Example: Restrict FTP Access to Files in a Specified Library

The following rule allows all users to store and rename any FILE object in the USER library whose name starts with F.
Members of those file objects are included.

f a * write /QSYS.LIB/USER.LIB/F+

Define the FTP User on the Scheduling Manager

To use the agent as an FTP client, define each FTP user on the scheduling manager.

For more information about defining users, see the documentation for your scheduling manager.

 

Set Up the Agent as an FTP Server
The agent supports a built-in FTP server capability. You can enable the agent to act as a generic FTP server in addition to
its other roles. This server comes under the security rules that are established for the agent.

To set up the agent as an FTP server, follow these steps:

1. Configure the agent as an FTP server.
2. Set up local security on the agent.

NOTE
Local security must be enabled (the security.level parameter in the agentparm.txt file must be set to on). If
the agent runs as an FTP server, clients can log in to the agent and transfer files.

3. Define the FTP user on the agent.

NOTE
The FTP user ID used to connect to the agent running as an FTP server must be defined on that agent and
the scheduling manager.

The agent as an FTP server can handle ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC transfers, wildcard requests, simple GET and PUT
requests for single files, and MGET and MPUT requests for multiple files. The agent has a secure store of FTP server
user IDs and associated passwords. The ftpusers.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory, stores these
user IDs and their corresponding hashed passwords.

The agent running as an FTP server does not support anonymous FTP requests. For audit purposes, the agent provides a
detailed log of all FTP requests.
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Configure the Agent as an FTP Server

You can configure the agent as an FTP server while installing the agent or after installation. However, to set up optional
FTP server features, modify the agentparm.txt file after installation.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file.
5. Add the plugins.start_internal_n parameter for the FTP plug-in. The n suffix must increase sequentially for each agent

plug-in.
Example: plugins.start_internal_5=ftp

6. Define the following parameters:
– ftp.noserver

Specifies whether the agent FTP server is enabled or disabled. If ftp.noserver is set to false, the FTP server is
enabled. If the ftp.noserver is set to true, the FTP server is disabled.

NOTE
If you enable the FTP plug-in on the agent, ftp.noserver defaults to false. Therefore, if you set
plugins.start_internal_n=ftp and ftp.noserver is omitted, the agent runs as an FTP server with the default
FTP server port of 21.

– ftp.serverport
Specifies the port number for the agent to act as an FTP server.
Default: 21
Limits: 1-65534

7. (Optional) Define the following parameter:
– ftp.ascii.ccsid

Defines the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for ASCII file transfers. If the file being transferred exists
on the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file.
Default: 819

– ftp.ebcdic.ccsid=ccsid_for_EBCDIC
Defines the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for EBCDIC file transfers. If the file being transferred
exists on the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file.
Default: 37

8. Save and close the file.
9. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
10. Start the agent.

The agent is configured as an FTP server.

Set Up Local Security on the Agent

To use the agent as an FTP server,  Setting Up Local Security on the Agent.

Define the FTP User on the Agent

To run FTP workload through an agent operating as an FTP server, define the FTP user ID and the corresponding
password on the agent. The FTP user ID belongs to the user authorized to make the file transfer.

To define FTP users on the agent, run the ftpusrcfg utility that is located in the agent installation directory.

NOTE
If you set up the agent as an FTP server during installation, you defined one FTP user ID and password. Define
more FTP users or change the password of an FTP user using the ftpusrcfg utility.
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FTP Server Maintenance

The agent FTP server is a fully functional FTP server with user authentication support. To maintain the FTP server,
manage the FTP users file and configure local security on the agent.

The ftpuser.txt file, which is located in the agent installation directory, stores FTP user IDs and passwords. The ftpusers.txt
file uses one line for each entry with the user ID in the first position followed by the hashed password.

Manage FTP User IDs and Passwords

To run FTP workload on an agent operating as an FTP server, define the FTP user ID and password on the agent. You
use the ftpusrcfg utility to add, delete, and change FTP user IDs and passwords on agents operating as FTP servers.
Changes that are made with the utility update the ftpusers.txt file. For the changes to take effect, restart the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command from a command line on the same computer as the agent:

– On UNIX:

ftpusrcfg -a|-d|-m|-l userID password

– On Windows:

ftpusrcfg.bat -a|-d|-m|-l userID password

– On i5/OS:

ftpusrcfg.sh -a|-d|-m|-l userID password

• -a
Adds a user ID. Use with the userID and password parameters. Enter the user ID first followed by the password.

• -d
Deletes the specified user ID. Use with the userID parameter.

• -m
Changes the password for the specified user ID. Use with the userID and password parameters. Enter the
userID first followed by the password.

• -l
Lists all entries in the ftpuser.txt file. The utility does not show passwords in plain text.

• userID
Specifies the FTP user ID you want to add, change, or delete.

• password
Specifies the password corresponding to the FTP user ID. Passwords are case-sensitive.

NOTE
Issuing the ftpusrcfg command without a parameter displays a list of options.

4. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
5. Restart the agent if you changed the ftpusers.txt file.
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Example: Add a New FTP User ID on UNIX

The following command adds the FTP user ID P01Prod01 with the password cyber:

ftpusrcfg -a P01Prod01 cyber

Example: Change the Password on Windows for an Existing FTP User

The following command changes the password for the FTP user ID P01Prod01 from cyber to r6ut09:

ftpusrcfg.bat -m P01Prod01 r6ut09

 

Configure SSL FTP
To run FTP workload using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication, configure SSL on the FTP server and the FTP
client. When you enable SSL FTP during the agent installation process, the installation program takes the following
actions:

• Defines the default SSL server and client parameters in the agentparm.txt file.
• Adds the cacerts and serverkeystore default certificates, a password, and a customized java.security file to the agent

installation directory.

You can use the default certificates and settings to configure SSL FTP. You can also generate a certificate and apply your
own settings to configure SSL FTP.

This section contains the following topics:

 

Configure SSL FTP Using the Default Certificates and Settings
To configure SSL FTP, you do not have to generate your own certificates and settings. You can use the default certificates
and settings that are provided during the agent installation.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Ensure that the following parameter is defined in the QIBM/ProdData/Java400/jdk14/lib/security/
java.security file on your i5/OS operating system:
security.overridePropertiesFile=true

The JVM uses the customized java.security file that is installed with the agent. This value lets the JVM use the
java.security provided with the agent for its own communications. Other instances of the JVM for other applications on
the i5/OS system are unaffected. Without defining this property, the i5/OS agent cannot use SSL.

2. Export the certificate that the SSL FTP server uses in the SSL FTP server directory, for example:

jre\bin\keytool -export -alias agentname -file key.cer -keystore serverkeystore

– agentname
Specifies the name of the agent.

You are prompted for a password. The default password is cyberuser.

NOTE
You require the alias “agent” to ensure that you use the certificate that the agent provides.

3. Copy the created file, in this case, key.cer, to the SSL FTP client directory if it is different from the server directory.
4. Import the created file, in this case, key.cer, into the truststore file that Sun supplies (cacerts), for example:

D:\agent\R6SP2>jre\bin\keytool -import  - alias agentname -file key.cer -keystore cacerts
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Enter keystore password: changeit

Owner: CN=cyberuser, OU=ESP System Agent, O=Cyber, L=Markham, ST=Ont, C=CA

Issuer: CN=cyberuser, OU=ESP System Agent, O=Cyber, L=Markham, ST=Ont, C=CA

Serial number: 4152d5dc

Valid from: Thu Apr 21 09:55:40 EDT 2005 until: Mon Jun 05 09:55:40 EDT 2006

Certificate fingerprints:

MD5: 74:F2:17:20:B6:B0:10:AE:AC:88:9A:BA:AA:3A:6D:73

SHA1:4C:88:B6:39:64:65:98:AD:3E:1E:33:05:12:13:9C:4A:F4:4E:E7

:FA

Trust this certificate? [no]: yes

Certificate was added to keystore

5. Start the agent acting as an FTP server.

NOTE
If another agent acts as an FTP client, copy the created key.cer to the SSL FTP client directory. Then import
the certificate.

6. Run a test upload and download job to verify the setup.
For more information about scheduling FTP workload, refer to the documentation for your scheduling manager.

 

Configure SSL FTP Using a Generated Certificate
This process configures SSL FTP using user-generated certificates and settings.

To configure SSL FTP using a generated certificate, follow these steps:

1. Generate a server keystore.
2. Verify the server keystore.
3. Encrypt the server keystore password.
4. Configure an SSL-enabled FTP server on the agent.
5. Add the certificate to the client keystore on the agent.
6. Configure an SSL-enabled FTP client on the agent.

NOTE
After you configure SSL FTP, you can enable and disable it as required. If SSL is disabled on the FTP client
after configuration and you want to run SSL FTP workload, you can specify SSL in the job definition instead.

Generate a Server Keystore Using a Generated Certificate

To configure an SSL-enabled FTP server using user-generated certificates and settings, generate a keystore. You can
generate your own keystore using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE. The utility is located in the JRE/bin
directory.

NOTE
Add the path to the keytool to your path variable.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Enter the following command:

jre/bin/keytool -genkey -alias agent -keystore ./serverkeystore

5. Follow the prompts.
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NOTE
Encrypt the keystore password that you enter using the password utility.

6. Edit the agentparm.txt file for the following parameters:

ftp.server.ssl.keystore=agent_install/serverkeystore1
ftp.server.ssl.keystore.password=encrypted_password

7. Save the agentparm.txt file.
8. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
9. Start the agent.

Example: Generate a Server Keystore

The following example shows sample keytool prompts and values:

/home/ESP_System_Agent_R7>keytool -genkey -alias agent -keystore ./serverkeystore

Enter keystore password:  123456

What is your first and last name?

  [Unknown]:  Cyberuser

What is the name of your organizational unit?

  [Unknown]:  agent

What is the name of your organization?

  [Unknown]:  Cybermation

What is the name of your City or Locality?

  [Unknown]:  Markham

What is the name of your State or Province?

  [Unknown]:  Ontario

What is the two-letter country code for this unit?

  [Unknown]:  CA

Is CN=Cyberuser, ESPSystemAgent, O=Cybermation, L=Markham, ST=Ontario, C=CA correct?

  [no]:  yes

Enter key password for [set AGENT value for your book](RETURN if same as keystore password):

Verify a Server Keystore

Verify the accuracy of the server keystore you generated using the keytool utility.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:

keytool -list -v -keystore serverkeystore

4. Follow the prompts.
Information about the server keystore is displayed.

Example: Verify a Server Keystore

The following example shows sample keytool prompts and values:

/home/ESP_System_Agent_R7>keytool -list -v -keystore serverkeystore

Enter keystore password:  123456

Keystore type: jks

Keystore provider: SUN

Your keystore contains 1 entry

Alias name: agent
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Creation date: Apr 21, 2005

Entry type: keyEntry

Certificate chain length: 1

Certificate[1]:

Owner: CN=Cyberuser , ESPSystemAgent, O=Cybermation, L=Markham, ST=Ontario, C=CA

Issuer: CN=Cyberuser, ESPSystemAgent, O=Cybermation, L=Markham, ST=Ontario, C=CA

Serial number: 4123a631

Valid from: Thu Apr 21 09:55:40 EDT 2005 until: Mon Jun 05 09:55:40 EDT 2006

Certificate fingerprints:

         MD5:  39:D8:D9:4F:50:1C:43:A2:27:4D:50:75:32:E9:9D:40

         SHA1: 98:30:54:C0:F7:4E:34:FF:DC:0A:85:D8:F7:98:D6:B7:41:7D:E7:58

Encrypt a Password for the Server Keystore

You require an encrypted keystore password to configure an SSL-enabled FTP server on the agent. To encrypt the
keystore password you used when you generated the keystore, use the Password utility the agent provides.

Change an SSL FTP Server Keystore Password

After encrypting the password for the server keystore, update the password in the agentparm.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Stop the agent.
4. Open the agentparm.txt file.
5. Define the following parameter:

– ftp.server.ssl.keystore.password
Specifies the new encrypted password.

6. Save and close the file.
7. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
8. Start the agent.

Configure an SSL-Enabled FTP Server on the Agent

You use the generated server keystore and its encrypted password to configure an SSL-enabled FTP server on the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Ensure that the following parameter is defined in the QIBM/ProdData/Java400/jdk14/lib/security/
java.security file on your i5/OS operating system:

security.overridePropertiesFile=true

The JVM uses the customized java.security file that is installed with the agent. Through this value, the JVM uses the
java.security provided with the agent for its own communications. Other instances of the JVM for other applications on
the i5/OS system are unaffected. Without defining this property, the i5/OS agent cannot use SSL.

2. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
3. Change to the agent installation directory.
4. Stop the agent.
5. Open the agentparm.txt file.
6. Set the following parameters:
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security.level=on

ftp.noserver=false

ftp.server.ssl=true

7. Specify the following parameters:
– ftp.server.ssl.keystore

Specifies the full path of the keystore file. The default file name is serverkeystore. You can use keytool, provided
with the JRE, to create your own keystore.
Example: ftp.server.ssl.keystore=/R7/serverkeystore

– ftp.server.ssl.keystore.password
Specifies the encrypted password for the server keystore that contains an X509 certificate. This password is sent to
the client during the handshake process. The default password is cyberuser (encrypted).

NOTE
You can use the agent password utility to encrypt your password before using it in the agentparm.txt file.

8. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
9. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
10. Start the agent.

The FTP server on the agent is SSL-enabled.

How to Add a Certificate to the Client Keystore on the Agent

You add a certificate to the client keystore to configure an SSL-enabled FTP client on the agent.

To add a new certificate to the client keystore on the agent, follow these steps:

1. Export the certificate from the server keystore.
2. Import the certificate to the client keystore on the agent.
3. Verify the client keystore on the agent.

Export the Certificate from the Server Keystore--System Agent

You can export the certificate from the server keystore using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE.

NOTE
Add the keytool path to your path variable.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:

keytool -export -file key.cer -keystore serverkeystore

NOTE

To export the certificate that is generated with an alias, include the same alias in the export command. For
example, suppose that a certificate was generated with the following command:

keytool -genkey -alias agent -keystore ./serverkeystore

To export that certificate, use the following command:

keytool -export -alias agent -file key.cer -keystore serverkeystore

4. Follow the prompts.
The server keystore certificate is exported.

Example: Export the Certificate from the Server Keystore
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The following example shows sample keytool prompts and values:

/home/ESP_System_Agent_R7>keytool -export -file key.cer -keystore serverkeystore

Enter keystore password:  654321

Certificate stored in file <key.cer>

Import a Certificate to the Client Keystore on the Agent

You can import the server keystore certificate to the client keystore on the agent by using the keytool utility. The utility
comes with the JRE.

NOTE
Add the keytool path to your path variable.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the directory that contains the agent program files.
3. Enter the following command:

keytool -import -file key.cer -keystore cacerts

NOTE

To import a certificate that was exported with an alias, include the same alias in the import command. For
example, suppose that a certificate was exported with the following command:

keytool -export -alias agent -file key.cer -keystore serverkeystore

To import that certificate, use the following command:

keytool -import -alias agent -file key.cer -keystore cacerts

4. Follow the prompts.
The certificate is imported to the agent client keystore.

Example: Import a Certificate to the Client Keystore on the Agent

The following example shows sample keytool prompts and values:

C:\Program Files\Cybermation\ESP System Agent>keytool -import -file key.cer -keystore cacerts

Enter keystore password:  changeit

Owner: CN=Cyberuser C, OU=ESPSystemAgent, O=r, L=g, ST=d, C=ca

Issuer: CN=Cyberuser C, OU=ESPSystemAgent, O=r, L=g, ST=d, C=ca

Serial number: 41239e39

Valid from: Thu Apr 21 09:55:40 EDT 2005 until: Mon Jun 05 09:55:40 EDT 2006

Certificate fingerprints:

MD5:  31:CC:29:0F:B6:C8:E9:3C:70:C7:6B:6C:AD:B7:00:38

SHA1:9D:86:A7:51:15:9E:B1:D3:E7:3B:59:C6:B2:E0:E0:3F:3D:C6:97:6

Trust this certificate? [no]:  yes

Certificate was added to keystore

Verify a Client Keystore on the Agent

You can verify the keystore on the agent using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE.

Follow these steps:

1. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
2. Change to the agent installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:
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keytool -list -v -keystore cacerts

4. Follow the prompts.
Information about the clientkeystore is displayed.

Example: Verify a Client Keystore

The following example shows sample keytool prompts and values:

C:\Program Files\Cybermation\ESP System Agent>keytool -list -v -keystore cacerts

Enter keystore password:  changeit

Keystore type: jks

Keystore provider: SUN

Your keystore contains 26 entries

Alias name: equifaxsecureebusinessca1

Creation date: Apr 21, 2005

Entry type: trustedCertEntry

Owner: CN=Equifax Secure eBusiness CA-1, O=Equifax Secure Inc., C=US

Issuer: CN=Equifax Secure eBusiness CA-1, O=Equifax Secure Inc., C=US

Serial number: 4

Configure an SSL-Enabled FTP Client on the Agent

If you use the agent FTP client to connect to the SSL-enabled FTP server on the agent, configure the FTP client for SSL
communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the following parameter is defined in the QIBM/ProdData/Java400/jdk14/lib/security/java.security file on
your i5/OS operating system:

security.overridePropertiesFile=true

The JVM uses the customized java.security file that is installed with the agent. Through this value, the JVM uses the
java.security provided with the agent for its own communications. Other instances of the JVM for other applications on
the i5/OS system are unaffected. Without defining this property, the i5/OS agent cannot use SSL.

2. (i5/OS systems only) Open a PASE terminal session.
3. Change to the agent installation directory.
4. Stop the agent.
5. Open the agentparm.txt file.
6. Set the following parameter:

ftp.client.ssl=true

7. Specify the following parameter:
– ftp.client.ssl.truststore

Specifies the full path name of the truststore file. The default file name is cacerts. You can use keytool, provided
with the JRE, to create your own truststore.

8. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
9. (i5/OS systems only) Start the subsystem that runs the agent if it has stopped.
10. Start the agent.

The FTP client on the agent is SSL-enabled.
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Command Line Interfaces
As a scheduling developer or tester, you can use the Command Line Interfaces (CLIs) to invoke agent workload that your
scheduling manager does not currently support.

Each CLI is a standalone utility that is shipped with the agent as a shell script (UNIX) or batch script (Windows). To use
the CLI, you define a UNIX or Windows (command) job in your scheduling manager. In the job definition, you specify the
name of the shell or batch script and pass the necessary arguments.

The CLIs write all of the output data to standard output (stdout). When run as a UNIX or Windows (command) job, the
agent captures the output into the job's spool file.

The following CLIs are supported:

• Informatica
Lets you integrate with Informatica PowerCenter. This CLI is shipped with CA Workload Automation Agent for
Informatica. See Install the Informatica Drivers to Integrate with Informatica PowerCenter.

• Microsoft SQL Server
Lets you integrate with SQL Server Agent, a component of Microsoft SQL Server. This CLI is shipped with CA
Workload Automation Agent for Microsoft SQL Server. See Use the CLI to Integrate with SQL Server Agent.

• Process Automation
Lets you integrate with CA Process Automation. This CLI is shipped with CA Workload Automation Agent for Web
Services. See Integrate with CA Process Automation.

• Web Services
Invoke document/literal web services. This CLI is shipped with CA Workload Automation Agent for Web Services.
See Invoke Document/Literal Web Services.

For example, if your scheduling manager does not support Informatica jobs, you can use the Informatica CLI to run this
workload as Windows or UNIX (command) jobs. In a future release of your scheduling manager, an Informatica job type
will be added to support this workload. Then, you can upgrade your scheduling manager to take advantage of the new job
type or continue to use the CLI.

NOTE

• For information about running agent workload using the supported job types, see the documentation for your
scheduling manager.

• For a concise view of the CLI information, see the CLI User Guide.

Memory Limitations

When using the CLI, the number of jobs that you can submit and monitor simultaneously is limited to the available free
memory. For every CLI job, the agent launches a separate JVM, which results in extra overhead when compared to a
dedicated job type supported on a scheduling manager. Generally, each CLI job consumes and occupies about 40 MB of
memory until it finishes execution. For example, if a CLI job runs for 2 hours and is tracked to completion, the job occupies
40 MB of memory for the full 2 hours.

When the number of concurrent jobs that is submitted through the CLI consumes all the physical memory on the agent
computer, the operating system is forced to swap memory to the hard drive. As a result, the latency between the time the
job is submitted to the agent and the time the job starts to run increases. For example, the latency can increase from 1
second to more than 1 minute.

NOTE
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• To limit the number of jobs that are allowed to run at the same time, you can define initiators per job class on
the agent.

• To use initiators, you also must specify the job class in the job definition on your scheduling manager.
For more information about specifying the job class in the job definition, see your scheduling manager
documentation.

• Limiting initiators affects other workload running on the agent. When running CLI jobs, we recommend that
you use a dedicated agent.
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Reference
See the following topics for information about agent parameters.

CA WA System Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent
Parameters
You can configure the following agent parameters in the agentparm.txt file. The default parameter values are set during
the agent installation. You can add these parameters or can modify them as required.

 agent.resourcemon.enable 

Indicates whether to monitor disk space usage and report errors when thresholds are breached.

•  true
Enables resource monitoring. You can configure the amount of available disk space the agent monitors at each
threshold and can send notifications when the space is too low.

•  false
Disables resource monitoring.

 Default: false

NOTE

• To send SNMP traps when the disk thresholds are breached, configure the agent to connect with an SNMP
manager.

• To alert the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached, also set
communication.managerhealthmon_n to true.

 agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.critical 

Specifies the amount of disk space that is required before the agent logs a critical warning and shuts down. This
parameter is applicable if agent.resourcemon.enable is set to true. This parameter uses the following syntax:

size[B|K|M|G]

•   size 
Specifies the amount of disk space in bytes (B), kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), or gigabytes (G).

 Default: 10M

 agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.notice 

Specifies the amount of disk space that is required before the agent logs a warning notice. The agent continues to run and
accept new job requests. This parameter is applicable if agent.resourcemon.enable is set to true. This parameter uses the
following syntax:

size[B|K|M|G]

•   size 
Specifies the amount of disk space in bytes (B), kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), or gigabytes(G).

 Default: 21M or (agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe + 1M), whichever is greater

 agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe 
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Specifies the amount of disk space that is required before the agent logs a severe warning and stops accepting new
job requests. This parameter is applicable if agent.resourcemon.enable is set to true. This parameter uses the following
syntax:

size[B|K|M|G]

•   size 
Specifies the amount of disk space in bytes (B), kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), or gigabytes (G).

 Default: 20M or (agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.critical * 2), whichever is greater

Icon
 Note: The agent resumes accepting new job requests when the available disk space is greater than the size specified by
this parameter.

 agent.spool.success.autocleanup 

Indicates whether to delete spool files automatically when the job completes successfully.

•  true
Deletes spool files automatically when the job completes successfully.

•  false
Does not delete spool files automatically when the job completes successfully.

 Default: false

 agent.ssl.authentication.protocol 

Specifies the authentication protocol for SSL.

 Default: TLS

 agent.ssl.cert.selfsigned.allow 

Specifies whether self-signed SSL certificates are allowed.

•  true
Allows self-signed SSL certificates. Self-signed certificates let you create certificates for free, without having to pay a
Certificate Authority (CA) or comply with any auditing requirements.

•  false
Does not allow self-signed SSL certificates.

 Default: false

 agent.ssl.keymanager.algorithm 

Specifies the key manager algorithm for SSL.
Default: SunX509

 agent.ssl.keystore 

Specifies the name of a keystore file for SSL. A keystore is a repository of certificates that are used for identifying a client
or a server. You can generate your own keystore using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE.

 Default: serverkeystore

 agent.ssl.keystore.password 

Specifies the encrypted keystore password for SSL support.

 agent.ssl.reversechain 
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Specifies whether the chain of certificates for SSL is processed in reversed order.

• –  true
Processes the chain of certificates for SSL in reversed order.

–  false
Process the chain of certificates for SSL in regular order.

 Default: false

 agent.ssl.truststore 

Specifies the name of a truststore file for SSL. The file includes trusted and client certificates.

 Default: cacerts

 agent.ssl.truststore.password 

Specifies the encrypted truststore password for SSL support.

 agent.ssl.useacl 

Specifies whether ACL is used as the authentication protocol for SSL.

• –  true
Uses ACL as the authentication protocol for SSL.

–  false
Does not use ACL as the authentication protocol for SSL.

 Default: false

 agentname 

Defines the agent name. You need the agent name when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.

 Default: AGENT

 Limits: Up to 16 alphanumeric characters and the special characters @, $, and underscore (_); the first character must
be a letter.

Icon
 Notes:

• Because the scheduling manager uses agent names as file names, use standard file-naming conventions for your
operating system.

• For CA Workload Automation DE, the agent name must be in uppercase.

 communication.alias_N=<Agent Name>  

The name of another CAWA Agent in your clustered environment for which you want to accept AFMs if failover occurs.
You can configure numerous aliases by using the _N suffix.

 communication.inputport 

Specifies the main port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling manager. You need
this port when you configure the scheduling manager to work with the agent.

 Default: 7520

 Limits: 1024-65534

Icon
 Note: On UNIX, ports 1 - 1023 are reserved ports, which require root access.
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 communication.inputport.aux 

Specifies the optional auxiliary port number the agent uses to listen for incoming messages from the scheduling manager.

 communication.manageraddress_n=address_1;...;address_m  

Specifies the address of the scheduling manager that the agent works with, where n is an integer that corresponds to
the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the IP address in the connection details for the
scheduling manager. You can specify a list of addresses for the scheduling manager.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

NOTE

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address for the scheduling manager. However, your agent
computer must always be able to resolve the DNS name. If there is a DNS outage and your agent computer
cannot resolve DNS names, the agent cannot communicate with the scheduling manager.

• If the scheduling manager address never changes, enter the DNS name for the scheduling manager in
the hosts file for your agent computer. This entry ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS
disruptions.

  

 communication.managerhealthmon_n  

Indicates whether to alert the scheduling manager that a disk threshold has been breached, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This parameter is applicable if resource monitoring is enabled
(agent.resourcemon.enable=true).

•  true
Sends a message to the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached. A message is also sent
when the notice or severe thresholds are resolved. If the critical threshold is breached, the agent sends an emergency
shutdown message to indicate the reason for the shutdown.
Icon
 Note: If the disk situation prevents a proper shutdown, the delivery of the emergency shutdown message is not
guaranteed.

•  false
Does not send a message to the scheduling manager when a disk threshold has been breached.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: When implemented on the scheduling manager, the scheduling manager can dynamically set this parameter to
true.

 communication.managerid_n  

Specifies the name of the scheduling manager instance that the agent works with, where n is an integer that corresponds
to the scheduling manager being configured.

 Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER

 Example: MYSERVER

 communication.managerport_n  

Specifies the port that the scheduling manager listens on for communication from agents, where n is an integer that
corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. This value corresponds to the port number in the connection
details for the scheduling manager.

 Default: 7507
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 Limits: 1024-65534

 communication.monitorobject_n  

Specifies the monitor object for the scheduling manager that is used in agent alive ping.

 communication.nomanagers.abort.disable 

Specifies whether the agent can start with no managers defined in the agentparm.txt file.

•  true
Indicates that the agent can start with no managers defined.

•  false
Indicates that the agent cannot start without any managers defined.

 Default: false

 communication.receiver.socket.aux 

Specifies the type of socket the agent uses for its auxiliary port. The value of this parameter must be different from the
communication.receiver.socket.main parameter. You can specify the following socket types:

• plain
• dylan

 Notes: 

• CA Workload Automation DE does not require this parameter.
• z/Linux and i5/OS systems use plain socket types only.

 communication.receiver.socket.main 

Specifies the type of socket the agent uses for its main port. The value of this parameter must be different from the
communication.receiver.socket.aux parameter. You can specify the following socket types:

• plain
• dylan

 Default: plain

Icon

 Notes: 

• CA Workload Automation DE does not require this parameter.
• z/Linux and i5/OS systems use plain socket types only.

 communication.socket_n  

Defines the socket type the agent and scheduling manager use for communication, where n is an integer starting at one
that corresponds to the scheduling manager being configured. The following socket types are available:

• plain
• dylan

 Default: plain

Icon
 Note: z/Linux and i5/OS systems use plain socket types only.

 communication.transmitter.interface.address 

Specifies a local address that the socket is bound to when creating a communication socket.
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 communication.transmitter.interface.port 

Specifies a local range of ports that a socket can be bound to when creating a communication socket.

 Example: 2000-2013

 communication.v2.nativeafmencoding 

Specifies whether an AFM coming from communication protocol revision two is considered to be encoded with native
system encoding. (Parameter added in 11.3.07.)

• true
The agent assumes that the AFM is encoded with native system encoding.

• false
The agent assumes that the incoming AFM is encoded as UTF-8.

 Default: false
 

 filemon.firstscan.skip 

Sets whether the agent skips the first scan of a monitored file. Applies to File Trigger jobs for CREATE, UPDATE,
SHRINK, or EXPAND file activity. Also applies to File Watcher jobs when monitoring the existence of a file (not the size).

•  true
Skips the first scan of the monitored file.
Icon
 File Watcher Notes:

• If the file exists in a stable condition when the job runs, the job does not complete immediately after the first scan.
The agent waits for the file to be stable for the complete duration of the watch_interval and then completes.

• The agent uses the watch_interval as the polling interval for all subsequent scans.
•  false

Uses the first and subsequent scans for the file system activity monitoring.
Icon
 File Watcher Notes:

• If the file exists in a stable condition when the job runs, the job completes immediately after the first scan.
• If the agent does not find the file in the first scan, it uses the watch_interval as the polling interval for all subsequent

scans.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

 filemonplugin.dispatcher.processors 

Specifies the maximum number of dispatch processors (threads) used for processing File Trigger jobs. Each new
File Trigger job is assigned to an existing dispatch processor (the one with the least number of jobs). If no dispatch
processor exists, one is created. When all the existing dispatch processors are at full capacity as specified by
filemonplugin.dispatcher.queue_size, a new dispatch processor is created. When the maximum number of dispatch
processors is reached, the filemonplugin.dispatcher.queue_size setting is ignored. The job is dispatched to the queue with
the least number of requests.

 Default: 10 

Icon

 Note: If a value of -1 is specified, indicating an unlimited number of dispatch processors, the value for
filemonplugin.dispatcher.queue_size is ignored. In that case, a dispatch processor is created for each job.
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 filemonplugin.dispatcher.queue_size 

Specifies the maximum queue size for the File Trigger jobs in a dispatch processor. When the maximum is reached, a
new dispatch processor is created. 

 Default: 100

Icon

 Note: This value is ignored when the filemonplugin.dispatcher.processors value is set to unlimited (-1).

 filemon.state.persistence.enable 

Sets whether the agent persists the current state that it maintains while running a File Trigger job. The agent keeps an
internal state to prevent sending events about the same file twice.

•  true
Indicates that the agent persists the current state to disk. When the agent is restarted, the agent restores the current
state before scanning for file activity. As a result, the agent does not send out events for files that were processed
before the shutdown.

•  false
Indicates that the agent does not persist the current state. When the agent is restarted, the current state is not
restored. As a result, the agent sends out events for some files that were processed before the shutdown.

 Default: false

 filemon.update.firstscan.skip 

Sets whether the agent skips the first scan of a monitored file for UPDATE activity with no change. Applies to only File
Trigger jobs.

•  true
Skips the first scan on update of the monitored file.

•  false
Uses the first and subsequent scans for the file system activity monitoring.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: Set this parameter to true to emulate R7 agent behavior.

  

 filemonplugin.runexternalEnables File Trigger jobs to be run as external processes.   

•  trueFile Trigger jobs (which are limited to CREATE) are run as external processes. 
•  false

File Trigger jobs are run as threads under the CA Workload Automation Agent process.

 Default: false

  

 filemonplugin.strategy 

Specifies the sort order that the agent uses to process the files that match the file monitoring criteria. You can specify the
following values for the sort order:

•  native_order
Sorts the files in the native order.
Icon
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 Note: The native order depends on how the files are stored in the directory and how the JRE retrieves them. To
preserve the order that the files are created or modified in, we recommend that you use time_asc.

•  alpha_asc
Sorts the files in ascending alphabetical order.

•  alpha_desc
Sorts the files in descending alphabetical order.

•  time_asc
Sorts the files by creation/modification time, with the oldest file processed first (first in, first out).

•  time_desc
Sorts the files by creation/modification time, with the newest file processed first (last in, first out).

•  size_asc
Sorts the files by size, with the smallest file processed first.

•  size_desc
Sorts the files by size, with the largest file processed first.

 Default: alpha_asc

Icon
 Note: If you specify an invalid value for the sort order, the default value (alpha_asc) is used.

 ftp.anonymous 

Specifies whether to allow anonymous login to the FTP server.

•  true
Allows anonymous login to the FTP server.

•  false
Does not allow anonymous login to the FTP server.

 Default: false

 ftp.ascii.ccsid 

Defines the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for ASCII file transfers. If the file being transferred exists on the
target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file.

 Default: 819

 ftp.client.srvtimeout 

Enables socket timeout with the specified timeout value in milliseconds. If set to a non-zero timeout, a call to accept() for
this ServerSocket will block for only this amount of time.

 Default: 300000 (5 minutes)

 ftp.client.ssl 

Specifies whether all FTP jobs on the agent computer automatically use SSL communication.

• –  true
Enables SSL communication.

–  false
Disables SSL communication.

 ftp.client.ssl.accept_new_ca 

Specifies whether to accept all root certificates and add them to the keystore while verifying the certificates in the chain
against the truststore.
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•  true
Accepts all root certificates and adds them to the keystore.

•  false
Does not accept all root certificates.

 Default: false

 ftp.client.ssl.reversechain 

Specifies whether the chain of certificates that the peer server provides is processed in reversed order during validation.

•  true
Processes the chain of certificates for SSL in reversed order.

•  false
Processes the chain of certificates for SSL in regular order.

 Default: false

 ftp.client.ssl.start_with_ssl_session 

Specifies whether to start the session to the FTP server securely using SSL.

•  true
Starts the session to the FTP server using SSL.

•  false
Does not start the session to the FTP server using SSL.

 Default: false

 ftp.client.ssl.truststore 

Specifies the full path name of the truststore file. The default file name is cacerts. You can use keytool, provided with the
JRE, to create your own truststore.

 ftp.client.ssl.truststore.password 

Specifies the encrypted password for the client truststore file (for example, cacerts) that contains some common CA X509
certificates.

 Default: changeit (encrypted)

Icon

 Note: The password must be encrypted. To encrypt a password, use the Password utility that is provided with the agent.

 ftp.client.updatemsg 

Specifies how often in milliseconds status information for a running FTP job is updated.

 Default: 30000 (30 seconds)

 ftp.client.ssl.accept_new
Specifies whether the agent imports SSL certificates to the default keystore when using FTP to connect or run jobs. After
you run the jobs, if you do not need to import any new certificates, set the parameter to false.

•  true
The agent imports SSL certificates to the default keystore when using FTP to connect or run jobs.

•  false
The agent does not import SSL certificates to the default keystore when using FTP to connect or run jobs.
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 Default: false

 ftp.command.retrydelay 

Specifies the time in milliseconds to wait before the retry to send the command.

 Default: 1000 (1 second)

 ftp.data.compression 

Specifies whether to compress data for all FTP jobs on this agent for transfer. The value ranges from zero (0) for no
compression to nine (9) for the best compression. If the compression level is also specified in the job definition, the
ftp.data.compression value is ignored. The data is compressed using the level that is specified in the job definition. To use
FTP data compression, the agent must run both FTP client and FTP server.

 Default: 0 (no compression)

 ftp.dataports 

Specifies a comma separated list of ports that are available for the data channel. Each item in the list can contain a range
of ports with a minimum and a maximum port.

 Example: ftp.dataports=4000,9000-9100,9400-9500

 ftp.download.owner 

Specifies a default user ID on the computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the access permissions
of a downloaded file on the agent computer. When the file is downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file
owner.

Icon
 Notes:

• This parameter only applies to agents installed on UNIX systems.
• A password for the local user ID is not required on the scheduling manager.

 ftp.ebcdic.ccsid 

Defines the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for EBCDIC file transfers. If the file being transferred exists on
the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file.

 Default: 37

 ftp.noserver 

Specifies whether the agent FTP server is enabled or disabled. If ftp.noserver is set to false, the FTP server is enabled. If
the ftp.noserver is set to true, the FTP server is disabled.

Icon
 Note: If you enable the FTP plug-in on the agent, ftp.noserver defaults to false. Therefore, if you set
plugins.start_internal_n=ftp and ftp.noserver is omitted, the agent runs as an FTP server with the default FTP server port
of 21.

 ftp.passive 

Specifies whether the agent FTP client uses a passive mode connection, as follows:

•  true
Indicates that the agent uses a passive mode connection.

•  false
Indicates that the agent uses an active mode connection.
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 Default: false

Icon
 Note: We recommend that you set the value to true under any of the following conditions:

• The agent uses IPV4 and the FTP server uses IPV6 for communication.
• The FTP server resides beyond the firewall.
• The FTP server opens a listening port for the data channel.

 ftp.scp.debug.enable 

Sets whether debugging of the secure copy protocol (SCP) sessions is enabled. The output is stored in the
ftp_scp_debug.log.

•  true
Enables debugging.

•  false
Disables debugging.

 Default: false

 ftp.scp.sshd.timeout 

Controls the timeout, in milliseconds (ms), for SCPv2.

 Default: 30000 (ms)

 ftp.server.ssl 

Specifies that the FTP server handles both non-SSL and SSL FTP.

 ftp.server.ssl.keystore 

Specifies the full path of the keystore file. The default file name is serverkeystore. You can use keytool, provided with the
JRE, to create your own keystore.

 Example: ftp.server.ssl.keys

 ftp.server.ssl.keystore.password 

Specifies the encrypted password for the server keystore that contains an X509 certificate. This password is sent to the
client during the handshake process.

 Default: cyberuser (encrypted)

 ftp.serverport 

Specifies the port number for the agent to act as an FTP server.

 Default: 21

 Limits: 1-65534

 ftp.sftp.connect.timeout 

Specifies the connection timeout value in milliseconds for SFTP file transfers.

 Default: 30000 (30 seconds)

 ftp.spool.verbose 
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Specifies whether the agent writes a standard header to the spool file for all FTP jobs.

•  true
Writes a standard header to the spool file for all FTP jobs.

•  false
Does not write a standard header to the spool file.

 Default: false

 ftp.ssl.protocol 

Specifies the authentication protocol that is used for FTP. Supported mechanisms are SSL and TLS.

 Default: TLS

 ftp.timeout 

Specifies the timeout value for the data socket in milliseconds.

 Default: 300000 (5 minutes)

 https.client.ssl.accept_new_ca 

Specifies whether the agent imports SSL certificates to the default keystore when using HTTPS to connect or run
jobs. After you run the jobs, if you do not need to import any new certificates, set the parameter to false.

•  true
The agent imports SSL certificates to the default keystore when using HTTPS to connect or run jobs.

•  false
The agent does not import SSL certificates to the default keystore when using HTTPS to connect or run jobs.

 Default: false

 i5os.job.cmpc.pattern.maxline 

Defines the maximum number of lines that can be used to search for the indexing anchor when CCExit is set to
*PATTERN.

 Default: 5000

 initiators.afmjobclassmap_n=verb,subverb,jobclass  

Maps verb and subverb combinations of a job request to a job class. When the agent sees an AFM containing a defined
pair of verb and subverb, it assigns the specified job class to that job.
The defined pair must be a valid verb and subverb combination. Write a separate instance of this parameter for each pair.
For some job types, you can also specify a job class in a job definition.

Icon
 Note: To find out which verbs and subverbs you can use, see the agent receiver log.

 initiators.class_n=jobclass,number_of_initiators  

Describes job classes and the number of initiators that can process jobs that are assigned a particular job class. Use a
new line for each initiators.class_n parameter, where n is an integer starting at the value 1. By controlling the type and
number of initiators, you can have greater control over the initiation of jobs and manually balance the loads on system
resources.

The parameter initiators.afmjobclassmap_n relates to this parameter. However, the value of n does not have to match in
both parameters.
For UNIX workload, depending on the number of initiators you assign, you may need to increase the number of threads
that can be run per process on your operating system.
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 Examples:
initiators.class_1=Default,1000
initiators.class_2=POJO,100

 initiators.throttle.delay 

Specifies the rate in milliseconds (msec) the agent uses to throttle requests. This parameter applies to all classes of
initiators. By default, the agent does not throttle requests.

Icon

 Note: Using this parameter can slow job throughput.

 initiators.throttle_n=jobclass,throttle_rate  

Specifies the rate in milliseconds (msec) the agent uses to throttle requests for a particular job class. By default, the agent
does not throttle requests.

 Example: initiators.throttle_1=DEFAULT,250

Icon

 Note: Using this parameter can slow job throughput.

 installer.version 

Specifies the version of the installer used. For informational purposes only. Do not change the value.

 log.archive 

Defines the log archiving options. Options are as follows:

•  0
Appends the current date and time to the log file.

•  1
Renames to logfile.archive and starts a new file.

•  2
Removes the current file.

•  3
Appends new log entries to the current logs.

 Default: 0

 log.folder 

Specifies the path to the directory where the agent creates the log files. You can specify either a full (absolute) path name
or a relative path name for the directory where the agent will store the log files. If you specify a relative path name, the
agent creates the directory beneath the agent installation directory.

 Default: agent_install_dir/log

  

 log.level 

Specifies the type and number of logs the agent generates. This parameter is important for troubleshooting. Options are
as follows:

•  0, 1, or 2
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Creates logs for any errors including the receiver and transmitter logs. Level 2 is adequate for production, unless
problems arise requiring more details for troubleshooting.

•  3
Adds queues. If this value is specified, the agent ignores the log.maxsize parameter.

•  4 or 5
Adds debugging information. Use log level 5 for setup and initial testing.

•  6-8
Adds tracing information to diagnose a problem. These levels are not intended for continuous use.

 Default: 5

 log.maxsize=maximum_size[B|K|M|G] 

Specifies the maximum log size. When the log file exceeds the specified size, the agent archives it and starts a new log
file. If the log.archive parameter is set to 3, the agent ignores this parameter. The agent does not create an archive file,
but it does append all logs.  

You can specify the following optional modifiers:

•  B
Specifies the size in bytes.

•  K
Specifies the size in kilobytes.

•  M
Specifies the size in megabytes.

•  G
Specifies the size in gigabytes.

 Limits: Up to 2 GB

 Examplelog.maxsize=2M

 Default: 1M

Icon

 Note: The default (no modifier) size is in bytes.

 management.connector_n  

Identifies the type of management connector the agent uses to connect to an external application, where n is an integer
starting from 1. You can specify the following types of connectors, which are built into the agent:

• –  jmx
Specifies a JMX connector that lets you use a JMX console to monitor and control the agent.

–  snmp
Specifies an SNMP connector that lets you use an SNMP manager to monitor and control the agent.

  

 management.jmx.host 

Specifies the host name or IP address where the JMX connector listens.

 management.jmx.port 

Specifies the port where the JMX connector listens.

 Default: 1099
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 Limits: 1-65534

 management.jmx.security.password 

Specifies the password for the user name that is specified in the management.jmx.security.user parameter.

Icon

 Note: The password must be encrypted. To encrypt a password, use the Password utility that is provided with the agent.

 management.jmx.security.user 

Specifies the user for accessing the JMX console. You can use this parameter together with
management.jmx.security.password to ensure that only authorized users can view, monitor, and control the agent using
the JMX console.

 management.snmp.agent.community.read 

Specifies the SNMP read community. This parameter applies only to SNMP v1 and v2.

• –  public
Specifies read-only access.

–  private
Specifies read/write access.

 management.snmp.agent.community.write 

Specifies the SNMP write community. This parameter applies only to SNMP v1 and v2.

• –  public
Specifies read-only access.

–  private
Specifies read/write access.

 management.snmp.agent.trapsink.community 

Specifies the SNMP community that receives trap information.

•  publicSpecifies read-only access.
•  private

Specifies read/write access.

 Default: public

 management.snmp.agent.trapsink.host 

Specifies the host name or the IP address of the SNMP listener that receives trap information. The management
connector uses this host to send the trap.

 management.snmp.agent.trapsink.port 

Specifies the port of the SNMP listener that receives trap information. The management connector uses this port to send
the trap.

 Default: 162

 management.snmp.agent.trapsink.user 

Specifies the user authorized to receive trap information.

 management.snmp.agent.user 
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Specifies the user authorized to communicate with the SNMP agent plug-in. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

 Example: MBAGENT

 management.snmp.agent.user.auth.password 

Specifies the encrypted authentication password for the user authorized to communicate with the SNMP agent plug-in.
This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

 management.snmp.agent.user.auth.protocol 

Specifies the authentication protocol the agent uses. The supported protocols are SHA and MD5. This parameter applies
only to SNMP v3.

 Example: SHA

 management.snmp.agent.user.priv.password 

Specifies the privacy protocol the agent uses. The supported protocols are AES and DES. This parameter applies only to
SNMP v3.

 Example: AES

 management.snmp.agent.user.priv.protocol 

Specifies the privacy protocol the agent uses. The supported protocols are AES and DES. This parameter applies only to
SNMP v3.

 Example: AES

 management.snmp.agent.version 

Specifies the SNMP version of the SNMP manager you want the agent to connect with.

• 1 -- SNMP v1
• 2 -- SNMP v2
• 3 -- SNMP v3

 Default: 2

 management.snmp.community 

Specifies the type of network the SNMP traps are sent across for SNMP v1 or v2 only. Your SNMP administrator can
provide the type.

•  public
Identifies an unsecured network, for example, the Internet.

•  private
Identifies a secure network, for example, a local area network.

 Default: public

 management.snmp.host 

Identifies the SNMP Manager IP address or DNS name. Your SNMP administrator can provide the host name.

 management.snmp.mibfile 

Specifies the path to the MIB file that describes the metrics and SNMP traps for the agent.

 Default:  agentinstalldir/cybermation.mib
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 management.snmp.port 

Specifies the SNMP Manager UDP port. Your SNMP administrator can provide this port number.

 Default: 162

 Limits: 1-65535

 management.wol.nudges 

Specifies the number of times the agent broadcasts the magic packet.

 Default: 10

 management.wol.nudges.sleep 

Specifies the amount of time, in milliseconds, between broadcasts of the magic packet.

 Default: 1000 (ms)

 management.wol.ports 

Specifies the port that the magic packet is sent to.

 Default: 6

  

 objmon.ipmon.retries 

Specifies the number of times the agent attempts (retries) to receive a response from a target machine to determine
whether it is running. When the agent runs an IP monitor job, to determine that a machine at an IP address is running, the
agent sends a ping request to the target machine and waits to receive a valid reply.

To avoid transient network failures, the agent tries the number of times specified by objmon.ipmon.retries. The agent
returns only after it has retried the specified number of times. For each loop (or try), the timeout value is 5 seconds. The
agent will retry for the full retries count.

For example, after sending the ping, the agent waits 5 seconds. If it does not receive a response from the target machine,
it tries 3 more times, waiting 5 seconds in between each try. If no response is received, the agent determines that the
machine is down.

Adjust this setting based on the nature of your environment. If the possibility of transient network failures is small, or the
false returns indicating that a machine is down is not an issue, you can set this value to a lower number to return the
status of the machine more quickly. If you receive many returns falsely indicating that the machine is down, set the value
higher to give the agent more time to correctly determine that a machine is running.

 Default: 4

os400.add.threads 

(iSeries only) Sets the number of threads available to add jobs to the job queue. The agent will start one job per thread
when they arrive. If a number of jobs arrive at exactly the same time, this parameter can be modified to make sure they all
get added to the list without excessive latency.

 Default: 1

 os400.job.monitor.interval 

(iSeries only) Sets the sleep time in milliseconds between status checks on jobs running on the iSeries processor. The
agent sends a new status message to the scheduler every time it wakes up This parameter can be modified to manage
the performance of the QZRCSRVS prestart job.
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Release 11.3.07 and later

 Default: 10

  

 os400.product.library 

(i5/OS only) Specifies the library in which the native i5/OS objects are installed.

 Default: CAWAGNT113

 os400.quote.parameter 

(i5/OS only) Sets whether the agent encloses every parameter of the CL program in single quotes. This parameter can be
useful for customers migrating from the CA Universal Job Management Agent (CA UJMA).

•  true
Encloses every parameter of the CL program that is passed to the agent in single quotes.

•  false
Does not enclose parameters of the CL program in single quotes. The parameters are passed as is.

 Default: false

Icon

 Notes: When migrating to the agent from CA UJMA, update your CA UJMA job definitions as follows:

• *BLANK is a CA UJMA term, which is not a valid keyword for the agent. Therefore, *BLANK must be converted into '
' (two single quotes that are separated by a space).

• *EMPTY is a CA UJMA term, which must be converted into '' (two single quotes that are concatenated together). If
*EMPTY ('') is the last argument, os400.quote.parameter must be set to false.

• If a parameter contains a space, enclose the parameter in single quotes: 'this parameter has a space.'

 os400.receiver.threads 

(iSeries only) Sets the number of threads that can be used to process jobs running on the iSeries processor. The agent
can process one job at a time on each receiver thread. If a large number of jobs are being processed at the same time,
this parameter can be modified to allow them to process in parallel, reducing latency and queue management overhead.

Default: 1

 os400.run.job.ccsid 

(i5/OS only) Specifies the default Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) to use for i5/OS jobs. IBM publishes and
maintains the CCSIDs. CCSIDs are always integers. In a job definition, you can override the default value by specifying
the CCSID as a parameter that gets passed to the i5/OS SBMJOB command.

Icon

 Note: If you do not specify the CCSID in either this parameter or the job definition, the system default on i5/OS is used.

 oscomponent.auth.pam.lib 

(UNIX only) Specifies the path to the PAM shared library.

Icon

 Note: We recommend that you specify the full path to the library file.

 oscomponent.auth.pam.svc 
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(UNIX only) Specifies the default PAM service the agent uses for login authentication. The list of available PAM services
for your system is located in the /etc/pam.conf or /etc/pam.d/ file.
Default: login

Icon

 Note: You can use the chkusr utility that the agent provides to test a PAM service being used to authenticate a user and
password.

 oscomponent.checkvalidshell 

(UNIX only) Determines whether the agent checks valid shells.

•  true
Indicates that the agent checks valid shells. All shells that jobs use must be specified in the oscomponent.validshell
parameter.

•  false
Indicates that the agent bypasses the valid shell check.

 Default: true

 oscomponent.classpath 

Specifies the path to the JAR files that the agent requires.

 oscomponent.cmdprefix.force 

(UNIX) Specifies whether the agent submits the command using a temporary wrapper shell script.
(Windows) Specifies whether the agent submits the command using the Windows command interpreter (cmd.exe).

•  true
(UNIX) Indicates that the agent submits the command using a temporary wrapper shell script that the agent generates.
(Windows) Indicates that the agent submits the command using cmd.exe. The command is prefixed with "cmd /c" to
allow built-in commands such as dir and echo to execute properly.
Icon
 Note: Commands that contain embedded blanks in their path (for example, c:\temp\tst one\test.cmd) fail unless
oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.quotes.full is also set to true.

•  false
(UNIX) Indicates that the agent submits the command by itself without generating the temporary wrapper shell
script. When set to false, a wrapper shell can still be created unless oscomponent.profiles.src.delay=false and
oscomponent.lookupcommand=false.
(Windows) Indicates that the agent submits the command by itself without using cmd.exe. 

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

  

oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.quotes.full

(Windows only) Specifies whether the agent wraps the entire command in double quotes before the Windows command
interpreter (cmd.exe) runs the command. This parameter is applicable if oscomponent.cmdprefix.force is set to true.

 true
Indicates that the agent wraps the entire command in double quotes before cmd.exe runs the command. Set this
parameter to true to allow a command that has spaces and special characters (such as, &()[];,!^%) in its path to run
without error, for example:
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"C:\ Program Files (x86)\command.bat" "C:\ Program Files (x86)\input-file"

Icon
 Notes: 

• Commands that contain contain spaces or special characters in their paths succeed, for example: C:\Program Files
\program.exe.

• Commands that contain an argument in quotes succeed, for example: Command=%TEMP%\bin\test.bat, Args=\“Test
Message”
This job succeeds because the final executable string is: cmd.exe /c ““%TEMP%\bin\test.bat” “Test Message””

• Commands with arguments that do not contain a quote succeed, for example: Command=%TEMP%\bin\sleep.exe,
Args=5
This job succeeds because the final executable string is: cmd.exe /c “%TEMP%\bin\sleep.exe” 5”

• Commands with arguments fail if the entire command, including arguments, is quoted, for example: "C:\tools
\program.exe arg1 arg2".

 false
Indicates that the agent does not wrap the entire command in double quotes before cmd.exe runs the command.

Icon
 Notes:

• Commands that contain spaces or special characters in their paths fail, for example: C:\Program Files\program.exe.

• Commands with arguments that contain a quote fail, for example: Command=%TEMP%\bin\test.bat, Args=\“Test
Message\”
This job fails because the final executable string is: cmd.exe /c “%TEMP%\bin\test.bat” “Test Message”

• Command with arguments that do not contain a quote succeed, for example: Command=%TEMP%\bin\sleep.exe,
Args=5
This job succeeds because the final executable string is: cmd.exe /c “%TEMP%\bin\sleep.exe” 5

• Commands with arguments succeed if the entire command, including arguments, is quoted and the path does not
contain embedded spaces, for example: "C:\tools\program.exe arg1 arg2".

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

 oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.redir.ifstdon 

(Windows only) Sets whether to prevent the agent from redirecting STDOUT/STDERR if none are specified in the job
definition.

•  true
Prevents the agent from redirecting STDOUT/STDERR if none are specified in the job definition. If the output of the
command requires user input, such as pause, it is displayed in the cmd.exe console window.

•  false
Does not prevent the agent from redirecting STDOUT/STDERR if none are specified in the job definition.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: This parameter requires oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true and the Windows job has to be interactive.

 oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.redir.inline 
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(Windows only) Sets whether the agent forces inline redirection. In some cases, such as Windows Server 2008 R2, inline
redirection is required for the console to be displayed in Session 0.

•  true
Forces inline redirection using cmd.exe /c command args stdin_file >stdout_file >stderr_file.

•  false
Does not force inline redirection.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: This parameter requires oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true and affects FTP verbose mode. If regular redirection is
used, the commandftp - s:command_file will not output raw FTP commands with completion codes as per FTP protocol.

 oscomponent.default.password 

Specifies the password for the default user ID.

Icon

 Note: This parameter is only required for Windows systems.

 oscomponent.default.user 

Specifies the default operating system user name.

Icon

 Note: The user that is specified in a job definition overrides this value.

 oscomponent.defaultfile.permission 

(UNIX only) Specifies the standard UNIX file permission in octal notation starting with 0. The four-digit octal code specifies
the default file access permissions for the following files that the agent creates:

• Temporary working shell scripts (CA Workload Automation AE only)
• Standard output and standard error files
• Job logs
• Spool files

 Example: 0600 (grants read and write permissions to the owner, but prevents anybody else from accessing the file)

This parameter works in conjunction with the oscomponent.umask parameter, which turns off (disables) specific
permissions that the oscomponent.defaultfile.permission parameter allows.

Icon
 Notes:

• If oscomponent.defaultfile.permission is not specified, all files the agent creates will have the same permissions as
before 11.3 SP1 cumulative 4.

• Temporary working shell scripts are granted execute permissions by the agent regardless of this parameter.
• This parameter does not change the access permission of the spool directory (that is, drwxrwxrwt).

 oscomponent.defaultshell 

(UNIX only) Identifies the shell in which scripts are run on the system.

 Default: /bin/sh

 oscomponent.defaultshell.force 
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(UNIX only) Indicates whether to force the agent to use the default shell that is specified in the oscomponent.defaultshell
parameter.

•  true
Forces the agent to use the default shell to run UNIX scripts and to source the user profile.

•  false
Does not force the agent to use the default shell.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.environment.variable 

Specifies the path to the file that defines agent-wide variables.

 Example: C:\MyVars\agent_vars.txt

 oscomponent.environment.variable_manager_manager_id  

Specifies the path to the file that defines manager-specific variables.

•   manager_id 
Specifies the name of the specific scheduling manager the environment variables apply to.

 Example: C:\MyVars\mgr_stress_vars.txt

 oscomponent.environment.variable_user_user_id  

Specifies the path to the file that defines user-specific variables.

•   user_id 
Specifies the name of the user the environment variables apply to.

 Example: C:\MyVars\usr_abc.txt

 oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory 

Specifies the default initial working directory for all scripts. Options are as follows:

•  SCRIPT
Sets the path to where the script resides.

•  USER
Sets the path to the home directory of the owner of the script.

•  USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL
Specifies that the script should run even if a home directory for the user is not defined.

•   path 
Specifies the path to the directory in which the script should run.

Icon
 Notes:

• On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL for backward compatibility with
legacy agents.

• If you do not specify a value, the parameter defaults to the path where the running cybAgent resides.
• You can override the initial working directory on a per-job basis by specifying a value for the PWD or HOME

environment variable.
• If the specified directory either does not exist or cannot be accessed, jobs can fail:
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• – While trying to create or access the file, if there is an stdout, stderr, or stdin file specified using a relative path (which
should make it look in the initial working directory)

– When trying to set the initial working directory (the equivalent of typing “cd newdirectory” at a command prompt)
before executing the job’s command

 oscomponent.interactive 

(Windows only) Indicates whether the agent submits Windows jobs in interactive mode instead of batch mode.

•  true
Submits Windows jobs in interactive mode. Interactive mode lets users view and interact with jobs that invoke
Windows Terminal Services or user interface processes, for example, Notepad.

•  false
Submits Windows jobs in batch mode.

 Default: false

  

 oscomponent.killsignals
Specifies a list of signals to be sent to the process for a job. If the process does not go away after sending the first signal
in the list, the agent sends the next signal. (If you do not specify a list of signals for this parameter, the agent defaults to
the current behavior of using SIGKILL.)
Example: oscomponent.killsignals=2,10,9
Default: 9

  

 oscomponent.killsignals.interval
Specifies the time in seconds after a signal is sent that the agent waits for the process to go away before sending the next
signal. (If you do not specify a value for this parameter, the agent defaults to an interval of 5 seconds.)
Example: oscomponent.killsignals.interval=7
Default: 5 

If you do not set this parameter, the current behavior is maintained; the agent sends a SIGKILL by default.

  

 oscomponent.interactive.session.ignoreinactive 

(Windows only) Sets whether the agent reuses an inactive terminal session.

•  true
Reuses an inactive terminal session.

•  false
Ignores an inactive terminal session. If the session is disconnected remotely, the interactive job fails.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.interactive.sessionzero 

(Windows only) Sets whether the agent runs the interactive job in Session 0.

•  true
Runs all interactive jobs using Session 0. The user is not required to log in to the agent computer before the job runs.
A greater amount of resources is available to run the job.

•  false
Runs all interactive jobs using Terminal Services.

 Default: false
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 oscomponent.javapath 

Specifies the full path to the directory where Java resides.

 oscomponent.joblog 

Sets whether the agent creates a job log for each job that runs.

•  true
Enables job logs.

•  false
Disables job logs.

 Default: true

 oscomponent.joblog.success.autocleanup 

Indicates whether to delete the job log automatically when the job completes successfully.

•  true
Deletes the job log automatically when the job completes successfully.

•  false
Does not delete the job log automatically when the job completes successfully.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.loginshell 

(UNIX only) Indicates how to invoke the Shell program when executing a script.

•  true
Invokes the shell as a login shell. The shell program looks in the directory that the HOME environment variable
specifies and tries to execute the login scripts of the user (in addition to the .cshrc script).

•  false
Ignores the shell as a login shell.

 Default: false

Icon

 Note: For most systems, this parameter affects only the C and Korn shells. The Bourne shell ignores the
oscomponent.loginshell parameter.

  

 oscomponent.logon.batch.first 

(Windows only) This parameter specifies the order of the logon attempts. When set to true, the logon attempt order is
changed from ‘interative first, batch second’ to ‘batch first, interactive second.’

RUN jobs that target an agent running on Windows can specify that the jobs run as a specific user. When the agent logs
in as the specified user, it logs in as either an Interactive or a Batch session. By default the agent first tries to log on as
Interactive; if that fails, it then tries to log on as Batch.

In some cases (typically for security reasons), a user is prevented from logging in as Interactive. If the batch
logon succeed, the job runs successfully. However, this approach can be inefficient. The failed logon attempt slows the
job’s execution and results in extra logging in the agent. This extra logging can appear to be Java exception failures.

For situations where it is understood that batch logons will be used, you can reverse the logon attempt order. Set this
parameter to true to change the order from ‘interative first, batch second’ to ‘batch first, interactive second.’

 Example: oscomponent.logon.batch.first=true
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 oscomponent.logon.elevated 

(Windows only) Indicates whether the agent submits jobs in elevated mode on Windows.

•  true
Submits the job in elevated mode on Windows.

•  false
Does not submit the job in elevated mode on Windows.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.lookupcommand 

Determines how to specify the script or command name (UNIX) or command file (Windows) to run in a job definition.

•  true
Indicates that the script, command name, or command file can be specified without the full path in a job definition. On
UNIX, the agent looks up the path to the script or command name for the specified user ID. On Windows, the agent
looks up the path to the command file in the following directories, in the order listed:
– agent installation directory
– WINDOWS\system32 directory on 32-bit versions of Windows (or WINDOWS\SysWow64 directory on 64-bit

versions of Windows)
– WINDOWS\system directory
– WINDOWS directory
– system path
– user path

•  false
Indicates that the full path to the script, command name, or command file must be specified in the job definition.

 Default: true

Icon
 Notes:

• On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.
• If set to true, verify that the agent on UNIX is running under the root account.
• The agent does not resolve environment variables that are specified in the command file path for Windows jobs.

 oscomponent.lookuposerror 

Enables operating system errors to pass from the agent to the scheduling manager.

•  true
Enables the operating system errors.

•  false
Disables the operating system errors.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.noexitcode 

Specifies the exit code that tells the agent not to send a completion code to the scheduling manager host. Valid values
depend on what return codes are allowed by the application, the shell, and the operating system. For example, on Linux,
shell scripts can only return values between 0 and 255.

 Default: 255 for UNIX, 127 for Windows
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Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to 256 for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

  

 oscomponent.noforceprofile 

(UNIX only) Specifies whether the agent allows loading a .profile/.login file that is based on the usual UNIX rules for
sourcing .profile/.login. 

•  true
Prevents the agent from loading the .profile/.login file.

•  false
Allows the agent to load the .profile file.

 Default: false

Icon
 Notes:

• On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.
• If oscomponent.loginshell is set to false and a user is not specified in the job definition, no .profile/.login is sourced and

oscomponent.noforceprofile is ignored.

 oscomponent.pamlogin.enable  

Specifies that the agent use PAM to log a user in. (Parameter added in 11.3.07.)

•  trueThe agent uses PAM to log the user in.
•  falseThe agent does not use PAM to log the user in.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.pamlogin.svc When set, this parameter specifies the PAM service to use to log a user in. The value can
be su, login, sshd, sudo, or any other PAM service installed on the system that supports password authentication.
For example, if PAM login is enabled and "oscomponent.pamlogin.svc=su" on Linux, and "pam_limits.so" is specified for
the session module interface in the PAM configuration file for the su service, when the user session is created, it loads the
user-specific ulimit values from the limits.conf file and applies them to the session.
If the System Agent is run as the root user, typically no password is required for a user to log in as another user when
using the su service. This allows administrators the benefit of using PAM session initialization (such as "pam_limits.so"),
without having to change the job definition to send a password for the user.
If oscomponent.pamlogin.svc is set to login, sshd, or any other PAM service, a password is required. This behavior is
similar to the behavior on Windows, where a password is always required. (Parameter added in 11.3.07.)

NOTE
For more information about how to configure PAM, see the documentation for PAM on your system.

 oscomponent.profiles.global.override 

Specifies whether or not the agent sources an available job profile or the profile specified by
the EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable.

•  true
If the job profile is present, the agent sources the job profile. The agent does not source the profile specified by
EWAGLOBALPROFILE (/etc/auto.profile).

•  false
If the job profile is not present, the agent sources EWAGLOBALPROFILE.

 Default: false
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 oscomponent.profiles.src.delay 

(UNIX only) Specifies whether the agent executes the sourcing of profiles (global and job) from a temporary shell script.

•  true
Indicates that the agent executes the sourcing of profiles from a temporary shell script that the agent generates. The
agent does not add /etc/profile or the login profile of the user to this temporary shell script. To further control which
profile (global or job) gets sourced as part of execution, use the oscomponent.profiles.global.override parameter.

•  false
Indicates that the agent does not execute the sourcing of profiles from a temporary shell script.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

 oscomponent.profiles.src.location.iwd 

(UNIX only) Specifies whether the initial working directory is used to source the specified profile when it does not contain a
full path.

•  true
Indicates that the initial working directory is used to source the specified profile when it does not contain a full path.
Icon

 Note: If the profile is located in a subdirectory under the initial working directory, specify the profile using a relative
path: subdirectory/my_profile or ./subdirectory/my_profile.

•  false
Indicates that the installDir/profiles directory is used to source the specified profile when it does not contain a full path.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: If the profile path starts with a /, it is considered a full path, for example: /subdirectory/my_profile. In this case, the
oscomponent.profiles.src.location.iwd setting is ignored.

 oscomponent.profiles.src.order.global.first 

(UNIX only) Indicates whether EWAGLOBALPROFILE (/etc/auto.profile) is sourced before or after the job profiles.

•  true
Indicates that EWAGLOBALPROFILE is sourced first before the job profile.

•  false
Indicates that EWAGLOBALPROFILE is sourced last after the job profile.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

 oscomponent.profiles.src.verify  

(UNIX only) Specifies whether the agent verifies that the job profile that is specified in the job definition exists before the
job runs. This parameter is applicable if oscomponent.profiles.src.delay is set to true.

•  true
Indicates that the agent verifies that the job profile that is specified in the job definition exists before the job runs. If the
specified job profile does not exist, the job returns a submission error indicating the reason for the error.

•  false
Indicates that the agent does not verify that the job profile that is specified in the job definition exists before the job
runs. If the specified job profile does not exist, the job fails without an appropriate error message.
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 Default: false

Icon
 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, set this parameter to true for backward compatibility with legacy agents.

 oscomponent.restoredrives 

When set to true, this parameter restores mapped drive letters when jobs are run as external OS users. When jobs run as
external OS users, the agent can restore the mapped drive letters defined by the external user prior to executing the job.
With the mapped drives restored, jobs can reference external files by drive letters rather than the UNC style file names.

NOTE
 This setting is global to the agent. Because it takes time for the agent to restore the drive letters before
executing the job, the preferred method for referencing external files is through UNC style file names.

  

 oscomponent.sendsig.term.group 

(UNIX only) Indicates whether the SIGTERM and SIGKILL signals are always sent to the entire process group.

•  true
Indicates that the SIGTERM and SIGKILL signals are always sent to the entire process group. The signal is sent to the
entire group whether the signal number is positive or negative.

•  false
Indicates that the SIGTERM and SIGKILL signals are not always sent to the entire process group.
Icon

 Note: On CA Workload Automation AE, this setting ensures full compatibility with the legacy agent and maintains the
correct behavior of the sendevent command.

 Default: false

 oscomponent.servicedisplayname 

(Windows only) Specifies the name of the Windows service for the agent. You can control the agent on Windows as a
service.

 Default: CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3

 oscomponent.servicename 

(Windows only) Specifies the agent name as it appears in the list of services. The length of the service display name must
fall within Windows guidelines. Use a unique name if you install more than one agent.

 Default: CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3

 oscomponent.shell 

(Windows only) Specifies the executable file name for an alternative Windows shell.

 Default: explorer.exe

 oscomponent.su.newconsole 

(Windows only) Sets whether to force the agent to create a console when running a Windows job.

•  true
Creates a console when running a Windows job.

•  false
Does not create a console when running a Windows job.
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 Default: false

 oscomponent.terminate.subtree 

(UNIX only) Specifies whether the agent kills the process group or manually kills each process in the process subtree
when a UNIX job is canceled.

•  true
Indicates that the agent assembles the process subtree and manually kills each process. This approach ensures that
all processes associated with the UNIX job are terminated.

•  false
Indicates that the agent sends the kill signal to the script's process group ID . As a result, the kill signal is delivered
individually to all processes that are members of the group. Any process that is not a member of the group does not
get terminated.

 Default: false

Icon
 Note: If oscomponent.terminate.subtree is set to true, the agent sends the SIGKILL signal to cause the process to
terminate immediately. The agent does not provide the option to send the SIGTERM signal, so the receiving process
cannot perform any clean-up upon receiving the signal. The default behavior (oscomponent.terminate.subtree=false) does
provide an option to send the SIGTERM signal.

 oscomponent.terminate.wait 

(Unix only) Indicates that when a CONTROL CANCEL for a job is received, the agent should first attempt to kill the job’s
process with SIGTERM (signal 15), then wait the number of seconds set in the parameter. If the process is still running
after that time has elapsed, the agent sends the default SIGKILL (signal 9) to kill the process. This parameter can be set
to any integer value.

 Default: none

NOTE
 The setting for oscomponent.killsignals overrides the setting for
oscomponent.terminate.wait. When oscomponent.killsignals is set, only the signals in oscomponent.killsignals
are sent.

 oscomponent.umask 

(UNIX only) Provides support for the umask command, which turns off (disables) specific permissions that the
oscomponent.defaultfile.permission parameter allows. The three-digit octal code sets the file mode creation mask (umask)
for the following files that the agent creates:

• Temporary working shell scripts (CA Workload Automation AE only)
• Standard output and standard error files
• Job logs
• Spool files

 Example: 066 (assuming the default file access permission is 666, this value turns off read and write permissions for the
group and others)

Icon
 Notes:

• If oscomponent.umask is not specified, the default umask of the user that started the agent is used for job logs, spool
files, and wrapping scripts.

• For standard output and error files, the default umask of the user that runs the job is used with an exception on AIX
and HP-UX. On AIX and HP-UX, the default umask is only used if the umask is set in the user profile.

 oscomponent.validshell 
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(UNIX only) Identifies the full path and name of every shell that is valid for use on the agent. Separate each shell with a
comma.

 Default: /usr/bin/sh,/bin/csh,/bin/ksh,/bin/sh,/bin/bash

Icon

 Note: This parameter is verified when the oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter is set to true (the default). If the shell
used in a job definition or script is not specified in this parameter, the job fails.

 oscomponent.wrapper.exec.force  

Specifies whether the wrapper script the agent generates puts exec in front of the target script or binary. This parameter is
applicable if oscomponent.cmdprefix.force is set to true.

•  true
Indicates that the wrapper script the agent generates puts exec in front of the target script or binary.

•  false
Indicates that the wrapper script the agent generates does not put exec in front of the target script or binary. Set this
parameter to false to enable chained commands, for example, bin/sleep 10; echo hello.
Icon

 Note: If this parameter is set to false, you cannot send a signal to the job unless you set
oscomponent.sendsig.term.group to send the signal to the entire process group.

 Default: false

 persistence.dbfolder 

Specifies the name of a directory where persistence files are stored. When the agent is restarted, these files are used to
track outstanding jobs.

 Default: database

 persistence.level 

Specifies the persistence level. Options are as follows:

• 0
Indicates no persistence; maximum speed.

• 1
Indicates that most queues and registration maps are persistent, so there is some recovery ability.

• 2
Indicates the maximum persistence level.

 Default: 2

 plugins.object.storage.persistasplaintext 

Specifies whether to persist the Java serialized object of a payload producing job in text format in addition to the binary
output.

•  true
Persists the Java serialized object of a payload producing job in text format. The agent converts the Java object to text
and outputs it to a text file in the same location as the binary file. The output file of the plain text version has the same
name as the binary file, except with a .txt extension.

NOTE
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This global setting applies to all payload producing jobs. Depending on the number of payload producing
jobs, this setting can cause an excess number of files to be created. Alternatively, when supported on the
scheduling manager, you can enable this setting at the job-level for specific jobs.

SNMP jobs return an array as the Java object. If the array contains only one element, the agent removes the
extraneous Java array from the element before converting it to text format. If the array contains more than
one element, the agent outputs the entire array in text format. Most SNMP jobs return only one item in the
array.

•  false
Does not persist the Java serialized object of a payload producing job in text format.

 Default: false

Icon

NOTE
 Currently, you cannot retrieve the text or binary format of Java serialized objects from the scheduling manager. 

 plugins.start_internal_n  

Specifies the agent plug-in to start by the core Java agent.

•   n 
Denotes an integer that is assigned to the agent plug-in, starting at 1. The n suffix must increase sequentially for each
agent plug-in.

 runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable 

Specifies whether the agent deletes spool files.

•  true
Enables the spool file cleaner.

•  false
Disables the spool file cleaner.

 Default: false

Icon

 Note: If enabled, the agent deletes spool files older than 10 days (7 days for CA Workload Automation AE) and checks
the spool files every day. To specify a different file expiration value, set the runnerplugin.spool.expire parameter. To
specify a different sleep interval value, set the runnerplugin.spool.sleep parameter.

  

 runnerplugin.spool.expire 

Specifies the file expiration time. The agent deletes spool files that are older than this value.

When spool files are removed automatically, all files and empty directories under the spool directory that are older than
the time specified in runnerplugin.spool.expire are deleted, regardless of their source or the state of the job that generated
them. To ensure that files for running jobs are not deleted, the value in runnerplugin.spool.expire should always be larger
than the time it takes for the longest-running job to complete.

This parameter uses the following syntax:

n[D|H|M|S]

•   n 
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Specifies the time period.
•   D 

Specifies the time period unit as days. This is the default.
•  H

Specifies the time period unit as hours.
•  M

Specifies the time period unit as minutes.
•  S

Specifies the time period unit as seconds.

 Default: 10D (10 days)

Icon

 Note: You cannot specify combinations of time periods. For example, 12D3H is not valid.

 runnerplugin.spool.sleep 

Specifies the sleep interval. At every interval, the agent checks for spool files that meet the expiration time and deletes
them.

 Default: 1D (1 day)

 security.cryptkey 

Specifies the path to the text file that stores the encryption key for the agent.

 Default: 

• For UNIX:

/CA/WA_Agent_R11_3/cryptkey.txt

• For Windows:

C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent R11.3\cryptkey.txt

• For i5/OS

/CA/WA_Agent_R11_3/cyrptkey.txt

 security.filename 

Specifies the path to the security file that contains the security rules that define local security on the agent.

 Default: agentinstallDir/security.txt

 security.level 

Specifies whether local security on the agent is enabled or disabled. Local security on the agent controls which scheduling
manager user IDs can perform certain actions, for example, which user IDs can issue CONTROL messages to the agent.
If you enable local security, define security rules in a security.txt file.

 security.ssh.ciphersSpecifies the list of ciphers to be used by the agent for SSH communications. Separate the ciphers
in the list with a comma. The first cipher in the list is the preferred cipher.

 Values: 
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3des-cbc*

aes192

aes256

aes128-ctr*

aes192-ctr

aes256-ctr

blowfish-cbc*

*Default algorithms

 Example: aes128-ctr,aes192-ctr

 security.ssh.macsSpecifies the list of MACs to be used by the agent for SSH communications. Separate the MACs in
the list with a comma. The first MAC in the list is the preferred MAC.

 Values:hmac-md5*
hmac-sha1*

 *Default algorithms  

  Example: hmac-md5,hmac-sha1 

  

 snmp.request.retries 

Defines the maximum number of times the agent requests SNMP trap information. Zero indicates one attempt.

 Default: 0

 snmp.request.retries 

Defines the maximum number of times the agent requests SNMP trap information. Zero indicates one attempt.

 Default: 0

 snmp.request.timeout 

Defines the time-out, in milliseconds (ms), when the agent requests SNMP trap information.

 Default: 2000 (ms)

 snmp.response.translate 

Sets whether the agent translates Object Identifiers (OIDs).

•  true
Enables translation.

•  false
Disables translation.

 Default: false

 snmp.response.translate.full 

Sets whether the agent translates the Object Identifiers (OIDs) from the numeric format to the string format.

•  true
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Enables full-name translation.
•  false

Disables full-name translation.

 Default: false

 snmp.trap.listener.community 

Specifies the v1 or v2 SNMP trap community. The SNMP trap listener ignores traps that do not match this community
type.
Default: public

 snmp.trap.listener.host 

Specifies the IP address of the agent listening for trap information.

 snmp.trap.listener.port 

Specifies the agent port listening for trap information.
Default: 162
Limits: 1-65535

 snmp.trap.listener.version 

Specifies the SNMP version of the SNMP manager you want the agent to connect with.

• 1 -- SNMP v1
• 2 -- SNMP v2
• 3 -- SNMP v3

 Default: 2

 snmp.trap.listener.v3.auth.password_n  

Specifies the encrypted authentication password for the SNMP v3 user, where n is an integer starting from 1. All
parameters ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

 snmp.trap.listener.v3.auth.protocol_n  

Specifies the authentication protocol of the SNMP trap listener, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters
ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

• – MD5 -- Message Digest 5 Algorithm
– SHA -- Secure Hash Algorithm

 snmp.trap.listener.v3.engine_n  

Specifies the agent engine ID that sends trap information, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters ending with
the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

 Default: AGENT_ENGINE

 snmp.trap.listener.v3.priv.password_n  

Specifies the encrypted privacy password for the SNMP v3 user, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters
ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

 snmp.trap.listener.v3.priv.protocol_n  
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Specifies the privacy protocol for the SNMP v3 user, where n is an integer starting from 1. All parameters ending with the
same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3. Options are as follows.

• –  AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 32-character encryption key. AES is the algorithm that U.S.
Government organizations require to protect sensitive (unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).

–  DESSpecifies the Data Encryption Standard that uses a 16-character encryption key.

 snmp.trap.listener.v3.user_n  

Specifies the user authorized to communicate with the SNMP v3 agent, where n is an integer starting from 1. All
parameters ending with the same value of n belong to the same group. This parameter applies only to SNMP v3.

 spooldir 

his required parameter specifies the path to the spool file directory. It is set only during the install.

 Default: spool subdirectory of the agent installation directory.

 tcpip.authentication.protocol 

Specifies the authentication protocol for SSL.

 Default: TLS

 tcpip.keystore.password 

Specifies the encrypted keystore password for SSL support.

 tcpip.ssl.allowSelfSigned 

Specifies whether self-signed SSL certificates are allowed.

•  true
Allows self-signed SSL certificates. Self-signed certificates let you create certificates for free, without having to pay a
Certificate Authority (CA) or comply with any auditing requirements.

•  false
Does not allow self-signed SSL certificates.

 Default: false

 tcpip.ssl.keymanager.algorithm 

Specifies the key manager algorithm for SSL.

 Default: SunX509

 tcpip.ssl.keystore 

Specifies the name of a keystore file for SSL. A keystore is a repository of certificates that are used for identifying a client
or a server. You can generate your own keystore using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE.

 Default: tlskeys.txt

 tcpip.ssl.reversechain 

Specifies whether the chain of certificates for SSL is processed in reversed order.

•  true
Processes the chain of certificates for SSL in reversed order.

•  false
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Process the chain of certificates for SSL in regular order.

 Default: false

 tcpip.ssl.useacl 

Specifies whether ACL is used as the authentication protocol for SSL.

•  true
Uses ACL as the authentication protocol for SSL.

•  false
Does not use ACL as the authentication protocol for SSL.

 Default: false

 tcpip.truststore.password 

Specifies the encrypted truststore password for SSL support.

CA WA System Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent
Parameters Used for Troubleshooting

WARNING

You can add the following parameters to the agentparm.txt file, as required, to configure the agent; however, CA
recommends that you do not change these settings unless directed to so by CA Support.

The following parameters are used for troubleshooting.

afmtransfer.tab2spaces

Specifies the number of spaces that the agent substitutes for each tab (\t). By default, tabs are replaced with @. You can
use this parameter to substitute @ with a specified number of spaces, so that reports with tabs are displayed correctly.

Limits: 1-16

Example: 4 (substitute 4 spaces per tab)

NOTE
If you specify a value less than 1, the parameter is ignored. If you specify a value greater than 16, the value is
set to 16.

agent.afm.transfer.maxsize

Specifies the maximum size of one AFM (Automated Framework Message). Agents and scheduling managers
communicate by sending AFMs to each other.

Default: 12288

NOTE
CA Workload Automation ESP Edition accepts messages up to 4 KB. To avoid large table data from getting
truncated, we recommend that you set this parameter to 4000. On other scheduling managers, we recommend
that you leave the default.

communication.timeout

Specifies the time, in milliseconds (ms), for TCP/IP that can elapse between a message being sent and an
acknowledgement (ACK) being received. If this time is exceeded, the connection is aborted.

Default: 10000 (10 seconds)
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communication.transmitter.senderrordelay

Specifies the sleep interval, in milliseconds, for the agent. Decreasing the time causes the agent to ping an unresponsive
scheduling manager more frequently.

Default: 120000 (2 minutes)

 

core.health.monitor.enable

Specifies whether resource usage information within the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), such as memory usage and threads
information, must be logged.

• true
Logs the resource usage information within the JVM to a file named simple_health_monitor.log in the log folder.

• false
Does not log resource usage information within the JVM.

Default: true

NOTE
The log.level parameter must be set to 5 or greater to log this information.

core.health.monitor.interval

Specifies the polling interval, in milliseconds (ms), for logging the resource usage information within the Java Virtual
Machine. You can set this parameter when the core.health.monitor.enable parameter is set to true.

Default: 60000 (1 minute)

NOTE
The minimum interval time is 1000 ms (1 second). If the specified interval is less than the minimum, the agent
ignores that value and logs the information at every 1000 ms.

filemonplugin.scan.retries

Specifies the number of times the agent attempts to retry a failed attempt to scan for files. (The
filemonplugin.scan.retries.sleep parameter specifies the length of time between each retry.)

Default: 1

 

filemonplugin.scan.retries.sleep

Specifies the length of time for the interval between scanning attempts. (See filemonplugin.scan.retries parameter.)

Default: 10000 (10 seconds)

 

filemonplugin.sleepperiod

Specifies the time, in milliseconds (ms), a Monitoring job uses as the polling interval for file monitoring. Specify no less
than 1000 ms.

Default: 30000 (30 seconds)

ftp.client.separator
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Specifies the character that is used to separate multiple file entries in the LOCALFILENAME or REMOTEFILENAME
statements.

 

ftp.ssl.provider=IbmX509

Specifies an AIX parameter that supports IBM JSSE (Java Secure Socket Extension), a Java implementation of SSL and
TLS.

NOTE
Do not change the value.

ftp.userfile

Specifies the location of the FTP user ID and password file. The default file name is ftpusers.txt.

Example:

• – UNIX: /export/home/userid/WA Agent R11.3/ftpusers.txt
– Windows: C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WA Agent R11.3\\ftpusers.txt

 

objmon.cpu.scalefactor

Specifies a scale factor to multiply the load averages of a CPU. When processing a CPU Monitoring job, this parameter
lets the agent express the load average as a percentage. This scale factor is for busy computers that would otherwise
always report 100 percent use.

Default: 100

Example: If you set the scale factor to 10 and the reported load average is 7, then the reported CPU usage would be 70
percent.

To determine CPU usage, the agent makes a call to native functions or programs (depending on the platform). The agent
might call one or a combination of the following:

• getloadavg
• pstat_getdynamic
• uptime
• PdhCollectQueryData

objmon.scaninterval

Specifies the interval, in milliseconds (ms), between successive scans for any Monitoring job that uses continuous
monitoring.

Default: 10000 (10 seconds)

NOTE
A shorter interval puts a greater demand on system resources.

objmon.textmon.lines.upper.include

Indicates whether to include the upper line number (TO) in the search range for Text Monitoring jobs.

• true
Includes the upper line number (TO) in the search range (inclusive).

• false
Excludes the upper line number (TO) from the search range (exclusive).

Default: false
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NOTE
This parameter does not affect text searches that are based on date/time or regular expressions, which always
include the upper boundary in the search.

oscomponent.checksuid

Sets whether the agent verifies the script setuid or setguid attributes. If set to true, allows the execution of the script only if
setuid or setguid bit is set.

• true
Verifies the script setuid or setguid attributes.

• false
Does not verify the script setuid or setguid attributes.

Default: false

NOTE
For more information about possible SUID error messages, see Agent Error Messages on UNIX.

oscomponent.dumpenvironment

Specifies whether all environment variables are written to the agent spool file for every RUN job.

• true
Writes all environment variables to the spool file.

• false
Does not write environment variables to the spool file.

Default: false

 

oscomponent.jvm

Specifies the Java virtual machine (JVM) to use.

NOTE
Do no change the value set by the agent installer.

oscomponent.libjvmpath

Specifies the path statement to the Java library location.

oscomponent.msgqueue

Allows the agent to create a separate message queue for communication (such as IPC). By default, the agent uses the
full path to either the cybAgent.bin file or the cybAgent.exe, depending on the operating system. On UNIX and Linux, the
agent uses the the full path to cybAgent.bin file in the agent install directory. On Windows, the agent uses the full path to
cybAgent.exe in the agent installation directory.

Examples:

• oscomponent.msgqueue=/opt/agent_install_dir/msgqueue
• oscomponent.msgqueue=/tmp/cyb_queue

You can set up a dedicated file for the message queue. You can use any file name as long as it does not conflict with
other files. Ensure that the agent has access to its location. CA recommends that you set the path of the file with the agent
directory.
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NOTE

Some operating systems, such as AIX, do not guarantee a unique mapping between a file’s inode number and a
message queue id. If another message queue with the same key exists, the agent might fail to start.

To work around this, create a message queue with a different unique key by creating another file and setting
oscomponent.msgqueue to the path of that file.

oscomponent.native.setuid.enable

Indicates how the job credentials are set based on platform.

• true
(On Solaris) Indicates that the job credentials are set using the user ID along with the default Solaris resource
management project name.
(On AIX) Indicates that the job credentials are set using the setpcred() system call, which uses the user ID supplied
with the job.

NOTE
On all other platforms, the default value (false) is used.

• false
Indicates that the job credentials are set using the setuid() system call, which uses the user ID supplied with the job.

Default: false

 

oscomponent.noguardianprocess

Specifies whether the agent resumes tracking jobs that were active at the time the agent is recycled.

• true
Does not return the status of jobs that ran at the time the agent went down. The agent fails UNIX jobs upon restart and
returns the message "Lost Control".

• false
Returns the status of any active or inactive job when the agent restarts.

Default: false

NOTE
To enable the default, set the persistence.coldstart parameter to false or comment it out.

oscomponent.noswitchsuid

Specifies whether the agent verifies the presence of setuid or setguid bits on the script.

• true
Indicates that the agent will setuid to the owner of the script only if the script has the setuid or setguid bit on.

• false
Indicates that the agent will always setuid to the owner of the script.

Default: false

NOTE
If oscomponent.noswitchsuid=true and setuid/setgid bit is not on, then a script runs using the authority of the
agent (generally root). In this case, as there is only one agentparm.txt per agent installation, the true value would
work for scripts with s (set user or group id) set on. However, with scripts which do not have s set on, the script
runs under the authority of the agent.

oscomponent.security.turbo
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Specifies whether the agent loads the security.txt file into a fast-loading, binary format when the cybAgent process starts
up. This setting applies to run jobs only. FTP jobs have separate security rules. Enabling this feature is useful when you
have a large, multiline security file where the required processing slows system operation.

• true
Indicates that the agent loads security rules into a binary-formatted file. The agent does not verify security rules until a
manual refresh is issued to the agent.

• false
Indicates that the agent refreshes security rules each run job.

Default: false

 

persistence.coldstart

Specifies whether the agent performs a warm or cold start.

• true
Performs a cold start. All databases are automatically destroyed and new ones opened. No manual intervention is
required. This setting is recommended if there is extensive damage to the databases. The agent discontinues job
monitoring after a cold start.

NOTE
On UNIX systems, the agent continues monitoring after a cold start.

• false
Performs a warm start. The agent tries to use the existing databases. However, if there is sufficient damage, the agent
does not start.

Default: false (agent performs a warm start)

 

persistence.gcinterval

Specifies the persistent garbage collector interval. The garbage collector is invoked at the end of each transaction and
runs at least every N milliseconds.
Default: 10000 (10 seconds)

 

CA WA System Agent for HP Integrity NonStop Agent Parameters

Agent Parameters

You can configure the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file for CA WA System Agent for HP Integrity Nonstop.
The file is located in the agent installation directory. You can open the agentparm.txt file in any standard text editor.

oscomponent.nonstop.capture.process.return.code

Specifies whether the agent captures the child process return codes that are embedded in obey or macro routines.
The largest number that is captured is used as the return code for the job. If the agent runs a binary file that launches a
child process, this parameter has no effect, because the agent does not capture a child process launched by a binary
executable.

• true 
The agent captures all the child process return codes that are embedded in the macro or obey routine. The largest
number that is captured becomes the return code for the job. 

• false
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The agent ignores the child process return codes and uses a job exit code of 0. 

Default: true

The following examples illustrate how this parameter works.

Example 1

Run program1 <- this program returns 10

Run program2 <- this program returns 1

Run program3 <- this program returns 2 

In Example 1, when oscomponent.nonstop.capture.process.return.code is set to true, the final exit code of the job is 10,
because 10 is the largest number of all child process codes returned.

When set to false, the job exit code is 0.

Example 2

Run program1 <- this program returns 10

Run program2 <- this program returns 5

#SET RETCODE [_COMPLETION:COMPLETIONCODE]

[#IF [RETCODE]  > 0 |THEN|

#ABEND /COMPLETIONCODE [RETCODE]/ [#MYPID] 

]

Run program3 <-this program returns 2

In Example 2, when oscomponent.nonstop.capture.process.return.code is set to false, the job abends or terminates with
the latest completion code. The bold text in the example specifies this behavior. In the example, the exit code is 5 (from
program2).

When oscomponent.nonstop.capture.process.return.code is set to true, the exit code of the job is 10. Ten is the highest
completion code that is returned by all the child processes. 

oscomponent.nonstop.default.tacl.args

This parameter ensures the desired TACL behavior, regardless of whether the corresponding attribute is specified in the
job definition. The value of this parameter is a string of valid TACL program runtime parameters, as documented in the HP
NonStop TACL Reference Manual. 

Example

oscomponent.nonstop.default.tacl.args=;abendonabend
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Troubleshooting
The articles in this section can help you perform basic troubleshooting procedures.

Review any error resolution with your UNIX, Windows, or i5/OS system administrator. If this information does not help you
resolve the problem, contact Product Support Services.

During Service Request investigations, Product Support Services commonly requires log files to help resolve your
problem.

This section contains the following topics:

 

HTTP POST request is running twice
To prevent an HTTP POST from running twice,  add the Java parameter sun.net.http.retryPost=false  to the agentparm.txt
file.

NOTE
This would have impact on any HTTP POST code that uses the HttpURLConnection class in Java.

Aborted. Line is too long. Limit is (24576).
Issue:

Jobs that produce long lines of output may fail with the following message.

<<Aborted. Line is too long. Limit is (24576). Line size is 94270>>

Cause:

WA System Agent, 11.3 SP6 or below have limitation on the spool lines.

Action:

This issue has been fixed in version 11.4.  Upgrade the WA System Agent to 11.4 or 11.5.

Note: Please note that all 11.3 and 11.4 versions of WA System agent will reach end of support Oct 2022.

For more information on the fix, refer to SYSAGT-309 afmtransfer.breaklonglines.

Troubleshooting Tips
This section provides information about using the logs and debugging information to help troubleshoot problems with the
agent. 

• Display Debugging Information During Agent Installation
• Trace an Automated Framework Message
• Agent Logs
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Display Debugging Information During Agent Installation
If you have problems with the agent installation, you can display debugging information on your system to use for
troubleshooting.

Follow these steps:

• On UNIX, enter the following commands before you run setup.bin:
LAX_DEBUG=true

export LAX_DEBUG

• On Windows, press the Ctrl key and double-click setup.exe.

Your system opens a separate text screen during the agent installation process that displays debugging information.

 

 

Trace an Automated Framework Message
The agent logs the path of any Automated Framework Message (AFM) as it proceeds from the scheduling manager to the
agent. The following dataflow diagram and tables describe how the agent logs the AFMs as it processes them.

The numbers in the data flow diagram refer to the step numbers given in the following table.
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Figure 5: Agent Dataflow

 

Step Log File Description Log Level
1 receiver.log Record of all successfully

received AFMs.
0, 1, 2

2 queue_receiver.log Log for the queue that holds all
successfully received AFMs.

0, 1, 2

3 cybrmicontrollerpluginmanager.
log

Shows TCP/IP plug-in attempts
to send a message to the core.

5
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4 queue_inbox.log All messages from the controller
arrive here. Incoming message
distributor (inbox) calls
initiatormanager to process
these messages.

3

5 initiatormanager.log The initiatormanager records
any exception conditions here.

5

6 initiators_waiting_<Job
class>.log

If all initiators for this job class
are consumed, the job is put in a
queue.

3

7 rmipluginmanager.log Logs the number of active jobs
that the plug-in has.

4

8 plug-in specific
For the runner plug-in,
see Runner Plug-in AFM
Processing.
For the file monitoring plug-
in, see Filemon Plug-in AFM
Processing.

The message is sent to
a plug-in; for example,
runner_os_component.log.
Once you have completed the
trace routine in either of the two
other streams, return to the next
step in this stream.

-

9 rmipluginmanager.log Shows the plug-in has
attempted to send a message to
the core.

4

10 queue_communicator.log A reply is placed here. 3
11 initiatormanager.log Shows the initiator has been

released.
5

12 messagedistributoroutgoing.log Shows the message is sent
through the controller plug-
in manager to the scheduling
manager.

5

13 transmitter.log Log of all sending activity and
any errors discovered.

0, 1, 2

 

Main Stream of AFM Processing

Step Log File Description Log Level
1 receiver.log Record of all successfully

received AFMs.
0, 1, 2

2 queue_receiver.log Log for the queue that holds all
successfully received AFMs.

0, 1, 2

3 cybrmicontrollerpluginmanager.
log

Shows TCP/IP plug-in attempts
to send a message to the core.

5

4 queue_inbox.log All messages from the controller
arrive here. Incoming message
distributor (inbox) calls
initiatormanager to process
these messages.

3

5 initiatormanager.log The initiatormanager records
any exception conditions here.

5
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6 initiators_waiting_<Job
class>.log

If all initiators for this job class
are consumed, the job is put in a
queue.

3

7 rmipluginmanager.log Logs the number of active jobs
that the plug-in has.

4

8 plug-in specific
For the runner plug-in,
see Runner Plug-in AFM
Processing.
For the file monitoring plug-
in, see Filemon Plug-in AFM
Processing.

The message is sent to
a plug-in; for example,
runner_os_component.log.
Once you have completed the
trace routine in either of the two
other streams, return to the next
step in this stream.

-

9 rmipluginmanager.log Shows the plug-in has
attempted to send a message to
the core.

4

10 queue_communicator.log A reply is placed here. 3
11 initiatormanager.log Shows the initiator has been

released.
5

12 messagedistributoroutgoing.log Shows the message is sent
through the controller plug-
in manager to the scheduling
manager.

5

13 transmitter.log Log of all sending activity and
any errors discovered.

0, 1, 2

 

Runner Plug-in AFM Processing

Step Log File Description Log Level
 internal_plugin_queue_for_runn

erplugin.log
All AFMs sent to the Runner
plug-in is logged here.

3

 runner_plugin_executing_jobs_
map.log

All submitted jobs are logged
here.

3

 runner_plugin_transmitter_queu
e.log

All messages sent to OS
component are logged here.

3

 runner_os_component.log Any errors are logged here. 0, 1, 2
 runner_plugin_receiver_queue.

log
All messages coming back from
OS component are logged here.

3

 Sent back to core Return to main stream of AFM
processing.

 

 

Filemon AFM Plug-in Processing

Step Log File Description Log Level
1 internal_plugin_queue_for_filem

onplugin.log
All AFMs sent to the Filemon
plug-in are logged here.

3
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2 file_mon_plugin_threads.log All executing triggers are
registered here. When a trigger
is completed successfully or has
failed, it is removed from this
database.

3

3 Sent back to core Return to main stream of AFM
processing.

 

 

Log Resource Usage Information within the JVM

The agent can periodically collect resource usage information within the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) such as memory
usage and threads information. This data is logged in a file named simple_health_monitor.log. To log resource usage
information within the JVM, edit the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file and restart the agent:

• Set the core.health.monitor.enable parameter to true
• Set the log.level parameter to 5 or greater

You can also specify the polling interval for logging the information using the core.health.monitor.interval parameter. The
default is 60 000 ms (1 minute). The minimum interval time is 1000 ms (1 second). If the specified interval is less than the
minimum, the agent ignores that value and logs the information at every 1000 ms.

 

Agent Logs
Contents

The agent provides logging facilities to help with testing and debugging. The logging facilities can specify logging targets,
message levels, and buffering processing.

Log Levels

The agent supports log levels 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, where level 0 provides the least information and level 5 provides the
most.

• Levels 0, 1, and 2 create logs of any errors including the receiver and transmitter logs.
• Level 3 adds queues.
• Levels 4 and 5 add debugging information.

When you install the agent, the log level is set to 5 by default.

In a standard agent installation, the agent maintains the log files in a directory that is named log, which resides in the
agent installation directory.

Log File Structure

All log files have the following basic structure:

Date Time <Time Zone> <Message priority> <Thread Group>.Thread.Class.method[:line number] - <message>

NOTE
The runner_os_component.log log file has a slightly different structure.

Example: Log File structure
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07/06/2009 10:22:32.609 EDT-0400 2 TCP/IP Controller Plugin.Transmitter.CybTransmitter.run[:129] - Creating

 the processor pool[2]

Setting Log Levels for Troubleshooting

The log level determines the type and number of logs the agent generates and the amount of information that is contained
in a log. To change the log level, you set the value of the log.level parameter in the agentparm.txt file. You can set the
following log level values for troubleshooting:

• 5
Adds debugging information. Use log level 5 for setup and initial testing, and diagnosis of problems.

• 8
Adds tracing information. Use log level 8 for troubleshooting communication problems.

NOTE
These levels are not intended for continuous use.

 

Collecting Log Files for Agents

Contents

Collecting Log Files for Agents Running on UNIX or i5/OS

During service request investigations, Product Support Services commonly requires log files to help resolve a problem.
The following procedure writes the jar file to the /tmp directory. You can create the jar file anywhere you want.

This procedure makes the following assumptions:

• Your PATH environment variable defines the path to the Java bin directory.
• You know the path of the directory the agent is installed in.
• You have permissions that are required to traverse the directories that are specified in the procedure.
• The find command on your system is the standard one.

If you need the required permissions or the path to Java on your machine, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a temporary directory for the jar file. For example, if the Service Request number is 12345, type the following
command:
cat /dev/null > /tmp/sr12345_logfiles.jar

2. Create the jar file. For example, type the following command on one line:
find /agent_install_dir/log -type f -mtime -2 -exec jar uvf /tmp/sr12345_logfiles.jar {} \;

NOTE
The preceding find command limits the amount of data that is included in the jar file using the -mtime switch.
In the preceding example, -mtime -2 includes all log files whose last modified data is within the last two days.

3. FTP the jar file, using binary mode, to a machine where you can email CA.
4. Email the jar file to CA. Check that the jar file name includes the service request name. Identify the service request

number on the subject line of your email.

NOTE
Emails that are sent to CA cannot exceed 5 MB. If the file is greater than 5 MB, please contact the Product
Specialist investigating your issue for assistance.
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Collecting Log Files for Agents Running on Windows

During service request investigations, Product Support Services commonly requires log files to help resolve a problem.
The following procedure creates a jar file containing the required log files. The Jar command that is used to create the jar
file comes with the standard distribution of Java.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Windows command Prompt.
2. Find the path to the agent installation directory:

dir /b /s | findstr /s /i cybagent.exe

3. Find the path to the jar command:
dir /b /s | findstr /s /i jar.exe

4. Create temporary directories. For example, if the service request number is 98765, type the following commands:
mkdir C:\sr98765

cd C:\sr98765

mkdir logfiles

5. Xcopy the agent log files to the temporary directory. For example, type the following commands:

xcopy "agent_install_dir\log\*" C:\sr98765\logfiles /S /q

6. Create the jar file. For example, type the following commands:
jar cf C:\temp\sr98765_logfiles.jar C:\sr98765\logfiles

7. Email the jar file to CA. Check that the jar file name includes the service request name. Identify the service request
number on the subject line of your email.

NOTE
Emails that are sent to CA cannot exceed 5 MB. If the file is greater than 5 MB, please contact the Product
Specialist investigating your issue for assistance.

Using a Job Log to Debug a Failed Job

By default, the agent creates a job log for every script or binary request that runs on the system it manages. The job log
contains environment and other diagnostic information that you can use to debug failed jobs.

NOTE

On i5/OS, these job logs are different than the job logs the i5/OS system creates.

The agent stores each job log in the spool file directory using the following naming convention:

job.hash.joblog

• job
Specifies the name of the job.

• hash
Specifies the encryption key that the agent uses to encrypt messages.

Example: Using a Job Log to Debug a Failed Job

A job, running on a Windows system, fails. The agent records the following message in the job log named
x.E61ADD84CD3C0864D155EEADD4EEECA6D509D23E.joblog.
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20071125 20342154+0500 . MBAGENT X/Y/Z State SUBERROR Failed SetEnd Status(Error creating stdin file)

 Cmpc(20004) JobLogId(E61ADD84CD3C0864D155EEADD4EEECA6D509D23E)  User(MBAGENT) Host(workstation)

 

Answers to Commonly Asked Questions
The following information includes the answers to common questions and issues related to the agent. 

During installation, can I use a directory other than the default temp directory?

When installing the agent on UNIX, you can specify a directory other than the default temporary directory (/temp) to be
used by the agent installer. To do this, set the IATEMPDIR environment variable as shown in the following example. 

Example

IATEMPDIR=/opt/CAWA/temp_dir

export IATEMPDIR

 

For more information about installing the agent, see Install CA Workload Automation Agent.

Why does my job stay in the READY or STARTING state?

1. Make sure agent has been added in the manager.
2. Check the port between the agent and manager. Perform a telnet test from the agent host to the manager. The default

listening port for agent is 7520.
3. Ensure that the manager ID and IP information is correct in the agentparm.txt file.
4. Ensure that the encryption key in the agentparm.txt file matches that of the manager.

NOTE
CA Workload Automation AE only uses AES type encryption. If different managers will communicate to same
agent, then AES encryption should be used.

Why does the agent not stay up?

1. Ensure that the port is available and that no other process is using the port needed by agent.
2. Verify that the agent is installed correctly. Check to see that all the JAR files and JRE are intact.
3. Check to see if the agentparm.txt file has been edited or modified recently. If so, and a backup of the agentparm.txt file

is available, use it and start again.
4. If the agent has any ERP plug-ins installed, for example, SAP or PeopleSoft, ensure that the login information to the

plug-in is correct. The agent will not start if it cannot log in to the SAP or PeopleSoft system during startup.
5. Check the contents of the following files for information:

a. status
b. nohup.stdout
c. nohup.stderr
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The agent is running on an X system. Is a new RHEL or Windows Service Pack Update supported? Will my agent
run on a 64-bit OS?

• Service Packs, RHEL updates, Oracle releases (maintenance levels) and Solaris ZFS are supported unless noted
otherwise.

• The agent is supported on a 64-bit platform; as a 32-bit application, it does not use the capabilities of a 64-bit OS.
• CA Technologies only supports third party product versions that are supported by the original vendor, for example,

Windows 2000 is not supported, because Microsoft has ended its official support of the product.

The agent JRE that came with the agent Is outdated. Can I update it?

For best results, do not update the JRE that comes with the agent unless directed by CA Support. For more information
about the JRE version installed with the agent, see Minimum Recommended Hardware and Software Requirements by
Agent Version.

NOTE
i5 and z/Series Linux agents do not come with a JRE; you must download and install the JRE from the IBM
site. Download the 32-bit JRE. Do not install 64-bit JRE for AIX and z/Series Linux platforms. For more details,
consult the release notes.

The SAP plug-in cannot communicate with the SAP system. What should I check?

1. Review the sap_config.log located in the agent installation log directory for any exceptions, such as “Attempting to
connect to SAP...” due to “FAILED: SAP config validation.” Review the SAP connection properties file setup. The agent
plug-in uses these settings to connect to the SAP system. The file is located in the agent installation directory and
contains information, such as the SAP destination, host name, and user ID and password. Most importantly, verify
that the userid and password (encrypted) are correct. To test it, use them to log into the SAP system from outside
the scheduler.Verify that the SAP plug-in is installed and that the version and platform is supported. Refer to the
certification matrix at the Support Site. 
a. Verify that the SAP Java Connector (JCo) package is installed. The agent plug-in uses the JCo to connect to the

SAP system.
b. Check the SAP JCo version that is installed. The expected SAP JCo version is the 32-bit version. If necessary,

download the SAP JCo from the SAP support site. Refer to the SAP Implementation Guide for details.(For specific
JCo versions, see the CA Workload Automation Agent Release Notes. Whether you use the 32-bit or 64-bit version
of JCo depends on the JVM provided with the agent.)

 

 

Troubleshoot CA WA System Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, i5/OS,
or HP Integrity NonStop
Review the following topics for issues common to the agent on different platforms.

UNIX, Linux, Windows, and i5/OS

The following sections present issues common to UNIX, Linux, Windows, and i5/OS with information about how to
address them. 
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Agent Will Not Start -- cybAgent Script is Missing

If the cybAgent script is missing, you are unable to start the agent. The missing script can result when you perform a silent
installation on z/Linux and specify incorrect values for the JVM_DOT or JVM_PATH variables. The installation program
reports a successful installation even though these variables might be incorrect.

To verify whether this issue is the problem, review the CA_Workload_Automation_Agent_R11.3_InstallLog.log for the
following text string:

Additional Notes: WARNING - Shortcut has no target: ignoring

After verification, correct the values of the JVM_DOT or JVM_PATH variables, and rerun the silent installer.

Agent Hangs with Jobs Stuck in Running State

When the disk space is full where the agent resides, the agent can hang and jobs can be stuck in a running state. The
agent requires some free space to run for its logs, internal databases, spool files, and other artifacts.

To correct this problem, free up some space on the file system.

Lock the Scheduling Managers Defined on the Agent

A scheduling manager can send a message to the agent to add its connection properties dynamically to the agentparm.txt
file. You can configure the agent to lock the scheduling managers that are defined in its agentparm.txt file and prevent any
new scheduling manager additions.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Stop the agent.
3. Open the agentparm.txt file.
4. Set the following parameter:

communication.manager.dynamic.modifications.lock=true

5. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
6. Start the agent.

The agent does not allow the addition of any new scheduling managers. Existing scheduling managers that are
defined on the agent are not affected.

Invalid AFM Error Received after Enabling SetJobAttributeEnvironmentals

An <Invalid AFM> error occurs after the SetJobAttributeEnvironmentals parameter is set on the CA Workload Automation
AE scheduler.
Before you use the SetJobAttributeEnvironmentals parameter, ensure that you are running a supported version of the
manager (scheduler) and agent. The SetJobAttributeEnvironmentals parameter was added to the manager (scheduler)
in Workload Automation AE 11.3.5 and to the agent in version 11.3 SP2 INC1. For more information about using the
SetJobAttributeEnvironmentals parameter, see Configuring a Scheduler.

The Agent Cannot Communicate with the Scheduling Manager; Jobs are Shown in AGENTDOWN State

If there is a communication problem between the agent and the scheduling manager, the jobs are shown in the
AGENTDOWN state. The following causes are possible:
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• The agent is not started.
• The scheduling manager and the agent have different encryption keys.
• The scheduling manager and the agent have different values for the parameters that must match.
• A firewall is blocking the transmission of the agent responses.
• The scheduling manager address is specified as a DNS name in the agentparm.txt file, but the DNS name resolution

on the agent computer is faulty or unavailable.

Change the Ping Frequency for Contacting an Unresponsive Scheduling Manager

When an agent pings a scheduling manager that is unavailable, the agent goes into a two-minute sleep interval by
default. Any communication the agent receives during this interval is queued on the agent. After the communication is
reestablished and the sleep interval elapses, the agent sends any queued messages immediately and processes any
waiting messages from the scheduling manager.

You can change the sleep interval the agent uses. Lowering this value lets the agent ping a scheduling manager more
frequently and reestablish communication quicker.

To change the ping frequency the agent uses to contact an unavailable scheduling manager, configure the following
parameter to the agentparm.txt file:

1. – communication.transmitter.senderrordelay
Specifies the sleep interval, in milliseconds, for the agent. Decreasing the time causes the agent to ping an
unresponsive scheduling manager more frequently.
Default: 120000 (2 minutes)

Issues With tcsh or csh (C Shell) Quotes

If you are using tcsh or csh (C shell) and have problems running jobs with CA Workload Automation AE, it might be due to
nested quotes in the path of redirected standard files.

Special characters, such as quotes, in redirect paths for standard input, output, and error files (stdin, stdout, and stderr,
respectively) can cause problems when tcsh (or C shell) is used. The problems result from the creation of nested quotes
when the command is passed from manager to agent. Because tcsh or csh (C shell) processes quotes differently than
other shells for which the agent is configured, the commands cannot be executed.

The nested quotes occur because Workload Automation AE (and other managers) adds quotes after the redirect
character, as shown in the following example. When the agent spawns the job, it quotes the strings, resulting in nested
quotes.

Example
If you enter the following:
>/tmp/AUTO_JOPB_NAME.out

AE encloses the path in quotation marks: 
>"/tmp/AUTO_JOPB_NAME.out"

The agent encloses the string in quotes:
"EWA_STD_OUT=>\"/tmp/AUTO_JOPB_NAME.out\""

Suggested Workaround

If you are using CA Workload Automation AE, you can try the following workaround. 
Within the config.$AUTOSERV file, update the AutoInstWideAppend parameter by changing it from 1 to 0. Remove the
redirect character from the stdout, stderr, or stdin attributes. Setting the AutoInstWideAppend parameter to 0 forces the
manager to overwrite the standard input, output, and error files.
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Extended ASCII Characters Garbled in 11.3.06

After updating the System Agent to 11.3.06, accented characters or other characters in the Latin-1 supplement character
code range (0x80 to 0xFF) can become corrupted when sent from the manager to an 11.3.06 agent. A job might also fail
with an "Invalid AFM" error.

Jobs that worked before the agent upgrade may now fail or behave differently.

To work around this problem, revert the agent to a version before 11.3.06.

Lack of Entropy Causes Timeouts or Delays When Making Connection Using Strong Encryption

Some virtual machine images cannot sufficiently generate random numbers required by strong encryption ciphers. This
can cause connections to pause or time out.

This issue can affect connections that use SSH, SFTP, SCP or SSL. To help determine if the machine has a low entropy
condition that could cause this problem, run a command like the following:

cat /proc/sys/kernel/random/entropy_avail

If the number returned is less than 2000, your machine may not be busy enough to have enough entropy. To work around
this condition, you can take one of the following actions:

• Make the following changes to ‘java.security’ in <agent_install_dir>/jre/lib/security
a. Uncomment this line: 

#securerandom.source=file:/dev/random

b. Add this line: 
securerandom.source=file:/dev/./urandom

• Start the random number generation service (for example, "service start rngd" or the equivalent).
• Add the following to the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.jvm.x.options=" -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom"

• Replace /dev/random with a symbolic link to /def/urandom. Refer to the instructions from VMware in the following
article:  HTTPS (SSL) connection fails with an application running in a Linux virtual machine (1036980)

For information about how VMware uses entropy to generate random numbers, see How VMware ensures that SSH keys
and other security tokens are generated with enough randomization to provide strong encryption (2031994) .

UNIX and Linux Only

The following sections provide information about issues common to UNIX and Linux.

Error Messages

For a list of error messages related to UNIX, see: Agent Error Messages on UNIX

Cannot create IPC channel (No space left on device) Error Message Generated on Linux

When many agents are started in the same host on RedHat Linux, particularly System V implementations, the following
error message is sometimes generated in the runner_os_component.log file:

Cannot create IPC channel (No space left on device). You might need to run “ipcrm –q 0x4100428a” to remove it if
already exists.

This error occurs because the Linux operating system limits related to IPC have been reached. For more information
about the defined limits, refer to the documentation of the operating system you are running.

To resolve the error, try increasing the value of the kernel.msgmni setting in the /etc/sysctl.conf file.
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You can also issue the following command to display the limits for message queues, shared memory, and semaphores:

ipcs –l

NOTE

For definitions of the operating system settings, see the /etc/sysctl.conf file.

Cannot restore segment prot after reloc: Permission denied Error 

After you install the CA WA Agent, the agent does not start. The following error is located in the $AUTOSYS/../
SystemAgent/<agent>/nohup.stderr file:

… : cannot restore segment prot after reloc: Permission denied

Note: The default <agent> is WA_AGENT.

This error can occur when the SELinux setting is enabled on the server. Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux) is a Linux
kernel security module that provides a mechanism for supporting access control security policies.

• To disable this setting temporarily, execute the following command as root: /usr/sbin/setenforce 0
• To disable this setting permanently, edit the file: /etc/selinux/config by

changing SELinux=enforcing to SELinux=disabled.

For the change to take effect, you might need to either reload SELinux or reboot the server.

cybAgent : Illegal instruction(coredump) Error Occurs on AIX 6.1 and 7.1

When you run CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3.x ( cybAgent ) on AIX version 6.1 or 7.1, the following error can
occur: cybAgent : Illegal instruction(coredump). 

A key symptom of this problem is that the agent fails to start. The logs might reflect little or no agent log activity, except for
the runner_os_component.log that is created.

The AIX errpt facility might contain messages like:

IDENTIFIER TIMESTAMP  T C RESOURCE_NAME  DESCRIPTION

A924A5FC   0806144713 P S SYSPROC        SOFTWARE PROGRAM ABNORMALLY TERMINATED

A924A5FC   0806144713 P S SYSPROC        SOFTWARE PROGRAM ABNORMALLY TERMINATED

A924A5FC   0806144613 P S SYSPROC        SOFTWARE PROGRAM ABNORMALLY TERMINATED

This problem occurs due to an AIX security feature called Stack Execution Disable (SED), which prevents "buffer overflow
vulnerability exploits.” Both AIX version 6.1 and 7.1 have this feature.  

Because CA WA Agent is not compatible with SED, the AIX system administrator must create an exemption within SED
for the cybAgent binary to allow execution.

CPU Monitoring Jobs in a Solaris Zone

For CPU Monitoring jobs to return correct results, verify that your Solaris zone is properly configured. To monitor the
CPU usage in a Solaris zone, assign the zone to a resource pool so that the operating system correctly computes load
averages.

NOTE
For information about configuring Solaris zones, search for the Consolidating Servers and Applications
document on the Solaris Learning website at http://learningsolaris.com.
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Error Messages with AIX 7.1

The following error messages occur with AIX 7.1 when the OS is not at Technology Level 1, SP2 or later:

Error: Port Library failed to initialize: -125
Error: Could not create the Java Virtual Machine.

Agent for UNIX Installer Cancels Installation in Pre-Installation Phase

If an error occurs during the early phase of installation (before the Pre-Installation Summary is shown) or upgrade of an
agent, you can refer to the log file to try and diagnose the cause of the error.

Under certain circumstances, the agent places the log file in the default installation directory instead of a user-specified
installation directory. If you do not see the log file in your specified directory, check the the default installation directory:

/opt/CA/WA_Agent

Windows Only

The following sections provide information about issues common to Windows and how to address them.

Error Messages

For a list of error messages related to

• Windows, see:  Agent Error Messages on Windows
• FTP, see FTP Job Failure Messages
• SNMP, see SNMP-Related Error Messages

Agent Runs Out of Disk Space

By default, the agent stores spool files and job logs. Over time, these files accumulate and reduce the amount of disk
space available to the agent. When disk space becomes insufficient, the agent shuts down. 

To prevent the disk space from running out, configure the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file:

oscomponent.joblog.success.autocleanup=true

agent.spool.success.autocleanup=true

The agent cleans up spool and job logs automatically for successfully completed jobs.

Problems with Windows Interactive Jobs

The CONTROL CANCEL does not cancel the Windows job that is interactive and uses terminal session other than
console.

The CHASE command can report a PID as nonrunning due to the process not being part of the process tree of which the
agent is a root.

When using Windows Interactive jobs, the job stdout and stderr is not redirected to the spool file due to Windows security
restrictions.

Windows Job Fails with SUBERROR State and Status 'The environment is incorrect'

Jobs that fail with a SUBERROR state and a status 'The environment is incorrect' can be due to the environment variables
file size exceeding its limitation of 16 KB.
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Stdout Not Visible in Command Window

When running interactive jobs on Windows, stdout is not visible in the command window.

To resolve this issue, ensure that the following parameters are applied in the agentparm.txt file:

• oscomponent.lookupcommand=true

• oscomponent.joblog=true

• oscomponent.su.newconsole=true

• oscomponent.cmdprefix.force=true

• oscomponent.interactive.sessionzero=true

• oscomponent.cmdprefix.force.redir.ifstdon=true

Restart the agent after making any changes.

 

NOTE
The agent might need to be upgraded to the latest release level for all of these parameters to be available.

 

Agent for Windows Installer Cancels Installation in Pre-Installation Phase

If an error occurs during the early phase of installation (before the Pre-Installation Summary is shown) or upgrade of an
agent, you can refer to the log file to try and diagnose the cause of the error.

Under certain circumstances, the agent places the log file in the default installation directory instead of a user-specified
installation directory. If you do not see the log file in your specified directory, check the the default installation directory:

<Programs Folder>\CA\WA Agent

Example:

C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent

System Agent Patch Installation Fails

The installation of the System Agent patch fails because it cannot replace the su.exe file.

Before you stop the System Agent and install the patch, verify that no job is running on the System Agent. If the su.exe
process is orphaned or stuck, kill it from the Windows task manager. (This process is used to change users in windows.)

i5/OS Only

See the following section for information about error messages related to i5/OS: Agent Error Messages on i5/OS

HP Integrity NonStop Only

The following section presents information about issues common to HP Integrity NonStop and how to address them. 

TACL ABENDONABEND Option Does Not Work

While running a TACL macro as part of a run command job, the macro runs to completion even when an abend occurs.
With older JMO jobs, you could specify the ABENDONABEND TACL option, which prevented the macro from running to
completion.

To work around this issue, you can insert code similar to the following into TACL macros:
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[#IF [#COMPUTE :_COMPLETION:COMPLETIONCODE > 0]
|THEN|
ABEND /COMPLETIONCODE <desired-code>/ [#PROCESSINFO /PROCESSID/]
]

ABENDED Message in STDOUT File with Error 12 During Job Submission

In a job definition that specifies a disk file for STDOUT and submits an obey or macro file, a job ABENDED message
appears in the STDOUT file with error 12. This issue occurs because NonStop opens the STDOUT file with exclusive
access, which prevents a child process from writing to it.

You can work around this issue by using one of the following two methods:

• Use SPOOLER instead of STDOUT. (This method is preferred.)
• Change the obey or macro to allow a child process to write to a separate disk file.

If, for example, you have a one-line TACL script such as “fup  info $MYV.MYSUBV.*”, the agent reports an ABENDED
message in the STDOUT disk file. The actual output of the fup program is not shown. 
Assume that the STDOUT file is $MYVOL.MYSUBVOL.MYOUT. By changing the script to “fup /out
$myv.mysubv.altout/ info $myv.mysubv.*”, you circumvent an error 12 during submission. The output of the fup
program is directed to the ALTOUT file.

Agent and Scheduling Manager Are Not Communicating

If the agent and scheduling manager are not communicating, it can be due to an incorrect TCP/IP definition. When you
start the agent, ensure that the correct TCP/IP process (stack) is in use. On NonStop systems, it is possible to have more
than one TCP/IP process and associated listener process. The define TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME should point to the
correct TCP/IP process name.

"Cannot Match UNIX Flavor" Error Messages Generated During Installation

The agent generates the following messages during installation: 

#### Cannot match UNIX flavor to a filesystem table: attempting '/etc/fstab'
fstab: /etc/fstab (No such file or directory (errno:4002))
** FileSystem (FSTab): could not generate static fs table

#### Cannot match UNIX flavor to a filesystem table: attempting 'df -k'CheckDiskSpace: couldn't find Volume for "/opt/CA/
WA_Agent_R12_0"CDS: Assuming sufficient disk space. (-1)

These messages occur because the underlying InstallAnywhere run time cannot capture disk information from the OSS
file system. They are informational only and can be ignored.

Job Remains in Executing State

If a job remains in the executing state longer than expected, see whether Stdout is either not specified or is set to a hard
disk file. For best results, send the output to a spooler.

Job Status Messages Delayed with Failed Connection Messages in Transmitter Log

Job status update messages are delayed by 2 minutes. And the transmitter log includes messages about failed
connections, like the following example:

Connection failed to: <ca31.ca.com><12116>. Operation already in progress (errno:4103)
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This issue can occur when the agent sends multiple status updates and tries to open multiple sockets
simultaneously. This behavior occurs when multiple connect_nw calls are made on a nowait socket.

For more information about socket errors, see the HP documentation.

To work around this issue, change the retry interval to 2 seconds by setting communication.transmitter.senderrordelay to
2000 in the agentparm.txt file as shown:

communication.transmitter.senderrordelay=2000

Although the error is logged, the agent retries in 2 seconds (rather than 2 minutes).

Java HotSpot Server VM Warning in nohup.out File

Upon startup, the agent generates the following message:

Java HotSpot Server VM warning: Tune the process stack size (maxssiz) to 1028 Kb from the current process

 limit of 256 Kb. 

This message is contained in the nohup.out file. No action is required

Cannot Create IPC Channel Error

The agent does not start, and the following error message is generated: Cannot create IPC channel (No space left on
device). You might need to run "ipcrm -Q 0x208011bc" to remove if it already exists.
This error occurs when the limit related to IPC is reached for the number of message queues. (In OSS, the default
configuration for the limit is 32.) Under certain circumstances, the processes that started the queues can end prematurely,
leaving the queues. If this happens repeatedly, IPC limits can be reached.

For more information about how to remove the stale message queues, see the man pages for the ipcs command and the
related ipcrm command.
You can also find information in the Open System Services (OSS) Management and Operations Guide. The following SCF
commands allow you to manage system resources such as message queues:
• status server $zpmon.#zmsgq,detail
• stop server $zpmon.#zmsgq
• start server $zpmon.#zmsgq

NOTE
Consult with your system administrator before using these sensitive commands.

Unresolved Text Symbol Error

The agent does not start and generates the following error:

Unresolved Text Symbol rand_r in file cybAgent.bin

 

Ensure that C runtime SPR T1269H04-AAS is installed on the NonStop computer, and reboot the system.

 

Agent Error Messages on i5/OS
This section provides common error messages related to the agent installed on an i5/OS system.

CPF3C52 and CPF3C53: Internal Job Identifier No Longer Valid
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If jobs that are running under CA WA Agent for i5/OS on IBM i server do not produce a joblog or spooled file for jobs,
the jobs can fail with either a CPF3C52 or CPF3C53 exception. The completion code can be retrieved only if the job
generates a job log or other spooled file.

Reason

According to IBM Knowledge Center article, this issue occurs because jobs created by SBMJOB are cleaned-up upon
job completion if no spooled files were created. Methods such as getStatus(), and getCompletionStatus()generate an
AS400 exception indicating that "Internal job identifier no longer valid" (message ID CPF3C52). The exception should be
interpreted as an indication that the job has completed. ()

Action:

To address this issue and get successful a return code, you can take one of the following actions:

• Modify i5/OS jobs to produce output to a spooled file.
• Define the OUTQ parameter of the job as *DEV so that the output queue has the same name as the print device

specified on the PRTDEV parameter. For example, on Workload Automation DE, use the following key-value pair in
the Key Parameters of the job:
Key:  OUTQ   Value: *DEV

Command does not use shell

Reason:

Only a script can use a shell.

Action:

Remove the shell statement from the job definition.

Command or script name missing

Reason:

In the job definition, you have not defined the required command or script name.

Action:

Add the command name or script name to the job definition.

Command requires a User ID

Reason:

Each command must specify an allowable user.

Action:

Add the USER statement.

Connection aborted by peer: JVM_recv in socket input stream read

Reason:

You may need to reset the communication.timeout parameter to allow more time between a message being sent and an
acknowledgement (ACK) being received. When this time is exceeded, the connection is aborted.

Action:

As a starting point, set the value in msecs to 120000 and test. Change the value as needed so this error does not occur.

Error changing directory

Reason:
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In the agentparm.txt file, the parameter oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory specifies the working directory. If the path is
incorrect, this error occurs.

Action:

1. Verify that the directory exists.
2. Specify the correct path in the parameter.

Error closing stdout, stdout, or stderr

Reason:

The error occurs because of a system problem that may be intermittent.

Action:

Try to resubmit the job. If this action does not resolve the problem, contact your system administrator.

Error creating pthread

Reason:

System resources are low.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

Error creating spool file. Job: JOB.TXT/APPL. xxxx/MAIN, errno: 31, Reason: Too many links

Reason:

On AIX and Linux, the file system may limit the number of spool directories.

Action:

See your operating system documentation for details regarding the spool directory limitations. Clear the spool directories
periodically using the agent.

Error creating stdout spool file

Reason:

The user may not have the necessary permissions to create the spool file.

Action:

Verify the user permissions.

Error getting owner of the script

Reason:

Failure to get the owner of the script from the system password file.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

Error occurring during submission

Reason:

Connection error with the scheduling manager.

Action:

Verify the connection to the scheduling manager.
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Error opening stdin, stdout, or stderr

Reason:

The agent does not have permission to open the file because of a system problem.

Action:

1. Verify the permissions. Change the permissions to allow the agent to open the file.
2. Contact your system administrator.

Error redirecting stdin, stdout, or stderr

Reason:

The agent tries to redirect an input file to another file and an error results. This file could be a spool file or some specified
stdin or stdout file. For a stderr message, the cause may be a system problem that is intermittent.

Action:

Try to resubmit the job. If this action does not resolve the problem, contact your system administrator.

File not found

Reason:

The agent cannot find the file. Either the wrong path was specified in the job definition, or the file does not exist.

Action:

Verify the path and ensure that the file exists.

Invalid command: not listed in oscomponent.validcommand

Reason:

Invalid command.

Action:

Add the command to the oscomponent.validcommand parameter in the agentparm.txt file, or contact your system
administrator.

Invalid file name

Reason:

The file path is too long. This error can happen if there are too many symbolic links. If the name is too long, the system
call returns an error.

Action:

Get rid of the symbolic link by relocating the file.

Invalid shell error

Reason:

In the agentparm.txt file, specify the valid shell in the oscomponent.validshell parameter. The corresponding job definition
may not have the correct shell specified in the shell statement.

Action:

1. Verify that the correct shell is specified in the agentparm.txt file. Or, you can set oscomponent.checkvalidshell=false
parameter in the agentparm.txt file, so that the agent does not validate the shell.

2. Verify that the corresponding job definition has the correct shell specified in the shell statement.
3. In the first line of a script file, the shell and its path must match exactly what you specified in the validshell parameter.
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Irregular file

Reason:

The file is not a regular file, such as an ascii or binary file. The file may be a directory file or a pipe, or a program in /bin
being run under PASE.

Action:

Verify the file type using ls -l. Replace the file with a regular file.

Not a script file

Reason:

The script contains nonprintable characters.

Action:

Use Command instead of Script name in the job definition.

Refused by Agent security

Reason:

The local security of the agent refuses the job.

Action:

Verify the security.txt file.

Script/Command not accessible

Reason:

The symbolic link does not exist.

Action:

To see if it exists, verify the definition of the symbolic link.

Script/Command not executable

Reason:

The user may not have the necessary permissions to execute the script or command.

Action:

Verify the user permissions.

Script/Command not readable

Reason:

User does not have read permission.

Action:

Verify the user permissions.

User does not exist in the system

Reason:

You did not define the user on the agent system.

Action:

Ensure that the user exists on the agent system.
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Agent Error Messages on Linux
This section provides common error messages that the agent installed on a Linux system returns.

Fatal: DB Lower Disk Threshold of (Null) Breached. Shutting Down 

Reason:

The agent uses a dedicated directory, the database directory, to track the jobs it handles and their statuses. The database
is located beneath the agent directory. By default, agents monitor the database directory. If a 10-MB threshold is reached,
the agent shuts down.

Action:

You can take one of two actions. You can either disable monitoring entirely, or adjust the monitoring thresholds to suit your
environment. The parameters that you use to make these changes are located in the agentparm.txt file.

Disabling Monitoring
When you disable monitoring, the agent stops monitoring the database directory. It no longer shuts down due to a
threshold being reached. No alerts are generated until the space is exhausted. 

To disable monitoring, set agent.resourcemon.enable to false, then shut down and restart the agent.

Adjusting the Monitoring Thresholds

To modify the monitoring thresholds, change the agentparm.txt file as described in the following steps:

1. Ensure that monitoring is enabled (true is the default):
agent.resourcemon.enable=true

2. Set the following parameters to adjust the monitoring thresholds:
– agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.notice=n 

Where n is the limit at which the agent sends a message, but the agent keeps running. By default, the agent sends
a message if there is less than 21 MB remaining.
Default: 21 MB 

– agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.warning.severe=n Where n is the limit at which the agent issues a severe
warning message. The agent continues to run but it stops receiving messages. When the free disk space is higher
than this limit, the agent resumes normal processing. Default: 20 MB

– agent.resourcemon.threshold.disk.critical=n When this limit is reached, the agent shuts down. Default: 10 MB
3. Shut down and restart the agent. 

 

NOTE

Configuring Agent Parameters

CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters

Agent Error Messages on UNIX
This section provides common error messages that the agent installed on a UNIX system returns.

# sh /tmp/waae-agent/setup.bin -f /tmp/unix_installer.properties -i silent

/tmp/waae-agent/setup.bin[2958]: unzip:  not found
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Reason:

This message is generated by the installer (InstallShield) when it cannot find the unzip utility. After generating the
message, the installer finds an alternative way to unpack the files.

Action:

You can safely ignore this message. 

cannot restore segment prot after reloc: Permission denied

Reason:

The Linux computer is SELinux-enabled and prevents the agent from starting.

For more information, see http://www.ittvis.com/services/techtip.asp?ttid=3092.

Action:

Enter the following commands under root authority:

find /agent_install_dir -name “*.so”  - exec chcon -t texrel_shlib_t {} \;

find /agent_install_dir -name “*.bin”  - exec chcon -t texrel_shlib_t {} \;

chcon -t texrel_shlib_t /agent_install_dir/chkusr

NOTE

If the Micro Focus agent plug-in is installed, enter the following command:

chcon -t texrel_shlib_t /agent_install_dir/cybMFCommand

./cybAgent.bin: error while loading shared libraries: libstdc++.so.5: cannot open shared object file: No such file
or directory

Reason:

The libstdc++.so.5 library is missing on the Linux computer.

Action:

Install the libstdc++.so.5 file in the /usr/lib directory using the operating system setup routine. For more information, speak
to your system administrator.

NOTE
Do not manually copy the system libraries.

Connection aborted by peer: JVM_recv in socket input stream read

Reason:

To allow more time between a message being sent and an acknowledgement (ACK) being received, reset the
communication.timeout parameter. When this time is exceeded, the connection is aborted.

Action:

As a starting point, set the value in msecs to 120000 and test. Change the value as needed so this error does not occur.

Error creating spool file. Job: JOB.TXT/APPL. xxxx/MAIN, errno: 31, Reason: Too many links
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Reason:

On AIX and Linux, the file system can limit the number of spool directories.

Action:

See your operating system documentation for details regarding the spool directory limitations. Clear the spool directories
periodically using the agent.

4001: File not found

Reason:

The agent cannot find the file. Either the wrong path was specified in the job definition, or the file does not exist.

Action:

Verify the path, and ensure that the file exists.

4002: Command or script name missing

Reason:

In the job definition, you have not defined the required command or script name.

Action:

Add the command name or script name to the job definition.

4003: Both command name and script name exist

Reason:

In the job definition, you defined both the command name and script name. You can only define one.

Action:

Remove the command name or script name from the job definition.

4004-4006: Error redirecting stdin, stdout, or stderr

Reason:

The agent tries to redirect an input file to another file and an error results. This file could be a spool file or some specified
stdin or stdout file. For a stderr message, an intermittent system problem can cause this problem.

Action:

Try to resubmit the job. If this action does not resolve the problem, contact your system administrator.

4007-4009: Error closing stdout, stderr, or stdin

Reason:

An intermittent system problem can cause this error.

Action:

Try to resubmit the job. If this action does not resolve the problem, contact your system administrator.

4010-4012: Error opening stdin, stdout, or stderr

Reason:

The agent does not have permission to open the file. A system problem can cause this error.

Action:

1. Verify the permissions. Change them to allow the agent to open the file.
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2. Contact your system administrator.

4013: Error changing directory

Reason:

In the agentparm.txt file, the parameter oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory specifies the working directory.
This error can occur if the path is incorrect, or when a user who does not have a home directory runs a job with
oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory set to USER.

Action:

1. Verify that the directory exists.
2. Specify the correct path in the parameter.
3. Perform the appropriate action if the user does not have a home directory:

• – Change the user to a user who has a valid home directory.
– Specify oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=USER_CONT_NOT_AVAIL in the agentparm.txt file.
– Specify oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory=path in the agentparm.txt file.
– Specify PWD=path in the job definition.
– Specify HOME=path in the job definition.

path
Specifies the path to the directory in which the job should run.

4014: Invalid shell error

Reason:

In the agentparm.txt file, specify the valid shell in the parameter oscomponent.validshell. The corresponding job definition
does not have the correct shell that is specified in the shell statement.

Action:

1. Verify that the correct shell is specified in the agentparm.txt file. Alternatively, you can set the
oscomponent.checkvalidshell=false parameter in the agentparm.txt file, so that the agent does not validate whether
the shell is valid.

2. Verify that the corresponding job definition has the correct shell that is specified in the shell statement.
3. In the first line of a script file, the shell and its path must match exactly what you specified in the

oscomponent.validshell parameter.

4015: Script/Command not accessible

Reason:

The symbolic link does not exist.

Action:

Check the definition of the symbolic link to see if it exists.

4016: Invalid file name

Reason:

The file path is too long. This error can happen if there are too many symbolic links. The system call returns an error when
the name is too long.

Action:

Relocate the files to get rid of the symbolic link.

4017: Irregular file
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Reason:

The file is not a regular file, such as an ASCII or binary file. The file can be a directory file or a pipe.

Action:

Determine the file type using ls -l. Replace the file with a regular file.

4018: User does not exist in the system

Reason:

You did not define the user on the UNIX side.

Action:

Ensure that the user exists on the UNIX side.

4019: SUID or SGID is missing

Reason:

If the oscomponent.checksuid parameter is set to true in the agentparm.txt file, set the SUID bit to on in the script or
command.

Action:

Set the SUID bit to on or contact your system administrator.

4020: Error occurring during submission

Reason:

Connection error with the scheduling manager.

Action:

Verify the connection to the scheduling manager.

4021: Command does not use shell

Reason:

Only a script can use a shell.

Action:

Remove the shell statement from the job definition.

4023: Command requires a User ID

Reason:

Each command must specify an allowable user.

Action:

Add the user to the job definition.

4024: Script/Command not executable

Reason:

The user does not have the necessary permissions to execute the script or command.

Action:

Verify the user permissions.

4025: Error creating stdout spool file
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Reason:

The user may not have the necessary permissions to create the spool file.

Action:

Verify the user permissions.

4026: Refused by Agent security

Reason:

The local security on the agent refuses the job.

Action:

Check the security.txt file.

4027: Not a script file

Reason:

The script contains nonprintable characters.

Action:

Use Command instead of Script name in the job definition.

4028: Script/Command not readable

Reason:

User does not have read permission.

Action:

Verify the user permissions.

4029: Error getting owner of the script

Reason:

Failure to get the owner of the script from the system password file.

Action:

Contact your UNIX system administrator.

4031: Error creating pthread

Reason:

System resources are low.

Action:

Contact your UNIX system administrator.

 

Agent Error Messages on Windows
This section provides common error messages that the agent installed on a Windows system returns.

Error 1067 - process terminated unexpectedly

Reason:

1. You do not have sufficient access privileges to run the agent.
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2. Agent ports are in use by another process.

Action:

1. You must have a user ID that has administrator authority to run the agent.
2. You have multiple agents trying to use the same ports. The following parameters must be unique for each agent:

– agentname
– communication.inputport

In addition to the parameters above, the following parameters must be unique for each agent on Windows:

• oscomponent.servicename
• oscomponent.servicedisplayname

Another process has a port in use that the agent needs. Issue the netstat command to determine what ports are in use, for
example:

netstat -na

Note: Another process may be intermittent and may not be accessing the agent ports at the time you issue the netstat
command. 

 

Error Messages on HP Integrity NonStop

ABENDED Message in STDOUT File with Error 12 During Job Submission

In a job definition that specifies a disk file for STDOUT and submits an obey or macro file, a job ABENDED message
appears in the STDOUT file with error 12. This issue occurs because NonStop opens the STDOUT file with exclusive
access, which prevents a child process from writing to it.

You can work around this issue by using one of the following two methods:

• Use SPOOLER instead of STDOUT. (This method is preferred.)
• Change the obey or macro to allow a child process to write to a separate disk file.

For example, if you have a one-line TACL script such as “fup  info $MYV.MYSUBV.*”, the agent reports an ABENDED
message in the STDOUT disk file. The actual output of the fup program is not shown. 
For example, assume that the STDOUT file is $MYVOL.MYSUBVOL.MYOUT. By changing the script to “fup /out
$myv.mysubv.altout/ info $myv.mysubv.*”, you circumvent an error 12 during submission. The output of the fup
program is directed to the ALTOUT file.

Agent and Scheduling Manager Are Not Communicating

If the agent and scheduling manager are not communicating, it can be due to an incorrect TCP/IP definition. When you
start the agent, ensure that the correct TCP/IP process (stack) is in use. On NonStop systems, it is possible to have more
than one TCP/IP process and associated listener process. The define TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME should point to the
correct TCP/IP process name.

Job Status Messages Delayed with Failed Connection Messages in Transmitter Log

Job status update messages are delayed by 2 minutes. And the transmitter log includes messages about failed
connections, like the following:

Connection failed to: <ca31.ca.com><12116>. Operation already in progress (errno:4103)
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This issue can occur when the agent sends multiple status updates and tries to open multiple sockets
simultaneously. This behavior occurs when multiple connect_nw calls are made on a nowait socket.

To work around this issue, change the retry interval to 2 seconds by setting communication.transmitter.senderrordelay to
2000 in the agentparm.txt file as shown:

communication.transmitter.senderrordelay=2000

Although the error is logged, the agent retries in 2 seconds (rather than 2 minutes).

Java HotSpot Server VM Warning in nohup.out File

Upon startup, the agent generates the following message:

Java HotSpot Server VM warning: Tune the process stack size (maxssiz) to 1028 Kb from the current process

 limit of 256 Kb.

This message is contained in the nohup.out file. No action is required.

"Cannot Match UNIX Flavor" Error Messages Generated During Installation

The agent generates the following messages during installation: 

#### Cannot match UNIX flavor to a filesystem table: attempting '/etc/fstab'
fstab: /etc/fstab (No such file or directory (errno:4002))
** FileSystem (FSTab): could not generate static fs table

#### Cannot match UNIX flavor to a filesystem table: attempting 'df -k'CheckDiskSpace: couldn't find Volume for "/opt/CA/
WA_Agent_R12_0"CDS: Assuming sufficient disk space. (-1)

These messages occur because the underlying InstallAnywhere run time cannot capture disk information from the OSS
file system. They are informational only and can be ignored.

Cannot Create IPC Channel Error

The agent does not start, and the following error message is generated: Cannot create IPC channel (No space left on
device). You might need to run "ipcrm -Q 0x208011bc" to remove it if it already exists.
This error occurs when the limit related to IPC is reached for the number of message queues. (In OSS, the default
configuration for the limit is 32.) Under certain circumstances, the processes that started the queues may end prematurely,
leaving the queues. If this happens repeatedly, IPC limits can be reached.

For more information about how to remove the stale message queues, see the man pages for the ipcs command and the
related ipcrm command.
You can also find information in the Open System Services (OSS) Management and Operations Guide. The following SCF
commands allow you to manage system resources such as message queues:
• status server $zpmon.#zmsgq,detail
• stop server $zpmon.#zmsgq
• start server $zpmon.#zmsgq

NOTE
Consult with your system administrator before using these sensitive commands.

Unresolved Text Symbol Error

The agent does not start and generates the following error:

Unresolved Text Symbol rand_r in file cybAgent.bin

Ensure that C runtime SPR T1269H04-AAS is installed on the NonStop machine, and reboot the system.
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Job Remains in Executing State

If a job remains in the executing state longer than expected, see whether Stdout is either not specified or is set to a hard
disk file. For best results, send the output to a spooler.

 

FTP Job Failure Messages
If an FTP job fails, review the job status and spool file for information. The following status messages can appear when a
job fails:

Access is denied

Reason:

The FTP user ID does not have the proper permission to access the file.

Action:

Determine whether you have access to the local path specified in the job definition on the agent computer.

File not found

Reason:

The agent cannot find the file. Either the wrong path was specified in the job definition, or the file does not exist.

Action:

Verify that the remote path and file name that is specified in the job definition exist on the remote server.

Logon unsuccessful

Reason:

A problem with the FTP user exists.

Action:

1. Verify that the password of your FTP user ID is correct on the scheduling manager.
2. If the agent runs as an FTP server, verify that the user ID and password are also defined on the agent.

NOTE
If you update the ftpusers.txt file, restart the agent for your changes to take effect.

Password is missing

Reason:

A problem with the FTP user ID exists.

Action:

1. Verify that the FTP user ID specified in the job definition is correct.
2. Verify that the same FTP user ID is defined on the scheduling manager.
3. If the agent runs as an FTP server, verify that the user ID and password are also defined on the agent.

NOTE
If you update the ftpusers.txt file, restart the agent for your changes to take effect.

Please log in with USER and PASS

Reason:

The FTP server requires SSL enablement.
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Action:

Verify that the FTP server has SSL enabled.

The system cannot find the path specified

Reason:

The path that is specified in the job definition is incorrect.

Action:

Verify that the local path specified in the job definition exists on the agent computer.

Unknown host

Reason:

The remote server name that is specified in the job definition is incorrect.

Action:

Verify that the remote server name specified in the job definition is correct.

 

SNMP-Related Error Messages
This section provides error messages that are related to the SNMP management connector.

CybSnmpPluginDriver terminated: java.net.BindException: Permission denied

Reason:

The SNMP communication port that the snmp.trap.listener.port agent parameter specifies is already in use. The agent
uses ports below 1024. On UNIX, start the agent as root.

Action:

Ensure that the value specified for the SNMP communication port (snmp.trap.listener.port) is not in use by another
application. The default port number is 162.

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Passed ip address is invalid

Reason:

SNMP v1 does not support IPv6.

Action:

To ensure that the agent uses IPv4, add the following parameters to the agentparm.txt file:

java.net.preferIPv4Stack=true

java.net.preferIPv6Stack=false
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Additional Resources
The following resources provide additional information about product support, documentation, education and communities
resources for the agent.

Product Information

Product Support

Documentation

• Scheduling Manager Documentation
– CA Workload Automation AE and WCC- Source
– Workload Automation DE

• CA Workload Automation DE Deployment Best Practices
– Workload Automation ESP Edition
– Workload Automation CA7 Edition

• CA Workload Automation Agents (Plug-Ins) Documentation
– Agent for Application Services
– Agent for Databases
– Agent for Informatica
– Agent for Micro Focus
– Agent for Microsoft MS SQL
– Agent for Oracle E-business Suite
– Agent for PeopleSoft
– Agent for Remote Execution
– Agent for SAP
– Agent for Web Services

• Advanced Integrations
– CA Workload Automation Advanced Integration for Hadoop
– CA Workload Automation Advanced Integration for SAP

• Documentation for Previous Releases

Agent Specific Resources

• CA Workload Automation System Agent for z/OS

Education

Communities

• CA Workload Automation Community
• Twitter
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Documentation for Previous Releases
This page describes provides access to PDF/text files for Workload Automation Agents bookshelf and legacy
documentation (two forms documentation for previous releases). For up to date Workload Automation Agent
Documentation for supported versions, see Additional Resources.

Product Release Documentation Link

Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/
OS

11.3.3 • Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
Implementation Guide 

• Agent for i5/OS Implementation Guide 
• Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, and i5/

OS Release Notes

11.3.2 Cumulative 1 • Release Notes

11.3.1 Cumulative 4 • Release Notes

11.3 • Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
Implementation Guide 

• Agent for i5/OS Implementation Guide 
• Automation Agent for UNIX, Linux, or

Windows Readme 
• Agent for i5/OS Readme 
• Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows

Release Notes 
• Agent for i5/OS Release Notes 

Agent for i5/OS

11.3 • Agent for i5/OS Implementation Guide 
• Agent for i5/OS Readme 
• Agent for i5/OS Release Notes 

Workload Automation System Agent (for
UNIX, Linux, or Windows)
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https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs//0/CA%20Workload%20Automation%20System%20Agent%20r11%203-ENU/Bookshelf_Files/PDF/WA_Agent_for_Web_Services_CLI_User_r11_3_1_ENU.pdf
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs//0/CA%20Workload%20Automation%20System%20Agent%20r11%203-ENU/Bookshelf_Files/PDF/WA_Agent_for_Web_Services_Impl_r11_3_ENU.pdf
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs//0/CA%20Workload%20Automation%20System%20Agent%20r11%203-ENU/Bookshelf_Files/HTML/WebServicesReadme/WA_Agent_for_Web_Services_Readme.txt
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs//0/CA%20Workload%20Automation%20System%20Agent%20r11%203-ENU/Bookshelf_Files/PDF/WA_Agent_for_Web_Services_Release_r11_3_ENU.pdf
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs//7/q001341e.pdf
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs//7/q001351e.pdf
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Acknowledgments: Third-Party Software Agreements
This section contains copyright and license agreement information from third-party software used in CA Workload
Automation System Agent and the supported agent plug-ins.

Apache Axis 1.4

This product includes axis 1.4 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
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litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear.

The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your
own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from
the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Codec 1.3

This product includes Apache Commons Codec 1.3 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
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to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Discovery 0.2

This product includes Apache Commons Discovery 0.2 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Logging 1.0.4. 1.1, and 1.1.1

This product includes Apache Commons Logging 1.0.4, 1.1, and 1.1.1 which is distributed in accordance with the
following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Jakarta Commons HttpClient 3.1

This product includes Apache Jakarta Commons HttpClient 3.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following
license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Log 4j 1.2.8

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is
distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions. "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections
1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License.
You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to
the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the
License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a
whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this
License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
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of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX:

How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Xalan-J 2.7.1

This product includes Apache Xalan-J 2.7.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreements:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including
but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For
the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the
Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control
systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and
improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the
copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or
a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent
licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file
distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative
Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear.
The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your
own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from
the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
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or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor as been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liabilitynincurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The license above applies to this Apache Xalan release of:
Xalan-Java 2 - XSLT Processor
Xalan-Java 2 - Serializer
The license above also applies to the jar files xalan.jar and xsltc.jar - Xalan-Java 2 - XSLT Processor from

Source: http://xalan.apache.org/
The license above also applies to the jar file
serializer.jar - Xalan-Java 2 - Serializer
Source: http://xalan.apache.org/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2 and Xerces-Java 2

The license above also applies to the jar file
xercesImpl.jar - Xerces-Java 2 XML Parser.
Source: http://xerces.apache.org/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2

The license above also applies to the jar file
xml-apis.jar - Xerces-Java 2 XML Parser.
Source: http://xerces.apache.org/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2 and release copy of Xerces-Java 2

The following license applies to the included files:
tools/ant.jar
tools/antRun
tools/antRun.bat
Source: http://ant.apache.org/
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Used By: Xalan's build process: java/build.xml and test/build.xml

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
============================================================================
The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
============================================================================
Copyright (C) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)." Alternately,
this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally
appear.

4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior
written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.
For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license, Apache Software License, Version 1.1, applies to the included BCEL.jar from Apache Jakarta (Byte
Code Engineering Library).
Source: http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel
Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

The following license, Apache Software License, Version 1.1, also applies to the included regexp.jar, jakarta-
regexp-1.2.jar from Apache Jakarta.
Source: http://jakarta.apache.org/regexp
Used By: BCEL.jar which is used by XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This
product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."Alternately,
this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally
appear.

4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For  written permission, please contact
apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their
name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
====================================================================
This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.
For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see<http://www.apache.org/>.
*/
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the DOM documentation for the org.w3c.dom.* packages:

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
W3C® DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231
Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By using and/or
copying this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee)
agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is
linked, in any medium for any
purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the
document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a

textual representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright © [$date-of-document] World Wide Web Consortium,
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research
Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/
Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided. We request that authorship attribution
be provided in any software, documents,
or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion
thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional
requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ)
are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying
with those requirements.
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THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE
CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS,
TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE
OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or
its contents without specific,
written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright holders.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those
owned by the W3C, moves information
on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes
references to this specific dated version
of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date.
Please see our Copyright FAQ for
common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other
questions about this notice can be directed
to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <mailto:site-policy@w3.org
Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-07-19 12:33:09 -0400 (Tue, 19 Jul 2005) $
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the DOM software, for the org.w3c.dom.* packages in jar file xml-apis.jar:

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
W3C® SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231
This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the
copyright holders
under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read,
understood, and will
comply with the following terms and conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any
purpose and
without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and
documentation or
portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software

Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or
derivative code.

3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you
provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT
THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE
ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software
without specific, written prior
permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright
holders.

____________________________________

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those
owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM
is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous
grant of "use". Otherwise, this
version is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment
of GPL compatibility and OSI's
certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using
materials from our site, including specific
terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to
site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <mailto:site-policy@w3.org
Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-07-19 12:33:09 -0400 (Tue, 19 Jul 2005) $
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the SAX software, for the org.xml.sax.* packages in jar file xml-apis.jar:

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
This module, both source code and documentation, is in the Public Domain,
and comes with NO WARRANTY. See http://www.saxproject.org for further information.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the jar file java_cup.jar - LALR Parser Generator for Java(TM).
Source: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP
Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted, provided
that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and
warranty disclaimer
appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or
publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties of
merchantability
and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or
any damages
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whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action,
arising out of or
in connection with the use or performance of this software.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the jar file runtime.jar - Component of JavaCup: LALR Parser Generator for Java(TM).
Source: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP
Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer
(runtime.jar component)

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted, provided
that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and
warranty disclaimer
appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or
publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties of
merchantability
and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or
any damages
whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action,
arising out of or
in connection with the use or performance of this software.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the JLEX jar file JLex.jar - A Lexical Analyzer Generator for Java(TM).
Source: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/JLex
Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2000 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice
and
warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of the authors or their employers not be used
in advertising or
publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties of
merchantability and
fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any
damages whatsoever resulting
from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in
connection
with the use or performance of this software.
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Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. References to the Java programming language in relation to JLex are not
meant to imply that
Sun endorses this product.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the jar file stylebook-1.0-b3_xalan-2.jar - Tool for generating Xalan documentation.
Integrated with Xalan-Java 2 and Xerces 2.
Source: http://svn.apache.org/viewvc/xml/stylebook/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2, Xalan-C++

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
/*
* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
*
*
* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
*
* 4. The names "Xalan", "Xerces", and "Apache Software Foundation" must
* not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
* software without prior written permission. For written
* permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",
* nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written
* permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
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*
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was
* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International
* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
* <http://www.apache.org/>.
*/
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Apache Xerces2-J 2.11.0

This product includes Apache Xerces2-J 2.11.0 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreements:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract
or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such
entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.
For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to
the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the
copyright owner
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or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but
not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by,
or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,
have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall
terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only
and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be
construed
as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your
use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you
may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of
the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY,
or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the
Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any
Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such
Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to
offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with
this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not
on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional
liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate
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comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included
on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

-------

Portions of Xerces2 were obtained under the following:

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215 2005-06-03
22:49:13Z mrglavas $

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

W3C?® DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By using and/or
copying this document, or the W3C
document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply
with the following terms and
conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is
linked, in any medium for any purpose
and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the document, or
portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual
representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright ?© [$date-of-document] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,
European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"
3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.
When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided. We request that authorship attribution
be provided in any software,
documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or
any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional
requirements (documented in
the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to
individuals complying with
those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE
FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD
PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE
PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or
its contents without specific,
written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright holders.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those
owned by the W3C, moves information on
style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes
references to this specific dated version of
the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please
see our Copyright FAQ for
common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other
questions about this notice can be directed
to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

------

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14 03:33:27Z
mrglavas $

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip
(COPYRIGHT.html)

W3C?® SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
Copyright ?© 2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research Consortium
for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).
All Rights Reserved.

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License. The software license requires
"Notice of any changes or modifications
to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of the DOM bindings must
document that they do not conform to the W3C
standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language
binding, the package names can no
longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could be found at http://www.w3.org/
Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the
copyright holders under the following
license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will
comply with the following terms and
conditions.
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Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any
purpose and without fee or royalty is
hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions
thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.

2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software
Short Notice should be
included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you
provide URIs to the location from
which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF
THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY
PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software
without specific, written prior permission.
Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

Castor 1.3.1

This product includes Castor 1.3.1, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract
orotherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including
but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to
the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by
the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by,
or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is
conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including
a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work
constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall
terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do
not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution
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notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or
modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

--------
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Portions of Castor were obtained under the following:

Copyright 1999-2004 (C) Intalio Inc., and others. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy
of this document.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without prior written
permission of Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor" nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior
written permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are trademarks of Intalio Inc.

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project (http://www.exolab.org/).

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Commons Codec

This product includes Apache Commons Codec 1.4 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including
but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to
the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by
the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and
issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including
a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work
constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that
Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file
distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative
Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear.
The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your
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own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from
the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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HP-UX JRE v1.8

This Product is distributed with HP-UX JRE v1.8. HP has provided additional copyright notices and information that may
be applicable to portions of the HP-UX JRE in the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file that accompanies the HP-UX
JRE files.

httpclient 4.1.2

This product includes httpclient 4.1.2, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
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incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

IBM DB2 Driver for JDBC and SQLJ

This Product contains Runtime Modules of IBM DB2 universal Database JDBC type-4 Driver (c) Copyright IBM
Corporation 2004. All Rights Reserved

International License Agreement for Non-Warranted Programs

Part 1 - General Terms "BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING, ACCESSING, OR USING THE PROGRAM
YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT." "IF YOU ARE ACCEPTING THESE TERMS ON BEHALF OF
ANOTHER PERSON OR A COMPANY OR OTHER LEGAL ENTITY," "YOU REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT YOU
HAVE FULL AUTHORITY TO BIND THAT PERSON, COMPANY, OR LEGAL ENTITY TO THESE TERMS." "IF YOU DO
NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS, " "- DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, ACCESS, OR USE THE PROGRAM;
AND" - PROMPTLY RETURN THE PROGRAM AND PROOF OF ENTITLEMENT TO THE PARTY FROM WHOM YOU
ACQUIRED IT " TO OBTAIN A REFUND OF THE AMOUNT YOU PAID. IF YOU DOWNLOADED THE PROGRAM,
CONTACT THE PARTY FROM WHOM YOU ACQUIRED IT."

"""IBM"" is International Business Machines Corporation or one of its subsidiaries." ""

"License Information"" (""LI"") is a document that provides information specific to a Program. The Program's LI is available
at http://www.ibm.com/software/sla/ ."
"The LI may also be found in a file in the Program's directory, by the use of a system command, or as a booklet which
accompanies the Program." ""

"Program"" is the following, including the original and all whole or partial copies: 1) machine-readable instructions and
data,2) components," "3) audio-visual content (such as images, text, recordings, or pictures), 4) related licensed materials,
and 5) license use documents or keys, and documentation." "A "

"Proof of Entitlement"" (""PoE"") is evidence of Your authorization to use a Program at a specified level. That level may
be measured, for example," "by the number of processors or users. The PoE is also evidence of Your eligibility for future
upgrade prices, if any, and potential special or promotional opportunities." "If IBM does not provide You with a PoE, then
IBM may accept the original paid sales receipt or other sales record from the party (either IBM or its reseller)" "from whom
You acquired the Program, provided that it specifies the name of the Program and the usage level acquired. " ""

"You"" and ""Your"" refer either to an individual person or to a single legal entity."

"This Agreement includes Part 1 - General Terms, Part 2 - Country-unique Terms (if any), License Information, and Proof
of Entitlement and is the complete " agreement between You and IBM regarding the use of the Program. It replaces any
prior oral or written communications between You and IBM concerning Your use of the Program. The terms of Part 2
and License Information may replace or modify those of Part 1. To the extent there is a conflict between the terms of this
"Agreement and those of the IBM International Passport Advantage Agreement, the terms of the latter agreement prevail."

1. Entitlement License

"The Program is owned by IBM or an IBM supplier, and is copyrighted and licensed, not sold." IBM grants You a
nonexclusive license to use the Program when You lawfully acquire it. "You may 1) use the Program up to the level of use
specified in the PoE and 2) make and install copies, including a backup copy, to support such use. The terms of" "this
license apply to each copy You make. You will reproduce all copyright notices and all other legends of ownership on each
copy, or partial copy, of the Program." "If You acquire the Program as a program upgrade, after You install the upgrade
You may not use the Program from which You upgraded or transfer it to another party." You will ensure that anyone who
uses the Program (accessed either locally or remotely) does so only for Your authorized use and complies with the terms
of this Agreement. "You may not 1) use, copy, modify, or distribute the Program except as provided in this Agreement; 2)
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reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the" "Program except as specifically permitted by law without
the possibility of contractual waiver; or 3) sublicense, rent, or lease the Program." "IBM may terminate Your license if You
fail to comply with the terms of this Agreement. If IBM does so, You must destroy all copies of the Program and its PoE."
Money-back Guarantee "If for any reason You are dissatisfied with the Program and You are the original licensee, You
may obtain a refund of the amount You paid for it, if within 30 days of" "Your invoice date You return the Program and
its PoE to the party from whom You obtained it. If You downloaded the Program, You may contact the party from whom"
You acquired it for instructions on how to obtain the refund. Program Transfer You may transfer a Program and all of Your
license rights and obligations to another party only if that party agrees to the terms of this Agreement. When You transfer
"the Program, You must also transfer a copy of this Agreement, including the Program's PoE. After the transfer, You may
not use the Program."

2. Charges

The amount payable for a Program license is a one-time charge. "One-time charges are based on the level of use
acquired which is specified in the PoE. IBM does not give credits or refunds for charges already due or paid, except" as
specified elsewhere in this Agreement. "If You wish to increase the level of use, notify IBM or the party from whom You
acquired it and pay any applicable charges. " "If any authority imposes a duty, tax, levy or fee, excluding those based on
IBM's net income, upon the Program, then You agree to pay the amount specified or " supply exemption documentation.
You are responsible for any personal property taxes for the Program from the date that You acquire it.

3. No Warranty "SUBJECT TO ANY STATUTORY WARRANTIES WHICH CAN NOT BE EXCLUDED, IBM MAKES
NO WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS EITHER EXPRESS OR" "IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE," "AND
NON-INFRINGEMENT, REGARDING THE PROGRAM OR TECHNICAL SUPPORT, IF ANY." The exclusion also applies
to any of IBM's Program developers and suppliers. "Manufacturers, suppliers, or publishers of non-IBM Programs may
provide their own warranties." "IBM does not provide technical support, unless IBM specifies otherwise."

4. Limitation of Liability "Circumstances may arise where, because of a default on IBM's part or other liability, You are
entitled to recover damages from IBM. In each such instance, regardless" "of the basis on which You may be entitled
to claim damages from IBM, (including fundamental breach, negligence, misrepresentation, or other contract or tort
claim)," IBM is liable for no more than 1) damages for bodily injury (including death) and damage to real property and
tangible personal property and 2) the amount of any other actual direct damages up to the charges for the Program
that is the subject of the claim. This limitation of liability also applies to IBM's Program developers and suppliers. It
is the maximum for which they and IBM are collectively responsible. "UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES IS IBM, ITS
PROGRAM DEVELOPERS OR SUPPLIERS LIABLE FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING, EVEN IF INFORMED OF" THEIR
POSSIBILITY: "1. LOSS OF, OR DAMAGE TO, DATA;" "2. SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, OR
FOR ANY ECONOMIC CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES; OR" "3. LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS, REVENUE, GOODWILL,
OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS." "SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION" OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO
YOU. 5. General 1. Nothing in this Agreement affects any statutory rights of consumers that cannot be waived or limited
by contract. "2. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining
provisions of this Agreement remain in full force and effect." 3. You agree to comply with all applicable export and import
laws and regulations. "4. You agree to allow IBM to store and use Your contact information, including names, phone
numbers, and e-mail addresses, anywhere they do business. Such" "information will be processed and used in connection
with our business relationship, and may be provided to contractors, Business Partners, and assignees of IBM for" "uses
consistent with their collective business activities, including communicating with You (for example, for processing orders,
for promotions, and for market research)." 5. Neither You nor IBM will bring a legal action under this Agreement more
than two years after the cause of action arose unless otherwise provided by local law without the possibility of contractual
waiver or limitation. 6. Neither You nor IBM is responsible for failure to fulfill any obligations due to causes beyond its
control. "7. This Agreement will not create any right or cause of action for any third party, nor will IBM be responsible
for any third party claims against You except, as permitted" "by the Limitation of Liability section above, for bodily injury
(including death) or damage to real or tangible personal property for which IBM is legally liable." "6. Governing Law,
Jurisdiction, and Arbitration" Governing Law "Both You and IBM consent to the application of the laws of the country
in which You acquired the Program license to govern, interpret, and enforce all of Your and" "IBM's rights, duties, and
obligations arising from, or relating in any manner to, the subject matter of this Agreement, without regard to conflict of law
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principles." The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods does not apply. Jurisdiction
"All of our rights, duties, and obligations are subject to the courts of the country in which You acquired the Program
license."

Part 2 - Country-unique Terms AMERICAS "ARGENTINA: Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration (Section 6):
The following exception is added to this section:" Any litigation arising from this Agreement will be settled exclusively
by the Ordinary Commercial Court of the city of Buenos Aires. "BRAZIL: Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration
(Section 6): The following exception is added to this section:" "Any litigation arising from this Agreement will be settled
exclusively by the court of Rio de Janeiro, RJ." CANADA: General (Section 5): The following replaces item 7: "7. This
Agreement will not create any right or cause of action for any third party, nor will IBM be responsible for any third party
claims against You except as permitted" by the Limitation of Liability section above for bodily injury (including death)
or physical harm to real or tangible personal property caused by IBM's negligence for which "IBM is legally liable."""
"Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration (Section 6): The phrase ""the laws of the country in which You acquired the
Program license"" in the Governing Law subsection" is replaced by the following: "the laws in the Province of Ontario"""
PERU: Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The following is added at the end of this section: "In accordance with Article
1328 of the Peruvian Civil Code, the limitations and exclusions specified in this section will not apply to damages caused
by IBM's" "willful misconduct (""dolo"") or gross negligence (""culpa inexcusable"")." UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
General (Section 5): The following is added to this section: "U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights - Use, duplication
or disclosure restricted by the GSA ADP Schedule Contract with the IBM Corporation." "Governing Law, Jurisdiction,
and Arbitration (Section 6): The phrase ""the laws of the country in which You acquired the Program license"" in the
Governing Law subsection" is replaced by the following: "the laws of the State of New York, United States of America"
ASIA PACIFIC AUSTRALIA: No Warranty (Section 3): The following is added: "Although IBM specifies that there are
no warranties, You may have certain rights under the Trade Practices Act 1974 or other legislation and are only limited
to the" extent permitted by the applicable legislation. Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The following is added: "Where
IBM is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Trade Practices Act 1974, IBM's liability is limited to the repair
or replacement of the goods, or the" "supply of equivalent goods. Where that condition or warranty relates to right to
sell, quiet possession or clear title, or the goods are of a kind ordinarily acquired for" "personal, domestic or household
use or consumption, then none of the limitations in this paragraph apply." "Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration
(Section 6): The phrase ""the laws of the country in which You acquired the Program license"" in the Governing Law
subsection" is replaced by the following: the laws of the State or Territory in which You acquired the Program license
"CAMBODIA, LAOS, and VIETNAM: Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration (Section 6): The phrase ""the laws of
the country in which You acquired the Program" "license"" in the Governing Law subsection is replaced by the following:"
"the laws of the State of New York, United States of America" The following is added to this section: Arbitration Disputes
arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be finally settled by arbitration which shall be held in Singapore
in accordance with the Arbitration Rules "of Singapore International Arbitration Center (""SIAC Rules"") then in effect.
The arbitration award shall be final and binding for the parties without appeal and shall be in" writing and set forth the
findings of fact and the conclusions of law. "The number of arbitrators shall be three, with each side to the dispute being
entitled to appoint one arbitrator. The two arbitrators appointed by the parties shall appoint" a third arbitrator who shall
act as chairman of the proceedings. Vacancies in the post of chairman shall be filled by the president of the SIAC. Other
vacancies shall be filled by the respective nominating party. Proceedings shall continue from the stage they were at
when the vacancy occurred. "If one of the parties refuses or otherwise fails to appoint an arbitrator within 30 days of the
date the other party appoints its, the first appointed arbitrator shall be the" "sole arbitrator, provided that the arbitrator
was validly and properly appointed." "All proceedings shall be conducted, including all documents presented in such
proceedings, in the English language. The English language version of this" Agreement prevails over any other language
version. "HONG KONG S.A.R. and MACAU S.A.R. of China: Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration (Section 6):
The phrase ""the laws of the country in which You acquired" "the Program license"" in the Governing Law subsection is
replaced by the following:" the laws of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of China INDIA: Limitation of Liability
(Section 4): The following replaces the terms of items 1 and 2 of the first paragraph: 1) liability for bodily injury (including
death) or damage to real property and tangible personal property will be limited to that caused by IBM's negligence;
and 2) as to "any other actual damage arising in any situation involving nonperformance by IBM pursuant to, or in any
way related to the subject of this Agreement, IBM's liability will" be limited to the charge paid by You for the individual
Program that is the subject of the claim. General (Section 5): The following replaces the terms of item 5: "If no suit or
other legal action is brought, within three years after the cause of action arose, in respect of any claim that either party
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may have against the other, the rights" of the concerned party in respect of such claim will be forfeited and the other party
will stand released from its obligations in respect of such claim. "Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration (Section
6): The following is added to this section:" Arbitration "Disputes arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall
be finally settled by arbitration which shall be held in Bangalore, India in accordance with the laws of" India then in
effect. The arbitration award shall be final and binding for the parties without appeal and shall be in writing and set forth
the findings of fact and the conclusions of law. "The number of arbitrators shall be three, with each side to the dispute
being entitled to appoint one arbitrator. The two arbitrators appointed by the parties shall appoint" a third arbitrator who
shall act as chairman of the proceedings. Vacancies in the post of chairman shall be filled by the president of the Bar
Council of India. Other vacancies shall be filled by the respective nominating party. Proceedings shall continue from the
stage they were at when the vacancy occurred. "If one of the parties refuses or otherwise fails to appoint an arbitrator
within 30 days of the date the other party appoints its, the first appointed arbitrator shall be the" "sole arbitrator, provided
that the arbitrator was validly and properly appointed." "All proceedings shall be conducted, including all documents
presented in such proceedings, in the English language. The English language version of this Agreement" prevails over
any other language version. JAPAN: General (Section 5): The following is inserted after item 5: Any doubts concerning
this Agreement will be initially resolved between us in good faith and in accordance with the principle of mutual trust.
"MALAYSIA: Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The word ""SPECIAL"" in item 2 of the third paragraph is deleted:" NEW
ZEALAND: No Warranty (Section 3): The following is added: "Although IBM specifies that there are no warranties, You
may have certain rights under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot be" "excluded or
limited. The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply in respect of any goods which IBM provides, if You require the
goods for the purposes of a" business as defined in that Act. Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The following is added:
"Where Programs are not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the
limitations in this Section are subject to" the limitations in that Act. PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA: Charges (Section
2): The following is added: All banking charges incurred in the People's Republic of China will be borne by You and
those incurred outside the People's Republic of China will be borne by IBM. "Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration
(Section 6): The phrase ""the laws of the country in which You acquired the Program license"" in the Governing Law
subsection" is replaced by the following: "the laws of the State of New York, United States of America (except when local
law requires otherwise)" PHILIPPINES: Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The following replaces the terms of item 2 of
the third paragraph: "2. special (including nominal and exemplary damages), moral, incidental, or indirect damages or
for any economic consequential damages; or" "Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Arbitration (Section 6): The following is
added to this section:" Arbitration "Disputes arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be finally settled by
arbitration which shall be held in Metro Manila, Philippines in accordance with the" laws of the Philippines then in effect.
The arbitration award shall be final and binding for the parties without appeal and shall be in writing and set forth the
findings of fact and the conclusions of law. "The number of arbitrators shall be three, with each side to the dispute being
entitled to appoint one arbitrator. The two arbitrators appointed by the parties shall appoint" a third arbitrator who shall
act as chairman of the proceedings. Vacancies in the post of chairman shall be filled by the president of the Philippine
Dispute Resolution "Center, Inc. Other vacancies shall be filled by the respective nominating party. Proceedings shall
continue from the stage they were at when the vacancy occurred." "If one of the parties refuses or otherwise fails to
appoint an arbitrator within 30 days of the date the other party appoints its, the first appointed arbitrator shall be the" "sole
arbitrator, provided that the arbitrator was validly and properly appointed." "All proceedings shall be conducted, including
all documents presented in such proceedings, in the English language. The English language version of this" Agreement
prevails over any other language version. "SINGAPORE: Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The words ""SPECIAL""
and ""ECONOMIC"" are deleted from item 2 of the third paragraph." General (Section 5): The following replaces the
terms of item 7: "Subject to the rights provided to IBM's suppliers and Program developers as provided in Section 4
above (Limitation of Liability), a person who is not a party to" this Agreement shall have no right under the Contracts
(Right of Third Parties) Act to enforce any of its terms. "EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA (EMEA)" "No Warranty
(Section 3): In the European Union, the following is added at the beginning of this section:" "In the European Union,
consumers have legal rights under applicable national legislation governing the sale of consumer goods. Such rights are
not affected by" the provisions of this Section 3. "Limitation of Liability (Section 4): In Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece,
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland, the following replaces" the terms of this section
in its entirety: Except as otherwise provided by mandatory law: 1. IBM's liability for any damages and losses that may
arise as a consequence of the fulfillment of its obligations under or in connection with this agreement or due to any other
cause related to this agreement is limited to the compensation of only those damages and losses proved and actually
arising as an immediate and "direct consequence of the non-fulfillment of such obligations (if IBM is at fault) or of such
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cause, for a maximum amount equal to the charges You paid for the Program." The above limitation shall not apply to
damages for bodily injuries (including death) and damages to real property and tangible personal property for which IBM
is legally liable. "2. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES IS IBM, OR ANY OF ITS PROGRAM DEVELOPERS, LIABLE FOR
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING, EVEN IF INFORMED OF" "THEIR POSSIBILITY: 1) LOSS OF, OR DAMAGE TO, DATA;
2) INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY ECONOMIC CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES;" "3) LOST
PROFITS, EVEN IF THEY ARISE AS AN IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCE OF THE EVENT THAT GENERATED THE
DAMAGES; OR 4) LOSS OF BUSINESS," "REVENUE, GOODWILL, OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS. " 3. The limitation
and exclusion of liability herein agreed applies not only to the activities performed by IBM but also to the activities
performed by its suppliers and "Program developers, and represents the maximum amount for which IBM as well as
its suppliers and Program developers, are collectively responsible. " "Limitation of Liability (Section 4): In France and
Belgium, the following replaces the terms of this section in its entirety: " Except as otherwise provided by mandatory
law: 1. IBM's liability for any damages and losses that may arise as a consequence of the fulfillment of its obligations
under or in connection with this agreement is limited to the compensation of only those damages and losses proved
and actually arising as an immediate and direct consequence of the non-fulfillment of such obligations (if IBM "is at
fault), for a maximum amount equal to the charges You paid for the Program that has caused the damages." The above
limitation shall not apply to damages for bodily injuries (including death) and damages to real property and tangible
personal property for which IBM is legally liable. "2. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES IS IBM, OR ANY OF ITS PROGRAM
DEVELOPERS, LIABLE FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING, EVEN IF INFORMED OF THEIR" "POSSIBILITY: 1) LOSS
OF, OR DAMAGE TO, DATA; 2) INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY ECONOMIC CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES;" "3) LOST PROFITS, EVEN IF THEY ARISE AS AN IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCE OF THE EVENT THAT
GENERATED THE DAMAGES; OR 4) LOSS OF" "BUSINESS, REVENUE, GOODWILL, OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS.
" 3. The limitation and exclusion of liability herein agreed applies not only to the activities performed by IBM but also
to the activities performed by its suppliers and "Program developers, and represents the maximum amount for which
IBM as well as its suppliers and Program developers, are collectively responsible." "Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and
Arbitration (Section 6)" Governing Law "The phrase ""the laws of the country in which You acquired the Program license""
is replaced by: " "1) ""the laws of Austria"" in Albania, Armenia, Azerbeijan, Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, FYR Macedonia," "Moldavia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, and FR Yugoslavia; " "2) ""the laws of France"" in Algeria,
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo Republic, Djibouti,"
"Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, French Guiana, French Polynesia, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-
Bissau, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Madagascar," "Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mayotte, Morocco, New Caledonia, Niger,
Reunion, Senegal, Seychelles, Togo, Tunisia, Vanuatu, and Wallis & Futuna; " "3) ""the laws of Finland"" in Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania; " "4) ""the laws of England"" in Angola, Bahrain, Botswana, Burundi, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Malawi, Malta, Mozambique," "Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Rwanda, Sao
Tome, Saudi Arabia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom," "West
Bank/Gaza, Yemen, Zambia, and Zimbabwe; and " "5) ""the laws of South Africa"" in South Africa, Namibia, Lesotho and
Swaziland." Jurisdiction The following exceptions are added to this section: "1) In Austria the choice of jurisdiction for
all disputes arising out of this Agreement and relating thereto, including its existence, will be the competent court of law
in" "Vienna, Austria (Inner-City); " "2) in Angola, Bahrain, Botswana, Burundi, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Ghana, Jordan,
Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Malawi, Malta, Mozambique, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan," "Qatar, Rwanda, Sao Tome, Saudi Arabia,
Sierra Leone, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, West Bank/Gaza, Yemen, Zambia, and Zimbabwe" "all
disputes arising out of this Agreement or related to its execution, including summary proceedings, will be submitted to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts; " "3) in Belgium and Luxembourg, all disputes arising out of this Agreement
or related to its interpretation or its execution, the law, and the courts of the capital city," of the country of Your registered
office and/or commercial site location only are competent; "4) in France, Algeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cape
Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo Republic, Djibouti, Democratic Republic of Congo," "Equatorial
Guinea, French Guiana, French Polynesia, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Madagascar,
Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius," "Mayotte, Morocco, New Caledonia, Niger, Reunion, Senegal, Seychelles, Togo, Tunisia,
Vanuatu, and Wallis & Futuna all disputes arising out of this Agreement" "or related to its violation or execution, including
summary proceedings, will be settled exclusively by the Commercial Court of Paris; " "5) in Russia, all disputes arising
out of or in relation to the interpretation, the violation, the termination, the nullity of the execution of this Agreement shall
be settled" by Arbitration Court of Moscow; "6) in South Africa, Namibia, Lesotho and Swaziland, both of us agree to
submit all disputes relating to this Agreement to the jurisdiction of the High Court in Johannesburg; " 7) in Turkey all
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disputes arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be resolved by the Istanbul Central (Sultanahmet)
Courts and Execution Directorates "of Istanbul, the Republic of Turkey; " "8) in each of the following specified countries,
any legal claim arising out of this Agreement will be brought before, and settled exclusively by, the competent court
of" "a) Athens for Greece, b) Tel Aviv-Jaffa for Israel, c) Milan for Italy, d) Lisbon for Portugal, and e) Madrid for Spain;
and " "9) in the United Kingdom, both of us agree to submit all disputes relating to this Agreement to the jurisdiction
of the English courts. " Arbitration "In Albania, Armenia, Azerbeijan, Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, FYR Macedonia, Moldavia, Poland," "Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, and FR Yugoslavia all disputes arising out of this Agreement or related to
its" "violation, termination or nullity will be finally settled under the Rules of Arbitration and Conciliation of the International
Arbitral Center of the Federal Economic Chamber" in Vienna (Vienna Rules) by three arbitrators appointed in accordance
with these rules. "The arbitration will be held in Vienna, Austria, and the official language of the proceedings will be
English. The decision of the arbitrators will be final and binding upon" "both parties. Therefore, pursuant to paragraph
598 (2) of the Austrian Code of Civil Procedure, the parties expressly waive the application of paragraph 595 (1) figure
7 of" "the Code. IBM may, however, institute proceedings in a competent court in the country of installation." "In Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania all disputes arising in connection with this Agreement will be finally settled in arbitration that will be
held in Helsinki, Finland in" accordance with the arbitration laws of Finland then in effect. Each party will appoint one
arbitrator. The arbitrators will then jointly appoint the chairman. If arbitrators "cannot agree on the chairman, then the
Central Chamber of Commerce in Helsinki will appoint the chairman." AUSTRIA: No Warranty (Section 3): The terms of
this section are completely replaced by the following: The following limited warranty applies if You have paid a charge to
obtain the Program: The warranty period is twelve months from the date of delivery. The limitation period for consumers
in action for breach of warranty is the statutory period as a minimum. The warranty for an IBM Program covers the
functionality of the Program for its normal use and the Program's conformity to its specifications. IBM warrants that when
the Program is used in the specified operating environment it will conform to its specifications. IBM does not warrant
uninterrupted or error-free operation of the Program or that IBM will correct all Program defects. You are responsible for
the results obtained from the use of the Program. The warranty applies only to the unmodified portion of the Program.
If the Program does not function as warranted during the warranty period and the problem cannot be resolved with
information available. You may return the Program to "the party from whom You acquired it and receive a refund in the
amount You paid. If You downloaded the Program, You may contact the party from whom You acquired it" to obtain the
refund. "This is our sole obligation to You, except as otherwise required by applicable statutory law." General (Section
5): The following is added to item 4: "For purposes of this clause, contact information will also include information about
You as a legal entity, for example revenue data and other transactional information." GERMANY: No Warranty (Section
3): The same changes apply as those in No Warranty (Section 3) under Austria above. Limitation of Liability (Section
4): The following paragraph is added to this Section: The limitations and exclusions specified in this Section will not
apply to damages caused by IBM intentionally or by gross negligence. General (Section 5): The following replaces the
terms of item 5: "Any claims resulting from this Agreement are subject to a statute of limitation of three years, except
as stated in Section 3 (No Warranty) of this Agreement." HUNGARY: Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The following is
added at the end of this section: "The limitation and exclusion specified herein shall not apply to liability for a breach of
contract damaging life, physical well-being, or health that has been caused" "intentionally, by gross negligence, or by
a criminal act." The parties accept the limitations of liability as valid provisions and state that the Section 314.(2) of the
Hungarian Civil Code applies as the acquisition price as well as other advantages arising out of the present Agreement
balance this limitation of liability. IRELAND: No Warranty (Section 3): The following is added to this section: "Except
as expressly provided in these terms and conditions, or section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 (as amended by the
Sale of Goods and Supply of Services" "Act 1980 (""the 1980 Act"")), all conditions and warranties (express or implied,
statutory or otherwise) are hereby excluded including, without limitation, any warranties" "implied by the Sale of Goods
Act 1893 as amended by the 1980 Act (including, for the avoidance of doubt, section 39 of the 1980 Act)." Limitation of
Liability (Section 4): The following replaces the terms of this section in its entirety: "For the purposes of this section, a
""Default"" means any act, statement, omission, or negligence on the part of IBM in connection with, or in relation to, the
subject matter" "of an Agreement in respect of which IBM is legally liable to You whether in contract or tort. A number of
Defaults which together result in, or contribute to, substantially" the same loss or damage will be treated as one Default
occurring on the date of occurrence of the last such Default. "Circumstances may arise where, because of a Default,
You are entitled to recover damages from IBM. This section sets out the extent of IBM's liability and Your" sole remedy.
"1. IBM will accept unlimited liability for (a) death or personal injury caused by the negligence of IBM, and (b) subject
always to the Items for Which IBM is Not Liable" "below, for physical damage to Your tangible property resulting from
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the negligence of IBM." "2. Except as provided in item 1 above, IBM's entire liability for actual damages for any one
Default will not in any event exceed the greater of 1) EUR 125,000, or 2) 125%" of the amount You paid for the Program
directly relating to the Default. These limits also apply to any of IBM's suppliers and Program developers. They state the
maximum for which IBM and such suppliers and Program developers are collectively responsible. Items for Which IBM
is Not Liable "Save with respect to any liability referred to in item 1 above, under no circumstances is IBM or any of its
suppliers or Program developers liable for any of the following," even if IBM or they were informed of the possibility of
such losses: "1. loss of, or damage to, data;" "2. special, indirect, or consequential loss; or" "3. loss of profits, business,
revenue, goodwill, or anticipated savings." ITALY: General (Section 5): The following is added to this section: "IBM and
Customer (hereinafter, individually, ""Party"") shall comply with all the obligations of the applicable provisions of law and/
or regulation on personal data protection." "Each of the Parties will indemnify and keep the other Party harmless from any
damage, claim, cost or expense incurred by the latter, directly and or indirectly, as" a consequence of an infringement of
the other Party of the mentioned provisions of law and/or regulations. SLOVAKIA: Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The
following is added to the end of the last paragraph: The limitations apply to the extent they are not prohibited under ??
373-386 of the Slovak Commercial Code. General (Section 5): The terms of item 5 are replaced with the following: "THE
PARTIES AGREE THAT, AS DEFINED BY APPLICABLE LOCAL LAW, ANY LEGAL OR OTHER ACTION RELATED TO
A BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT" MUST BE COMMENCED NO LATER THAN FOUR YEARS FROM THE DATE ON
WHICH THE CAUSE OF ACTION AROSE. SWITZERLAND: General (Section 5): The following is added to item 4: "For
purposes of this clause, contact information will also include information about You as a legal entity, for example revenue
data and other transactional information." UNITED KINGDOM: No Warranty (Section 3): The following replaces the first
sentence in the first paragraph of this section: "SUBJECT TO ANY STATUTORY WARRANTIES WHICH CANNOT BE
EXCLUDED, IBM MAKES NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED," "INCLUDING (WITHOUT
LIMITATION) THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
AND" "NON-INFRINGEMENT, REGARDING THE PROGRAM." Limitation of Liability (Section 4): The following replaces
the terms of this section in its entirety: "For the purposes of this section, a ""Default"" means any act, statement, omission,
or negligence on the part of IBM in connection with, or in relation to, the subject matter" "of an Agreement in respect of
which IBM is legally liable to You, whether in contract or tort. A number of Defaults which together result in, or contribute
to, substantially" the same loss or damage will be treated as one Default. "Circumstances may arise where, because
of a Default, You are entitled to recover damages from IBM. This section sets out the extent of IBM's liability and Your"
sole remedy. 1. IBM will accept unlimited liability for: a. death or personal injury caused by the negligence of IBM; "b.
any breach of its obligations implied by Section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 or Section 2 of the Supply of Goods
and Services Act 1982, or any statutory" modification or re-enactment of either such Section; and "c. subject always to
the Items for Which IBM is Not Liable below, for physical damage to Your tangible property resulting from the negligence
of IBM." "2. IBM's entire liability for actual damages for any one Default will not in any event, except as provided in item
1 above, exceed the greater of 1) ?75,000, or 2) 125% of" the amount You paid for the Program directly relating to the
Default. These limits also apply to IBM's suppliers and Program developers. They state the maximum for which IBM and
such suppliers and Program developers are collectively responsible. Items for Which IBM is Not Liable "Save with respect
to any liability referred to in item 1 above, under no circumstances is IBM or any of its suppliers or Program developers
liable for any of the following," even if IBM or they were informed of the possibility of such losses: "1. loss of, or damage
to, data;" "2. special, indirect, or consequential loss; or" "3. loss of profits, business, revenue, goodwill, or anticipated
savings." Z125-5589-03 (11/2002)

LICENSE INFORMATION The Programs listed below are licensed under the following terms and conditions in addition
to those of the International License Agreement for Non-Warranted Programs. Program Name: DB2 Universal Database
JDBC Type-4 Driver Program Number: 5724-J28 "Authorization for Use on Home/Portable Computer: The Program
may be stored on the primary machine and another machine, provided that the Program is not in" active use on both
machines at the same time. Specified Operating Environment "The Program's specifications and specified operating
environment information may be found in documentation accompanying the Program, if available, such as a" "read-me
file, or other information published by IBM, such as an announcement letter." Redistribution Information "If You have
developed an application that is dependent upon the files or modules listed below or located in the directory named
below, You may distribute these files" "or modules, subject to the following terms:" 1) The files or modules must be in
object code. "2) You will indemnify IBM or third parties that provide IBM products (""Third Parties"") from and against
any third party claim arising out of the use or distribution of" Your application. 3) You may not use the same path name
as the original files/modules. 4) You may not use IBM's or Third Parties' names or trademarks in connection with the
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marketing of Your applications without IBM's or Third Parties' prior written consent. "5) IBM or Third Parties provide copies
of these files or modules ""AS IS,"" i.e., You are responsible for all technical assistance for Your application." "6) In Your
license agreement with the recipient, You will notify the recipient that these files or modules may not be 1) used for any
purpose other than to enable the" "application, 2) copied (except for backup purposes), 3) further distributed, or 4) reverse
assembled, reverse compiled, or otherwise translated. " db2jcc.jar db2jcc_license_c.jar Your application containing a
copy of the above referenced files/modules must be labeled as follows: CONTAINS Runtime Modules of DB2 Universal
Database JDBC Type-4 Driver (c) Copyright IBM Corporation 2004 "All Rights Reserved""" Program-unique Terms The
Program is made available at no charge. The Money-Back Guarantee has no applicability. This license serves as a Proof
of Entitlement (PoE) for this Program. D/N: GC18-9428-01 P/N: L-DLHD-67FT35

iReasoning SNMP Agent Builder 5.2

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited. All rights reserved.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS|&"&| AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

JAX-RPC 1.1

JAXRPC was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below. JAXRPC
is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement.
Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other
party. Source code for JAXRPC is available at http://java.net/projects/jax-rpc. In addition, CA makes the source code for
JAXRPC available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/PRJ00356_6/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if
any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by
the terms of this License.

1.7. "License" means this document.

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
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1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally
released under this License.

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and
(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
You. For purposes of this
definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether
by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership
of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or
portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise
makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original
Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the
Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,
each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such
Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as
part of a Larger Work; and (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version
(or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,
have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:

(1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications
made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
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(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first
distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor
has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor
with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under
Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must
include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or
otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they
can
obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used
for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You
represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to
grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.
You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or
any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a
fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.
However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You
must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by
You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred
by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms
of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in
compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit
or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You
distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that
any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You
hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial
Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License
are fulfilled for the Covered Software.
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4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License
from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in
Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a
notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any
subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to
use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the
License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and
use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that
the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,
MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY
COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF
ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms
herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or
a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")
alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor
or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any
patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial
Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)
and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant
terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day
period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either
unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted
by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)
shall survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE
INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY
SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE
LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY
CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER
COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF
LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH
PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT
APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
"commercial
computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ¤
252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software
documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R.
227.7202-1
through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set
forth herein.
This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that
addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be
governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation
relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in
a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,
court
costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a
contract shall
be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and
the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any
Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly
or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.
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JRE 1.7.0_121

JRE This Product is distributed with JRE from Oracle America, Inc. Oracle owns the Java trademark and all Java-related
trademarks, logos and icons including the Coffee Cup (the “Java Marks”). Any source code provided is solely for reference
purposes. Use of the Commercial Features of the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a separate
license from Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1 (Commercial Features In Java
SE Product Editions) of the Software documentation accessible at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/
documentation/index.html.

Oracle has provided additional copyright notices and information that may be applicable to portions of the JRE in the
THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file that accompanies the JRE files.

JRE v.1.7

This Product is distributed with JRE v.1.7.

Use of the Commercial Features of the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a separate license from
Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1 (Commercial Features In Java SE Product
Editions) of the Software documentation accessible at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/
index.html.

Oracle has provided additional copyright notices and information that may be applicable to portions of the JRE in the
THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file that accompanies the JRE files and at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/
javase/documentation/index.html.

Jtopen v.8.1

This product includes jtopen 8.1 which was obtained under the IBM Public License v.1.0, and is distributed by CA for use
with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement.

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the IBM Public License are offered by CA alone and not by
any other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of
TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability
for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages.
CA makes the source code for this component available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00000697_3 under the terms of the
IBM Public License v.1.0.

Alternatively, you may obtain the source code from http://sourceforge.net/projects/jt400/

Jython v.2.5.3

This product includes Jython 2.5.3 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreements:

The Jython License
A. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING JYTHON PYTHON SOFTWARE
FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2
1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization
("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software ("Jython") in source or binary form and its associated
documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-
free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute,
and otherwise use Jython alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's
notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 2007 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Jython
alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.
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3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Jython or any part thereof, and wants
to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such
work a brief summary of the changes made to Jython.

4. PSF is making Jython available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND
DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF JYTHON WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF JYTHON FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR
OTHERWISE USING JYTHON, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture
between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in
a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Jython, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this
License Agreement.

Jython 2.0, 2.1 License
Copyright (c) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 Jython Developers All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the Jython Developers nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS|&"&| AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

JPython 1.1.x Software License.
This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895
Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and using
JPython version 1.1.x in source or binary form and its associated documentation as provided herein ("Software").

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive, non-
transferable, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare
derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that
CNRI's License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright Ã?Â©1996-1999 Corporation for National
Research Initiatives; All Rights Reserved" are both retained in the Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by
Licensee.

Alternatively, in lieu of CNRI's License Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the quotes),
provided, however, that such text is displayed prominently in the Software alone or in any derivative version prepared by
Licensee: "JPython (Version 1.1.x) is made available subject to the terms and conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.
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This Agreement may be located on the Internet using the following unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle):
1895.22/1006. The License may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Web using the following URL: http://
hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1006."

In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates the Software or any part thereof, and
wants to make the derivative work available to the public as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to indicate in
any such work, in a prominently visible way, the nature of the modifications made to CNRI's Software.

Licensee may not use CNRI trademarks or trade name, including JPython or CNRI, in a trademark sense to endorse
or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party. Licensee may use the mark JPython in connection with
Licensee's derivative versions that are based on or incorporate the
Software, but only in the form "JPython-based ___________________," or equivalent.

CNRI is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND
DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING
THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF. SOME
STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY SO THE ABOVE DISCLAIMER MAY NOT
APPLY TO LICENSEE.

This License Agreement may be terminated by CNRI (i) immediately upon written notice from CNRI of any material breach
by the Licensee, if the nature of the breach is such that it cannot be promptly remedied; or (ii) sixty (60) days following
notice from CNRI to Licensee of a material remediable breach, if Licensee has not remedied such breach within that sixty-
day period.
This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all respects by the law of the State of Virginia, excluding
conflict of law provisions. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or
joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.

By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by installing, copying or otherwise using the Software, Licensee
agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.
-----------------------------

The command line interpreter is covered by the Apache Software License. See the org/apache/LICENSE file for details.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
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either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa
Clara, CA 95051, and the
Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software in source or binary form and its
associated documentation ("the Software").

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-
exclusive,
royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,
distribute, and
otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is
retained in the
Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS
OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD
PARTY RIGHTS.

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR ANY
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS
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AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all respects by the law of the State of California,
excluding conflict of
law provisions. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or
joint venture
between BeOpen and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade
names in a trademark
sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party. As an exception, the "BeOpen Python"
logos available at
http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the permissions granted on that web page.

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this
License Agreement.

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2
--------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam, The Netherlands. All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice
appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or
publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

OpenSSL 0.9.8.h

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://
www.openssl.org/) and distributed in accordance with the following licensing terms:

LICENSE ISSUES
==============
The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay
license apply to the toolkit. See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source
licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.
OpenSSL License
---------------
====================================================================
Copyright (c) 1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:

"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://
www.openssl.org/)"

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without
prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.
6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://
www.openssl.org/)"
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
====================================================================
This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software
written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
Original SSLeay License
-----------------------
/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as  the following conditions are aheared to.  The
following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
*    must display the following acknowledgement:
*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by
*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS|&"&| AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/

Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.7.0_80

This Product is distributed with JRE from Oracle America, Inc. Oracle owns the Java trademark and all Java-
related trademarks, logos and icons including the Coffee Cup (the “Java Marks”). Any source code provided is solely for
reference purposes. Use of the Commercial Features of the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a
separate license from Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1 (Commercial Features In
Java SE Product Editions) of the Software documentation accessible at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/
documentation/index.html. Oracle has provided additional
copyright notices and information that may be applicable to portions of the JRE in the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt
file that accompanies the JRE files.

Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_102

This Product is distributed with JRE from Oracle America, Inc. Oracle owns the Java trademark and all Java-related
trademarks, logos and icons including the Coffee Cup (the “Java Marks”). Any source code provided is solely for reference
purposes. Use of the Commercial Features of the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a separate
license from Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1 (Commercial Features In Java
SE Product Editions) of the Software documentation accessible at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/
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documentation/index.html. Oracle has provided additional copyright notices and information that may be applicable to
portions of the JRE in the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file that accompanies the JRE files.

Oracle 11G JDBC Driver 11.1.0.7.0

This Product is distributed with Oracle 11G JDBC Driver version 11.1.0.7.0 from Oracle USA, Inc. (?Oracle?)

The following additional terms and conditions apply to your use of the Oracle software product ("Oracle Product"):

(1) you may only use the Oracle Product to run the CA Product;

(2) to the extent permitted by applicable law, Oracle disclaims liability for any damages, whether direct, indirect, incidental,
or consequential, arising from your use of the Oracle Product;

(3) at the termination of this Agreement, you must discontinue use and destroy or return to CA all copies of the Product;

(4) Oracle is not obligated to provide technical support, phone support, or updates to the Oracle Product hereunder;

(5) CA reserves the right to audit your use of the Oracle Product and report such use to Oracle or to assign this right to
audit your use of the Oracle Product to Oracle; (6) Oracle shall be a third party beneficiary of this Agreement.

Rhino 1.6R2

This product includes Rhino 1.6R2. This component was obtained under the terms set forth below, and is distributed by
CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the
CA license agreement that differ from these open source licenses are offered by CA alone and not by any other party.

CA makes the source code for Rhino available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00000697_1 under the open source terms
set forth below. Alternatively, you may obtain the source code or instructions for obtaining the source code for this
component from http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/.

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1.1
---------------
1. Definitions.
1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.
1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the
Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications,
in each case including portions thereof.
1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community
for the electronic transfer of data.
1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.
1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required
by Exhibit A.
1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms
of this License.
1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any
previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a
Modification is:
A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.
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1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice
required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered
Code governed by this License.
1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it
contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control
compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or
another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The
Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software
is widely available for no charge.
1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For
purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or
beneficial ownership of such entity.
2. Source Code License.
2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual
property claims:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use,
reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original
Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use,
practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).
(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original
Code under the terms of this License.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code;
2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused
by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.
2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-
exclusive license
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof)
either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either
alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for
sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use
of the Covered Code.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from
the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version;
3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications
made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the
Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of
Modifications made by that Contributor.
3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Application of License.
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The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without
limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License
or a future version
of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source
Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this
License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights
described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the
terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available
via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular
Modification
has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains
available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting the changes You made to create
that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that the Modification is derived,
directly or indirectly, from Original
Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b)
in any notice in an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the
Covered Code.
3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise the
rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code
distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient
will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made available as described in
Section 3.2,
Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other
steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the
Covered
Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent
licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must
also include this information in the LEGAL file.
(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that
Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights
conveyed by this License.
3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a
particular Source
Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user
would be likely
to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice
described in
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Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients'
rights or ownership
rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability
obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on
behalf of the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability
obligation is
offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability
incurred by the
Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that
Covered Code,
and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this
License,
including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be
conspicuously included
in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating
to the
Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your
choice, which may
contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the
license for the
Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set
forth in this
License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms
which differ
from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify
the
Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of
any such
terms You offer.
3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and
distribute the Larger
Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the
Covered Code.
4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code
due to
statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent
possible; and (b)
describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section
3.4 and must
be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such
description must be
sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
5. Application of this License.
This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered
Code.
6. Versions of the License.
6.1. New Versions.
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Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to
time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.
6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it
under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent
version of the License published by Netscape. No one
other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.
6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not
already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Mozilla",
"MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",
"MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from
this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla
Public License and
Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described
in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this License.)
7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY
SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER
OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS
AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
8. TERMINATION.
8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are
properly granted shall
survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of
this License shall survive.
8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement
claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor
against whom
You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:
(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively,
unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either:

(i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable
royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or

(ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of
notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not
mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to
You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.
(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any
patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the
date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.
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8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version
directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the
initiation of patent
infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2
shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.
8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors
and resellers)
which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.
9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF
ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR
ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,
WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES
OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN
INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO
LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY
RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH
LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
"commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48
C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June
1995) all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.
11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by
California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law
provisions.

With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the
United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of
the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for
costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded
Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply
to this License.
12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to
distribute such
responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.
Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the
Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under
Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit
A.
EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.
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``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file
except in
compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied. See the
License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.
The Original Code is ______________________________________.
The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.
Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______
_______________________. All Rights Reserved.
Contributor(s): ______________________________________.
Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which
case the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of
this file only
under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your
decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___]
License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the
[___] License."
[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original
Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your
Modifications.]

SAAJ 1.2

SAAJ was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below. SAAJ is
distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any
provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other party.
The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim
or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the
source code for SAAJ available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/12842_7/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if
any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:
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A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally
released under this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)
associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this License. For legal entities, “You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
You. For purposes of this definition, “control” means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding
shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without
Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise
makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original
Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the
Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each
Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:\

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,
have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise
makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from
the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the
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combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or
other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that
Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make
available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such
Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that
You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may
not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of
licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients’ rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,
warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do
so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely
clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to
indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor
as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a
license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the
terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s rights
in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable
form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered
by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every
Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License
are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from
time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other
than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice
in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of
the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise
make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license
steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create
and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license
contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE
COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-
INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS
WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR
OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO
USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in
effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a
Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”)
alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the
Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and
all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the
Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant
terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day
period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or
pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by
You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive
termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY
PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,
COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN
IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION
OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH
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PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS
DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
“commercial computer software” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer
software documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212
and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software
with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR,
DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation
relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in
a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,
court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a
contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible
for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any
other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law
provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern
District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

wsdl4j 1.5.1

This product includes wsdl4j 1.5.1 which was obtained under the Common Public License v.1.0, and is distributed by CA
for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement.

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the Common Public License are offered by CA alone and not
by any other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of
TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability
for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages.
CA makes the source code for this component available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/12842_8 under the terms of the
Common Public License v.1.0.

Alternatively, you may obtain the source code from http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsdl4j/.
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wsdl4j 1.6.2

This product includes wsdl4j 1.6.2 which was obtained under the Common Public License v.1.0, and is distributed by CA
for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement.

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the Common Public License are offered by CA alone and not
by any other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of
TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability
for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages.
CA makes the source code for this component available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/07345_1 under the terms of the
Common Public License v.1.0.

Alternatively, you may obtain the source code from http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsdl4j/ .

wss4j 1.5.12

This product includes wss4j 1.5.12, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
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Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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Workload Automation Agents Documentation Home
For the Workload Automation Agents documentation home page, go here.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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